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Memorandum

The DirectoAJ$s|^

SER ZKr*'
Congressional Affairs Office

Subject :

Exec AD Adm.-------  
Exec AD Inv.---------
Exec AD LES_____

Date 9/15/89

Adm. Serve. .
Crim. Inv.
Ident.______
Insp.------------
Intell. ----------
Lab.------------
Legal Coun.
Off. Cong. &

PROPOSED MEETING WITH CONGRESSMAN JOHN ROWLAND (R-CT) 
MEMBER HOUSE PERMANENT SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 
(HPSCI)

Rec. Mgnt.----------  
Tech. Serve.--------
Training __------  

Telephone Rm.-------- 
Director’e Sec’y------

PURPOSE: To advise of a tentatively scheduled meeting with 
Congressman ROWLAND and to seek the DIRECTOR’S approval for the 
meeting.

DETAILS: On 8/10/89, Congressman ROWLAND, who was appointed to 
HPSCI in January, 1989, visited the New York Office to learn more of 
the FBI's effort in counterintelligence, counterterrorism, and drug 
enforcement. During that visit, legislative initiatives were 
discussed. There was not, however, sufficient time to discuss 
counterintelligence legislative proposals. Congressman ROWLAND thus 
asked the Congressional Affairs Office (CAO) representative if a 
follow-up meeting could be scheduled to discuss the FBI's counter
intelligence legislative needs in September, 1989.

11 a.m.
A briefing has tentatively been scheduled for 9/20/89 at 

in Room H405 - Capitol.

RECOMMENDATIONS: 1. That SSAs MONTE C. STRAIT and JOHN S.
HOOKS, Jr., of CAO, brief Congressman ROWLAND on 9/20/89 at 11 a.m.

Off. of Cong. 
WMKAffs. 
Off. of Lia. / 
& Inti. Affs. U. 
Rec. Mgmt._ 
Tech. Serve.
Training 

2. That the Intelligence Division (INTD) designate a
representative from Special Staff to accompany CAO to the briefing.

1 - Mr. Geer
1 - Mr. Baker
1 - Mr. Gallagher
1 - Mr. Klein
1 - Mr. Leggett
1 - Mr. Collingwood
3 - Mr. Rissler
1 - Mr. Strait
1 - Mr. 

:mmc
Hooks 
(12)

IM*
■ NW 68486 Oocld:32989711 Page 2



Memorandum to the Director from the Congressional Affairs Office 
RE: PROPOSED MEETING WITH CONGRESSMAN JOHN ROWLAND (R-CT)

MEMBER HOUSE PERMANENT SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 
(HPSCI)

3. That the DIRECTOR approve the meeting with Congressman 
ROWLAND.

APPROVED: Adm. Serve. Off. of Cong. 
Crim.
Ident. . ■ Off of Lia. /
Inspection & inti. Affs.ZZ 
Intell Rec. Mgmt._ 
Laboratory , Tech. Serve.
Legal COun. Training

Director 
Exec AD-Adr 
Exec. AD-lnv.
Exec. AD-LES . >....

4. That SSA JOHN S. HOOKS, Jr., CAO, coordinate this 
matter.

APPROVED:

Director ------- 
Exec. AD-Adm 
Exec. AD-lnv.. 
Exec. AD-LES

Adm. Servs. Off. of Cong.
■Crim. t Affs.
Ident.  
Inspection/. 
IntellxW^ 
Laboratory . 
Legal Cbun.

Off. of Lia. / 
& Inti. Affs.# 
Rec. Mgmt._ 
Tech. Servs. 
Training

2
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:D STATES GOVERNMENT

Mr

Mr. W. 0. Cregar

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

object: WipQRr.ON^LEGATWNS.AP.PEARIKQ .I1U 
OCTOBER Jz4 X15^ 1979,. JEDUIONS^OF

date: 1/4/80

Exec AD Adm.— 
Exec AD Inv. —

, Exec AD LES — 
, A:ist. Dir.:
; Adm. Serv$.— 
.. Crim. Inv.----— 
, Ident.---------- — 
r Intell.------- -— 
. Laboratory'----

_ Rec,. Mgnt.-------- ;
Tech. Servj.___ ;
Training______ i

.Public Alls. OH. _ 
i .Telephone Rm. —

LOirector'* Sec’y _

PURPOSE: o
To respond to request of House Select Committee 

on Intelligence^equest for further review of captioned 
double agent case through preparation of a report which 
analyzes value of information passed by the double agent 
as compared with the value derived from the passage. (S) / /

RECOMMENDATION:

That Intelligence Division, CI-2 Section, prepare 
requested study for submission to Congressional Liaison,
Legal Counsel Division 
prior to 1/23/80. (U)

for delivery to House Committee

Ident

approved:
Director.-------
Exec. AD-lnv.
Exec. AD-Adm.____ . Intell. _ 

^>orat

OMI

1 - Mr. J. A. Mintz (Attn: Moschella)
1 - Mr. W
1 - Mr. R
1 - Mr. R 

Mr. J

0. Cregar
T. Castonguay
0. L‘Allier
M. Sturgis

I SECRET
sified and Extended by 25 

Reason for Extension FCIM, II 
Date of Review for Declassify

Rec. Mgnt.____ _ 
Tech. Serve..__  
Training . 
Public Affs. Off.

AdKServrZZ tega>Coun«
- - Plan. & Insp.Crim. W.. /

CONTINUED - OVER

1-2.4.2 (2, 3)
tion January 4, 2000

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regu arly on the Payroll SavingsPlan FBI/DOJ
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4
SECRET

Memorandum from Mr. J. M. Sturgis
to Mr. W. 0. Cregar
Re: Report on Allegations Appearing in 

October 14 - 15, 1979, Editions of 
The Chicago Sun-Times Newspaper

DETAILS:

On 1/3/80, SAs Emil Moschella, Legal Counsel 
Division, and Jim Sturgis, Intelligence Division, met with 
Thomas Lattemer, Staff Director, House Permanent Committee 
on Intelligence, at his request, regarding the recent FBI 
submission to the Committee of a review on analysis of the 
case captioned “Report on Allegations Appearing in the . 
October 14, 15, 1979, Editions of the Chicago ‘Sun-Times’ 
Newspaper; Review of Pending Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI) Double Agent Operations, October 1, 1977, to the 
President.” It is noted that the Committee had taken 
testimony on the matter of this double agent on October 16, 
1979, and the Committee made several requests for information 
in the area. (S)

Mr. Lattemer advised that it was the opinion of 
one of the members that a piece of requested information 
had not been directly addressed in our response and he 
therefore made a request for the specific item. Mr. Lattemer 
said that the item appears on pages 34 - 35 of the hearing 
transcript and that the requested analysis should compare all 
of the items passed by the double agent over the term of his 
operation with the information received by the FBI from the 
double agent so that one may be weighed against the other 
in a kind of "cost/benefit ratio." (S)

Mr. Lattemer requested that the analysis be in his 
hands prior to the first Committee meeting which is scheduled 
for 1/23/80. (C)

SECRET

- 2 -

NW 68486 Docld:32MHff11 Page 5
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UNITED STATES GOVF^MENT

Memorandum' ‘V

UNITED STATES DFI’A^KlNI 01- JUST1 
FEDERAL BUREAU t WrVESTlGATION

kxoc AU Adm..

Exec AD Inv. _

Exec AD LES___

Asst. Dir.:
Adm. Servs_____
Crim. Inv._____

ro ' : The Director •

' (\
• ■ date: 10/24/7^ Ident._______si—

from : Legal Couhsenpvr^ •

subject: JURISDICTION OF: THE
HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE AND- THE ' "

SHOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ’’

■

PURPOSE: ’ . ?

The purpose of this memorandum is to advise you .
of the jurisdiction of the captioned Committees relative ’ •
to the FBI. " ’ . ’l • e a.

DETAILS: ’ ■ ‘: ’■

In connection with Assistant Director William 0. ' .
Cregar's briefing of the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional . 
Rights, House Judiciary Committee, you raised a question as 
to the need for such a briefiijg.- In part, the need is based 
upon the jurisdiction of the" Judiciary Committee of*-which , j '
the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights\is a 
part. Rule X, Rules of the House of Representatives^(R.H.R.), 

96th Congress (1978) deals .with the establishment and 
jurisdiction of standing committees (portions applicable to ■ .
the House Judiciary Committee attached). According to ’
Rule X, cl 1, R’.H.R. , 96th Congress (1978),

"There shall be in the House the following 
standing committees, each of which shall have . . -q
the jurisdiction and related functions assigned ■

, to it by this clause and'clauses 2, 3, and 4; . -(V.
and all bills, resolutions, and other matters ,• :
relating to subjects within the jurisdiction of • V
any standing committee as listed in this clause

' shall (in accordance with and subject to clause 'xSx
5) be referred to such committees, as follows:"

I I I-1

2 - Mr. Moschella . » • S
1 - Mr. Bassett; ' ' " ’• ”

w
IAB:cah (7) ”3 . CONTINUED - OVER

. -A-
. t .

Biw U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly-on the Payroll Savings Plan fbi/doj

a \ •

'’Ht
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Memorandum from Legal Counsel- to the Director
■Re: JURISDICTION OF THE '
' HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE AND THE
’ HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ;ON INTELLIGENCE

The specific areas of jurisdiction of the House Judiciary 
Committee applicable to this matter are set forth as follows 
at Rule X, cl l(m) , R.H.R., 96th Congress (1978) as 

.’follows: ; ‘ .
— ♦ •“ a

"(3) Bankruptcy, mutiny',■ espionage and .
counterfeiting." • .

"(4) Civil liberties." ’’

"(7) Immigration and naturalization." . '

"(19) Communist and other subversive activities 
. affecting the internal security of the 

United States." ’ .

Rule X, cl 2(b)(1).,' R.H.R. , 96th Congress (1978) 
mandates generally the oversight responsibilities for standing, 
committees. Among these responsibilities is the responsibility 
for monitoring Federal agencies-and entities within the 
committee's jurisdiction to insure that laws and programs 
are being implemented and carried out in accordance with 
the intent of Congress. •

Rule XLVIII, R.H.R., 96th Congress (1978) (attached) 
establishes the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence 
and sets forth the Committee’s responsibilities. Rule 
XLVIII, cl 2(a) and 2(a)(2), R.H.R., 96th Congress (1978) 
sets forth the Committee's interest in matters relating to 
the Bureau as follows:. . .

■ "2. (a) There shall be-.referred to the select com- ■
mittee all proposed•legislation, messages, peti
tions , memorials, and ‘other matters relating to ' 
the following: ' ■

(2) Intelligence .and intelligence-related 
acteivites. of all other departments and agen
cies of the Government, including, but not 

■ limited to, the intelligence and intelligence-
related activities of the Defense Intelligence 
Agency, the National Security Agency, and 
other agencies of the Department of Defense; 
the Department of State; the Department 
of Justice;- and the' Department of the

- Treasury."
I • .

- 2 - CONTINUED - OVER

h^wi1 ’ ...... ,---------- ;---------- r

NW fiMlC Docld:J2i97« Page 9



Memorandum from W^al Counsel to the DirecWv ' .

Re: JURISDICTION OF THE " '
■ HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE AND THE

HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE.ON INTELLIGENCE

; Rule XLVIII, cl 2(c) and 2(d), R.H.R. , 96th -
Congress-(1978) states as folTo^s’that that rule does not 
limit the authority of other committees to review intelligence 
matters within their jurisdiction:

» "(c) Nothing in this riil-e shall be construed as
prohibiting or otherwise restricting the authority 
of any other committee.to study and review any 
intelligence or intellig-ence-related activity to 
the extent that such activity directly affects a 

. matter otherwise within.the jurisdiction of such 
committee. • .- ;
(d) Nothing in the rule shall be construed as ■ 
ammending," limiting, or ..otherwise changing the au
thority of any standing committee of the House; 
to obtain full and prompt’access to the product 
of the intelligence arid, intelligence-related activi
ties of any department;or agency of the Govern-- 
ment relevant to a matter otherwise within the

’ jurisidiction of such committee." .'

RECOMMENDATION-:. .

None, for information only.

:xec?AD l-^s " ' _ t.; z * y

.0^

NW 68486 Docld: 32989711 Page 10
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TRANSMIT VIA:
□ Teletype
□ Facsimile
□ ________ AIRTEL

CONFIDENTIAL

TO

FROM

PRECEDENCE: 
□ Immediate 
□ Priority- 
□ Routine

CLASSIFICATION:
□

□

TOP SECRET 
SECRET 
CONFIDENTIAL 
UNCLAS E F T O 
UNCLAS
Date .........

’-DIRECTOR, FBI ATTN: CHIEF, LIAISON UNIT, INTD

LEGAT, J&KYD (80-6) 30622008

XVISIT OF MEMBERS OF/^APANESE DIET . TO WASHINGTON

JAPAN

7*

D.C

THIS ENTIRE AIRTEL IS CLASSIFIED ‘CONFIDENTIAL 
EXCEPT‘WHERE OTHERWtSE NOTED."
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4-720 (7-11-77)

Top Secret Control Number______ if Q '78^1^173.______ ,______
Originator of Material Q _____

(FBI field division/ FBIHQ or outoie agency)

Letter Airtel 

LHM Memo
9

Report Other- 

Teletype 

Captioned:

Date of Mail

This serial is under the control of the Top Secret Control Officer located 
in the Document Classification Office.

Authority - 62-116065

. File number

PERMANENT SERIAL CHARGE-OUT

FBI/DOJ
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OFTIONAX. FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1M2 EDITION

A OSA FFMR (« CFR) 101-11.0

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (62-116464) date: 5/31/78

FROM ://LEGAT, MANILA (62-25) (RUC)

subject: TBISEAL FOR HEARING ROOM
QfO)USE SELECT. Cp.MMITTEE 

ON INTELLIGENCE~(HSCI)

LIAISON MATTER

ReMANlet, 4/20/78.

Requested seal was forwarded attention Intelligence 
Division, CI-3 Section on 5/26/78.



May 10, 1978

MEMORANDUM TO MESSRS. ADM-IS 
MC DERMOTT

Prior to the closed session meeting of the House
Intelligence Committee at 3:30 p.m. this afternoon I advised 
the Attorney General that, as a result of the recent 
inspection of the Hew York Office, we had discovered that 
som^wiretap records were not kept in accordance with regula
tions with the result that the indices may have been in
complete at the time that affidavits were submitted on the 
question of whether various individuals had or had not been 
overheard during such taps. I told him that our tentative 
assessment was that we would find very few additional names 
but that it would take considerable effort to nail it down.

This prompted the Attorney General to tell me that
he understood Mr. LaPrade had testified or been interviewed 
on the Hill regarding his foreign counterintelligence concerns 
and at that time described a procedure which worried him. He 
stated that in making^aps on Telex lines the company (RCA) 
would not cooperate and it was therefore necessary for the i, , '
Special Agent to run tests on various lines until he found 
the Telex. Judge Bell drew the inference that the Agents 
necessarily had to overhear conversations or messages on other 
lines during this testing processt^^.understand from you that 
this may not be the case. We should*'ascertain exactly what 
the practice is and what the problems are. ' ,•5 problems are. ,, ,•

Wil REC 27 ; -
Please keep me advisedaon the indices problem.

|“TTWr>ri ~ '

Assoc. Dir.__/ i
Dep. AD Adm.__ Vz
Dep. AD Inv.______

Asst. Din:

William H. Webster 
Director

O MAY 31 1973

Laboratory .
LegalCoun.______
Plan. & Insp._____  
Rec. Mgnt.
T^ch. Servs.______
Training__________
'pblic Affs. Off_____
'tiephone Rm. « i
Vector’s Sedyl—t

hlW 68^© &>cld:329«9711 Page 15
FBI/DOJ
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FROM

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
' .MAT 1M2 EDITION 
^jpSA FPMR (41 cm) 101-11.0

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-116464]_ date: 4/20/78

,EGAT, MANILA (62-25) (P)

subject: FBISEAL FOR HEARING ROOM
OF^OUSE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON^INTElZii^

LIAISON MATTER

ReBulet, 2/6/78.

Requested seal has been carved and is being painted.
Legat expects delivery within the week and will forward promptly.

ureau
(1-Foreign Liaison Unit)

1 - Manila
GFE:jmp 
(4)

231978

Bonds Pegularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



9

1 - Mr. J. S. Leo (Liaison) . *
1 - Mr. R. J. Gray, Jr. ‘

’ LEGAT, Manila 2/6/78

Director, FBI (62-116464)

FBI SEAL FOR HEARING ROOM
O^HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON INTELLIGENCE~(HSCl); h

ECHSOiTMATTER

The HSCI exercises oversight over the FBI and other 
members of the Intelligence Community (IC). Its hearing room is 
decorated with the seals of the other members of the IC. All are 
15 inches in diameter. Available FBI seals are either 9 inches or 
21 inches in diameter. In order to furnish a 15-inch wooden FBI 
seal to the HSCI, you are requested to determine whether a carved 
seal can be procured in the Philippines for $50 or less. If so, 
arrange to have one seal carved. You may loan the 21 -inch seal in 
your office to the woodcarvers temporarily for this purpose.

If you are able to obtain the desired seal, forward it to '
the intelligence Division, Attention CI-3 Section. L

(5) G

NOTE:

Procurement of seal authorized by T. W. Leavitt to
J. B. Adams memorandum dated 1/31/78, same caption, TWL/RJG;ifc.

ASSOC. - -

Dep. AD Adm.__ 
Dcp. AD Inv.___

Asst. Dir.:
Adm. Serv. - - -
Crim. Inv. ■ - - — 
Fin. & Pers. - 
I dent. - — 
Intell  
L a bo rato ry - -

FEB 7 1978
mailed 10

20 S
Legal Crum.------  
Plan. & Insp.----

FBI

FBI/DOJ



TO

FROM

©phonaC form NO. 10 A,
JULV'7073 EDr*-‘l 
t^A FPMR 141 ' ) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

■ Memorandum
:Mr. T. W. Leavitt

1
1
1

-Mr. 
- Mr. 
- Mr.

-R. J. Gray, Jr.
1 
1
1 
1

-Mr 
-Mr 
- Mr

R. Go Held 
J. Bo Adams 
K. E. Joseph

date: 1/6/78
To Wo Leavitt 
Eo C. Peterson 
C. G. Sullivan

-Mr. R. J. Gray, Jr.

- .3.«4 ------ —
Fin. & Pers. —

Laboratory_____  
Legal Coun. — 
Plan. & Insp.__  
Rec. Mgnt. — —

subject: APPEARANCES BEFORE SENATE 
AND HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEES
ON INTELLIGENCE

PURPOSE:

To recommend priority attention be given to preparation of 
video tapes which are to support presentations before Senate and House 
Select Committees on Intelligence during January and February, 1978.

DETAILS:

During early February, 1978, an appearance by either 
Deputy Associate Director James B. Adams or Assistant Director 
To Wo Leavitt is planned before the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence; 
in addition, the House Select Committee on Intelligence will be similarly 
briefed in the near future. In order to dramatize graphically the constant 
threat to national security posed by Hostile Intelligence Services, a video
tape presentation of approximately 20 minutes is felt to be most desirable. 
Senate staff members have specifically requested such a film as one of 
the most effective ways to dramatize our problems for the Senators.

At the present time, the Instructional Technological Services 
Staff, Training Division, have advised the Intelligence Division (INTD) 
they have a number of important projects; but, in view of the short dead
lines for the preparation of a suitable presentation, INTD believes that 
this project should be given priority statu

RECOMMENDATION: NOT RECORDED

. 167 FEB 2 1978 i? FEB
That tie Instructional Technological Services St 

Division, provide priority servi^e-to JN^TSTCJect

■aRJG:ifc 1 z * 1 t \ «*

Writer.

5010*110

‘ it
& '

■fA rA w fi

2 w:

y Buy U.S, Savings Bonds Psgularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

Tech. Servs.
Training —

Public Aff». Off— U

Telephone Rm.__
Director’s Sec’y —

A—
u

FB1/DOJ
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TO

FROM

/*^PPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
^ULY 1973 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GoTer^MENT

Memorandum
1 
1
1
1

- Mr.
- Mr.
- Mr.
- Mr.

:Mr. J. B.
~ ^vxn>i*

:T. W. Leavitt^'

R. G. Held
J. B. Adams
J. J. McDermott
& Jr

date: 1/31/78
1 
1

- Mr. T. W. Leavitt
- Mr. R. J. Gray, Jr.

subject: Fg£§EAL FOR HEARING ROOM 
< OctOUSE se lect committee
y ON INTELLIGENCE (HSCI)

Assoc. Dlr._____  
Dep. AD Adm._ 
Dep. AD Inv._

Asst. Dir.:
Adm. Sorv._____ j
Crim. I» v- t
Fin. & Pers.yCXj 
Ident. >4 |

Infill. fSA'i A 
Laboratory - *
Legal Coun. - 
Plan. & Insp. — 
Rec. Mgnt. - -
Spec. Inv. - -------- 
Tech. Servs.------ 
Trai n ing ..--------—

Public Affs. Off.- 
Telephone Rm. _ 
Director’s Sec'y —

PURPOSE: z
-------------------------- / f

I

To confirm Director’s authorization to prepare hand-painted 
FBI seal suitable for mounting on wall of the hearing room (H-405) of 
the HSCI.

DETAILS:

During testimony before the HSCI on 1/19/78, the Committee 
Chairman, Rep. Edward P. Boland, requested that I arrange for an FBI 
seal to be placed on the wall together with the seals of the other five 
members of the Intelligence Community which are already there.

The seals of the other agencies are all 15” in diameter. 
Available FBI seals are either 9” (all gold) or 21" (full color) in diameter. 
The Director orally authorized the hand painting of a 9” seal to be mounted 
on a 15" wooden base appropriately finished. The Special Projects Section, 
Laboratory Division, has observed seals now in the hearing room and can 
prepare a suitable FBI seal and base.

s
7

To obtain a 15” seal presenting an appearance more comparable 
to the other seals through regular channels would be prohibitively expensive. 
Making a mold, alone, would cost about $1,000. However, a hand-carved 
15" seal can be made in the Philippines through Legat, Manila. The cost 
would probably run less than $50. The time to obtain would run 60-90 days 
and it is, therefore, not a viable alternative to installing, initially, the 
9" seal on 15” base but offers a better long-range solution to the HSCI 
Chairman’s request.

TWL/RJG;ifcV 
7) ;

REC-54 -fib

5010*11^

NW 68486 -I

CONTINUED - OVER C 7373
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the PayrolLSavings PJan^^

FBI/DOJ



Memorandum to Mr. J. Adams
Re: FBI Seal for Hearing Room of

House Select Committee on Intelligence (HSCI)

RECOMMENDATIONS:

(1) That Special Projects Section mount a hand-painted
9” FBI seal on a 15” wooden base. APFH0VEOI

lu r-
Sep, rtfi

Mm. f
::

ti

(2) That Legat, Manila, be instructed to have a 15” seal 
carved and painted if it can be done for no more than $50.

APPROVED*

'Vvv
I^al Coon.— 
fiSK. & W$<—

Director——
Ass'll Eir<—- 
De?, A- 
Dep. A® ia^

Cfia.

.1

- 2 -
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To:

From:

Subject:

Clarence M. Kelley
Director ' .
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Griffin B. Bell
Attorney General

Background Investigations for House Permanent 
Select Committee on Intelligence

, •* \

I have signed a Memorandum।of Understanding with the 
Chairman of the^go^j^J^gmanent^^ 

.Inte^J^^ providing for the conduct of background 
investigations of Committee staff members whose duties 
require that they have access to classified information. 
The Memorandum was also signed by the Chairman of the 
Committee on August 2, 1977. I hereby authorize you to 
conduct the appropriate background investigations in 
accordance with the terms of the Memorandum of Understanding.

Griffin B. Bell 
Attorney General

REC-1 H
AUG 23 1977

7 9 SEP 091^774
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INTRODUCTION TO MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

In order that the Attorney General may fulfill the 
official responsibilities imposed upon the Department of 
Justice by Executive Order 11652 to insure that persons 
to whom the Department of Justice furnishes information 
classified in the interest of national security have been 
determined to be trustworthy, and in order to assure that 
the staff of the House Permanent Select Committee on 
Intelligence may have access to material of the Department 
of Justice necessary to assist the Committee in carrying 
out its responsibilities under House Resolution 658 of 
the 95th Congress, the Attorney General and the Chairman 
of the Committee have entered- into the following agree
ment concerning background investigations of proposed 
Committee staff, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 533(3), to obtain 
the information necessary for the Committee to make the 
trustworthiness determination required to clear staff 
members for access to information of the Department of 
Justice classified in the interest of national security.



MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION BACKGROUND INVESTIGATIONS 
FOR THE HOUSE PERMANENT SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE (HPSCI)

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) will conduct 
ba'ckground investigations at the request of the Chairman 
of HPSCI of applicants, employees or any persons engaged by 
contract or otherwise to perform services for the .HPSCI. 
These investigations shall only be conducted pursuant to 
the agreement between the Attorney General and the HPSCI to 
ascertain facts a‘nd information relevant to the applicant's 
or employee's suitability for employment and to their 
trustworthiness for clearance for access to information 
classified under the provisions of Executive Order 11652 
and where necessary for clearance for access to compart- 
mented information in accordance with the standards set 
forth in Director .of Central Intelligence Directive 1/14.

Requests for investigations by the FBI shall be made 
in writing from the Committee Chairman 
to the Director of the FBI enclosing a completed Standard 
Form &6 (Security Investigation Data for Sensitive Position) 
which provides the necessary background data-and a set of 
the individual’s fingerprints for a check of FBI Identification 
Records. To enable the FBI to.comply with Section (e) (3) ■ 
of the Federal Privacy Act of 1974 and in keeping with the 
spirit of this Act, the request shall be accompanied by 
a statement signed by the subject of the investigation .
acknowledging that he or she has consented to the 
investigation with the knowledge that facts or information 
gathered shall be retained consistent with the FBI Records 
Retention Plan. . .

. HPSCI is to secure signed releases from the person under 
investigation authorizing the FBI to review educational, 
credit, and employment records. If a person furnishes 
information disclosing a medical problem or if such 
information is developed through investigation, the FBI 
will advise the HPSCI. The HPSCI will advise whether 
further investigation is desired and will either fu.rnish 
to the FBI a release to review necessary medical records 
and interview the physician or advise if it desires the ..
FBI to contact the persons under investigation for the . 
appropriate medical releases'.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

Page 2

Subject to the Federal Privacy Act of 1974, persons 
interviewed during these investigations may be assured that 
to the extent permitted by law information identifying such 
persons will be kept confidential.

The FBI will furnish summary memoranda and supporting 
materials containing the results of its investigation to 
the Committee Cha'irman or his designated representative 
and retain a record of the person to whom such information 
is furnished. The Committee Chairman will insure that 
access to these summary memoranda and supporting materials 
is restricted to persons directly involved in making a 
determination as to the person's suitabil-ity for employment 
by the HPSCI and trustworthiness for access to classified 
information. The HPSCI shall maintain records of the 
identities of persons receiving access to the aforementioned 
materials and such records shall be furnished to the FBI 
upon request. The HPSCI shall not reproduce or disseminate 
any of the aforementioned materials without the express 
consent of the FBI unless otherwise provided for in this 
agreement.

The Chairman will insure that summary memoranda and 
supporting materials and any copies will be destroyed within 
ninety (90) days of their receipt unless written notice 
has been given to the Director that an additional period 
of time, not exceeding ninety (-90) days, is needed to 
complete a decision relating to employment or clearance. 
The Chairman will notify the Director of the FBI when 
these materials have been destroyed pursuant to this 
paragraph.

Under no circumstances should the HPSCI allow the 
person who is the subject of an investigation direct access 
to the summary memorandum and supporting material. If 
necessary to discuss the contents of the summary memorandum 
and supporting material with the applicant or employee the 
HPSCI will insure that the confidentiality of the sourc'es 
contained therein is protected. Any request by the 
individual for access to the memorandum will be refer-red 
to the FBI for processing in accordance with the Privacy 
Act of 1974.



MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING • *• * ’ *

Page 3 .

Information obtained during a background investigation 
will be retained at FBI Headquarters and FBI field offices 
in accordance with the FBI Records Retention Plan.- The 
Director of the FBI will insure that access to investigatory 
files, compiled pursuant to this agreement, is limited 
to FBI personnel who require it for the conduct of their 
official responsibilities.

The FBI will inform the Chairman or his designated 
representative of any adverse information developed during 
the original background investigation. The FBI will also 
prdvide the Chairman or his designated representative with 
any adverse information and supporting materials which sub
sequently come to the., attention of the FBI that question 
the suitability or trustworthiness of any employee or any 
person engaged by contract or otherwise to perform services 
for the HPSCI., Upon such notification and upon request by the 
HPSCI, the HPSCI shall have access to the summary memoranda 
and' suppoting materials from the original background inves
tigation. Information obtained during background investigations 
conducted pursuant to this agreement will not be dissemi
nated outside the FBI except when neces.sary to. fulfill 
obligations’ imposed by law, FBI regulation or presidential 
directive or executive order. When a request is received 
from a Federal agency for background information concerning 
a current employee or contractor of the HPSCI, if the 
individual concerned has given written consent authorizing 
the HPSCI to be notified, the FBI will notify the HPSCI 
of the request for background information, except where 
the request concerns the individual’s employment applica
tion to the agency requesting the background information. 
Notification by the FBI to the HPSCI will not extend to a 
criminal or national se.curity investigation until it is 
determined that notification would not impede or compromise 
the investigation.

When a tentative decision is made to employ an' 
individual, the Chairman or his designated representative 
shall furnish a copy of the aforementioned summary memoranda 
and supporting materials to’the Director of Central 
Intelligence (DCI). The DCI will insure that the summary 
memoranda and supporting materials furnished to the DCI 
pursuant to this agreement will be returned to the HPSCI 
within ninety (90) days of its receipt.



MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

Page 4

No person employed by the Committee shall be given 
access to any classified information or material until 
appropriate procedures for granting clearance for access 
to classified information have been established and 
clearance granted. The HPSCI will provide the FBI and the 
DCI with a list of persons cleared for access to classified 
information and HPSCI will advise the FBI and DCI when an 
individual grante'd a clearance terminates employment with 
the HPSCI.

Chairman

Dated:

r' M-rssa
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum,
to : The Associate Dissector

from : Legal Couns

SUBJECTy^HOUSE PERMANENT SELECT 
^COMMTTTEirON  ’TNTE'LXfGENCE

date: 8/16/77

Assoc. Dlr._____  
‘ Dep. AD Adn.__

Dep. AD Inv._  
AssL Dlr,:

Adm. Serv. _ 
Crim. Inv. _ 
Fin. & Pers 
I dent.
Intell, 
Lobo rota 
Legal 
Plan. & I 
Rec. Mgnt. 
Spec. Inv.
Tech. _
Training

Public Affs. Off— 
Telephone Rm. __ 
Director's Sec*y_

PURPOSE:

To advise Attorney General has signed agreement 
with Chairman of captioned Committee concerning FBI’s 
conducting of background investigations for committae staff 
members.. ’ ‘

DETAILS:

Attached is a copy of a memorandum from the Attorney 
General to. the Director and a memorandum of understanding 
signed by the Attorney General and Chairman Edward P. Boland 
of captioned Committee. The memorandum from the Attorney 
General authorizes the FBI to conduct background investigations 
of staff members of captioned Committee in accordance with 
th memorandum of understanding. We have at this time received 

request to. conduct a background investigation for Michael 
<ro2Neil, who will be Counsel for the Committee, as well as 
an/bral request which will be confirmed in writing along with 
her necessary papers to. conduct investigation for Thomas K.

X Latimer.
Committee.

Mr. Latimer will be Staff Director for captioned

RECOMMENDATION:
jR®

Enclosure

1
1
1
1
1
1

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

For information.

Adams - 
Leavitt 
Moore - 
Mintz. - 
Monahan 
Hurst -

Enclosure 
- Enclosure 
Enclosure 
Enclosure 
- Enclosure 
Enclosure ’

APPROVED:

Director 
Assoc, Dir, 
Dep, AD A 
Dep. AD lnv.

2 - Mr. Daly - Enclosure

PVD:r^#1

5010*110

Laboratory. Trailing.

Ato. serv 
Grim. InVu. 
Fin. S-'t’ers,

Plan. & Zuf! 
flea, r.gnt..
Spec. lav._

AUG 23 0K'

17“
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bayroll Savings Blan

FBI/DOJ
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Mr. T, U. Leavitt

R. J. Gray, Jr.

SENSTUDY 75; HOUSTUDY

♦ •
1 - Mi . T. Leavitt
1 - Mr. H. N. Bassett 

(Attn: R. L. Olsen)
1 - Mr. A. J. Decker

Win
1 - Mr. 

(Attn: J. C. Lawn)
1 - Mr. R. J. Gray
1 - Mr. S. J. Miller

PURPOSE AND DETAILS:

This is to advise that both captioned files, all 
enclosures, ticklers, request folders, and other supporting 
material, formerly maintained in Room 3859, have boon moved to 
Room 8988, J. Edgar Hoover Building, and placed in the custody 
of SA John C. Lawn.

' All Intelligence Division personnel and property have 
been withdrawn from Room 3859.

RECOMMENDATION:

That captioned files and supporting material be main
tained in Room 8988 and that appropriate Records Management 
Division personnel be advised of this relocation.

<1 - 02-116404 WUSTUDY)’

1 - (SENSTUDY 75)

SJM:ded
(9)

NOT ilSCOXSSh’

167 JUN 1977

Page 31



1 - Mr. A. J. Decker 
(Attn: L. Bailey/

L. W. Brady)

Mr. I. W, Leavitt

/ J
4^ S. F. Phillips

SENSTUDY 75
Bufile: 62-116395

"^Bafnes 62-116464

6/30/76

1 - Mr. T. W. Leavitt
2 - Mr. S. F. Phillips

This informative memorandum to advise of start of 
"wrap-up" project in connection with files, tickler folders, . 
special indices and other material relating to captioned 
matters. ty

Hi th the end of the mandates of the Senate and House \ 
Select Committees on Intelligence Activities and the release Of the 
last reports, our "current” work relating to the two Committees 
has, with the exception of a few loose ends, come to an end. 
The two remaining clerks in the SENSTUDY 75 Project along with the 
writer, are now primarily engaged in a "wrap-up" project 
consisting mainly of the following: t

--------  ri 

(1) complete a special indices which has been in v. 
preparation on a continuing basis and which will provide for ready ' 
identification of all documents furnished to the Select 
Committees

(2) after consultation with Messrs. W. L. Bailey and 
L. W. Brady and key clerical personnel of the Records Management 
Division, we have launched a step-by-step effort which will 
provide for:

(A) integration into the files themselves of 
copies of voluminous documents which were delivered and/or. given 
access to the Committees. These documents for the most part have 
heretofore been maintained with our tickler folders.

(B) appropriate filing of 12 folders containing 
voluminous public source information such as newspaper clippings, 
wire service excerpts and magazine clippings. (/A separate 
memorandum is being prepared on this matter.)

SEP: lek

O
R

IG
IN

A
L

 FI
L

E
D

 IN

(6)
CONTINUED - OVER

JUL is 7g76

8 4 JAH 5 ^78’
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
Re: SENSTUDY 75

Bufile: 62-116395

HOUSTUDY
Bufile: 62-116464

(C) identify all documents delivered and/or
given access to the Committees and provide for necessary notations 
to be placed on the ’’original file copies” to account for 
dissemination/access tb the Committees.

(D) indices matters—integration of special
SEN STUDY 75 indices into Bureau’s General Indices; ’’permanent” 
retention of special indices. (Separate memorandum to provide 
for necessary approval of procedures to be worked out,to be 
submitted.)

(E) ’’permanent” retention of tickler folders. 
(Separate memorandum to provide for necessary approval of 
procedures to be worked out, to be submitted.)

ACTION: None, For information and record purposes.
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OPTIONAL FORM
MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) U

UNITED ST/SsGOVERNMENT

Memorandum

4

The Associate Direr

HOUSE RESOLUTION 82
95TH CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION

date: 1/17/77

Assoc. Dir.______ 
Dop. AD Adm.__ 
Dep. AD Inv.__

Asst. Dir.:
Adm. Snrv. _
Ext. Affairs -
Fin. & Pers. - 
Gen. Inv._ 
Ident. — ■ ■ - 
Inspection 
Intoll.__  
Laborato
Legal Co 
Plan. & 
Rec. MgnF. 
Spec. Inv.
Training _ 

Telephone Rm.___  
Director Sec’y __

The purpose of this memorandum is to advise that' 
Congressman Charles E. Bennett (Florida) submitted House Resolution 82 
(copy attached) on 1/4/77.

DETAILS:

On 1/4/77, Congressman Charles E. Bennett (Florida) submitted 
House Resolution 82, the purpose being to establish a new select committee 
of the House to be known as the)Select Cpmmitt£e_onJhtelligenc.e., to oversee 
and make studies of intelligence activities and programs of the United States 
Government. This Resolution is similar in nature to Senate Resolution 400, 
94th Congress, Second Session, which created the Senate Select Committee 
on Intelligence. If created by the House, this Committee would obtain —*
annual reports from.the Director of the CIA, the Secretary of State, Secre
tary of Defense, and the Director of the FBI concerning intelligence activities. 
This Committee would also submit to the Committee on the Budget views 
and estimates regarding matters within the jurisdiction of this Select Committee

This Select Committee would also require the head of each 
(department and agency of the United States to keep the Select Committee 
fully and currently informed with respect to intelligence activities, including 
any significant anticipated activity, provided that it did not constitute a 
condition precedent to the implementation of any such anticipated intelligence 
activity.

Enclosure
1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.
3- Mr.

Gallagher -(enc.) 
Mintz (enc.) 
Daly (enc.)

JAN 28 1977

CONTINUED - OVER

1 - Mr. Coulson (enc.)

DOC:jsr (9)

Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan FBI/DOJ



e
Legal Counsel to the Associate Director Memo
RE: HOUSE RESOLUTION 82

95TH CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION

Page 9, line 1, of this Resolution provides " that the head of
any department or agency of the United States involved in any intelligence 
activities should furnish any information or document in the possession, 
custody, or control of the department or agency, or person paid by such 
department or agency whenever requested by the select committee with 
respect to any matter within such committee’s jurisdiction. ” It should be 
noted that Senate Resolution 400, 94th Congress, Second Session, was 
silent regarding this type of access. This Select Committee would also 
look into the desirability of establishing a standing committee of the House 4 
on Intelligence Activities, the desirability of establishing a joint committee 
of the Senate and the House of Representatives on intelligence activities, or' , 
of establishing procedures under which separate committee on intelligence • 
activities of the two Houses of Congress would receive joint briefings by 
the intelligence agencies and coordinate their policies with respect to 
safeguarding of sensitive intelligence information.

This Resolution was referred to the Committee on Rules for 
consideration.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the Office of Congressional Affairs, Legal Counsel Division,
will follow the deliberations concerning the creation of the House Select 
Committee on Intelligence.

NWCM8S Docld:3298S711 Page 35
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8.

1 there has been a significant breach of confidentiality or un- 

2 authorized disclosure by a Member, officer, .or employee of 

3 the: House, it shall report its findings to- the House and recom- 

4 mend appropriate’action such as censure,, removal from com- 

.5 mittee membership, or expulsion from the House,' in the case 

6 of a Member, or removal from office or employment or pun- 

7 ishment for contempt, in the case' of an officer or employee. 

8. •: Sec. 8. The select committee is authorized to permit any 

9 personal representative of 'the President,, designated by the

10 President to serve as a liaison to such Committee, to attend 

11 any closed meeting of such committee.'

12 Sec. 9. All records, .files, documents, and Other mate- 

13-: ria]s in the possession, custody, or control of the HousO' Se- 

14 lect Committee on Intelligence ‘ established, during the 

15 Ninety-fourth Congress, under appropriate conditions estab- 

Ifi dished by it, shall be transferred to the select committee.

17 Seo. 10; ^aj.'lt is the.sense of the House that the head 

18 of each department and agency of the United States should 

19 keep the select committee fully and currently informed with 

2Q respect to intelligence activities, including any significant 

21 anticipated activities, which nre . the responsibility of or en- 

22< gaged-in by such department or agency .: Provided,. That this 

23 does not' constitute a condition- precedent to the implementa- 

24 tioii. of any such anticipated intelligence activity.
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a
1 (b) It is the sense of the House that the head of any

2 department or agency of the United States involved in any 

3 intelligence activities should furnish any information or docu- 

4 ment in the possession, custody, or control of the department 

5 or agency, or person paid by such department or agency, 

6 whenever requested by the select committee with respect 

7 to any matter within such committee’s jurisdiction.

8 (c) It is the sense of the House that each department

9 and agency of the United States should report immediately 

10 upon discovery to the select committee any and all intelli- 

11 gence activities which constitute violations of the constitu- 

12 tional rights of any person, violations of law,, or violations 

13 of Executive orders, Presidential directives, or departmental 

14 or agency rules or regulations; each department .and agency 

15 should further report to such committee what actions have 

1R been taken or are expected to be taken by the departments 

17 or agencies with respect to such violations.

18 Seo. 11. Subject to the rules of the House, no funds 

19 shall be appropriated for any fiscal year beginning after 

20 September 30, 1977, with the exception of a continuing 

21 bill or resolution, or amendment thereto, or conference re- 

22 port thereon, to,, or for use of, any department or agency of 

23 the United States, to carry out any of the following activi- 

24 ties, unless such funds shall have been previously authorized



1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

10

by a bill or joint resolution passed by the House during the 

same or preceding fiscal year to carry out such activity for 

such fiscal year:

(1) The activities of the Central Intelligence Agency 

and the Director of Central Intelligence.

(2j The activities of the Defense Intelligence Agency.

(3) The activities of the National Security Agency.

(4) The intelligence activities of other agencies and 

subdivisions of the Department of Defense.

(5) The intelligence activities of the Department of 

State.
• * " ._

(6) The intelligence activities of the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation, including all activities of the Intelligence 

Division.

Sec. 12. (a) The select committee shall make a study 

■with respect to the following matters, taking into considera

tion with respect to each sudh matter, all relevant aspects 

of the effectiveness of planning, gathering, use, security, and 

dissemination of intelligence:

(1) the quality of the analytical capabilities of 

United States foreign intelligence agencies and means for 

integrating more closely analytical intelligence and 

policy formulation;

(2) the extent and nature of the authority of the 

departments and agencies of the executive branch to

IW («!« 13WIHt
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1

2

3

4

5
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7

8

9

10

11

12
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14
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20

21

22

23

24

25

Director of Central Intelligence, be commensurate with the 

sensitivity of the classified information to which such em- 

ployee or person will be given access by such committee.

-Seo. 6. The select committee shall formulate and carry 

out such rules and procedures as it deems necessary to pre

vent the disclosure, without the consent of the person or 

persons concerned, of information in the possession of such 

committee which unduly infringes upon the privacy or which 

violates the constitutional rights of such person or persons. 

Nothing herein shall be construed to prevent such committee 

from publicly disclosing any such information in any case 

in which such committee determines the national interest in 

the disclosure of such information clearly outweighs any in

fringement on the privacy of any person or persons.

Sec. 7. (a) It shall be the duty of the Committee on 

Standards of Official Conduct to investigate any unauthorized 

disclosure of intelligence information by a Member, officer, 

or employee of the House and to report to the House con

cerning any allegation which it finds to be substantiated.

(b) Upon the request of any person who 'is subject to 

any such investigation, the Committee on Standards of Offi

cial Conduct shall release to such individual at the conclusion 

of its investigation a summary of its investigation together 

with its findings. If, at the conclusion of its investigation, the 

Committee on Standards of Official Conduct determines that
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24
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and the Committee on Buies of the ‘House, to use on a 

reimbursable basis the services of personnel of any such 

department or agency.

(b) The chairman of the select committee or any mem

ber thereof may administer oaths to witnesses.

(c) Subpenas authorized by the select committee may 

be issued over the signature of the chairman, the vice chair

man, or any member of the select committee designated by 

the chairman, and may be served by any person designated 

by the chairman or any member signing the subpena.

Sec. 5. No employee of the select committee or any 

person engaged by contract or otherwise to perform services 

for or at the request of such committee shall be given access 

to any classified information by such committee* unless such 

employee or person has (1) agreed in writing and under 

oath to be bound by the rules of the House (including the 

jurisdiction of the Committee on Standards of Official Con

duct and of such committee as to the security of such infor

mation during and after the period of his employment or 

contractual agreement‘with such committee; and’(2)' re

ceived an appropriate security clearance as determined by 

such committee in consultation with the Director of Central 

Intelligence. The type of security clearance to be required in 

the case of any such employee or person shall, within the 

determination of such committee in consultation with the
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engage in intelligence activities and the desirability of 

developing charters for each intelligence agency or 

department;

(3) the organization of intelligence activities in the 

executive branch to maximize the effectiveness of the 

conduct, oversight, and accountability of intelligence 

activities; to reduce duplication or overlap; and to im

prove the morale of the personnel of the foreign intelli

gence agencies;

(4) the conduct of covert and clandestine activities 

and the procedures by which Congress is informed of 

.such activities;

(5) the desirability of changing any law, House 

rule or procedure, or any Executive order, rule, or regu

lation to improve the protection of intelligence secrets 

and provide for 'disclosure of information for which there 

is no compelling reason for secrecy;

(6) the desirability of establishing a standing coih- 

mittee of the House on intelligence activities;

(7) the desirability of establishing a joint comrniV 

tee of the Senate and the House of Representatives on 

intelligence activities in lieu of having separate com

mittees in each House of Congress, or of establishing; 

procedures under which separate committees on intelli

gence activities of the two Houses of Congress, would
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receive joint briefings from the intelligence agencies and 

coordinate their policies with respect to the safeguarding 

of sensitive intelligence information;

(8) the authorization of funds for the intelligence 

activities of the Government and whether disclosure of 

any of the amounts of such funds is in the public interest; 

and

(9) the development of a uniform set of definitions 

for terms to be used in policies or guidelines which may 

be adopted by the executive or legislative branches to 

govern, clarify, and strengthen the operation of intel

ligence activities.

(b) The select committee shall report the results of the 

study provided for by this section to the House, together 

with any recommendations for legislative or other actions it 

deems appropriate, no later than July 1, 1978, and from 

time to time thereafter as it deems appropriate.

Sec. 13. (a) As used in this resolution, the term “intel

ligence activities” includes (1) the collection, analysis, 

production, dissemination, or use of information which relates 

to any foreign country, or any government, political group, 

party, military force, movement, or other association in such 

foreign country, and which relates to the defense, foreign 

policy, national security, or related policies of the United 

States, and other activity which is in support of such activi-



5

1 herein shall be construed as requiring the public disclosure 

2 in such reports of the names of individuals engaged in 

3 intelligence activities for the United States or the divulging 

4 of intelligence methods employed or the sources of informa- 

5 tion on which such reports are based or the amounts of funds 

6 authorized-to be appropriated for intelligence activities.

7 (c) On or before March, 15 of each year, the select

8 committee shall submit to. the Committee on the Budget of 

9 the House the views and estimates described in section 301

10 (c) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 regarding 

11 matters within the jurisdiction of the select committee.

12 Sec. 4. (a) Bor the purposes of this resolution, the select 

13 committee is authorized in its discretion (1) to make investi- 

14 gations into any matter within its jurisdiction, (2) to make 

15 expenditures from the contingent fund of the House, (3) to 

16 employ personnel, (4) to hold hearings, (5.) to sit and act 

17 at any time or place during the sessions, recesses, and ad- 

18 journed periods of the House, (6) to require, by subpena 

19 or otherwise, the attendance of witnesses and the production 

20' of correspondence^ books, papers, and documents, (7) to 

21 take depositions and other testimony, (8) to procure the 

22 service of individual consultants or organizations thereof, in 

23 accordance with the provisions of section 202 (i) of the Leg- 

24 islative Reorganization Act of 1946, and (9) with the prior 

25 consent of the Government department or agency concerned



4

1 man in the absence of the chairman. Neither the chairman

2 nor the vice chairman of the select committee shall at the

3 same time serve as chairman or ranking minority member

4 of any other committee referred to in clause 1 of rule X of

5 the Rules of the House.
%

6 Sec. 3. (a) The select committee, for the purposes of *

7 accountability to the House, shall make regular and periodic *

8 reports to the House on the nature and extent of the intel-

9 ligence activities of the various departments and agencies

10 of the United States. Such committee shall promptly call to

11 the attention of the House or to any other appropriate com-

12 mittee or committees of the House any matters requiring the 5

13 attention of the House or such other committee or commit-

14 tees. In making such reports, the select committee shall not

15 make any unauthorized disclosure of information which has

16 been classified.

17 ’ (b) The select committee shall obtain an annual report

18 from the Director of the ‘Central Intelligence Agency, the

19 Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of State, and the Director

20 of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Such reports shall

21 review the intelligence activities of the agency or depart-

22 ment concerned and the intelligence activities of foreign

23 countries directed at the United States or its interest. An

24 unclassified version of each report may be made available to

25 the public at the discretion of the select committee. Nothing
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is
ties; (2) activities taken to counter similar activities directed 

against the United States; (3) covert or clandestine activi

ties affecting the relations of the United States with any 

foreign government, political group, party, military force, 

movement or other association; (4) the collection, analysis, 

production, dissemination, or use of information about activi

ties of persons within the United States, its territories and 

possessions, or nationals of the United States abroad whose 

political and related activities pose, or may be considered 

by any department, agency, bureau, office, division, instru

mentality, or employee of the United States to pose, a threat 

to the internal security, of the United States and covert or t
clandestine activities directed against such persons. Such 

term does not include tactical foreign military intelligence 

serving no national policymaking function.

(b) As used in this resolution, the term "department 

or agency” includes any organization, committee, council, 

establishment, or office within the Federal Government.

(c) For purposes of this resolution, reference to any 

department, agency, bureau, or subdivision shall include a 

reference to any successor department, agency, bureau, or 

subdivision to- the extent that such successor engages in 

intelligence activities now conducted by the department, 

agency, bureau, or subdivision referred to in this resolution.

Seo. 14. Expenses of the select committee under this



1 resolution shall be paid from the contingent fund -of the 

2 House upon vouchers approved by the chairman of the select 

3 committee, except that vouchers shall not be required for 

4 the disbursement of salaries of employees paid at an annual 

5 rate. , .

6 Sec. 15. Nothing in this resolution shall be construed 

7 as constituting acquiescence by the House in any practice, 

8 or in the conduct of any activity, not otherwise authorized 

9 by law.

. i House. Eour. of the members appointed under clause (E) 

2 of paragraph (1 )■ shall be ..appointed by the Speaker of the 

3: House’upon the recommendation of the majority leader of 

4 the House and three shall be appointed by the Speaker of 

5 the House upon the recommendation of the minority leader 

6 of the House.

7 (.3.) - The majority leader of the House and the minority

8 leader of the House shall be ex officio members, of the select 

9 committee but shall have no vote in the committee and 

■10 shall not be counted for purposes of determining a quorum. 

11 (b) No Member may serve on the select committee

12 for more than eight years of continuous service, exclusive 

13 of service .by any Member on such committee during the 

14. Ninety-fifth Congress. To; the greatest extent practicable, 

15 one-third of the Members of the House appointed to the 

16 select committee at the beginning of the Ninety-seventh 

17 ■ Congress and, each Congress thereafter shall be Members 

18 of the House who did not serve on such committee during 

19 the preceding Congress.

20 ' (c) At the beginning of each Congress, the Members

21 of the House who are members of the majority party of the 

22* House shall elect a chairman for the select committee; and 

23’ the Members of the House who are from the minority party of 

24 the House shall elect a vice chairman for such committee. 

25,’ 'The vice chairman shall act in the place and stead of the chair-



2

1 and vital interests of the Nation. It is further the purpose of 

2 this resolution to provide vigilant legislative oversight over 

3 the intelligence activities of the United States to assure that 

4 such activities are in conformity with the Constitution and 

5 laws of the United States.

6 Sec. 2. (a) (1) There is hereby established a select 

7 committee to be known as the Select Committee on Intelli- 

8 gence (hereinafter in this resolution referred to as the “select 

9 committee”). The select committee shall be composed of 

10 fifteen members appointed as follows:

11 (A) two members from the Committee on

12 Appropriations;

13 (B) two members from the Committee on Armed

14 . Services;

15 (C) two members from the Committee on Inter-

16 national Relations; .

17 (D) two members from the Committee on the

18 Judiciary; and

19 (E) seven members to be appointed from the

20 House at large.

21 (2) Members appointed from each committee named in

22 clauses (A) through (D) of paragraph (1) shall be evenly 

23. divided between the two major political parties and shall be 

24 appointed by the Speaker of the House upon the recom- 

25 mendations of the majority and minority leaders of the
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95th CONGRESS 
. ’ 1st Session

IN THE HOUSE OE REPRESENTATIVES

' •: January 4,1977
Mr. Bennett submitted the following resolution; which was referred to the 

Committee on Rules

RESOLUTION '
1 Resolved', That it is the purpose of this resolution to 

2 establish a new select committee of the House, to be known
- . ..........., ' ... / ‘

3 as the Select Committee on Intelligence, to oversee and make 

4 continuing studies of the intelligence activities and programs 

5 of the United States Government, arid to submit to the House 

6 appropriate proposals for legislation arid report to the House 

7 concerning such intelligence activities and programs. In car- 

8 rying out this purpose, the Select Committee on Intelligence 

9 shall make every effort to assure that the appropriate depart-

10 ments 'arid agencies of the United States provide informed' 

11 and timely intelligence necessary for the executive and legis- 

12 lative branches to make sound decisions affecting the security
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UNITED STATES G(^RNMENT

Memorandum

FROM

: Mr. T

: Mr.

TO W.

. F. Phillip

subject: houstudy

84

i 
i 
i

T
A

W. Leavitt
J. Decker

S. F. Phillips

date: 11/17/76

Assoc. Dir.______ *4' 
Dep. AD Adm._ 
Dep. AD 1nv.__

Asst. Dir.: 
Adm. Serv.  
Ext. Affairs  
Fin. & Pers.   
Gen. Inv. 
Ident. - —
Inspection ■ 
Intell.__________
Laboratory — 
Legal Coun.____  
Plan. & Eval.__
Rec. Mgnt._____  
Spec. Inv.______  
Training

. Houstudy is the code word assigned to the
Control file containing communications pertaining to 
requests made by the House Select Committee on Intelligence
Activities.

Telephone Rm. 
Director Sec’y___

By memorandum 6/11/75, which was approved, it was 
recommended that, for purposes of sensitivity and urgency in 
handling, the Bureau file relating to the captioned matter be 
maintained in the work area of personnel assigned to the 
Houstudy Project; presently room 3859. It is noted that the 
above arrangement must be reevaluated and recommendations 
submitted on a semiannual basis. The approval was thus 
updated by memoranda dated 12/4/75 and 6/1/76.

For reasons cited above, maintenance of the above 
file as indicated has proven to be of invaluable assistance 
to personnel assigned to the Project and to others having 
frequent need for review of the file. Therefore, it is 
recommended that the above arrangment be continued for an 
additional 6-month period or until such time as the need no 
longer exists.

RECOMMENDATION

This memorandum should be forwarded to the Records 
Management Division for action requested above.

62-116464 APPROVES;
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FROM

ornoHM fOM no. 10
MAVW42 EDITION
GSA FEME UI cru 101-11,4

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
f.

Memorandum
: Mr. T. w. Leavitt

subject:

: S. F. Phillip

PURPOSE: To advise of CIA

1
2

1

1

1

1
1

Mr. T.
(Attn:
Mr. S.
(Attn:
Mr. V.
Mr. S.

Mr. J 
Mr. J 
(Attn 
Mr. D

Assoc. Dir._____
Dep. AD A^h._

B . Adams Dep. AD lnv.^_

A . Mintz Asst. Dir.: 
Admin.

P . V. Daly) Comp. Syst.____

W . Moore, Jr. Ext. Affairs____

date: 7/26/76 Files & Com.__
Gen. Inv.______

W. Leavitt
W. 0. Cregar)
S. Mignosa
R. L. McLanahan)
H. Weimar
F. Phillips 

/ - v

In

Legal Coun.___  
Plon.&Eval. __
Spec. Inv._____  '
Training 

Telephone Rm.__
Director Sec*y___

request for permission to mention
duringCongressional hearing FBI inquiry of Pike Committee 
Report leak to newsman Daniel Schorr; and our response to CIA 
that we prefer they do not volunteer such information.

DETAILS: House Committee on Standards of Official Conduct 
(Ethics Committee) has been'conducting public hearings to 
determine source of leak which resulted in Daniel Schorr, CBS 
news commentator, providing "The Village Voice," New York City 
tabloid, information from House Intelligence Committee (Pike 
Committee) Report. On 7/21/76, Steve Hunt, CIA, telephonically 
advised S. F. Phillips, HOUSTUDY Project, that Seymour Bolten of 
CIA Review Staff and Mitchell Rogovin, formerly Special Counsel 
for Director, Central Intelligence, are to testify week 
7/25/76 at public hearings of Ethics Committee.

From questions already asked of other 
is anticipated Bolten and Rogovin will be asked 
gated the leak to Schorr. They intend to reply

witnesses, it- 
if CIA investi
that CIA did

not as it is not provided for in its charter; but would like to 
add a statement to the effect that the FBI has conducted such 
investigation. Hunt sought Bureau approval for this. On 7/23/76 
Bolten telephoned Phillips and expanded request by stating that 
the question which may be put to him or to Rogovin, may be of a 
general nature, such as "Did anyone in the Executive Branch 
investigate this matter?"; or, "Do you know of anyone who C
investigated this matter/" In answer to such a general question^
Bolten desired to be able to respond to the effect that the 
has, conducted investigation in this matter.

62-116464
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
Re: HOUSTUDY

Pursuant to Department letter 2/13/76, "Disclosure 
and Publication of Allegedly Classified Information by ''The 
Village Voice,1 on or about 2/11/76," we have been conducting 
a preliminary inquiry in this matter along lines specified by 
the Department. After conferring with Messrs. J. B. Adams and 
J. A. Mintz, it was decided that CIA be told that we would 
prefer that mention of FBI' not be’ Volunteered by Bolten or 
Rogovin. However, if questioned specifically as to any FBI 
investigation or if asked such general questions as indicated 
above, we would have no objection to the following reply: "It 
is our understanding that the FBI, at the instructions of the 
Department of Justice, initiated a preliminary inquiry into 
this matter in February, 1976."

The foregoing was telephonically passed by Phillips 
to Hunt, in Bolten's absence, on 7/23/76. The desired reply in 
quotes immediately above was read to Hunt who reread it back 
for accuracy. He expressed agreement with the handling of the 
matter in this manner and expressed appreciation for our 
cooperation. .

ACTION: None. For information.

APPROVED: Ext. Affairs______ Laboratory....-----------
Assoc. Dir.................... Fin- & Fers........... Legal Coun.................

Dep. AD Adm.......... Gen. Inv-------------- Plan. & Eval------------;
Dep. AD InvJ^.^/A Ident------------------- Rec. Mgmt---------------

Asst Dir-: V f Inspection..../^ Spec. Inv--------------- —
Adm. Serv,._______ Intellffi^^ Training...------- ;---------

- 2 -
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J UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

V ■' Memorandum a
to : Mr. T. W. Leavitt^x/J

FROM : S. F. Phil 1

SUBJECT: , HOUSTUDY

This memorandum 
newspaper and wire service 
Select Committee on Intel:

1 - Mr. A. J. Decker 
(Attn: W. L. Bailey/ Dep. AD [nv.___

L. W. Brady) Ass,-Dir-:
Admin.________
Comp. Syst.____

DATE: 6/30/76 hUsTc.™-

Gen. Inv. , 

1 - Mr. T. W. Leavitt lden*-----
2 - Mr. S. F. Phillips LT"0"—

Laboratory - 
Plan. & Eval._  
Spec. Inv. ______  
Training 

Legal Coun. _____
Telephone Rmf^x^

provides for filing of voluminousDirec,or 
clippings relating to the House ’
igence Activities (HSC).

Since the inception of the HOUSTUDY Project, we have 
accumulated 3 thick folders containing newspaper and wire service. \ 
clippings plus some additional material such as magazine articles^ 
and other public source data. Material maintained in tickler 
folder, Sub A file was never opened. Retained material is in { 
general, but not precise chronological order. With the end of the■ 
HSC mandate, it is believed we should no^ provide for the final 
permanent retention of this material • -

This matter was discussed by writer with Messr 
W. L. Bailey and L. W. Brady of the Records Management Division 
on 6/29/76 and it was agreed that the most practi-cal manner of 
handling would be to file this material as a bulky enclosure 
behind file and that no indexing would be necessary. Further,
that the original of this 
HOUSTUDY file, 62-116464, 
to 62-116464 which should 
The presence of a copy of 
serve as a permanent flag 
filed.

memorandum be filed in the main 
and a copy be filed in Sub A 
be opened as a repository of it alone, 
instant memorandum in the Sub A will 
advising where the material is actually

C
O

PY
 F

IL
ED

 IN

ACTION: Upon approval, Records Management Division will handle
in accordance with procedures outlined above. The material is 
currently maintained in Room 3859 and may be obtained there from 
the writer.

62-116464
1 - 62-116464-Sub A
SFP:lek |CK

(6)

APPROVED:
Assoc. Dir.____ 

Dep. AD Adm, 
Dep. AD Inv...

Asst. Dir.:
Adm. Serv......

Ext. Affairs. 
Fin. & Pers, 
Gen. Inv.....

Laboratory_____
Legal Coun....,...jsssSassaa irw irmm
Plan. & Eval..,.,........
Rec. Mgmt..!— JUL lg ig7g

inspectio
Intel'”*"""

6 i SEP 28 1976
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5010-106

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

1 - Mr A. J. Decker
T W. Leavitt

: Mr T. W. Leavitt

: S.FROM L Philli

subject(: HOUSTUDY

DATE:

S. F. Phillips 

6/1/76

Houstudy is the code word assigned to the 
control file containing communications pertaining to

Assoc. Dir. 
Dep. AD Adm. _
Dep. AD Inv. _  

Asst. Dir.:
Adm. Serv. ____  

Ext. Affairs __  
F in. & Pers. __  

Gen. Inv. 

---------
Inspection 
Intell.
Laboratory____  
Legal Coun.___  
Plan. & Eval 
Rec. Mgnt. 
Spec. Inv. . 
Training 

Telephone Rm. __  
Director Sec’y___

requests made by the House Select Committee on Intelligence 
Activities.

fbi/doj

By memorandum 6/11/75, which was approved, it 
was recommended that, for purposes of sensitivity and 
urgency in handling, the Bureau file relating to captioned 
matter be maintained in the work area of personnel assigned 
to the Houstudy Project, Room 4063 JEH. It is noted that 
the above arrangement must be reevaluated and recommendations 
submitted on a semiannual basis. The approval was thus / 
updated by memorandum dated 12/4/75. '

o

For reasons cited above, maintenance of the above 
file as indicated has proven to be of invaluable assistance 
to personnel assigned to the Project. It is recommended, 
therefore, that the above arrangement be continued for an 
additional six-month period or until such time as the need 
no longer exists. It should be noted that the Project was 
relocated from Room 4063 to Room 3859, on 5/26/76.

RECOMMENDATION:

This memorandum be forwarded to the Records 
Management Division for action requested above. “

62-116464 3 JUN 4 1976

SFP:lhb{KU 
(4)

APPROVED*
AssoC. Dir-------

Dep. AD Adm.
Dep. AD Inv...

Asst. Bif.f
Adm*

Ext Affairs.,. 
Fin. & Pers.. 
Gen. Inv<***!*■ 
Ident.......
Inspection* 
frrtelCXlAl:

Laboratory---------------
Legal Coun.-----------

_Spec. Inv.....................
'Training....,..................
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TO
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OSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101—11.6

UNITED STATES G^WrNMENT

Memorandum
: MrZT. W. Leavi

FROM

1 - Mr. Leavitt

date: 5/26/76

subject: HOUSTUDY

PURPOSE:

/F. J. Cassid
1 - Mr. Cassidy

Assoc. Dir-
Dep. AD Adm.__
Dep. AD Inv.__  

Asst. Dir.:
Adm.
Ext. Affairs  
Fin. & Pers.   
Gen. Inv- - —
Ident. ■ - —
Inspection ,t S Intelkj^S^^^ 

Laboratory - 
Legal Coun., , 
Plan. & Eval.__  
Rec. Mgnk_____  

Spec. Inv.______

Telephone Rm
Director Sec’y___

To record results of the interview of you and me by August Fipp, 
investigator for the Standards of Official Conduct Committee of the House, 
with regard to the handling of the draft report of the House Select Committee 
(HSC) received on 1/20/76 from the Attorney General’s Office. (First Draft 
Final Report) •

SYNOPSIS:

On 1/20/76 two copies of the First Draft Final Report of the HSC -Z 
were received from the Attorney General’s Office at approximately 5 p. m/A 
with instructions to review for classified information or information which t 
contained errors relating to Bureau operations. As best as can be recalled, 
five Xerox copies were made of this report, with one copy being furnished 
to Mr. J. B. Adams; one copy to then Assistant Director W. R. Wannall; 
one copy to you; one copy maintained by IS-3 Section, INTD, which Section 
coordinated the review; one copy to SA David Ryan; one copy split up for 
review by the various Sections of INTD; and one copy split up for review by 
Inspection, General Investigative, and Finance and Personnel Divisions. 
With regard to disposition, the copies of Mr. Adams, Wannall and your copy 
were returned to Mr. Rogovin’s office, CIA, by liaison on 3/5/76, on 
instructions of Department, IS-3 copy returned to the Attorney General’s 
Office at their request. SA Ryan’s copy, as well as the two copies which 
were broken down for various Sections of INTD and other Divisions, were 
destroyed.

RECOMMENDATION:

None. For information. 
62-116464 $7 J UN' &

84 7 1976
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(3) CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt
Re: Houstudy
62-116464

DETAILS:

— On 5/18/76 Mr. August Fipp, investigator for the Standards of 
Official Conduct Committee of the House, interviewed you and me in your 
office concerning the Bureau’s handling of the first version of the final draft 
report of the HSC, which version was received by INTD on 1/20/76.

Mr. Fipp was furnished the following information, which to the 
best of my recollection was the way in which this was handled by INTD.

At approximately 5 p. m. on 1/20/76 SA Dalseg received from 
Douglas Marvin, Special Assistant to the Attorney General, two copies of 
the draft report. SA Dalseg furnished these two copies to then Assistant 
Director Wannall who in turn appointed me to coordinate the review of the 
report, which consisted of approximately 340 pages, for classified material 
and any errors concerning information furnished by the Bureau to the HSC. 
This review was to be accomplished by 9 p. m. 1/20/76 and the results 
furnished to Mr. Mitch Rogovin at CIA. Based on Mr. Wannall’s instructions 
each Section Chief, INTD, was assigned approximately 50 pages to review. 
SA Ryan was assigned the task of reviewing the Cointelpro portions of the 
report and, as the report contained considerable information concerning the 
U. S. Recording Company, the Inspection Division was requested to review 
that portion of the report. Tom Hardy, a former informant handled by 
General Investigative Division, had been interviewed by the Committee. 
Accordingly, General Investigative Division was requested to review that 
portion of the report. As former SA Arthur Murtagh had testified before 
the Committee and made a number of allegations concerning the Bureau, a 
portion of the report was referred to the Finance and Personnel Division 
for review.

With the short deadline imposed, five Xerox copies of the report 
were made making a total of seven copies of the report in the possession of 
the INT^a . These copies were handled as follows: one copy to Mr. Adams, 
one copy to Mr. Wannall; one copy to you; one copy to IS-3, INTD; one copy 
to Mr. Ryan; one copy split up for review by appropriate Sections of INTD; 
and one copy split up for review by Inspection, General Investigative, and 
Finance and Personnel Divisions.

- 2 - CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt
Re: Houstudy
62-116464

With regard to the disposition of the seven copies, the following 
is set forth: on receipt of instructions from the Department on 2/17/76 
that copies of this report were to be returned to the CIA, a canvass of all 
Sections and Front Office of INTD was made by SA Thomas J. McNiff, who 
located three such copies. These copies were the ones furnished to Mr. Adams, 
Mr. Wannall and yourself. Memorandum S. F. Phillips to Mr. Leavitt, 
dated 3/1/76, captioned "Houstudy 75," contains the notation that on 3/5/76 
Liaison Agent Weimar returned three copies to Mr. Rogovin’s office at CIA.

At the request of Mr. Douglas Marvin of the Attorney General’s 
Office, we had previously furnished to him the IS-3 Section copy of the report.

SA Ryan has advised that the copy utilized by him to accomplish 
the review for classification and errors was destroyed.

It is the recollection of both myself and SA R. H. Ross, IS-3 Section, 
who assisted me in coordinating this matter, that the working copies broken 
up and distributed to the various Sections of INTD and the other Divisions were 
destroyed.

- 3 -
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TO

1 UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

FROM

SUBJECTS HOUSTUDY 75

w

.eavittMr. Tj

1-Mr. Adams
1-Mr. Leavitt 
2-Mr. Mintz 

DATE: 4/30/76
(1-Mr. Hotis) 

-’■yi-Mr. Phillips
1-Mr. Cregar

Assoc. Dir. —j
Dop. AD A^P^

Asst, b^rtf'
AdolJ ---------

Gomp.*5yst.____ 
Ext. Affairs — , , 
Files & Com.__
Gen. Inv..______
Went. -
^Inspe^tion

PURPOSE: To advise that on 4/29/76 Mr. Norman McDaniels

't-oBoratory^L-, 
Legal C<M|nfc- 

^Pian.&EvJf1 —

Spec. Inv. *____

Telephone Rm.__  
Director Sec’y___

(former SA), a member of the investigating staff looking into the a,4 
leak of the House Select Committee Intelligence Report, telephonically , 
contacted Deputy Associate Director Adams for the purpose of ob- (U 
taining information regarding the Bureau’s knowledge of the drafts of/^ 
the House Select Committee Intelligence report. /^V*S/X

DETAILS: On 4/29/76 Mr. Norman McDaniels (former SA), a member
of the investigating staff looking into the leak'. of the House Select Com
mittee Intelligence Report, telephonically contacted Deputy Associate 
Director Adams indicating he desired to meet with representatives of the 
Bureau in an effort to determine what knowledge the Bureau had regarding 
the disposition of the reports of the House Select Intelligence Committee.

reedAfter conferring with Assistant Director Mintz it was 
that Deputy Assistant Director Cregar would contact McDaniels telephoni- 
cally and advise him that his request should be submitted in writing to the 
Attorney General over the signature of the Chairman of the Committee 
looking into this matter. This was done on the afternoon of 4/29/76 
and McDaniels said that he would definitely be contacting the Attorney 
General’s Office but probably would do so by telephone rather than in 
writing. Cregar advised McDaniels that the Bureau would take no further 
action in this matter pending advice from the Attorney General's Office. 
McDaniels agreed with this arrangement. .

It will be recalled that on the morning of Saturday, 1/24/76, 
the secretary of Mitchell Rogovin, the attorney hired by William Colby, 
then Director of Central Intelligence Agency, telephonically contacted 
Cregar in an effort to arrange delivery of the ’’final report of the House 
Select Intelligence Committee to the Attorney General. ” The secretary 
indicated that the Attorney General needed the report inasmuch as the
report was to be discussed at the White House the following day and the 
Attorney General’s presence had been requesieA. At that time Rogovin' 
■. ? . ■.. r '.e 6.^ -7/7 7^7-
WOC: enm

.’s

(7)
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt
Re: Houstudy 75

secretary indicated that this was an ’’informal” copy of the final report and that 
its availability should be restricted.

Prior to calling McDaniels Cregar cleared with Mr. 
Seymour Bolten, the official of CIA handling the House Select Intelligence 
Committee matter for that agency. Bolten advised Cregar that 
McDaniels had contacted him and arrangements had been made for 
McDaniels to interview Bolten at CIA Headquarters on 5/4/76. Bolten 
also advised that McDaniels was aware of the fact that Mitchell 
R.ogovin had gotten informal copies of the final draft of the House 
Select Committee Intelligence Report and in fact knew the identify 
of the person from whom Rogovin obtained this informal copy. Bolten 
advised that CIA interposed no objection to the Bureau’s furnishing 
to McDaniels the precise sequence of events leading up to the FBI’s 
obtaining a copy of the final draft of the House Select Committee Intelligence 
Report through Rogovin’s office.

In the event McDaniels does obtain the Attorney General’s 
approval and we are notified by the Attorney General's Office that we 
should cooperate with McDaniels, Cregar will meet with McDaniels 
to respond to any questions he might have regarding the Bureau’s receipt 
and handling of the draft of the House Select Committee Intelligence Report.

As a matter of information, Bolten advised that Mitchell 
Rogovin, who has been completely cooperative with the Bureau while 
representing CIA, suffered a mild heart attack approximately two weeks 
ago and is currently hospitalized in Georgetown Hospital, Washington, D.C.

ACTION: For information and record purposes.

Comp. Sy st.
Ext. Aifairs..

APPROVED:
Assoc. Dir.../ 

Dep. AD Adm........
Dep. AD

Admin...

ident..........
Inspection. 
Intelrfi^

Laboratory.____  
Legal Coun_____  
Plan. & Eval____  
Rec. Mgmt_____  
Spec. Inv_______  
J raining_____
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5413a (Pev. 3-21-73)

Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE
4/8/76

The attached relates to a request from the 
Assistant Attorney General (AAG), Criminal 
Division, to conduct an expedite prelimi
nary inquiry regarding a package of CIA 
documents located in the Los Angeles, 
California, area, but which originally 
had been provided to the House Select 
Committee on Intelligence Activities bet
ween 11/15-12/12/75. Three of these docu
ments are classified ’’Top Secret” and 
contain codeword indicators. Documents 
presently in possession of Mr. Fred Land, 
Document Control Officer, R & D Associates 
Los Angeles, California, and possibility 
exists they were' previously in possession 
of an unknown media representative.

CIA, by letter dated 3/20/76, requested 
the Attorney General (AG) initiate investi
gation into this matter. AAG has 
requested FBI to conduct preliminary 
inquiry and has set forth nine questions 
to be answered regarding the identifica
tion and classification of the questioned 
documents.

Investigation being immediately instituted 
to comply with AAG’s request. You will 
be advised of any pertinent developments 
in this matter. Class/fded by 5019, XQDS
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UNITED STATES GOVEJ^IENT

Memorandum
Director
ederal Bureau of Investigation date:' April 6

ichard L. Thornburgh
FR<V* J Assistant^€torney General

CF Criminal^Division "

subject: Unauthorized Release of CIA Classified Documents

4 Assoc. Dir.
Dcp 
Dop 

Asst.
Admirj/

Comp.*Syst.___  
Ext. Affairs ___  
Files & Com. __ 
Gon. Inv.__________>
IdenL^-
In s pot t*1an
Intoll, if
Laboratory_____ 
Legal Coun. _ 
Plan. & Eval. __

f Spec. Inv.______ 

r Training______  
{Telephone Rm.__ _____|

There is attLaxHTe^Hrere'-to copy of a memorandum, 
dated March 20, 1976, from the Director of the Central 
Intelligence Agency to the Attorney General, concerning 
an alleged unauthorized disclosure of three Top Secret 
CIA documents. The CIA requests that an investigation 
be-initiated to determine the extent of the disclosure 
of'the three Top Secret documents, as well as the individuals 
responsible.

Iff

In order to determine whether any action by the Depart-- 
ment of Justice is necessary, you are requested to conduct 
a preliminary inquiry along the following lines:

1. Whether the documents were properly classified. 6

2. The origin 
individual 
classified

of the documents and the name of the 
responsible for the security of the 
data.

3. The extent of official dissemination of the data.

4. Whether the data has been the subject of prior 
official releases.

- ORI
G

IN
A

L F
IL

ED
Classified By CIA (derived)_________ (Jfl
Exempt from General Declassification L/A| 
Schedule of Executive Order 11852 Ko/
Exemption Category II_________________ *
Automatically Declassified on Indefinite

5010-110
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

® A 
04 APR 14 1976

7a 1976
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5. Whether prior clearance for publication or 
release of the information was sought from 
proper authorities.

6. Whether the material or portions thereof or 
enough background data has been published 
officially or in the press to make an educated 
speculation on the matter possible.

7. Whether the data can be declassified for the 
purpose of prosecution and, if so, the name 
of the person competent to testify concerning 
the classification.

8. Whether declassification had been decided upon 
prior to the publication or release of the data.

9. What effect the disclosure of the classified 
data could have on the national defense.

In addition to the above questions, you should, through 
appropriate liaison channels, determine the particulars of 
any agreement among the White House, the CIA, and the House 
Select Committee on Intelligence Activities with regard to 
the use and disposition of classified materials furnished 
by the Executive Branch to the Committee. Please obtain 
copies of any written agreements and conduct necessary 
interviews of persons having knowledge of any such agreement 
in order that the Department may have complete information 
regarding its terms.

This limited inquiry should be handled expeditiously 
qnd the results furnished promptly to this Division.

Off
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WASHINGTON, D. C. 20503 '

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

TRAL INTELLIGENCE AGE

20 March 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR: The Honorable Edward H. Levi
• ' The Attorney General

FROM : George Bush

SUBJECT : Unauthorized Release of Agency
' Classified Documents ’

1. On 4 February 1976 this Agency learned that a 
package of Agency documents, three of which are classified 
Top Secret and contain codeword indicators, are in the 
possession of Mr. Fred Land, Document Control Officer, R$D 
Associates, .4640 Admiralty Way, Marina del Rey (Los Angeles 

■ area), California. This package of documents was placed in 
the. custody of Mr. Land by Mr. Roland Herbst, an executive 

. of R;§D Associates. Mr. Herbst apparently received the package 
from one Dr. Albert Wohlstetter who may have received the ’ 
documents from an unknown media representative. ■

' 2. Copies of all of the documents in the package .were
provided by the Agency to theHouse Select Committee on 
Intelligence Activities between.15 November and 12 December 
1975.• ‘ One of the three Top Secret documents was sent directly 
to the White House by this Agency for release to the House 
Select Committee in response to the subpoena levied by the 
House Select Committee against the White House. This partic- • 
ular document, considered the most sensitive of the three, is 
an extract from the National Intelligence Daily of 5 July 1974. 
All of. the documents in the package pertain to SALT. ’

i

CLASSintj £Y —-083209

JiaRassihl.e_.tp Determine
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3. Apparently, some of the unclassified documents in ■ 
the ’package were released to the press by the House Select 
Committee on 17 December 1975. A review of press coverage 
of this release would suggest that the Top Secret documents 
were not generally included in this distribution. This Agency 
did not authorize the release of these three classified ' 
documents. ’ . -

4. You are requested to initiate an investigation 
designed to identify the extent of exposure of the three Top. 
Secret documents as well as those individuals responsible. 
This Agency would appreciate receiving the investigative 
results, which should be directed, Attention: ’Director of 
Security. In the interim the Director of Security will 
coordinate any Agency support of the investigation you may 
require. ’ .

NP«W Docld:3298W« Page 60
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
: Mr.

FROM

. W. Leavitt

J. Cassidy

1 - Mr. N. P. Callahan
1 - Mr. J. B. Adams
2 - Mr. J. A. Mintz

(1 - Mr. P. V. Daly)
DATE: 3/25/76

1 - Mr. T. W. Leavitt
1 - Mr. S. F. Phillips
1 - Mr. F. J. Cassidy
1 - Mr. R. H. Ross

Assoc. Dir._____
Dep. AD Adm._
Dop. AD Inv.__

Asst*. Dir.:

Admin.________
Comp. Syst.____ 
Ext. Affairs ___  
Files & Com.__
Gen. Inv.______

subject: HOUSTUDY

PURPOSE:

Ident. - . . 
I n s pe c t i 
Intel
LaboraTCry_____
Plan. & Eval.__
Spec. Inv._____  
Training

Legal
Te Ie ph on^rR 
Director Sec*y - .

To advise regarding comments in Jack Anderson 
column 3/23/76, concerning House Select Committee (HSC) report.

SYNOPSIS:

Bureau personnel have no knowledge concerning alleged 
watering down of HSC report by HSC Chief Counsel A. Searle Field.

RECOMMENDATION:

For informatio

APPROVED: fft/S Comp. Syst..........
Assoc. Ext. Affairs............

Dep. AD Adm..... . Cen. Inv.................
Dep. AD .......................

Asst. Dir.: v Inspection...;,........
Admin......................... lntell.‘.C£8.‘4.f^6,.c^

DETAILS:

P:o. Mgmt___ _____

Laboratory_________
Legal Coun.................
Plan. & Eval...............

Mr. Callahan requested comments regarding the last 
two paragraphs in the Jack Anderson column of 3/23/76, attached.
Bureau personnel involved in the review of the HSC report have 
no information regarding the alleged pressure by ’’FBI’s powerful 
friends in Congress” to cause HSC Chief Counsel A. Searle Field 
to ’’water down” the final draft report as alleged by unnam^d^ 
HSC staff aides as reported in the article. ‘ '

REC-51

62-116464

RHR/jjd
(9) J!

Enclosure

CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt
Re: HOUSTUDY 
62-116464

Earlier discontent with Field had been expressed 
by HSG staff aide James Oliphant to SA Paul V. Daly, Legal 
Counsel Division, in that Field was thought to have furnished 
the ’’New York Times” with a copy of the HSC report (see

. memorandum Legal Counsel to J. B. Adams, captioned ’’HOUSTUDY,” 
' dated 2/24/76).

The only known FBI changes in the HSC report occurred 
as a result of FBI write-ups which were furnished to the

I
 Committee. As background, at the request of the Attorney 
General’s staff on 1/20/76, INTD reviewed the first draft of 
the HSC report, and prepared requested comments concerning 
inaccuracies and classified data in the report. The comments 
were furnished to the Attorney General and Mr. Mitchell Rogovin, 
Special Counsel to the Director of Central Intelligence. 
Rogovin had been designated spokesman for the intelligence 
community in negotiating changes in the HSC report. He met 
with the HSC staff on 1/22/76, to negotiate such changes, 
utilizing the Bureau write-ups. The final HSC report printed 
in ’’The Village Voice” varied from the first draft in that 
some of the changes set out in the FBI xvrite-ups had been 
incorporated. No FBI representative was present at the 
1/22/76, negotiations. The write-ups furnished to Rogovin 
were the only changes suggested by the Bureau prior to the 
release of the final HSC report.

- 2 -
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-By Jack AmJen-vn and Les irhitten.
7 For years, the Central Intelliceive 
.Agency has lam.-.n all about illegal 
foreign payoff* by multinational cor
porations. The Slate and Defense -de
partments. too. were at least aware that 
foreign leaders were being^systemat- 
ica'.ly bribed.
. We have pieced together the story 
from several government sources.

■It was standard policy, they report, 
for the multinationals to keep in con
tact with the CIA about information 
that would b.e helpful in securing con
tracts abroad.

Our sources distinctly recall that 
Lockheed representatives, for example, 
participated in briefings with the CIA 
in various U.S. embassies------- - ‘

Like their holdings, the power of 
these great multinational, muliibil- 
lion-dollar consortiums extends be
yond any national boundaries. Some 
have become governments unto them
selves. with their own foreign service, 
intelligence apparatus, secret codes' 
and other governmental trappings.

Some corporations, including Lock
heed, have used a secret intelligence 
group composed of former CIA agents 
in London. Although Lockheed claims 
to have cut its tics with the group, our 
sources say the secret organization is 
still operating.

CfA officials, questioned behind 
closed doors by Sen. Frank Church’s 
subcommittee. denied any knowledge 
of the foreign payoffs. The agency, 
nevertheless, provided the subcom
mittee with a biography of Yoshio 
Kodama. Lockheed’s S7 million con- 
suitant in Japan.

Wo—Uute»aiso established that the 
State Department kept tabs on mulii-

•naiional dealings, including the under-, 
tlie-tablc payment* -EAroign "Service 
officers made it their business to know 
whom the corporations wore dealing 
with on foreign soil, informed sources 
swear. Yet for the record, the State 
Department also has denied any knowl
edge of the bribery.

The Delons-e Department also main
tained a secret list of foreign agents 
who received commissions on defense 
contracts from multinational corpora
tions. The military brass should have 
been aware from the list, say our 
sources, that illegal nio££u-was’ being 
slipped to foreign bigwigs.

Incidentally, our sources acknowl
edge somewhat ruefully that the bri
bery often produced contracts. ■

White Bouse Revolt — President 
Ford's speech researchers threatened 
to walk out en masse just as he was- 
hitting stride in his political campaign 
two weeks ago. .

If the five researchers had quit, ?,Ir. 
•Ford would have been deprived sud
denly of experts who search out the 
facts not only for ' his politiic.nl 
speeches, but for his foreign and do
mestic pronouncements. They also pro
duce research for the White House 
staff bn a variety of subjects.

The-squall blew up jn the office’ of ■ 
Robert T. Hartmann, the veteran Ford 
aide, who supervises presidental 
speech writing .and the research that 
goes into it.

Ater three unhappy speechwriters 
quit last December, Hartmann reor
ganized his office. As part of the 
change, he assigned a tm-ued political 
aide. Gwen Anderson, to supervise the 
Te.scaXEllffE? even though .she has little 
research experience. ___ «

Dep. AD Adm. _  
Dep. AD Iriv. __

Asst. Dir.:
Admin. _________ 
Comp. Syst.____  
Ext. Affairs____  
Files & Com. __  
Gon. Inv.
(dent. __________  
Inspection
Intell. _________  
Laboratory 
Legal Coan. ___  
Plan. & Eval. __  
Spec. Inv.  
Training

Telephone Rm.__  
Director Sec'y ___

7

The Washington Post Q ~ __

Washington Star-News 

Daily News (New York) 

The New York Times 

The Wall Street Journal 

The National Observer 

The Los Angeles Timer.

Date MAR 2 2 1975______
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Anderson tangled with the respected 
Homo research 'chief, Agnes 

Waldron, and tried to fire her. When 
Waldon’s loyal staff heard—two1-:news, 
they all threatened to quit, with vary
ing degrees of vehemence.'

But they deferred the walk-out until 
Waldron could get a hearing before Dr. 
James Connor, the amiable presiden
tial Cabinet secretary, who has also 

■developed into an informal While 
House mediator.

Connor, as dipt-ornwriw’with staffers 
as he is with testy department heads, 
urged everyone to “cool if’ while a 
solution was worked out that would 
keep President Ford supplied with 
research.

At this writing, Waldron is still at 
the White House, but there is no as
surance she will stay. Weanwhile, 
Anderson is holding her own supervi
sion of the speech researchers to a 
cautious minimum, ,

Footnote: Hartmann could not be 
reached for comment. Some White 
House insiders blame him for the 
flare-up, while others say he is help
ing to resolve it. Anderson and Wal
dron did not return our ca!h'._ ___ _

Hnouler lievolt—To appease . the 
FBI's powerful friends in Congress, 
the House intelligence committee's 
criticism of the. FBI was watered 
down on orders of the staff chief, A. 
Sear’e Field.-

This caused a mini-revolt among the 
staff members who prepared the FBI 
section of the report, infuriated, they 
fired off an angry let!er of protest 
to Field, charging that the weakened.' 
report was an "unhappy structure,” 
which. *'wer don’t like.”. ■<—

€ 1976. United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum Asst. Dir.V 
Admin. —- . 
Comp. Syst._  
Ext. Affai 
Fil 
Gen. 
Ident

TO

FROM

. CALLAHAN DATE: 3/19/76

MR. J. B. ADAM

subjec^mISSIN^JA DOCUMENTS

Dave Bowers, investigator fop Congressm Flynt’s

VlZaborafdry_____. 
Plan. & Eval._

Spec. Inv._____  
Training

Legal Coun. — 
Telephone Rm. _
Director Sec’y -

Committee on Ethics and Standards, called this morning to advise ( 
that with the approval of Congressman Flynt he wished to advise that 
about a week ago a friend in another investigative agency had advised* 
that another individual has stated that someone on the street has for 
sale missing documents which had been allegedly furnished by CIA 
to the Pike Committee during its inquiries and had been determined 
missing upon the termination of the Pike Committee. These 
apparently are documents which have been referred to in news /I 
articles recently wherein it has been stated that over 200 CIA documents, 
may be missing.

Mr. Bowers advised that his friend in the other agency 
intends to meet with his sour ce on Saturday to attempt to secure 
additional details and will thereafter get back in touch with Mr. Bowers. 
Mr. Bowers and Congressman Flynt feel that inasmuch as this matter may 
involve a criminal violation that any information developed by them 
should be furnished to

These documents are not the Pike Committee report which 
was obtained by Daniel Schorr, however, may have some bearing on that 
matter also. Accordingly, it is felt that the Department should be orally 
alerted at this time by the Intelligence Division as well as CIA. Intelligence 
Division has been instructed to make appropriate contacts with-the— 
Department and CIA.

ACTION:

For information.

v *
1 - Mr. Leavitt
1 - Mr. Mignosa

APPROVED: 
^''%’Assoc. Dir...

Dep. AD Adm.

Asst. Dlr,: 
Admin....,

8 4 APR 2
NW 68486 Doc

Comp. Syst. 
Ext. Affairs.. 
Gen. Inv....... 
Ident............._ 
Inspection... 
Intel!.............

Laboratory... 
Legal Coun.. 
Plan. & Eval, 
Rec. Mgmt... 
Spec, tnv.....  
Training........
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

i
I

The attached __________________ has been
received in the Records Section, appropriately initialed, and 
indicated for file. By use of instant transmittal memorandum, 
all necessary recording and indexing will be accomplished. It 
is to be noted this form is for internal use only within the 
Records Section, principally by the Routing Unit where bulky 
material not accompanied by memorandum is usually received.

The enclosure, if bulky and not usually filed with 
other papers in file, may be detached but this action should 
be clearly noted under the word ’'Enclosure."

Enc.

4 y Y-
7 MAR 12 ^75
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1 Member from Public Works and Transportation.
1 Member from Government Operations.
1 Member from Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
A Chairman to be nominated by the Speaker.

b. The candidates for membership on the standing Committee on 
Intelligence shall be nominated by resolution from the above listed 
committees, supplying the number of members designated above. 
Nominees shall then be confirmed by the Democratic caucus or the Re
publican conference by means of a secret ballot. Vacancies shall be filled 
by like action.

c. Candidate selection for service on the standing Committee on 
Intelligence shall be based on individual qualifications and technical 
expertise, rather than party affiliation, except that, the total member
ship of the standing Committee on Intelligence must always have no 
less than one-third of its total members from each of the major parties. 
Should the occasion arise when a Major Party does not have one-third 
of its members represented on the committee, the Speaker shall desig
nate to the nominating committee or committees the necessary number 
of partisan candidates to be selected.

B. RELEASE of information

1. I recommend that the standing Committee on Intelligence, or 
any member of the committee, shall not directly or indirectly release 
any information, documents or data bearing a security classification 
unless and until the following sequential procedures have been 
completed:

(a) The committee passes a resolution expressing the need and 
reason for declassification.

(&) The appropriate administrative agency has been allowed 
reasonable time to agree with the declassification or to present 
reasons for opposition.

(c) A House Leadership Committee, consisting of the Speaker,, 
the Majority Leader, the Minority Leader, the Majority and 
Minority Whips and the chairmen of the committees from which 
the; Intelligence Committee Membership has been selected (a 
majority of the total being present), shall approve or disapprove 
of the declassification and release.

(d) Notwithstanding the committee’s approval or disapproval, 
any committee member who disagrees shall have a right to peti
tion individual members of the Leadership Committee. If three or 
more members of the Leadership Committee shall concur, said 
member shall have a right to be heard by the full Leadership 
Committee.

(e) Any Intelligence Committee member who shall release any 
materials, documents, or data bearing a security classification, 
without complying with the above provisions shall be subject to 
expulsion from the House of Representatives and shall be subject 
to appropriate criminal or civil action, notwithstanding legislative 
immunity.

2. a. Any member of the House having knowledge of classified 
materials, documents or data who shall release such material, doc
uments or data without obtaining the approval of a majority of the
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members of the Leadership Committee shall be subject to expulsion 
from the House of Representatives and shall be subject to any appro
priate criminal or civil actions, notwithstanding legislative immunity.

C. PENALTIES FOR IMPROPER RELEASE OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

I recommend that the United States Code be amended to provide 
criminal sanctions against any person who shall disclose or reveal 
properly classified information, documents, data, or plans concerning 
the national security of the United States, such sanctions to apply 
regardless of intent to harm the United States or to aid a foreign na
tion, notwithstanding legislative immunity.

Dale Milford.

Recommendation of Hon. Morgan F. Murphy

In light of the investigation by the House Select Committee on In
telligence, I recommend that Congress enact legislation or amend exist
ing legislation to protect the confidentiality of tax records of American 
citizens.

Section 6103 of the Internal Revenue Code refers to tax returns as 
“public records” but specifies that they be “open to inspection only 
upon order of the President and under rules and regulations pre
scribed by the Secretary or his delegate and approved by the 
President.”

Public use and abuse of the records, however, have been more the 
rule than the exception in the recent past. There has been little em
phasis on the need for protecting the confidentiality of tax records.

I recommend a shift in emphasis back to the basic right of taxpayers 
to privacy regarding their tax affairs. We must do more than limit dis
closures to certain agencies, individuals, congressional committees, and 
States. We must require the entity seeking tax information to prove 
that such information is essential to the entity’s function and further, 
that the tax information cannot otherwise be acquired. I suggest that 
House and Senate committees with jurisdiction act with all deliberate 
speed to finalize their work on legislation to better ensure the privacy 
of tax records.

Morgan F. Murphy.

Additional Recommendation of Hon. James V. Stanton

I would go- beyond recommendation N of the select committee, which 
proposes that the Assistant to the President for National Security 
Affairs be prohibited from holding any Cabinet-level position, by rec
ommending the enactment of legislation which (1) states that the 
individual who holds this position cannot hold any other office in the 
Federal Government, nor may he be a member of the Armed Forces, 
(2) requires Senate confirmation of this position, and (3) in order to 
achieve these purposes, establishes statutorily the position of Special 
Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs. I have intro
duced a bill, H.R. 10754, which embodies these provisions.

James V. Stanton.
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Alternative Recommendations of Hon. Robert McClory

I support the recommendations contained in the majority report 
under headings: D, F. G, I, J, L, N, O, Q, R, and S (with the exception 
of section 1). I do not approve of the other recommendations and I 
offer the following alternative recommendations in those areas in which 
I believe reform is necessary and appropriate.

Alternative Recommendations of Hon. Robert McCory

I recommend that there be established a permanent standing Com
mittee oil Intelligence of the House of Representatives.

1. The committee shall consist of five members composed of one 
member from each of the following committees: (a) Appropriations, 
(b) Armed Services, (c) International Relations, (d) Judiciary, and 
(e) Government Operations; no more than three of whom shall be 
members of the same political party. The committee membership 
should reflect a broad representation of political and philosophical 
views.

2. No member of the committee may serve more than 3 consecutive 
terms on the committee, and no member of the staff may serve more 
than 6 consecutive years.

3. A ny past or current member of the committee staff who shall re
lease, without authorization of the committee, materials or informa
tion obtained by the committee shall be immediately terminated from 
employment and shall be fully subject to criminal and civil liability, 
notwithstanding legislative immunity.

4. The committee’s jurisdiction shall include all legislative and 
oversight functions relating to all U.S. agencies and departments en
gaged in foreign or domestic intelligence activities. The committee 
shall have exclusive jurisdiction for budget authorization for all in
telligence activities and exclusive jurisdiction for all covert action op
erations. All remaining oversight functions may be concurrent with 
other committees of the House.

5. The committee shall be vested with subpoena power, and the 
rules of the House should be amended to give the committee the right 
to enforce its subpoenas through a civil contempt proceeding in the 
U.S. District Court for the District of -Columbia without specific 
authorization from the full House.

b. release of information

_ 1. I recommend that the House Committee on Intelligence have the 
right to release any classified information or documenta in its posses
sion or control only if the following procedures are adhered to:

(a) the committee shah have the duty to consult with other 
agencies of the Government within the intelligence community 
or the executive branch with resp'ect to the public disclosure of 
any classified information before any formal committee vote on 
release.

(5) After such consultation, the committee may, by an affirma
tive vote-of a majority of the members, submit the material pro
posed to be released to the President.

(c) If within .a reasonable period of time the President certi
fies in writing that the disclosure of the material would be deteri-
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these projects involved illegalities and abuses by the intelligence divi
sion of IKS in my own State of Florida.

I would only comment here that our system is .grossly misused when 
Federal agencies violate the law in’their attempts to enforce it. To 
adopt the methods of criminals is to become indistinguishable from 
them.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I strongly support the committee’s recommendation that no mem
ber of the House serve on the new oversight committee we propose for 
more than 6 years. Such a limitation will help to ensure that the com
mittee’s members retain their objectivity and not come to look on the 
intelligence community as their own private preserve.

A similar limitation should be imposed on the Directors of the CIA 
and FBI, so that neither is allowed to serve for so many years that he 
can no longer distinguish between himself and his job.

•One of the committee’s recommendations would require the FBI 
agents or informants have a judicial warrant before attempting to in
filtrate any domestic group or association. I agree that this require
ment is necessary to protect the rights of American citizens, but, in 
light of recent tragedies perpetrated by international terrorists groups, 
I feel that such a restriction should not be imposed when the group 
or association is wholly or partly made up of aliens.

SUMMARY

In comparison with other -intelligence agencies, and, indeed, with 
Government agencies in general, I find the CIA to be highly profes
sional and very dedicated. Despite past lack of accountability, the 
CIA is doing a high level, cost effective job, particularly in its intelli
gence gathering function.

However, there are serious deficiencies in the operation of the CIA. 
Much constructive rebuilding must be done if American intelligence 
activities are to be conducted with responsibility and integrity—and 
without undermining the spirit of our democratic society.

Bill Lehman.

Recommendations on Hon. Dale Milford

A. A HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE

1. I recommend that there be formed a standing Committee on In
telligence of the House of Representatives, and that committee- shall 
consist of members who hold the respect and confidence of the general 
membership of the House.

a. The membership of the standing Committee on Intelligence shall 
be selected from sitting members of the following House committees:

2 Members from Armed Services.
2 Members from Internal Relations.
1 Member from Science and Technology.
1 Member from Banking and Currency.
1 Member from Judiciary.
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our tradition of an open society, as well as this Nation’s moral position 
throughout the world. For, if this Nation does not maintain that moral 
position, there is now no other country in the world who can take our 
place.

_ If I were CIA Director, I would be happy to see a strong congres
sional oversight committee, because it would be the most effective safe
guard against wrongly conceived and wrongly motivated covert ac
tions originating in the executive branch.

Despite allegations to the contrary, congressional investigations 
have not prevented the Agency from doing an effective job. Past per
formance bears this out; in fact, the failure of the CIA and other in
telligence agencies to give adequate warning of several international 
•crises may simply indicate the limited ability of intelligence to safe
guard our national security.

There was, for example, the October 1973, Mideast war, where there 
was more than enough information available to warn Of the impend
ing Arab attack. There were other failures as well: the 1974 coup in 
•Cyprus and the subsequent Turkish invasion; the Indian nuclear ex
plosion; the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia; the Tet offensive in 
Vietnam; and the leftist coup in Portugal. All of these “failures” oc
curred long before any congressional committee was directed to in
vestigate the intelligence community.

The intelligence community has operated in the past with a virtual 
blank check budget. This not only removes any incentive to curtail 
wasteful programs, but, through the very availability of funds, leads 
to both foolish and dangerous covert operations.

Yet, I am concerned by the committee’s recommendation that a line
item figure for the CIA appear in the budget. Is it really possible to 
get a true and accurate figure ? In the event that one of the branches 
of the armed services details a vessel to the CIA, is the cost of that 
vessel a part of the costs of intelligence ? In my view, a line-item fig
ure for the Agency must conform to principles of sound accounting 
practice. Only then will it have any meaning at all.

THE EBI

The committee hearings on the FBI documented the problem of in
formants turned agents-provocateur. Informants are necessary; the 
use of provocateurs is totally contrary to principles of decency and 
honesty.

One of these agents-provocateur was William Demmer, who worked 
in Florida as an informant for the Bureau. Lemmer infiltrated the 
Vietnam Veterans Against the War and became one of the most active 
members of the chapter. As such, he allegedly suggested violent means 
of expressing WAW disagreement with the country’s Vietnam war 
policy. This kind of activity, directed by the Nation’s foremost law 
enforcement agency, is plainly and starkly wrong.

THE ms

IBS projects such as “Operation Leprechaun”, “Operation Trade 
Winds”, and “Operation Haven”, clearly demonstrate that the IRS 
has gone far beyond its prescribed role in tax enforcement. Each of
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mental to the national security of the United States, the material 
would not be disclosed or released. Tailing any such Presidential 
certification, the committee would be able to release the material.

(<7) In the event of such a certification by the President, the 
committee shall be given standing to sue and the U.S. District 
Court for the District of Columbia shall be given jurisdiction 
over such disputes, so that the matter can be submitted to the 
courts for judicial determination.

C. COVERT ACTION

1. I ree.omme.nd that all activities involving direct or indirect at
tempts to assassinate any individual be prohibited by law except in 
time of war.

2. I recommend that appropriate legislation be enacted to require 
prior approval by the House Committee on Intelligence for all mili
tary and paramilitary covert actions proposed by the U.S. Govern
ment, including those actions in which arms or funds for arms would 
be provided covertly.

3. I recommend that, as to all other covert actions of a significant 
size or involving significant risk, the Director of Central Intelligence 
be required, within 48 hours of initial implementation, to notify 
the committee in writing and in detail of the nature, extent, purpose, 
risk and costs of the operation.

D. IMPROVED SECURITY FOR CLASSIFIED INFORMATION IN THE HOUSE

1. I recommend that the Pules of the House be revised to provide 
that any member who violates the confidentiality of any executive 
session of any House committee may be censured or expelled by a two- 
thirds vote of the House.

2.1 recommend that the rules of the House be amended to provide 
that any committee of the House which has access to classified infor
mation has the authority to discipline any member which it reason
ably believes has disclosed or publicized such information in violation 
of the rules of confidentiality duly adopted by such committee. These 
committees ought to be delegated authority by the full House to take 
appropriate disciplinary action against such a member to ensure com
pliance with the rules of confidentiality. Appropriate disciplinary 
action could be taken only after a vote of a majority of the majority 
members and a majority of the minority members of the committee; 
and any member against whom such disciplinary action is taken shall 
have a right of appeal to the full House.

E. GAO AUDIT AUTHORITY

I recommend that the General Accounting Office be empowered to 
conduct full and complete financial audits of all intelligence agencies. 
There should not be any limitation on GAO access in the performance 
of these functions by any classification system, and the financial audit 
function of GAO should specifically apply to those funds which cur
rently may be expended on certification of a Director of an agency 
alone.
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F. DETAILEES

I recommend that intelligence agencies disclose the affiliation of 
their employees' on detail to other Government agencies or depart
ments to the heads of such agencies; and that detailees not be placed 
in any position in which an actual or apparent conflict of interest 
might exist.

Robert McClory.

Dissenting and Additional Recommendations of Hon. David C.
Treen

(To the Recommendations of the House Select Committee on 
Intelligence)

The following are my specific recommendations (on the subjects 
which they concern) which may differ, vary or coincide with recom
mendations on similar subjects by the majority. The absence of any 
recommendation on a subject covered by the majority is not to be 
construed as concurrence or nonconcurrence with the majority 
recommendation.
Recommendation No. 1: Joint Oversight Committee

I recommend that there be established a Joint Congressional Com
mittee on Foreign Intelligence which committee shall have oversight 
and legislative authority with respect to all foreign intelligence 
activities.

(a) The joint committee shall consist of no more than 14 mem
bers, equally divided between the House and Senate. The com
mittees of the House and 'Senate having jurisdiction over inter
national affairs, armed services, and defense appropriations shall 
each be entitled to representation on the joint committee by at 
least one member of those committees.

(6) Membership on the joint committee shall be limited to a 
period of 6 years and, beginning with the fifth year, at least one- 
third of the committee membership shall consist of new members.

(c) Any past or current member of the joint committee staff' 
who shall release, without proper authorization, materials or in
formation obtained by the joint committee shall be immediately 
terminated from employment and shall be fully subject to crimi
nal and civil action, not withstanding any plea of legislative 
immunity.

(d} The joint committee shall be vested with subpoena power, 
and the rules of the House shall be amended to give the joint 
committee the right to enforce its subpoenas through a civil con
tempt proceeeding in the U.S. District Court for Sie District of 
Columbia without specific authorization from the full House.

Recommendation No. %: Obligations of the Executive Branch
I recommend that the executive branch be required to keep the 

joint committee promptly and fully informed as to all intelligence 
activities, including covert actions, and including full disclosure of 
allocations wherever they may be in the budget with regard to foreign 
intelligence and all expenditures of funds by all departments and
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justify continued covert action on grounds that we foster and develop 
democracy around the world.

If covert action isn’t banned, the committee’s recommendations on 
covert action should be strengthened and it should be required that 
the Oversight Committee have preknowledge of all major covert 
activities.

The nature of covert actions and espionage subtract from the main 
responsibility of the CIA—to serve as an independent central research 
and analysis facility. Since active involvement in clandestine opera
tions can force analysis to be silenced for policy needs, certain present 
.functions of the CIA should be divided and a separate espionage 
(human intelligence)/clandestine operations agency be formed.

In his testimony, Dr. Ray S. Cline called for a central research and 
analysis facility to provide objective assessments of national security 
data to Congress and the National Security Council. I agree, and I 
believe this ought to be a separate organization, not linked to any 
policymaker other than the President and as free from other institu
tional bias as possible. Actually, research and analysis are the original 
functions of the CIA and are functions that the Central Intelligence 
Agency apparently does better than any other agency in the intelli
gence community. Its research and analysis functions should be 
facilitated.

I recommend that the Central Intelligence Agency be split into two- 
agencies—an intelligence research and analysis agency and a second 
agency to conduct whatever espionage and covert action functions are 
authorized.

In addition, I recommend that both the new intelligence research 
and analysis agency and the new espionage and covert agency be inde
pendent agencies subject to all controls recommended by this 
Committee.

Possible violations of law by intelligence agency employees or agents 
should be investigated and, if required, prosecuted by the Department 
of Justice. No agency should have the right or capability to bar in
vestigation or prosecution. In addition to criminal penalties there'must 
be provision for civil liability for abuses of authority. Legislation 
should provide for jurisdiction, justiciability and standing, discovery,, 
and relief.

Several other recommendations are included in m'y supplemental 
views to the report of the House Select Committee on Intelligence.. 
Every member and the public must have access to that report.

It is imperative that the House of Representatives now consider 
these issues and pass legislation based on these recommendations.

Ronald V. Dellums.

Additional Recommendations or Hon. William Lehman

There is no question in my mind that the United States must have 
a strong, effective, professional intelligence service. Our national se
curity depends on it.

Yet that intelligence service is but part of our Government- And,, 
like all parts, it must be balanced against a continuing need for and
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It seems to me that whatever action this country takes in a world 
that is becoming this small and this interdependent ought to be overt 
action. The United States ought to begin to play an aggressive role as 
an advocate of peace in the world, as an advocate of humanitarian 
concerns, and frankly I believe that the level of secrecy that we have 
been exposed to as members of this committee flies in the face of 
democratic principle.

Many people conveniently wrap themselves quite fully in the flag, 
but when pressed to the wall on whether or not they are willing 
seriously to support democratic principles, I find that they are willing 
to sidestep principle.

Democracy is based on a notion of the development of a consensus. 
In my estimation covert action does not provide for that consensus. 
It does not provide for debate needed to achieve consensus. Instead, 
covert actions are recommended and approved by a small select group 
of people. The actions can at some point be extremely expensive^ at 
some point extraordinarily risky and at some point fly in the face of 
open debate on any given question.. I think that detrimental to the 
democratic process.

I am willing to try democracy. My concern is that our democracy 
has been, for the most part, a charade or merely symbolic, and I am 
not sure that many of us truly believe in the concept of majority rule.

I am concerned about secretly providing arms and aid to other 
countries, presidents able to sit down with other' presidents and making 
deals. Yet these things are issues we found that are part of the range 
of covert actions utilized by this country.

I think qur world is much too complicated to continue to function 
effectively in this manner. The more we get involved in covert action, 
the more we become accused of covert actions in places where we may 
not be involved at all.

So, the question is, does it really assist this country’s role in the 
world to continue these kind of activities. My answer is no. Indeed, 
I think we do much more harm continuing to function covertly.

Many of these operations are well-known except to the people of the 
States and/or their representatives. So where does the covert rationale 
apply ? It keeps people who are part of this society out of the decision, 
and it comes at a level which keeps representatives of the people out 
of those decisions.

I see no justification for covert operations. If we want to assist, 
then why not do it in the open and let the debate deal with the ques
tion of what our role “ought” to be somewhere in the world. On the 
basis of a consensus publicly made, then we can assist. But why do we 
have to play games ? Why do we have to get involved ?

Another related question is where have covert operations taken us? 
Are the nations that we have been involved with free democratic 
societies where the masses of people have benefits of democracy, or are 
those nations for the most part, military dictators, right-wing iuntas, 
or regimes with extraordinary wealth and power in the hands of a few 
elitists?

If the latter holds, it totally contradicts stated principles of this 
country. If we have .been involved in covert actions which generated 
democracy, freedom and justice around the world, maybe we might 
arrive at some different conclusion. But I don’t think anyone can
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agencies of the executive branch for foreign intelligence and covert 
activities.

Recommendation No. 3: Access to a/nd Release of Classified Infor
mation

I recommend that the rules of the House and Senate, where neces
sary, be conformed to accommodate the following recommendations, 
and that, where necessary, legislation be enacted in aid thereof

(a) Access to information and materials furnished to the joint 
committee in executive session or classified secret by the execu
tive branch shall not be accessible to other members of Congress 
except upon a resolution permitting such access adopted by a 
two-thirds vote of the membership of both the House and Senate 
Members, voting in person and not by proxy.

(6) Prior to any action to permit access of such information to 
other Members of Congress, the executive branch shall be given 
reasonable opportunity to testify and present evidence in execu
tive session regarding the proposed action.

(c) Materials and information received from the executive 
branch in executive session of the joint committee or otherwise 
classified secret by the executive branch may be publicly released 
only upon adoption of the resolution specified in subparagraph 
(a) above and upon the adoption of a resolution permitting pub
lic disclosure adopted by a two-thirds vote of the membership of 
both the House and Senate, the debate on which shall be conducted 
in secret session, and the vote on which shall be in open session by 
recorded vote.

(d) Any Member of Congress who reveals any information in 
violation of the foregoing procedures may be censured or ex
pelled by a two-third vote of the House or the Senate, as the case 
may be.

Recommendation No. Agreements for the Handling of Classified 
Information

I recommend that any information furnished to the joint committee 
by the executive branch under an agreement with the joint committee 
for the handling of such information shall be binding in accordance 
with the terms of that agreement on the joint committee, on the House 
and Senate, and on each Member of Congress. Violation of the terms 
of the agreement shall be grounds for censure or expulsion by a two- 
thirds vote of the House or Senate, as the case may be.
Recommendation No. 5: Director of Central Intelligence

I recommend that a Director of Central Intelligence shall be estab
lished, separate from any of the operating intelligence agencies, for 
the purpose of coordinating and overseeing the foreign intelligence 
community. His purpose shall be to eliminate duplication in collection 
and promote competition in analysis.

(a) The DCI shall be appointed by the President with the advice 
and consent of the Senate.

(b) The DCI shall be the chief foreign intelligence officer of the 
United States, and shall be responsible for the supervision and control 
of all agencies of the United States engaged in foreign intelligence.

(c) The DCI shall be a member of the National Security Council.
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(d) The DOI may not hold any other position, office or title in the 
U.S. Government.

(e) The D'OI shall, along with such other duties? constitute an office 
of Inspector General for all of the foreign intelligence agencies, in
cluding all agencies of Government which have foreign intelligence 
functions. Such agency shall have the obligation to report all allega
tions of misconduct and/or unlawful activities to the DCI.

(f) The DCI shall be responsible for the national intelligence esti
mates and daily briefings of the President.

(g) The DOI shall be responsible for reporting to the Joint Com
mittee on Intelligence and other appropriate committees of Congress.

(h) All budget requests which include funds for foreign intelligence 
or covert activities shall, insofar as such funds are concerned, be pre
pared in consultation with, the DCI. Although the funds for foreign 
intelligence activities will continue to be budgeted, in the respective 
agency budgets, the DCI shall be responsible to the joint committee for 
full reporting on the foreign intelligence and covert activities funding- 
set forth in all agency budgets.

(i) The DCI shall coordinate the functions of all foreign intelli
gence agencies under his jurisdiction, shall eliminate unnecessary 
duplication, conduct periodic evaluation of the performance and 
efficiency of’ the agencies, and report to Congress on the foregoing at 
least annually.
RecommendationNo. 6: Disclosures to Congress

I recommend that existing law (Sec. 102(d)3 of the National Secu
rity Act of 1947) which restricts officials of the executive branch from 
providing information be amended to specifically exclude from any 
such prohibition all committees of Congress having appropriate juris
diction.
Recommendation No. 7: Assistant for National Security Affairs

I recommend that the Assistant to the President for National Secu
rity Affairs be prohibited from holding any other position, office or 
title in the U.S. Government.
Recommendation No. 8: Neros Media and Publications

(1) I recommend that U.S. foreign intelligence agencies be pro
hibited from covertly providing money or other valuable consideration 
to employees or full-time representatives of any journal or electronic 
media with general circulation in the United States, and prohibited 
from utilizing such individuals for purposes, of cover; except that such 
prohibition shall not apply to the occasional or casual furnisher of 
news stories or articles to the news media. ■ :

(2) I recommend that the U.S. intelligence agencies be prohibited 
from thecovert publication of books, articles or stories in any journals 
or electronic niedia with general circulation in the United States.
RecommendationNo. 9: Classification

I recommend that the classification and declassification pf informa
tion be the subject of specific legislation by the Congress.
RecommendationNo. 101 Director of the FBI

I recommend that the Director of the .FBI have a term of office of 
5 years, and that no director serve more than two 5-year terms.
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. These recommendations should stimulate extremely important and 
timely discussion, debate and consensus about such vital and basic 
questions as:

(1) Is secrecy compatible .with principles of democracy osten
sibly embodied in our constitutional form of government?

(21 If and where is secrecy necessary ?
(3) How much secrecy is required and what forms should it 

take?
(4) What safeguards against abuse are required ?
(5) What, if any, are our legitimate and necessary intelligence 

needs?
(6) How much change, restructuring, and/or elimination of 

organizations are required to meet on the one hand the “legiti
mate” intelligence needs of our Nation, and on the other hand 
safeguard against abuse of people, power, and the Constitution ? 

' our world continues its rapid changes and shifts, what
level of our already limited resources do we perceive as necessary 
to meet our intelligence needs ?

These and other questions must be discussed and debated within an 
atmosphere of reason. To resolve these questions and reach some con
sensus, it will demand the best within each of us as representatives of 
the people. The issues both implicitly and explicitly raised by the 
committee recommendations are of extreme importance and must be 
addressed within that context.

I oppose the committee’s recommendation’ regarding: (A) A House 
Committee on Intelligence, insofar as, “. . . The committee shall have 
exclusive jurisdiction . . . for all covert action operations.” I believe 
that this information should be more widely shared. Discerning over
sight is facilitated by involving.several relevant committees, and I 
think jurisdiction over- covert action operations should be shared with 
those committeespresently involved.

I am opposed to that part of the recommendation regarding: (B) 
Release of information (4) “The select committee recommends that 
the rules of the House be revised to provide that any member who 
reveals any classified information which jeopardizes the national se
curity of the United States may be censored or expelled by a two- 
thirds vote of the House.”

“National security” is now an infamous phrase, one open to mis
chievous interpretation. There is a great danger in constructing a 
chilling system which allows demagogues the easy opportunity of 
injuring a member by making reckless charges.

The committee’s recommendation on covert action is not satisfac
tory. The committee recommendations say, “1. The select committee 
recommends that all activities involving direct or indirect attempts to 
assassinate any individual and all paramilitary activities shall be pro
hibited except in time of war.” ,

We should prohibit all covert action.
We live in .a world becoming increasingly smaller and interde

pendent, a world.’in which secrecy and cloak and dagger methods, in 
my estimation, are anachronisms from the past. They should have no 
place today in the world we will continue to live in.
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proval. I have proposed that a standing committee be informed of 
covert operations before they are approved by the President. The 
standing committee or committees should not have veto power, but 
the committees, or their members individually, should have the oppor
tunity to make their views known to the President.

No doubt a number of members would simply write out a list of 
reservations to cover themselves in case an operation went wrong. But 
is that 'bad? It is a good idea to have advice reaching the President 
from a few people who have a bias for negativism. There is too much 
me-tooism in the executive branch already.

Furthermore, if the members of the new 40 Committee knew that 
Congress was part of the consultative process, they would be likely to 
move with greater care and discretion than has been true in the past. 
Prior notification of Congress is one more governor on the intelligence 
vehicle which Could inhibit the kind of reckless driving the committee 
uncovered in its investigations.

The committee, in a number of its recommendations, has sought to 
provide a framework for improvement. But we have left the CIA 
high and dry organizationally. I believe that the CIA should be di
vided into two separate agencies—one devoted only to analysis and 
the other responsible for clandestine collection and covert operations.

Splitting the CIA is the key to attracting the kinds of young men 
and women we need in intelligence analysis. The hostility the CIA has 
aroused is bound to discourage many good people from applying. 
Furthermore, the analysts need interchanges with academia, and these 
ties have. been strained by the public perceptions that anyone con
nected with the CIA has blood on his hands.

We have also seen, as in the Bay of Pigs, that proximity breeds bias. 
One side of the CIA planned the Bay of Pigs.. The other side of the 
CIA was not in a position to analyze it independently and critically.

Critics say it is impossible to separate covert collection from covert 
operations, that many of the same people are used for the two pur
poses. This is quite true. However, my proposal leaves covert collec
tion and covert operations in the same organization and simply splits 
them off from the analytical function.

No improvements will result if proposals for reform are consigned 
to the archives like the report of this' committee. Our intelligence serv
ices have- been ignored by Congress in the past—and we have seen the 
consequences of that inattention. Congress now has a second chance to °
decide if it wishes to play Pontius Pilate and wash its hands of an 
unpleasant -business or confront the issue headon. I hope the Congress 
will not abdicate its responsibilities any more. •. .

Les Aspin.

Additional Recommendations of Hon. Ronald V. Dellttms

I supported the committee majority in bringing to the House of 
Representatives those recommendations finally adopted -by the com
mittee. However, this should not indicate my approval of all the 
adopted recommendations; several are not strong enough and several 
additional recommendations should have been adopted.
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Recommendation No. 11: Infiltration of Groups or Associations
I recommend that judicial warrant must issue, on probable cause, 

before an informant or any other agent of the FBI may infiltrate any 
domestic group or association, when -(1) investigation of such group 
or association or its members is based solely on title 18 U.S;C. sec. 
2383,2384,2385, and (2) there is no credible evidence that such group, 
or-association, or any person connected therewith has encouraged, ad
vocated or suggested the use of violence, terrorists activities or other 
unlawful activity.
Recommendation No. 11: Study of Intelligence Operations of Foreign 

Nations
I recommend that the Joint Congressional Committee on Intelli

gence (or, in the absence of the creation of such a committee, the ap
propriate congressional committee or committees) promptly 'com
mence a detailed investigation and study of the intelligence opera
tions of foreign nations, including, but not limited to the intelligence 
operations of the U.S.S.R. and the Peoples liepublic of China, which 
investigation and inquiry shall include,, but not be limited to, the 
following: .

(a) The means by which intelligence is gathered relating to activi
ties of the United States and its allies, both within and outside of the 
United States. . . . .

(b) The extent of valuable and/or critical intelligence information 
gathered by foreign nations from publicly- available journals and 
documents. \

(c) The methods employed by and the extent of success of foreign 
nations in the recruitment of American or allied nationals in .espio
nage ■activities, and-the methods employed by and the extent of success 
of foreign nations in infiltrating the U.S. Government or U.S. organi
zations, corporations, associations and groups.

David C. Treen.

Alternative Recommendations of Hon. Robert W. Kasten, Jr.

introduction

Although I wholeheartedly support many of the recommendations 
proposed by the committee’s majorityj the majority proposals collec
tively do not accurately reflect my judgments concerning the-reforms 
and improvements which should be made in the U.S. intelligence 
community. ■ .

To indicate specific points of agreement and disagreement, I have 
reproduced below the majority recommendations together with my 
own alternative or additional proposals. Language in the majority 
report with which I disagree has been stricken out; my alternative 
or additional language has been underscored.*  In several instances, I 
have also added brief comments in brackets following the 'recom
mendation to which the comments refer, ' ' '

* GPO style, set in italic type.

A. A HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE

1. The select committee recommends that there be formed, a fstand- 
ing] Joint Committee on Intelligence of the House of Representatives, 
ana the Senate.
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a. The committee membership should reflect a broad representation 
of political and philosophical views.

. b. The committee should consist of not more than 13 or less than 
nine members, designated by the President pro tern of the Senate and 
the Speaker- of the House in consultation with the minority leader of 
each House. The majority shall have one more than one-half of the 
members appointed from either House.

c. No Member of the committee may serve more than 3 consecutive 
terms on the committee, and no member of the staff may serve more 
than 6 years.

d. Airy past or current member of the committee staff who shall re
lease, without authorization of the committee, materials or information 
obtained by the committee shall be immediately terminated from em
ployment and shall be fully subject to criminal and civil action, not
withstanding legislative immunity.

e. The committee shall be vested with subpoena power and shall 
have the right to enforce by a proceeding for civil contempt its sub
poenas in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia or any 
other court of competent jurisdiction, [without authorization] if au
thorized [from the House, provided the committee has so designated] 
by resolution. The committee staff shall be given statutory standing to 
represent the committee in any proceeding arising from the issuance 
of a subpoena.

f. The committee’s jurisdiction shall include all legislative and over
sight functions relating to all U.S. agencies and departments engaged 
in foreign or domestic intelligence. The committee shall have exclu
sive jurisdiction for budget authorization for all intelligence activities 
and exclusive jurisdiction for all covert action operations. All remain
ing oversight functions may be concurrent with other committees.

[Note : I am opposed to the creation of two oversight committees on 
intelligence: one in the House and one in the Senate. I favor instead 
the creation of a joint committee because it will reduce the burden on 
the DCI and intelligence officials of repeating testimony before com
mittees with similar jurisdiction and also reduce the burden of Con
gress by having many members assigned to tasks which are duplicative. 
In addition, concentration of oversight in one joint committee would 
reduce the possibility of unauthorized disclosure of information and 
more importantly would help assure that problems would not “fall 
between two chairs” and be addressed by neither committee. The fact 
that each appropriations committee in reviewing the budget of the 
intelligence-gathering agencies would have an oversight function re
duces the possibility that one joint committee would be co-opted by 
the intelligency agency.]

B. RELEASE OF INFORMATION

1. The select committee recommends that rule XI.2 (el (2) of the 
House Rules is amended to read as follows:

. “Each committee shall keep a complete record of all committee ac
tion which shall include a copy of all reports, statements, and testi
mony of witnesses whether received in open or in executive session.” 
■' [2. The Committee shall have the right to release any information or 

documents in its possession or control by a vote of a majority of the
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T. DOMESTIC

1. The select committee recommends that judicial warrant must 
issue, on probable cause, before an informant or any other agent of the 
FBI may infiltrate any domestic group or association, when investi
gation of such group or association or its members is based solely on 
title 18 U.S.C. §§ 2383,2384,2385.

2. The select committee recommends that the Director of the FBI 
have a term of office no longer than 2 presidential terms.

3. The select committee recommends that the Internal Security 
Branch of the Intelligence Division be abolished and that the counter
intelligence branch be reorganized to constitute a full division named 
the Counter-Intelligence Division; that the mission of this Division 
be limited to investigating and countering the efforts of foreign di
rected groups and individuals against the United States.

4. The select committee recommends the transfer of all investiga
tions of alleged criminal activity by domestic groups or individual 
members thereof to the General Investigative Division.

5. The select committee recommends that regulations be promul
gated that tie the investigation of activities of terrorist groups closely 
to specific violations of criminal law within the investigative juris
diction of the FBI and that charge the Department of Justice with 
determining when a domestic political action group may be appropri
ately targeted for investigation of terrorist activities.

Additional Recommendations oe Hon. Les Aspin

All the hearings, all the hassles and all the headlines should have 
underscored the fact that the Select Committee really faced three 
challenges:

how to banish abuses from the intelligence system;
how to control covert operations; and
how to improve the intelligence product, the analyses for which 

we spend so much money.
The committee has approved a number of recommendations which 

go to the heart of these problems.
The establishment of an Independent Inspector General for Intelli

gence will provide an office designed exclusively to hawkeye the in
telligence community and sees that it is adhering to the law.

The institutionalization of a successor to the 40 Committee will pro
vide systematic direction of covert operations by the executive branch 
for the first time.

And creation of a more powerful director of central intelligence will 
for the first time give one man the authority to whip the many in
telligence fiefdoms into line and eliminate the duplication and waste 
that the committee found to be rife. • ■ •

I think that there is more that we could have done and I have two 
additional proposals. ;

The select committee suggested that a standing committee be in
formed of an approved covert operation within 48 hours after its ap-

H. Kept 94-833------ 2
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0. RESTRICTIONS ON POLICE TRAINING AND RELATIONSHIPS

1. The select committee recommends that no agency of the United 
States engaged principally in foreign or military intelligence, directly 
or indirectly engage in the training or the supplying of domestic 
police agencies of the United States, and that contacts between police 
agencies of the United States and U.S. foreign or military intelligence 
agencies be limited to those circumstances which shall be required on 
account of internal security or the normal requirements and functions 
of such police agencies. , »

P. MEDIA., RELIGION, AND EDUCATION

1. The select committee recommends that U.S. intelligence agencies «• 
not covertly provide money or other valuable consideration to persons 
associated with religious or educational institutions, or to employees 
or representatives of any journal or electronic media with general cir
culation in the United States or use such institutions or individuals 
for purposes of coyer. The foregoing prohibitions are intended to 
apply to American citizens and institutions.

2. The select committee further recommends that U.S. intelligence 
agencies not covertly publish books, or plant or suppress, stories in 
any journals or electronic media with general circulation in the United 
States.

Q. RESTRICTIONS ON MILITARY INTELLIGENCE

1. The select committee recommends that the intelligence compo
nents of the armed services of the United States be prohibited from 
engaging in covert action within the United States. It is further rec
ommended that clandestine activities against nonmilitary U.S. citizens 
abroad be proscribed.

R. CLASSIFICATION

l. The select committee recommends that the classification of infor
mation be the subject of the enactment of specific legislation; and 
further, as an adjunct to such legislation there be provided a method 
of regular declassification.

S. INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR INTELLIGENCE

1. The select committee recommends the establishment of an inde
pendent Office of the Inspector General for Intelligence, who shall 
have full authority to investigate any possible or potential misconduct 
on the part of the various intelligence agencies or the personnel therein. 
The IGI shall be appointed by the President, with the approval of the 
Senate, for a term of 10 years and shall not be permitted to succeed 
himself. The IGI shall have full access on demand to all records and 
personnel of the intelligence agencies for the purpose of pursuing his 
investigations. He shall make an annual report to the Congress of his 
activities and make such additional reports to the intelligence com
mittees or. other appropriate oversight committees as he may choose 
or the committees may direct.
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Members of the Committee under such terms and conditions as the 
committee shall deem advisable. The Committee, in making the deci
sion whether or not to release such information, shall have the right, 
but not the duty, to consult with other agencies of the government 
within the intelligence community or executive branch with regard to 
any decision relating to. the release of such heretofore secret 
information.]

(a) The Joint Convmittee on Intelligence may disclose any in
formation upon the comnnittee’s determination that the national inter
est would be served by such disclosure. In any case in which such com
mittee decides to disclose any information requested to be hept secret 
by the President, such committee shall notify the President to that 
effect. Such committee may not disclose such information until the ex
piration of 10 days following the day on which notice is transmitted 
to the President. If (1) prior to disclosure of such information the 
President submits a written certification to the Senate and the House 
through such committee stating his opinion, and the reasons therefor, 
that the threat to national security posed by such disclosure outweighs 
any public interest in disclosure and that the question of disclosure is 
of such importance to the vital interests of the United States that it re
quires a decision by the full Senate and the House of Representatives 
and (£) after receipt of a certification by the President made pursuant 
to this subsection, the Joint Committee on Intelligence decides to refer 
the question of disclosure of such information to the Senate and the ■ 
House of Representatives, such information may not be disclosed un
less the Senate and the House of Representatives agree to a resolution 
approving the disclosure of such information, or the_ Senate and the 
House of Representatives agree to a resolution referring the matter to 
tile Joint Committee on Intelligence for final disposition and the Joint 
Committee on Intelligence thereafter approves the disclosure of such 
information.

(b) Any question referred to the Senate and the House of Repre
sentatives by the Joint Committee on Intelligence pursuant to subsec
tion (a) shall be disposed by the Senate and the House of Representa
tives by a vote on such question within 3 calendar days following the 
day on which the question is reported to the Senate and the House of 
Representatives excluding days on which the Senate and the Hov.se 
of Representatives are not in session.

[3. In the event of a negative vote by the Committee on the release 
of certain classified information, a Member of the Committee may 
apprise the other Members of the House that the Committee possesses 
information which he believes ought to be made public. Other Mem
bers of the House would then be authorized to have access to that in
formation, provided they sign an agreement not to divulge the in
formation. If these other Members agree that this information ought 
to be made public, they will sign a petition attesting to that. Upon 
obtaining the signatures of one-fifth of the House, the House shall 
convene in secret session for. the purpose of advising the entire Mem
bership of the House of that information. The House may then vote to 
release the information to the public.]

3. [4.] The select committee recommends that the rules of the House 
be revised to provide that any member who reveals any classified infor
mation which jeopardizes the national security of the United States 
may be censured or expelled by a two-thirds vote of the House.
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C. COVERT ACTION

1. The select committee recommends that all activities involving 
direct or indirect attempts to assassinate any individual [and all 
paramilitary activities] shall be prohibited except in time of war.

2. The select committee recommends that as to other covert action 
by any U.S. intelligence component, the following shall be required 
within 48 hours of [initial] approval Sy the President.

a. The Director of Central Intelligence shall notify the joint com
mittee in writing, stating in detail the nature, extent, purpose, risks, 
likelihood of success, and costs of the operation.

[b. The President shall certify in writing to the Committee that such 
covert action operation is required to protect the national security of 
the United States.]

MA The committee shall be provided with duplicate originals of 
the written recommendations of each member of the 40 Committee or 
its successor.

3. Reports on all covert action operations shall be [terminated no 
later than 12 months from the date of affirmative recommendation by 
the 40 Committee or its successor.] submitted every 6 months by the 
DC I, or as requested, to the joint committee.

D. NSA

[L The Select Committee recommends that the existence of the 
National Security Agency should be recognized by specific legislation 
and that, such legislation provide for civilian control of NSA. Fur- 
there, it is recommended that such legislation specifically define the 
role of NSA with reference to the monitoring of communications of 
Americans.]'

1. The Director and the Deputy Director of the NSA shall be 
appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate.

[e. disclosure of budget totals],

[1. The Select Committee recommends that all intelligence related 
items be included as intelligence expenditures in the President’s 
budget, and that there be disclosure of the total single sum budgeted 
for each agency involved in intelligence, or if such an item is a part 
or portion of the budget of another agency or department that it be 
separately identified as a single item.]

[f.] e. prohibition or fund transfers

1. The select committee recommends there be appropriate legislation 
to prohibit any significant transfer of funds between agencies or 
departments in connection with intelligence activities.

. 2. The . select committee recommends there be appropriate legisla
tion to prohibit any significant reprogramming of funds within 
agencies or departments in connection with intelligence activities 
without , the specific approval of the Intelligence Committee and 
appropriate committees of Congress.

, 3. The, select committee recommends there be appropriate legisla
tion to prohibit any significant expenditures of reserve or contin-
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tors and. heads of foreign intelligence agencies from providing full 
information to Congress should be amended to exclude committees of 
Congress having appropriate jurisdiction.

K. NEW FOREIGN OPERATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE OF NSC

1. The select committee recommends that the National Security Act 
of 1947 be amended to provide for the establishment of a permanent 
Foreign Operations Subcommittee of the National Security Council. 
The subcommittee’s jurisdiction, function and composition shall be 
as follows:

(a) The subcommittee shall have jurisdiction .over all au
thorized activities of U.S. foreign intelligence agencies except 
those solely related to the gathering of intelligence.

(6) The subcommittee shall advise the President on all pro
posed covert or clandestine activities and on hazardous collecting 
activities.

(c) Each member of the subcommittee shall be required by law 
to submit his individual assessments of each proposal to the Presi
dent in writing. The assessment should cover such matters as the 
likelihood of success, the benefits of success, the damage resulting 
from failure or exposure, the risks against the potential benefits 
and alternate ways of accomplishing the goal.

(d) The subcommittee shall be chaired by the Assistant to the 
President for National Security Affairs and shall be composed of: 

Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs; 
Director of Central Intelligence;
Secretary of State;
Secretary of Defense;
Deputy Director for Intelligence of CIA;
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff;
The ambassador (s), if there is one, and assistant secre

taries of state for the affected countries and areas.

L. DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

1. The select committee recommends that the Defense Intelligence 
Agency be abolished and that its functions be transferred to the As
sistant Secretary of Defense for Intelligence and the CIA.

3T. DETAILEES

1. The select committee recommends, that intelligence agencies dis
close the affiliation of employees on detail to other Government agen
cies or departments to all immediate colleagues and superiors.

N. ASSISTANT FOR NATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS

1. The select committee recommends that the Assistant to the Presi
dent for National Security Affairs be prohibited from holding any 
cabinet-level position.
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(d) The DCI shall, along with such other duties, constitute an 
Office of Inspector General for all of the foreign intelligence’ 
agencies, including other agencies of government or branches of 
the military which have foreign intelligence functions. Such agen
cies shall have the obligation to report all instances of misconduct 
or allegations of misconduct to the DCI. This shall not constitute 
a limitation upon the respective agencies reporting to the DCI 
from maintaining their own Inspector General staff or similar 
body.

(e) The DCI shall have an adequate staff for the purposes ex
pressed herein and be responsible for the national intelligence esti
mates and daily briefings of the President.

(/) The DCI shall be responsible for the preparation of the 
national intelligence estimates and such reports shall be imme
diately supplied to the appropriate committees of Congress on 
request.

(y) All budget requests shall be prepared by the agencies under 
the jurisdiction of the DCI. As those parts of budget of the 
military services or components of Department of Defense, they 
shall be submitted as an independent part of such budgets to the 
DCI.

(A) The DCI shall be charged with the functions of coordinat
ing foreign intelligence agencies under its jurisdiction, the elimi
nation of duplication, the periodic evaluation of the performance 
and efficiency of the agencies in question, and shall report to Con
gress on the foregoing at least annually.

(a) The DCI shall conduct a comprehensive inquiry into the 
causes of intelligence failures, including.: inadequate collection 
tasking; analytical bias; duplication; unusable technical out
put; excessive compartmentation; and withholding of informa
tion by senior officials, and report to the Committee on Intelli
gence within 1 year.

H. FULL GAO AUDIT AUTHORITY

1. The select committee recommends that the General Accounting 
Office be empowered to conduct a full and complete management as 
well as financial audit of all intelligence agencies. There shall be no 
limitation on the GAO in the performance of these functions by any 
executive classification system, and the audit function of GAO shall 
specifically apply to those funds which presently may be expended 
on certification of a Director of ah Agency alone.

I. INTERNAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

1. The select committee recommends that the CIA internal audit 
staff be increased and given complete access to CIA financial records, 
and that overseas stations be audited at least- annually. It is further 
recommended that all proprietary and procurement mechanisms "be 
subjected to annual comprehensive review, by the CIA’s internal 
audit staff.

J. FULL DISCLOSURE TO CONGRESS

1. The select committee recommends that existing legislation (Na
tional Security Act of 1947, Sec. 102 (d) (3)) restricting the Direc-
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gency funds in connection with intelligence activities without specific 
approval of the Inteligence Committee and appropriate committees 
of Congress.

[g.] f. director of central intelligence

1. The select committee recommends that a Director of Central In
telligence shall be created, separate from any of the operating or ana
lytic intelligence agencies for the purpose of coordinating and over
seeing the entire foreign intelligence community with a view to 
eliminating duplication in collection and promoting competition in 
analysis. The DCI shall be nominated by the President with the ad
vice and consent of the Senate. This office shall have the following • 
powers and duties:

a. The DCI shall be the chief foreign intelligence officer of the 
United States, and shall be responsible for the supervision and con
trol of all agencies of the United States engaged in foreign intelli
gence. including FBI counterintelligence.

[b. The DCI shall be a Member of the National Security Council.]
£c.] 5. The DCI may not hold a position or title with respect to any . 

other agencies of government.
[c. d. The DCI shall, along with such other duties, constitute an 

Office of Inspector General for all of the foreign intelligence agencies, 
including other agencies of government or branches of the military 
which have foreign intelligence functions. Such agencies-shall have the 
obligation to report all instances of misconduct to the DCI. This shall 
not constitute a limitation upon the respective agencies reporting to 
the DCI from maintaining their own Inspector General staff or similar 
body.]

d. The DCI shall have an adequate staff for the purposes expressed 
herein and be responsible for the national intelligence estimates and 
daily briefings of the President.

e. The DCI shall be responsible for the preparation of the national 
intelligence estimates and such reports shall be immediately supplied 
to the appropriate committees of Congress on request.

f. All budget requests shall be prepared by the agencies under the 
jurisdiction of the DCI. As to those parts of budget of the military 
services or components of Department of Defense, they shall be sub
mitted as an independent part of such budgets to the DCI.

g. The DCI shall be charged with the functions of coordinating 
foreign intelligence agencies under its jurisdiction, the elimination of 
duplication, the periodic evaluation of the performance and efficiency 
of the agencies in question, and shall report to Congress on the fore
going at least annually.

h. The DCI shall conduct a comprehensive inquiry into the causes 
of intelligence failures, including: ‘inadequate collection tasking; 
analytical bias; duplication; unusable technical output; excessive 
compartmentatioii; and withholding of information by senior officials, 
and report to the Committee on Intelligence within 1 year.

i. The President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board (PFI AB) 
should be created by statute as an oversight and advisory board whose 
mission, would be to oversee and advise on the direction, guidance and 
control of the intelligence community through the authority of the 
D 01 who would also serve as chairman of the PFIAB..
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The DCI would home overall authority and responsibility for mak
ing recommendations to the National Security Council on any intelli
gence related matter. 50 U.S.O. sec. JfO3(d) {1) (8) would be deleted 
from the statutory authority of the CIA and transferred to the DOI 
as chairman of the PF I AB:

(d) For the purpose of coordinating the intelligence activities 
of the several Government departments and agencies in the in
terest of national security, it shall be the duty of the DOI under 
direction of the National Security Council—

(I) to advise the National Security Council in matters concern
ing such intelligence activities of the Government departments 
and agencies as relate to national security;

(0) to make recommendations to the National Security Council 
for the coordination of such intelligence activities of the depart-

■ ments and agencies of the Government as related to the national 
security. ■

[Note: In essence, the PFIAB Chairman/DCI would become the 
Nation’s principal foreign intelligence officer, with authority over in
telligence community budgets and resources, with independence from 
CIA institutional affiliation, and with right of direct access to the 
President as well as being statutory advisor- to the National Security 
Council.

The President’s Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board—a prestigi
ous board of private citizens acting in coordinated capacity -with their 
chairman, the PCI, would enable the nation to benefit from the ex
ceptional knowledge and experience of its private citizens who would 
exercise both an oversight and advisory role on sensitive intelligence 
matters.]

[H.] G. FULL GAO AUDIT AUTHORITY

1. The select committee recommends that the General Accounting 
Office be empowered to conduct a full and complete management as 
well as financial audit of all intelligence agencies. There shall be no 
limitation on the GAO in the performance of these functions by an 
executive classification system, and the audit function of GAO shall 
specifically apply to those funds which presently may be expended on' 
certification of a Director of an agency alone.

[l. INTERNAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT]

fl. The Select Committee recommends that the CIA internal audit 
staff be increased and given complete access to CIA financial records,, 
and that overseas stations be audited at least annually.] It is further 
recommended that all proprietary and procurement mechanisms be 
subjected to annual comprehensive review, by the [CIA’s internal 
audit staff.] GAO.

[j.] n. FULL DISCLOSURE TO CONGRESS

1. The select committee recommends that existing legislation (Na
tional Security Act of 1947, sec. 102(d) (3)) restricting- the Directors 
and heads of foreign intelligence agencies from providing full infor
mation to Congress should be amended to exclude [Committees of 
Congress having appropriate jurisdiction.] the Joint Committee on
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3. All covert action operations shall be terminated no later than 12 
months from the date of affirmative recommendation by the 40- com
mittee or its successor.

D. NSA AS AN INDEPENDENT AGENCY

1. The select committee recommends that the existence of the Na
tional Security Agency should be recognized by specific legislation 
and that such legislation provide for civilian control of NSA. Fur
ther, it is recommended that such legislation specifically define the 
role of NSA with reference to the monitoring of communications of 
Americans.

E. DISCLOSURE OF BUDGET TOTALS

1. The select committee recommends that all intelligence related 
items be included as intelligence expenditures in the President’s 
budget, and that there be disclosure of the total single sum budgeted 
for each agency involved in intelligence, or if such an item is a part 
or portion of the 'budget of another agency or department that it be 
separately identified as a single item.

F. PROHIBITION OF FUND TRANSFERS

1. The select - committee recommends there be appropriate legisla
tion to prohibit any significant transfer of funds between agencies 
or departments in connection with intelligence activities.

2. The select committee recommends there be appropriate legis
lation to prohibit any significant reprograming of funds within 
agencies or departments in connection with intelligence activities 
without the specific approval of the Intelligence Committee and appro
priate committees of Congress.

3. The select committee recommends there be appropriate legislation 
to prohibit any significant expenditures of reserve or contingency 
funds .in connection with intelligence activities without specific ap
proval of the Intelligence Committee and appropriate committees of 
Congress.

G. DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

1. The select committee recommends that a Director of Central In
telligence shall be created, separate, from any of the operating or ana
lytic intelligence agencies for the purpose of coordinating and over
seeing the entire foreign intelligence community with a view to elimi
nating duplication in collection and promoting competition in analysis. 
The DCI shall be nominated by the President with the advice and 
consent of the Senate. This office shall have the following powers and 
duties:

(a) The DCI shall be the chief foreign intelligence officer of 
the United States, and shall be responsible for the supervision and 
control of all agencies of the United States engaged in foreign 
intelligence.

(5) . The DCI shall be a Member of the National Security 
Council.

(c) the DCI may not hold a position or title with respect to 
any other agencies of Government.
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jurisdiction for budget authorization for all intelligence activities and 
exclusive jurisdiction for all covert action operations. All remaining 
oversight functions may be concurrent with other committees of the 
House.

B. RELEASE OF INFORMATION

1. The select committee recommends that rule XI.2 (e) (2) of the 
House Rules is amended to read as follows:

“Each committee shall keep a complete record of all committee action 
which shall include a copy of all reports, statements, and testimony 
of witnesses whether received in open or in executive session.”

2. The committee shall have the right to release any information or 
documents in its possession or control by a vote of a majority of the 
members of the committee under such terms and conditions as the 
committee shall deem advisable. The committee, in making the deci
sion whether or not to release such information, shall have the right, 
but not the duty, to consult with other agencies of the Government 
within-the intelligence community or executive branch with regard 
to any decision relating to the release of such heretofore secret 
information.

3. In the -event of a negative vote by the committee on the release 
of certain classified information, a member of the committee may ap
prise the other Members of the House that the committee possesses in
formation which he believes ought to be made public. Other Members 
of the House would then be authorized to have access to that infor
mation, provided they sign an agreement not to divulge the informa
tion. If these other Members agree that this information ought to be 
made public, they will sign a petition attesting to that. Upon obtaining 
the signatures of one-fifth of the House, the House shall convene in 
secret session for the purpose of advising the entire membership of the 
House of that information. The House may then vote to release the 
information to the public.

’ 4. The select committee recommends that the rules of the House be 
revised to provide that any Membet who reveals any classified infor
mation which jeopardizes the national security of the United States 
may be censured or expelled by a two-thirds vote of the House.

C. COVERT ACTION

1. The select committee recommends that all activities involving 
direct or indirect attempts to assassinate any individual and all par
amilitary activities shall be prohibited except in time of war.

2. The select committee recommends that as to other covert action 
by any U.S. intelligence component, the following shall be required 
within 48 hours of initial approval.

a. The Director of Central Intelligence shall notify the committee 
in writing, stating in detail the nature, extent, purpose, risks, likeli
hood of success, and costs of the operation.

b. The President shall certify in writing tp the committee that 
such covert action operation is required to protect the national secu
rity of the United States.

c. The committee shall be provided with duplicate originals of 
the written recommendations of each member of the 40 committee or 
its successor. :
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* * A

Intelligence; Provided that they. in accordance with the DOPs statu
tory duty to protect sources and methods, could withhold the names 
■of agents, sources and methods of intelligence from such committee.

[k.] I. NEW FOREIGN OPERATIONS SUBCOMMIITEE OF NSC

1. The select committee recommends that the National Security 
Act of 1947 be amended to provide for the establishment of a perma
nent Foreign Operations Subcommittee of the National Security Coun
cil. The subcommittee’s jurisdiction, function and composition shall be 
as follows:

[a. The Subcommittee shall have jurisdiction over all authorized 
activities of U.S. foreign intelligence agencies except those solely re
lated to the gathering of intelligence.]

b. The subcommittee shall advise the President on all proposed 
covert or clandestine [activities] operations and on hazardous collect
ing activities.

c. Each member of the subcommittee shall be required [by law] to 
submit his individual assessments of each proposal to the President in 
writing. The assessment Should cover such matters a the likelihood of 
success, the benefits of success, the damage resulting from failure or 
exposure, the risks against the potential benefits and alternate ways of 
accomplishing the goal.

d. The subcommittee shall be chaired by the. Assistant to the Pres
ident for National 'Security Affairs and shall be composed of:

Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs;
Director of Central Intelligence;
Secretary of State;
Secretary of Defense;
Deputy Director for Intelligence of CIA;
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff;
[The ambassador (s), if there is one, and]
The assistant secretaries of state for the [affected countries and 

areas.] region affected.

[L.] J. DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

1. The select committee recommends that the Defense Intelligence 
Agency be abolished and that its functions be transferred to [the 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Intelligence and the CIA.] J-% of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

M K. DETAILEES

1. The select committee recommends that intelligence agencies dis
close the affiliation of employees on detail to other government agen
cies or departments to all immediate colleagues and superiors and to 
the director of such department or agency.

[n.] £. ASSISTANT FOR NATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS

1. The select committee recommends that the. Assistant to the Presi
dent for National Security Affairs be prohibited from holding any 
cabinet-level position.
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[0.] it. RESTRICTIONS ON TOMOE TRAINING AND RELATIONSHIPS

1. The select committee recommends that no agency of the United 
States engaged principally in foreign or military intelligence, directly 
or indirectly engage in the training or the supplying of domestic police 
agencies of the United States, and that contacts between police agen
cies Of the United States and U.S. foreign or military intelligence 
agencies be limited to those circumstances which shall be required on 
account of internal security or the normal requirements and functions 
of such police agencies.

[p.] a7. MEDIA, [RELIGION, AND EDUCATION]

1. The select committee recommends that U.S. intelligence agencies 
not covertly provide money or other valuable consideration [to persons 
associated with religious or educational institutions, or] to employees 
or representatives of any journal or electronic media with general cir
culation in the United States or use such institutions or individuals for 

- purposes of cover. The foregoing prohibitions are intended to apply 
to American citizens and institutions.

2. The select committee further recommends that U.S. intelligence 
agencies not covertly publish books or articles or plant [or suppress] 
stories in any journals or electronic media with general circulation in 
the United States.

3. In the event that an employee of an intelligence agency publishes 
a booh or article he shall be identified in the publication as an em
ployee of such agency.

[q. restrictions on military intelmgenoe]
[1. The Select Committee recommends that the intellgence compo

nents of the Armed Services of the United States be prohibited from 
engaging in covert action within the United States. It is further rec
ommended that clandestine activities against non-military United 
States citizens abroad be proscribed.]

[R] O. GLASSIFICATION

1. The select committee recommends that the classification of in
formation be the subject of the enactment of specific legislation,; and 
further, as an adjunct to such legislation there by provided a method 
of regular declassification.

[S.] P. TKSZEXSSXIR GENERAL FOR INTELLIGENCE

1. The select committee recommends the establishment of an inde
pendent Office of the Inspector General for Intelligence,, who shall 
have full authority to investigate any possible or potential miscon
duct on the part of the various intelligence agencies or the personnel 
therein. The IGI shall be appointed by the President, with the ap
proval of the Senate, for a term of 10 years and shall not be permitted 
to succeed himself. The IGI shall have full access on demand to all 
records and personnel of the intelligence agencies for the purpose of 
pursuing his investigations. He shall make an annual report to the 
Congress of his activities and make such additional reports to the
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

Select Committee on Intelligence,
U.S. House, of Representatives, 

'Washington, D.C., February 11,1976. 
Hon. Ted Henshaw, 
Gloria of the House,
H-105 The Capitol, Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Henshaw : Pursuant to House Resolution 982, enclosed 
herewith, please find the recommendations of the House Select Com
mittee on Intelligence together with additional recommendations of 
Hon. Les Aspin, Hon. Ronald Dellums, Hon. William Lehman, Hon- 
Dale Milford, Hon. Morgan Murphy, Hon. James Stanton, Hon. 
Robert McClory, Hon. David Treen, Hon. Robert Kasten, Jr..

Please file same.
Very truly yours,

Otis G. Pike, Chairman.

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS

A. A HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE

1. The select committee recommends that there be formed a standing 
Committee on Intelligence of the House of Representatives.

a. The committee membership should reflect a broad representation. 
of political and philosophical views.

b. The committee should consist of not more than 13 or less than nine 
members, designated by the Speaker in consultation with the minority 
leader, representing approximately the same political ratio as the 
House of Representatives.

c. No member of the committee may serve more than 3 consecutive 
terms on the committee, and no member of the staff may serve more- 
than 6 years.

d. Any past or current member of the committee staff who shall re
lease, without authorization of the committee,, materials or informa
tion obtained by the committee shall be immediately terminated from 
employment and shall be fully subject to criminal and civil action,, 
notwithstanding legislative immunity.

•e. The-committee-shall be vested, with subpoena power and shall have 
the right to enforce by a proceeding for civil contempt its subpoenas 
in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia or any other 
court of competent jurisdiction, without authorization from the House,, 
provided the committee has so designated by resolution. The commit
tee staff shall be given statutory standing to represent the committee- 
in any proceeding- arising from the issuance of a subpoena.

f. The committee’s jurisdiction shall include all legislative .and over
sight functions relating to all US. agencies and -departments .engaged 
in foreign op domestic intelligence. The committee shall have-exclusive

(1) ■
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intelligence committees or other appropriate oversight committees as 
he may choose or the committees may direct.

[t. domestic]
[1. The Select Committee recommends that judicial warrant must 

issue, on probable cause, before an informant or any other agent of 
the FBI may infiltrate any domestic group or association, when in
vestigation of such group or association or its members is based solely 
on title 18 U.S.C. § 2383,2384,2385. .

[2. The select committee recommends that the Director of the FBI 
have a term of office no longer than 2 presidential terms. _

[3. The select committee recommends that the Internal Security 
Branch of the Intelligence Division be abolished and that the Counter
Intelligence Branch be reorganized to constitute a full division named 
the Counter-Intelligence Division; that the mission of this division be 
limited to investigating and countering the efforts of foreign directed 
groups and individuals against the United States.

[4. The select committee recommends the transfer of all investiga
tions of alleged criminal activity by domestic groups or individual 
members thereof to the General Investigative Division.

[5. The select committee recommends that regulations be promul
gated that tie the investigation of activities of terrorist groups closely 
to specific violations of criminal law within the investigative juris
diction of the FBI and that charge the Department of Justice with 
determining when a domestic political action group may be appropri
ately targeted for investigation of terrorist activities.]

CONCLUSION

As these recommendations indicate, my service on the-select commit
tee has convinced me that reforms are necessary to improve the. orga
nization, performance, and control of the U.S. intelligence commu
nity. At the same time, the experience of the past-months has again 
confirmed my understanding of how important an effective intelligence 
capability is to the future security of the American people. Intelli
gence officials can and must operate in a manner consistent with the 
individual rights and liberties guaranteed by the Constitution. These 
protections must be guaranteed, but so must the right of the American 
people to live in security and peace. It is both possible and essential 
for the intelligence agencies to perform their responsibilities effec
tively, and by means which protect both individual rights and national 
security. _ .

At a minimum, the intelligence community must regain the trust 
and confidence of the people whom it serves. It is tragic that it .was 
necessary to establish this committee to inquire into the activities of 
agencies on which we depend so heavily for our security. But it would 
be even more tragic if the results of our investigation were now to be 
ignored, Implementing the recommendations I have proposed will 
contribute significantly to ensuring that there will be no need for 
another such Committee to be established in the future. Both Congress 
and the American people must recognize the need to complete the task 
which we have only begun.

Robert W. Kasten, Jr.
. . o
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The Attorney General

Director, FBI
/ ()

U. S. HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC)

X v
1 - Mr. J. B. Adams «
2 - Mr. J. A. Mintz ,

(1 - Mr. P. V. Daly)
March 10, 1976

1 - Mr. J. J. McDermott
1 - Mr. T. W. Leavitt
1 - Mr. S. F. Phillips
1 - Mr. T. J. McNiff
1 - Mr. S. J. Miller
1 - Mr. A. J. Duffin

Enclosed herewith is a Xerox copy of my letter to 
Captain John Matheny, Office of the Assistant to the President 
for National Security Affairs, which advises him concerning 
documents which had been furnished to the HSC which are 
presently unaccounted for.

Pursuant to an agreement between Central Intelligence 
Agency (CIA) and the HSC, documents provided to the HSC by 
Executive Branch departments and agencies are presently stored 
under seal at CIA Headquarters pending a decision as to their 
final disposition*

I

On February 13, 17 and 20, 1976, Bureau personnel 
inventoried and segregated FBI documents in possession of 
the HSC and thereafter, they were sealed and transported to^. 
CIA. As a result of this inventory, it was determined that 
certain FBI documents were unaccounted for and apparently ' 

missins- 4^- 3/7
By memorandum February 27, 1976, GIA requested 

interested departments and agencies to advise Captain John 
Matheny, Office of the Assistant to the President for National 
Security Affairs, whether any documents are missing. Captain 
Matheny is to prepare and maintain a consolidated list of 
Executive Branch documents which are reported as missing
should same be needed for a future investigation

"EC-38 * /____

Assoc. Dir. --------- .
Pep. AD Adm. AJD i Bl j g
Dep. AD Inv.__  (13) "

Asst. Dir.:
Admin.________  

Comp. Syst.____ 
Ext. Affairs ___  
Files & Com. _  
Gen. Inv.
Ident._________  
Inspection _____  
Intell. _________  
Laboratory — — 
Legal Coun.___ 
Plan. & Eval.__  

Spec. Inv_______------ _ 
Trainina J.

7 MAR 18 1376
SEE NOTE PAGE TWO

Telephone Rm.__  
Director

BE HAND-DELIVERED BY THE OFFICE OF CONGRESSIONAL AFFAIRSJ

TELETYPE UNIT GPO : 1975 O - 594-120
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The Attorney General

The enclosed Xerox copy of the FBI letter to 
Captain Matheny sets forth descriptively the FBI documents 
that are unaccounted for.

Enclosure

62*116464

The Deputy Attorney General (Enclosure) 
Attention: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr.

Special Counsel for 
Intelligence Coordination

NOTE:

■ See memorandum S. F. Phillips to Mr. T. W. Leavitt
dated 3/8/76, prepared by AJD:lhb.
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TO

FROM

•OPTIONAL FORWPNO. 10 ; 
M/|? 1962 EDITION

5010—106

jGSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 
ft

U^ilTE^L STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

SUBJECT

Mr. T. W. Leavitt

S Phillii

0USTUDY_75
DISPOS IIIQN.~QE^HO.USE-S^
COMMITTEE (HSC) RECORDS

1 - Mr
2 - Mr

Adams
A. Mintz Assoc. Dir._____

(1 •- Mi?. P. V.'Daly)
Dep. AD Adm. _
Dep. AD Inv.___

1 - Mr. J. J. McDermott Asst. Dir.: 
Admin.

1 - Mr. T. W. Leavitt Comp. Syst.____

DATE: 3/8/76
Ext. Affairs - - 
Files & Com. --
Gen. Inv.

1 - Mr. S. F. Phillips Ident. .

1 - Mr. T. J. McNiff
1 - Mr. S. J. Miller Laboratory__ -

1 - Mr. A. J. Duffih
Plan. & Eval. _
Spec. Inv._____

Training  
Legal Coun. _____

Telephone Rm. __ 
Director Sec’y ___

SYNOPSIS:

To set forth details regarding disposition of 
HSC records. HS_C__records, including do c^en^ 
bythe'..FBI, have been placedjinder seal^j^KC^^

"decision as to final disposit:idhr^FBI documents were 
sealed'3n~seven cartons on 2713, 2/T7~e^n^20/76Tl^^ 

immediately transported to CIA. In conducting inventory 
of FBI documents at that time, it was determined certain 

^^MMnrraiinarran ■ «n« ,K!j1unJI,uuwrtT-r?^^-7-ata—

items were unaccounted for and apparently missing. These 
items involve documents furnished concerning tax deductions 
made .frd‘m informant payments during calendar years 1970-73 
(generic lists, no informants ident.if.ied) and certain £ 
documents involving the various criteria which fiave~heen 
utilized to include an individual on ADEX, as well as —'
rnfOTmafibn regarding ADEX and its ‘precedent, the Security 
IndexCIA has asked^executive^branch.departments and 
agencies to advise the Office of the Assistant to the 
President for National Security Affairs whether any of > 
their documents are missing., Z

ossweswi EKMaunM wwsx.

14 MAR 23 1976
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt
Re: Houstudy 75

Disposition of House Select
Committee (HSC) Records

62-116464

RECOMMENDATIONS:

(1) That attached letter advising John Matheny,
Office of the Assistant to the President for National 
Security Affairs, that certain FBI documents are unaccounted 
for, be sent. This letter identifies the missing documents.

(2) That attached letter to the Attorney General,
enclosing a copy of the letter to Captain Matheny, be sent, 
pursuant to telephonic instructions of Mr. Steven Blackhurst, 
Assistant Special Counsel for Intelligence Coordination, 
Department of Justice.

CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt
Re: Houstudy 75

Disposition of House Select
Committee (HSC) Records

62-116464

DETAILS;

On 2/11/76, Captain John Matheny, supra., 
telephonically advised Senstudy 75 Project that on that 
date a hasty agreement had been reached between the 
executive branch and HSC concerning the interim disposition 
of the HSC’s documents. Captain Matheny stated the agreement 
was reached in negotiations between CIA and Representative 
Otis G. Pike, Chairman of the HSC, and HSC Staff. Captain 
Matheny stated the details of this agreement, other than 
the fact documents would be going to CIA under seal, were 
as yet unclear; however, he would immediately advise when 
same were •. known.

On the p.m. of 2/12/76, Captain Matheny tele
phonically advised Senstudy 75 Project details of the 
agreement were as follows:

(1) All documents furnished to the HSC by 
executive branch departments or agencies on an "on loan” 
basis would be returned to the originating department or 
agency.

(2) All items or materials received from the 
National Security Council would be returned thereto.

(3) All transcripts of hearings, public and 
executive, and interviews conducted by the HSC and all 
materials received unsolicited or otherwise generated by 
the HSC would be placed in safekeeping with the National 
Archives.

CONTINUED - OVER

- 2 -
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Memorandum to Mr, T. W. Leavitt
Re: Hou study 75

Disposition of House Select
Committee (HSC) Records

62-116464

(4) All other material received from executive 
branch departments or agencies would be placed for safekeeping 
with CIA in sealed cartons which are not to be disturbed, 
opened or their contents examined except on further author
ization from the House of Representatives or the Speaker 
of the House.

Captain Matheny stated it had been decided that 
the material going to CIA under seal would be first segregated 
as to originating department or agency and thereafter placed 
in separate cartons, sealed and the originator identified 
thereon.

He further stated that Mr. Antonin Scalia, 
Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel, Department 
of Justice, had agreed to the above arrangements on behalf 
of the Department of Justice and its agencies.

He advised that Bureau representatives should be 
present beginning on 2/13/76 in order to oversee the 
segregation of documents and to account for and seal material 
provided by the Bureau,■

On 2/13/76, and again on 2/17 and 2/20/76, Special 
Agents Andrew J. Duffin and Sammy J. Miller of the Senstudy 75 
Project were physically present at the HSC offices, along 
with representatives of several other departments and 
agencies. It is noted the HSC’s resolution had expired as 
of 1/31/76 and present on behalf of the HSC during this 
particular period were only Ms. Jacqueline Hess, HSC Security 
Officer, several unidentified HSC Staff Members involved in 
extraneous and personal matters not connected with this 
project, and a uniformed guard.

CONTINUED - OVER

- 3 -
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt
Re: Houstudy 75

Disposition of House
Select Committee (HSC) Records

62-116464

It was stated by Ms. Hess that there was some 
urgency involved with the segregation and transportation 
of the HSC documents to CIA as the physical protection 
being provided to the HSC premises by the security guard 
would cease as of 2/20/76.

It should be noted it was immediately obvious 
that chaotic conditions had existed at the HSC, particularly 
evident in the complete disarray of their records and 
materials. All materials, irrespective of originating 
department or agency, were haphazardly commingled and 
the elementary records management system attempted by 
the HSC, by Ms. Hess’ admission, had failed. She stated 
HSC Staff Members, in their haste to depart, had returned 
documents which had been in their personal possession 
en masse, including numerous reproductive copies of various 
and sundry documents, as well as personal notes, memoranda 
and memorabilia.

At the outset, it was determined the material 
furnished by the FBI was accounted for by the HSC upon 
receipt only by filing the FBI transmittal LHM adjacent 
to a copy of the pertinent HSC request letter in a loose-leaf 
binder. (This binder is sealed in carton at CIA marked 
"HSC Transmittal Books.") Ms. Hess stated that this was 
not done in every instance and, in fact, particularly if 
the FBI LHM contained pertinent information, it more often 
than not was furnished directly to the HSC Staff Member 
who had initiated the request. In cases such as this, 
the LHM may or may not have ultimately been incorporated 
in her notebook.

CONTINUED - OVER

- 4 -
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Memorandum to Mr, T. W. Leavitt
Re: Houstudy 75

Disposition of House Select
Committee (HSC) Records

62-116464

Initially, Ms. Hess had extracted some portions 
of the FBI material and had it ready for inventory. 
Thereafter, in her search through various filing cabinet 
drawers, she would come upon different batches of material 
and would make these available. For the most part, these 
included not only material originating with the FBI but 
from various other departments and agencies. Due to the 
enormity of the task, the constraints of time and the 
existing working conditions, it was impossible to log in 
or itemize each and every FBI document on hand. Therefore, 
the inventory undertaken was in the form of accounting 
for each FBI response made to HSC requests by locating 
each particular responsive LHM and matching it with its 
enclosures, if any. In the absence of the LHM, documents, 
which were obviously enclosures, were generically described 
and at a later date, through Senstudy 75 Project records 
available at FBIHQ, identified with specific HSC requests 
and FBI responses, and thereby accounted for.

FBI material inventoried and sealed amounted to 
approximately 6 % cardboard cartons which were sealed with 
Scotch-brand filament tape and identified on the ends 
with the markings ”HSC/FBIn followed by an arable number 
for the carton. It is noted that box number 7, in addition 
to FBI materials, also contains materials from State, DEA, 
Civil Service, OMB, Treasury/IRS and IC. This was done 
to limit the number of boxes involved as none of the above 
had sufficient material to fill an additional box.

As FBI material was accounted for and sealed, 
a Xerox copy of the generic inventory maintained was 
provided to Ms. Hess as well as to Ms. Libby Moran, CIA 
Review Staff Representative, who was overseeing this entire

CONTINUED - OVER

- 5 -
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. .Leavitt
Re: Houstudy 75

Disposition of House Select
Committee (HSC) Records

62-116464

matter for CIA. At a subsequent time at FBIHQ, this 
generic inventory was reconciled with Senstudy 75 Project 
Unit records and an additional inventory was compiled 
setting forth in date order HSC requests, noting date of 
FBI response, as well as the box number location of the 
material involved. Upon completion of this detailed 
reconciliation, it was determined that 13 original FBI 
LHMs which were sent to the HSC in response to requests, 
11 of which had no enclosures, are unaccounted for and, 
at this point, they are presumed, by Ms., Hess, destroyed. 
(The Enclosures transmitted with the ,tWQr were accounted 
for.) This presumption is made because Ms. Hess reiterated 
many times that LHMs which contained information of 
interest to the HSC were often not logged by her and 
were forwarded directly to interested HSC Staff Members. 
She noted that, during the waning days of the Committee, 
much material the Staff Members considered expendable was 
destroyed by shredding. Specifically, concerning FBI LHMs, 
she stated it was the HSC’s position that they, if they 
transmitted enclosures, were nothing more than letters 
of transmittal requiring no accountability. If they 
contained information without enclosures, they were 
considered to be Committee, not FBI, property and could 
be disposed of at the Committee’s pleasure.

In addition, it was determined that two LHMs, 
both with enclosures, were unaccounted for and their 
disposition is unknown. By way of description, these 
documents concern: (1) FBI 9/14/75 response to an 8/19/75 
request which transmitted to the HSC four generic lists 
regarding tax reports filed by the FBI with the IRS 
setting forth deductions made from informant payments 
covering calendar years 1970, 1971, 1972 and 1973. These

CONTINUED - OVER

- 6 -
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt
Re; Houstudy 75

Disposition of House Select
Committee (HSC) Records

62-116464

lists do not identify informants and only set forth amount 
of taxes withheld; and (2) FBI 11/11/75 response to a 
9/30/75 request which transmitted numerous documents setting 
forth the various criteria which have been utilized to 
include an individual’s name on the ADEX, a chart portraying 
a statistical breakdown of the ADEX, authority for 
maintaining the ADEX and documents pertaining to its 
predecessor, the Security Index.

With the above exceptions, all other FBI responses 
were accounted for, it being emphasized again, that not 
each and every document was logged. Further, there is no 
way of accounting for the multiple copies of documents 
reproduced by the HSC Staff from those made available by 
the Bureau, other than to the extent that extra copies 
located during the above inventory were personally shredded 
by Bureau personnel.

The original generic inventory, as well as the 
detailed reconciliation, is being maintained with the 
Senstudy 75 Project files.

There is attached a 2/27/76 CIA memorandum for 
executive branch departments and agencies in which CIA, 
as custodian of the documents, asks interested parties to 
advise Captain John Matheny, Office of the Assistant to 
the President for National Security Affairs, whether any 
documents are missing. Captain Matheny will prepare and 
maintain a consolidated list of executive branch documents 
which are reported as missing should same be needed for 
a future investigation. This CIA memorandum encloses a 
letter from Director, CIA, to Mr. Pike acknowledging and 
accepting responsibility for safekeeping of the classified

CONTINUED - OVER

- 7 -
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt
Re: Houstudy 75

Disposition of House Select
Committee (HSC) Records

62-116464

documents at CIA, as well as the disposition of other 
documents, as set forth in the synopsis of this memorandum. 
This letter notes that 46 cartons of material, 6 % of 
which are FBI documents, are being maintained at CIA. 
Also attached are letters dated 2/20/76 from Mr. Pike to 
Director, CIA, and Archivist of the United States 
concerning the agreement reached between the HSC and CIA.

There is also attached for approval a letter 
to Captain Matheny in accordance with CIA's request, supra. 
This letter identifies the missing Bureau documents in 
detail, and a Xerox copy of each missing LHM is attached 
to its yellow. It is noted, the LHMs which are presumed 
destroyed are included in the letter as missing Bureau 
documents because their true disposition is, in fact, 
unknown.

- 8 -
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CEf^AL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY Q

. " Washington.D.C. 20505 ’ .

27 February 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR: Executive Branch Departments and Agencies 
SUBJECT: Classified Documents Returned from tlie .

. House Select Committee on Intelligence

Chairman Pike has designated the CIA as the interim custodian 
of the Executive Branch materials heretofore held by the House 
Select Committee pending final determination by the House of 
Representatives regarding these materials. Attached for your 
information and possible future reference is a copy of a letter 
dated February 25, 1976, from the Director of Central Intelligence 
to Representative Otis Pike, Chairman of the House Select 
Committee on Intelligence, regarding the disposition and safe
keeping of classified materials furnished to or generated by 
the Select Committee. Also attached for your information are 
copies of Chairman Pike’s letters of February 20,- 1976, to 
Director Bush and to the Archivist of the United States.

•_ Those addressees whose classified materials are now stored • 
. '.at CIA Headquarters should advise Captain John Matheny, Office 
. of the Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs, 
whether'any of their documents are missing. Captain Matheny will 

■'■prepare and maintain a consolidated list of Executive Branch 
documents which are listed as missing should this be needed 

. for a future investigation.

Seymour R. Bolten 
. . . Assistant to the Director

. ' \ . Review Staff

Attachments: As Stated • ;

Distribution: , ■ .
William Hyland/NSC 
John Marsh/White House

' Thomas Latimer/DOD
Antonin Scalia/DOJ 
Peter Bensinger/DEA 

■ William Cregar/FBI 
. Gerald Nensel/Treasury

. 42- /,
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•Donald Alexander/IRS 
Harold Saunders/State-INR

• Donald Ogilvie/OMB 
Robert Hampton/CSC .

Benjamin Bailar/U.S. Postal Service 
James Rhoads/National Archives

and Records
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20303

• 25 February 1976

The Honorable Otis Pike, Chairman . • ■ Y ’ ■ ■ "
Select Committee on Intelligence • • ■ ;'>
House of Representatives • . ' . - ' • • _ ' -
Washington, D. C..-20515 . t

Dear Chairman Pike: ’ /

I hereby acknowledge and accept the terms set forth in your ’ ' ‘ 
letter of February 20 for safekeeping of the three categories of 
sensitive classified documents furnished to or generated by the’ 
House Select Committee on Intelligence. ■ .. - . ‘ .

As to the first category, pursuant to your letter, the rron " 
loan” material which -was loaned to the Select Committee by the ’ \ • 
Executive branch has been received by the CIA and such material • / •. 
has been returned to the originating departments and agencies. ; ..

’ With regard to the second category of materials, the trans
cripts of testimony taken from current and former Federal officials 
in executive sessions of the Select Committee, it is my understanding 
that these documents will be placed in the National Archives building 
for safekeeping in the custody of the Archivist of the United States, 
and that no one is to be given access to these materials pending- . 
further instructions from the House of Representatives or Speaker of 
the House. As you indicated in your letter of February 20 to the 
Archivist, highly sensitive classified information is contained in 
these transcripts, and they should be treated accordingly by the . 
Archivist. I am also concerned about any future plans for the dis- ’ 
position of these transcripts. This material includes information ■ 
involving sensitive sources and methods which I am charged by law ’ 
to protect from unauthorized disclosure. ■ I would, therefore, • 
appreciate it if you would bring this concern to the attention of 
the Speaker of the House and request that I be involved in any ’ ' . 
decision regarding the future disposition of this material. ■ .

' Finally, with respect to the third category of materials re- • 
ceived by the CIA from the Select Committee for storage at CIA 
Headquarters, we have attempted to reconcile our records of documents



delivered to the Select Committee with the -inventory of documents 
received for storage at CIA Headquarters, ahd we find that a number 
of .CIA documents are missing. • The' materials 'transferred- to C1A ’— 
Headquarters ..for storage were initially inventoried arid sealed in ■ 
cartons by' Executive branch representatives on the premises of the 
Select Committee in the presence of Committee staff members during 
the period of February 18-20. Because a number of documents were 
unaccounted for, it was agreed with your staff representative that 
certain cartons should be inventoried again to determine whether 
the missing documents might be .in those cartons. Thus, a thorough ■ 
second inventory of certain sealed cartons was. conducted at CIA on 
February 21 with your concurrence and in the presence of Ms.'Jacqueline 
Hess of the Select Committee staff. ' While a few of the'missing 
documents were found in the second inventory, a number of documents 
are still missing. • • '

' As soon as a complete list of the missing materials is pre
pared, my representatives will seek an early meeting with you to 
determine what measures can be taken to account for or locate the ’ 
missing documents. Other Federal agencies are also checking their 
records and inventories to determine whether any of their documents- 
are missing. . . • . . . ‘ .

. The foregoing pertains only to the missing materials as we ■ 
have no way of accounting for the multiple copies of classified • 
documents reproduced by the Select Committee staff from originals 
made available by the CIA and other Executive departments and 
agencies. To the extent that the multiple copies have not been ' 
'included in the materials to be stored at CIA or the National 
Archives, I trust that those documents have been destroyed in ac- ■ 
cordance with procedures appropriate for classified materials.’ . .

’ The following is a summary of the third category of material ■’ 
now held in sealed cartons at CIA Headquarters pending further in
structions from the House of Representatives or the Speaker of the 
House: . - . ■

. Rockefeller Commission

CIA Files

Files :

* r

13 Cartons

. ’ll Cartons

Dept, of Defense Files 
(1 carton of DoD files 
’’pending resolution of 
material”)

labeled : . 
on loan ’

7 Cartons

NWWWnJocH:32S89TTI’ Page38
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IC Files '3 Cartons * .
(Carton 2 has partial materials . ‘
from: Treasury, Civil Service/ - . ■ .
C&B, and Post Office) . . :

DEA Files . •: .2 Cartons

Dept, of State Files ' 1 Carton. . ,

Dept, of Justice/Atty. General: 1 Carton . ' / . .

'FBI Files ' ■ - 7 Cartons
(Carton 7 has partial files ■ . - -.

' from State, DEA, Civil Service,.. • “
CMB, Treasury/IRS and IC) ■ .. / ;<v.’■ 7

HSC Transmittal Books ‘ , ■ 1 Carton , -

■ ‘ . TOTAL: . 46 Cartons '

Unless advised by you to the “contrary, we will assume that this 
breakdown of cartons accords with your records and that the Speaker 
of the House has been.so advised. The contents of each carton have ■ 
been individually inventoried and Ms. Hess has receipted for the 
contents of each carton. Copies of these inventories have been ’ •’ 
supplied to Ms. Hess for transmittal to the office of the Speaker of 
the House. . . •

I wish to express my personal appreciation for your cooperation ' 
in making possible, in the short time available, the transfer of the 
materials to be held for safekeeping at the CIAHeadquarters.

Sincerely, . - ■ ’ ’. • ’

George Bush 
Director

cc: Honorable Carl Albert, 
Speaker of the House 
of Representatives
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BERT N. GtAfMO, COHN, 
MES V. STANTON, OHIO 
NAUD V. OELLUMS, CALIF. 
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ROBERT MCCLORY, ILL. 
DAVID C. TRESN, LA. 
JAMES P. JOHNSON, COLO. 
ROBERT W. KASTEN, JR,, WIS.

OTIS Q. PIKE, N. Y., CHAIRMAN ’ “ ' , A. SiARLE FIELD. STAFF DIRECTOR

AARON B. DONhEB, CCUHSSL

TELEKHOHI> (202) 225-9731

Select Zommittzt on Stellisme - .
^ou^e of 3a.gpr££entcitfoB£ 

SHaSljinston, . '20515

. February 20, 1976 . ’ . ' ■

The Honorable George Bush •
Director
Central Intelligence Agency ,
Washington, D. C. 20505 .: '

•L - •. ’ \ '

Dear Mr. Bush: '

Pursuant to-your request and the understanding worked out between 
your staff and the staff of the House Select Committee on Intelligence, 
all, documents furnished to the Committee on an "on loan" basis have 
heretofore been returned to the agencies from which received.

All items,or materials received from the National Security Council 
have been returned to the National Security Council. All trans-’ 
cripts of hearings, public and executive, interviews conducted.by 
members of our staff, and all other materials received unsolicited 

• or otherwise generated by the Committee staff will be placed for 
safekeeping in the National Archives building. ■ ■ ■

The materials which have been placed for safekeeping in the possession 
of the Central Intelligence Agency (those materials not received on 
an "on loan" basis) are placed in your custody with the explicit 
understanding that they will not be disturbed, that the cartons 
containing these materials will not be opened nor their contents r • 
examined except on'further authorization from the House of Repre-’ 
■sentatives or the Speaker of the House. •<

I believe that the return of all documents or the placing of all 
materials in safekeeping has been accomplished as expeditiously as 
possible and I thank you and your staff for your cooperation in the 
matter.

Yours very truly.

OTIS G. PIKE
OGP:o ’



•J.

Co-nunttEe oh SnrEffigEHCE 
ot ^.EpL^Eictati-ic^

■&llasrjiru5tan, 53.G.- 20515

February 20, 19/5

TV :•? • ;•

'Mr- James Bl. Rhoads ■' . . -- » .1'
7, Archivist 'of.- the United States1” J - • ’
National. Archives and Records Service ■■ ' - 

"’•Seventh Street and Pennsylvania Avenue ■' 
^Washington, D- C^,_.20408 , -• .

£

7=
7^

7

■Z- - ' ~ : Z-J . - ’ ■ • - ’

;? Pursuant to' House Resolution 591, as amended 
furtherance /of an agreement between the House Select 
Committee bn. Intel ?g^nce, there is transmitted herewith

•• certain material both classified and unclassifiedj which 
; - is the property of the former House Select Committee on- 
• /..Intelligence ana is to be kept in your custody in a safe

<

2

place pending further instructions from.the House of ■ y-:-:f’
Representatives or the Speaker of the House of Representatives

• * .. . . . •.'< e • * •*

c.Some of the material enclosed herewith is highly sensitive 
■ ; and I.tTOuld suggest that all should be given maximum. ■ •c. 
;■ security possible-. No one should be permitted access-to .

. this material until directed by a- further action of the 
House of Representatives or the Speaker of the House of " . - 
Representatives- ■ . . ■ ; . ■ . - ■ . ,7

I appreciate your cooperation in this matter

Yours very truly

OTIS G. PIKE

0GP:o

•i;y:
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♦ 1 - Mr. J, B. wdams
1 * Mr. J. A, MintzA ' 4.VAX * V • .Ci* AyXa**v«

(Attn: P. V. Daly)
1 - Mr. T. W. Leavitt

Mr. T/^. Leavitt 3/2/76

F. J. Cassidy
Mr. F. J. Cassidy
1 - Mr. S. F. Phillips

Disclosure and publication of i - air. d. Ryan
ALLEGEDLY CLASSIFIED INFORMA
TION BY ’’THE VILLAGE VOICE,” ON 
OR ABOUT FEBRUARY 11, 1976

This is to set forth our suggested response to a request 
by the Criminal Division of the Department for detailed information 
relating to classified FBI information disclosed by ’’The Village Voice” 
in its 2/16/76 supplement which incorporated portions of the House 
Select Committee on Intelligence Activities (HSC) suppressed report.

By memorandum dated 2/13/76, Assistant Attorney
General Richard L. Thornburg, Criminal Division, made reference 
to the publication by ’’The Village Voice” of the HSC suppressed 
report. Thornburg, in his memorandum, requested this Bureau solicit 
other agencies and to furnish information relating to FBI classified 
material that was disclosed in ”The Village Voice.” He indicated 
this inquiry was necessary to determine if any action by the Depart
ment of Justice is necessary,

Memorandum from Mr. Cassidy to Mr. Wannall dated 
1/21/76, captioned ’’Houstudy,” advised that appropriate components 
of FBIHQ had been solicited and only one instance was determined 
where classified material appeared in the Draft Final Report of the 
HSC. This occurred in the identification of three of our foreign 
counterintelligence programs by title, it being noted the names of 
these programs had been classified ’’Secret” by the Attorney General*

Enclosure CONTINUED - OVER

1 - G2M16009/<Co>telpro)
SECRET MATERIAL ATTACHED

DR:lfj
(10)

jj,cB>sS8S
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt
Re: Disclosure and Publication of Allegedly 

Classified Information by ’’The Village 
Voice," on or about February 11, 1976

Information regarding the appearance of this classified material 
relating to the counter intelligence programs was furnished to 
Mr. Mitch Rogovin at CIA Headquarters on 1/20/76, it being noted 
he was coordinating the intelligence community’s response to this 
report.

Attached is a copy of a write-up responding to the 11 areas 
of inquiry mentioned in W. Thornburg’s memorandum, as pertains to 
the one instance of classified information which appeared in the HSC 
report which was disclosed by "The Village Voice."

ACTION:

If approved, this memorandum and its attachment should 
be referred to the CI-3 Section of the Intelligence Division so the infor
mation in the attachment may be referred, with information furnished 
by other intelligence agencies, to the Criminal Division of the 
Department in response to the Department’s request for this 
preliminary inquiry.

“ 2 —
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SECRET

1 - Mr. J. W. Adams
1 - Mr. J. A. Mintz ~ x 

(Attn: Mr. P. V. Daly)
1 - hir. T. W. Leavitt
1 - Mr. S. S. Mignosa 

(Attn: Mr. R. L. McLanahan)
1 - Mr. F. J. Cassidy
1 - Mr. S. F. Phillips

March 2, 1976
1 - Mr. D. Ryan

DBCLOSUKE AX© IMBRICATION OF ALLEGEDLY 
CLASSIFIED WORMAWN BY "THE VILLAGE

VOICE," ON OR ABOUT FEBRUARY 11, 1070

The following relates to classified information originating 
with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) which was disclosed in 
a 24-page supplement erf "The Village Voice," a weekly New York City 
newspaper, edition dated February 16, 1970:

1. The date and identity of the article or articles 
disclosing the classified information.

The classified information appears on page 91 of the 24* 
page supplement of "The Village Voice, " edition of February 16, 
1976, columns, lines 2-4.

2. Specific statements in the article which are considered 
classified and whether the data was properly classified.

The specific statement in the article which was classified 
"Secret" by the Attorney General, Exempt from GDS, Category Number 
3, Date of Declassification Indefinite, relates to three foreign counter* 
intelligence programs conducted by the FBI which are described in the 
article as . . . "Operation Border Coverage (1961), the Cuban 
program (1961) and the Yugoslav program (1969). ” It is understood 
that the titles of these three programs were classified "Secret" by the 
Attorney General on or about May 17, 1975, after he consulted with 
fee White House and/or the Secretary of State. No information has 
been developed indicating the above data was not properly classified.

.1 - 62-116009 (Cointelpro) 0EGRET-
:62-116464 (Houstudy)

DR‘Ifj Ciaooificd by 0736
(10) Exempt from CDS, Category Number 6

Date of Declassification indefinite
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SECRET

Disclosure and Publication <£ Allegedly 
Classified Information by "The Village 
Voice/1 on or about February 11, 197G

3. Whether the classified data disclosed to accurate.

The identities (titles) of these three foreign counter
intelligence programs as published are accurate.

4. Whether the data came from a specific document and, 
if so, the origin of the document and the name of the individual 
responsible for the security of the classified data disclosed.

As indicated in "The Village Voice” article, the existence 
of the three classified counterintelligence programs above was 
revealed to staff investigators the House Select Committee on 
intelligence (HSC) at a briefing held at the Intelligence Division of the 
FBI on August 22, 1975. At this time the HSC members were advised 
the titles of the three foreign counterintelligence programs had been 
classified "Secret” by Hie Attorney General.

Information relating to the three classified counterintel
ligence programs was initially set forth by the Attorney General in 
letters directed to Senator Frank Church, with a copy to Senator John 
Tower; Senator James O. Eastland, with a copy to Senator Roman L. 
Hruska; and to Congressman Don Edwards, with a copy furnished to 
Congressman M. Caldwell Butler, all dated May 17, 1975, and all 
classified "Secret." This letter states it is classified "Secret" 
"because we have been advised that disclosure of references to the 
Mexican, Puerto Rican, Yugoslavian and Cuban operations could 
damage our relations fa those areas. ” Subsequently, on May 23, 
1975, the Attorney General issued a press release describing five 
newly-discovered FBI counterintelligence programs. This release 
described "Three foreign intelligence programs classified, ’Secret, *" 
without mentioning the programs by title.

SECRET

- 2 —
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Disclosure and Publication of Allegedly 
Classified Information by ’’The Village 
Voice,” on or about February 11, 1976

5. The extent of official dissemination of the data.

The identities of the three programs have not been pub
licized to date. Dissemination has been made by the FBI to the 
Department of Justice and, to our knowledge, by the Department of 
Justice only as noted above. The identities of the three programs 
were furnished to Central Intelligence Agency in January, 1976.

6. Whether die data has been the subject of prior official 
releases.

As indicated, the identities of these three programs have 
not been publicized although they have been referred to in a press 
release dated ivlay 23, 1975, only as ’’three foreign intelligence 
programs.w

7. Whether prior clearance for publication or release 
of the information was sought from proper authorities.

■ The FBI received no request for prior clearance for 
publication or release of the classified titles of the three programs.

& Whether the material or portions thereof or enough 
background data has been published officially or in the press to make 
an educated speculation on the matter possible.

We have no knowledge of any information published 
officially or appearing in the press which would make an educated 
speculation regarding the identity of the three foreign counterintel* 
ligence programs possible.

-SECRET

-3-
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SECRET

Disclosure and Publication of /Allegedly 
Classified Information by ’’The Village 
Voice,” on or about February 11, 1976

9. Whether the data can be declassified for the purpose 
of prosecution and, if so, the name of the person competent to testify 
concerning the classification.

A decision relating to declassification should be made by 
the Attorney General or Ms designee, possibly if necessary after 
consultations with the White House and/or the Department of State. 
The Attorney General or his designee is competent to testify concern* 
Ing the classification.

10. Whether declassification had been decided upon prior 
to the publication or release of the data.

As indicated above, the information disclosed was origi
nally classified on or about xhay 17, 1975, while ’’The Village Voice” 
publicized the classified information in a supplement to its issue 
dated February 16, 1976.

11. What effect the disclosure of the classified data 
could have on the national defense.

It is noted the Attorney General, in his classified letters 
to members of Congress dated *Iay 17, 1973, indicated the informa
tion was classified "because we have been advised that disclosure of 
the IMexican, Cuban, Yugoslavian and Puerto Rican operations could 
damage our relations in those areas.”

SfeCRET

— 4 *
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Ths Attorney General

Director, FBI

IL WATS SSLSCT COMMXTTBE
CM W^IXIGOICS ACTIVITIES (SSC)

4
1 - Mr. J. B. Adams
1 - Mr. J. A. Mintz
1 - Mr. XL R. Wannall
1 - Mr. W. 0» Cregar

February 27, 1976

1 - Mr. S. F. Phillips

Mr. Fred H. ilall of Plantation, Florida, faraariy 
employed by the FBI and subsequently by the Central Intelligence 
Agw&y, from which Agency he retired about six years ago, has 
aade available to this Bureau a copy of a letter he wrote a 
short while ago to Senator Frank Church, Chairman of the CSC. 
Hail also sent a copy »£ his letter to Congressman Otis G. TUx*, 
Chairman of the house Select ConsMctee on Intelligence 
Activities.

I thought you would ba interested in Mr. Hall’s 
observations and am therefore enclosing a copy of his letter.

Bnciocuro

62»UG395 _

X * The Deputy Attorney General (Enclosure) 
Attentiont Michael 2. Shaheen, Jr, 

Special Counsel for
Intelligence Coordination

- 62-116464-fHoustudy) '
1 - 67- - {Personnel file former SA Fred H. Hall)

SFPtmjg
(11)

NOTE: p

Hall furnished the copy of his letter to Supervisor / 
S. F. Phillips of the Senstudy 75 Project. Phillips and Hall have 
been close friends for many years and Hall made the.letter available 
on a recent visit of Phillips to Florida. Hall indicated that 
Phillips could feel free to show it to anyone who may want to 
see it. The letter is very critical of the activities of both 
the Senate and House Select Committees.

8 a WAR 111376
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Hon. Frank Church
U.S. Senate
Washington, L.C.

Dear Sen. Church:

By way of background, I served honorably with both the Federal Bureau of Invest 
igation and the Central Intelligence Agency for a combined total of over 33 
years. I am proud of my service with each agency and I feel that my activities 
were quite worthwhile and in the national interest. I am a graduate of George 

’ Washington University Lav/ School and a member of the bar. 1 am now retired.

As an interested and intellectually curious.citizen, 1 have been reading 
accounts in the public press concerning the activities of the committee which 
you happen to chair and of the House Committee which Rep. Otis Pike happens to 
chair, both dealing with the U.S. investigative and intelligence programs.Brief
ly stated, 1 am totally nauseated by the irresponsible way in which both of you 
demand highly sensitive and classified data which seems to be publicized soon 
after you get it. It is my opinion and that of many friends that your committees 
are effectively destroying the credibility of these agencies and making impos
sible their effective performance in the future.

Before going further, let me state that I do not condone irregularities, im
proprieties or illegalities by either agency in their normal,routine activities 
but I do see the justification,in serious security or Mafia like criminal acti
vities,for certain 'lextracurricular" activities to achieve needed ends and I 
think that the Congress should quietly recognize such,with, reasonable controls. 
You should be proud and complimentary,for instance in my opinion,about the 
highly publicized and often misrepresented mail intercept program when you 
stop to realize that it was confined to mail to and from Russia and,insofar as 
I read, the results were given appropriate safeguards.

I have no objection to having some type of scrutiny and supervision of these 
agencies by some well qualified and impartial panel and I do not object to 
having appropriate administrative action taken against offending employees and 
officials,if their rights are protected, bhat I do strongly object to is the 
pathetically inept and horrendously damaging procedures whereby your inquiries 
on sensitive matters are regularly reported,sometimes incompletely and for 
apparent political reasons. It just seems to me that someone connected with your 
committees is afflicted with political "diarrhea of the mouth" which impels- 
them to babble without regard to common sense or the welfare of our intelligence 
programs and, as I read the press, you two gentlemen both have this weakness.

I am sure that the intelligence organizations of all major nations make some 
mistakes.But have you ever seen the British,the French,the Russians,the 
Germans,the Israeli or the Japanese governments conduct such a "three ring 
circus" on sensitive matters as you men are doing to your everlasting discredit? 
I am sure also that we are the laughing stock of all the above enumerated 
nations. What foreign official will entrust sensitive and confidential data to 
U.S, intelligence agents in the foreseeable future when he knows that he may soon 
see his data publicized because of some misguided Congressional activity? I very 
sincerely feel that strong administrative and/or criminal action should be taken 
in any cases where either or both of your committees and/or their personnel have 
been the vehicle for embarrassing or damaging the U.S. by actions which resulted 
in confidential data being repoi'ted.

In order that there be no misunderstanding,this letter represents nothing 
more than my very sincere conviction of great personal contempt and disgust with 
the way in which you and youi' committees have done a great disservice to the 
United States by sadly mishandling your responsibilities to these agencies and 
to our nation.

Sincerely, 
cc: Rep. Otis G. Pike

House Intelligence Committee 
Washington, D.C.

FED Fh HALL
6903 Cypress Road,C-21 
Plantation,Fla. 33317
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X.

INTELLIGENCE 
WASHINGTON (UPI)

REPORT)
-- THE HOUSE ETHICS COMMITTEE IS TALKING WITH THE 
DOWN. THE SOURCE OF A.SECRET REPORT LEAKED TO CBSI FBI ON HOW TO TRACK ____ _____________ .. ._____

REPORTER DANIEL SCHORR. ' ' ‘ ,
THE NEW YORK VILLAGE VOICE PUBLISHED .MAJOR SECTIONS OF THE FINAL

REPORT OF THE HOUSE INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEE AFTER THE HOUSE VOTED TWO 
TO ONE TO WITHHOLD IT UNTIL CLASSIFIED MATERIAL WAS REMOVED.

PRESIDENT FORD THEN OFFERED THE HOUSE THE "SERVICES OF THE 
EXECUTIVE BRANCH", WHICH INCLUDES THE FBI, TO FIND THE "LEAKER". 
HOUSE SPEAKER CARL ALBERT SAID HE DIDN’T PLAN'TO ACCEPT.

BUT JUSTICE DEPARTMENT SPOKESMAN JOSEPH HAVEL SAID YESTERDAY THERE 
IHAS BEEN "INFORMAL TALKS" WITH THE COMMITTEE ON WHETHER THE FBI MIGHT 
1 HELP.

REP. JOHN FLYNT, D-GA., CHAIRMAN OF THE ETHICS PANEL, CONFIRMED 
THE TALKS BUT SAID NO DECISION ON WHETHER TO USE THE AGENCY HAS BEEN 
MADE.I TODAY ADDRESSES A WASHINGTON .PRESS CLUB LUNCHEON ON

I PROBLEMS OF NEWSMEN DEALING WITH OFFICIAL SECRETS." THE THREE 
I NETWORKS WERE REPORTED .PLANNING TO FILM THE EVENT.

■ ” ' . ' -0--
WASHINGTON (UPI) — THE GROUP WHICH WAS TO HAVE BEEN A BENEFICIARY 

I OF DANIEL SCHORR’S SALE OF A SECRET HOUSE INTELLIGENCE REPORT TO.THE 
| VILLAGE VOICE HAS WASHED ITS HANDS OF THE WHOLE AFFAIR.
| THE-EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE REPORTERS’COMMITTEE FOR FREEDOM OF 
| THE PRESS ISSUED A CAREFULLY WORDED STATEMENT YESTERDAY. IT SAID .
I SCHORR APPROACHED IT "WITH A PROPOSAL.THAT HE DONATE THE PROCEEDS, IF 
J ANY, THAT HE MIGHT RECEIVE FROM'PLACEMENTjOF TOE...REPORT WITH A ?
1 PUBLISHER. HE DID NOT ASK FOR ANlk^MMIJRmT CHE COMMITTEE IN
3 RETURN, NOR WAS ANY OFFERED." '— &■

UPI 02-2 5 09S49 AES
jumc.

8 4 JUN 16 m WASHINGTON CAPITAL NEWS SERVICE
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 -_____ £__________  (Mount Clipping in Space Below)

/ i' ' - - -
® Putting Reins On The FBI

^disagreement among House subcommittee 
; "members over guidelines proposed for domestic

| intelligence activities of the FBI underscores the 
challenge legislators face in making rules that 

, meet all free society demands without so handi
capping the bureau that it cannot effectively do 
the job expected of it.

* On the one hand are congressmen like Rep.
Badillo of New York, who argues for tougher 
guidelines than those suggested. They would pro-

| hibit instigation or commission by the FBI of
/ criminal acts, prohibit incitement of violence,

, and the dissemination of information to discredit
’ individuals or groups. On the other hand are 

congressmen like Rep. Edwards of California, 
. who thinks Atty. Gen. Levi has done a good job

• drafting the guidelines. . ,

1 In the middle of the picture is FBI Director i 

; Clarence Kelley, who appeared before the sub- 
r committee. to warn of the dangers of overly 
| restrictive guidelines. Box the FBI in too much, 1

Mr. Kelley was saying in effect, and it will lose its 
capability to handle such threats to the public 
safety as those posed by terrorist groups.

Reaction to disclosures of such domestic sur
veillance programs as Cointelpro has tilted opin
ion in the direction of demands for assurance of 

l greater protection of individual rights and liber
ties. And, indeed, those rights must be guaran- 

| teed. In, the matter of curbs on FBI activities, 
* however, the familiar pattern of response and 

over-response is‘ showing. The need is to strike , 
> a neat balance.

5^APK6 197$

(Indicate page, name of 
newspaper, city and state.)
Page #LOA, The 
News & Courier, 
Charleston, S.C.

Date: Feb. 16, 1976
Edition: Morning
Author: Unknown
Editor: ARTHUR M. WILCOX

Character:

or

Classification:

Submitting Office: tn
I | Being Investigated
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UP-’O13ADD 1 INTELLIGENCE, WASHINGTON (UP-012) ■ ‘
'ASKED TODAY IF HE THOUGHT THE HOUSE WOULD BUY HIS RECOMMENDATIONS, 

PIKE SAID, "I DON’T KNOW...I’M NOT SURE HOW MUCH WILL THERE IS IN 

CONGRESS TO EXERCISE OVERSIGHT.”HE SAID HE COULD UNDERSTAND WHY THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH "WANT TO •

SUPPRESS THIS REPORT." . ."IT WOULD INDEED BE EMBARRASSING TO US AS A NATION. BUT I THINK 
THAT SUPPRESSING THE REPORT WILL HELP TO KEEP THE OLD SYSTEM IN j 
OPERATION AND PREVENT THE RECOMMENDATION FOR A NEW OVERSIGHT ■ 
COMMITTEE FROM EVER' COMING IN. . ’ '"I THINK THAT IT IS MORE IMPORTANT THE PUBLIC GENERALLY KNOW WHAT 
THE HECK IS GOING ON. I BELIEVE THAT WE AS A NATION ARE STRONG ENOUGH 
TO FACE-THE TRUTH ... MATURE ENOOUGH TO LOOK AT WHAT WE ARE DOING.

■ AND DECENT ENOUGH"TO CHANGE WHAT WE ARE DOING." •
PIKE WAS INTERVIEWED ON THE CBS-TV MORNING NEVIS.

* UPI 02-11 08158 AES
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UP-012 
(INTELLIGENCE) (J "

■ ■ WASHINGTON’ (UPI) — THE HOUSE INTELL IGENCE-CXIMMEETEE HAS FOLDED 
• .1 ITS TENT, LEAVING BEHIND AN UHFUBLlSHkiJ RkPORTONACTIVlTlES OF THE 

’•CIA AND FBI AND A STACK OF RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO PREVENT ILLEGAL 
-t ACTIVITIES AND.ABUSES.
1 "THESE PROCEEDINGS ARE CLOSED." SAID CHAIRMAN REP. OTIS PIKE IN 
ENDING THE COMMITTEE’S WORK YESTERDAY.. HE GAVE MEMBERS UNTIL TODAY TO 
FORWARD ANY FINAL MINORITY OBSERVATIONS THEY MIGHT HAVE ON A PACKAGE 
OF APPROVED RECOMMENDATIONS AND SAID IT ALL WOULD BE SENT TO THE FULL 
HOUSE FOR ACTION SOON.

THE COMMITTEE’S RECOMMENDATION PACKAGE, APPROVED BY A VOTE OF 9-4 
YESTERDAY, INCLUDED ESTABLISHENT OF’A PERMANENT HOUSE OVERSIGHT PANEL 
WITH EXTENSIVE POWERS TO CONTROL CQVERT ACTIONS, BUDGETS, AND 
CRIMINAL PROSECUTION OF INTELLIGENCE AGENTS.AMONG OTHER THINGS.

MEANWHILE, HOUSE REPUBLICAN LEADER JOHN RHODES, R-ARIZ., AND REP. 
WILLIAM COHEN, D-MAINE,’YESTERDAY'INTRODUCED 'LEGISLATION TO CREATE A 
JOINT HOUSE-SENATE COMMITTEE TO OVERSEE THE U.S. INTELLIGENCE 
COMMUNITY.

AT A NEWS CONFERENCE, THE TWO LEGISLATORS SAID THEIR PROPOSAL 
( WOULD: ■

-- CREATE A COMMITTEE OF NINE CONGRESSMEN AND NINE SENATORS
4 SELECTED BY THE LEADERSHIP OF BOTH HOUSES. ’
\ — PROVIDE THE COMMITTEE’WITH FULL LEGISLATIVE RESPONSIBILITY
V FUNDS FOR FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES. ’

FOR

; -- REQUIRE THE PANEL TO OVERSEE ANY ACTIVITY IN THE INTELLIGENCE
.COMMUNITY FUNDED BY CONGRESS.

— ESTABLISH SANCTIONS FOR UNAUTHORIZED LEAKS OF INFORMATION BY 
COMMITTEE MEMBERS.

hpi. 02-11 OR!5.c arc . .....

t

8 4 MAR 8 1976
WASHINGTON CAPITAL NEWS SERVICE
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(Mount Clipping In Spi o Below)

/ Stop intelligence 
purge; it is fatal

-Aium.
‘.A. .

I

THE CURRENT CONGRES
SIONAL investigations into 
United States intelligence op
erations are an excellent ex
ample of how far this nation' 
has strayed from its underly
ing responsibilities.

We are genuinely delighted 
that Congress at last is trying 
to regain some of the balance

► and authority granted it in the 
: Constitution, but really isn’t it ’ 
► •time the American people 
tr themselves regained control of 
i the entire governmental pro- 
: cess, including Legislative,^5 
► Administrative and Judicial 
: branches? 1

Many times lately we cam 
> believe that the folks in Wash

ington have so isolated them- 
, selves from the realities of 
; our lives — and those of the 

international ■ community — 
J that we can never fully regain 
; historic foundations of repre- 
t sentative government provid- 
* ed wisely by our .forefathers 
: 200 years ago.

It is all the more tragic that 
j in this Bicentennial year, the 
• heart of federal government 
: has so deteriorated as today to 
represent the largest and 

■ most ominous single threat to 
, human rights and freedoms 
; outside the covetous totalitari- 
I anism 'from- without.
’ We certainly would not ad- 

vise extreme pessimism as to
> the future. '
; However, we would sharply 
; warn that most of the trends 
„ of not only federal but state 
; and in some instances local, 
; governments these days are 
£ approaching an irreversible s 
p point from which recovery- 
-.will be impossible.

£
(Indicate page, name of ™ * 
newspaper, city and state.)

i We are no purveyors of the * 
I oversimplified, doomsday theo< 
' ry, but we would caution that ■ • 
► our very end as the grandest’1 
r democratic experiment in his^ I 
; tory is all too evident in the | 

naivete, yea isolationist turn- • 
ing away from national and 

' world responsibilities, atti- 
.. tudes pervading the fabric of 
‘ our everyday- lives.
• As said above, the most 
. tragicomedic aspect of this 
• has to be the great federal 
- sieve that is draining away 
; the highly necessary cloak of 
r secrecy surrounding the Cen
tral Intelligence Agency, State 
Department diplomacy, Fed
eral Bureau of Investigation, 

>and virtually all governmental : .
' functions which formerly de^ 

manded covertness to be able 
Mo carry out duties assigned to ■ 

them by more reasonable and/
- wiser branches of government 
: than it appears we have at 

present.
The House Intelligence Com- • 

mittee “leak0 of top secret in
telligence materials used in 

■ its investigation is only the , 
" latest in cathartic spasms of 

supposedly self-cleansing righ-' , 
teousness which may seem

The Greenville 
Piedmont

Date:

Edition:

Author:

Editor: VJnio Co,Morris

Character:

Classification: -//5
j.

” tive‘ A© Ml

. This world today is no telev- <« 
ision make-believe cowboys-

I and-Indians performance to be
J played out until everybody is , 

either dead or alive, then the I
'i “dead” climb up off the;

$ 1976



ground and everybody goes in * 
tire house for punch and cook
ies.

It is deadly serious business 
such as — for only modern re- j 
ference — a new President 
John Kennedy floundering to 
block Russian nuclear inva- । 
sion of nearby Cuba before he 
may have known the way to 
all the White House bath
rooms, helpless before the 
cunning of a power-crazed die-’ 
tator...

It is the awful uncertainty of 
i the 1960s when severest revo- । 

lutionaries, ideologies hostile 
to America, well meaning 
though unrealistic peacenik 
movements, became almost 
unextricably jumbled and de
bilitating except for smooth , 
underground action by agen
cies charged with the respon
sibility to protect our nation.

It is the beginning of Work ' 
War II when the FBI prevent- 

- ed near-fatal sabotage by im-‘ / 
mediately rounding up Ger- I 
man spies and saboteurs, a ; 
feat unparalleled in modern j 
times and which would have i 
been impossible without secre- | 
cy, plus extraordinary extra- ' 
legal surveillance and force 
beforehand.

The necessity for keeping 
governmental covenants in 
such extreme situations is 
fairly obvious.

; Not so obvious apparently to 
many in these seemingly less 
perilous times is the necessity

, ever to keep at least similar 
vigils both at home and 
abroad lest this type of nation
al and international erosion is 
allowed to occur again — as it 
surely will under current!

•^Washington purgings. ~ I

Let .us as a nation not be so- i 
simplistic as to believe inside 
and outside threats are not as 
dangerous just because there 

' is no close-home war demand
ing supreme sacrifice and ef
fort.

We too vividly remember 
the Pearl Harbors, Spains, 
Ethippas, Austrias, Balkans, 
Polands, Czechoslovak!as, 
Asias of past wars big and 
small, each extracting in its 
own horrible dimension our 
very blood and vitality. । 

| We do not believe there are ; 
\ Communists, Reds, facism 
) and similar ideologies lurking 
i around every corner to do us j 
a in, but we must in jeopardy of > 
/continued democratic exist-< 
lence know where they are just 
Ain case they feel bold enough ! 
:to challenge — and know full‘! 
well they will when our defen- j 
ses are riddled sufficiently.

These defenses are being . 
undermined rapidly by soft- j 
headed, unrealistic idealists j 
and self-seekers, who must be 
brought into check by the 
American people now before 
irreparable damage js done.

A good place to start is to 
stop toying with the intelli
gence community, to sew up 
tight that which should never 
be common knowledge in the ; 
hands of uninitiated jellyfish । 

. do-^oeders. x (
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TO

FROM

subject:

OPTIONAL fOVA NO. 10
MAY 1963 ZDIT1ON »
GSA FPMM (41 CW 101-H.4 *

UNITED STATES (^ERNMENT

Memorandum
Jenkins

DATA - JANUARY-1976 
SENSTUDY AND HOUSTUDYA

date: 2-6-76

Assoc. Dlr.
’ Dcp. AD Adm. _ 
| Dop. AD In4. ___-

Cemp. Syst. JZ._ 

Ext. Avoirs......  
Files & Com..... 
Gen. |nv.............  
jldent..................... 
Inspection .......  
jntell....................  
Loboratory ... _
Legal Coun.___  

Plan. & Evol. 
Spec. Inv, - -.
Training .----  

Telephone Rm. _ 
Director Soc*y ___

Due to the fact that this matter is being handled in Records Section 
through normal mail processing procedures, it is most difficult to determine 
which specific individual(s) may have typed a certain card or abstract, searched 
a particular name, reviewed a particular file, etc. Therefore, names of 
individuals have not been given. In some instances, a specific number of 
individuals involved may be known and, where applicable, this has been shown. 
But in some units it is impossible to know even how many persons performed 
the work relative to a specific subject. All that can be given in some cases is 
the estimated number of hours in a particular grade or level based on production 
figures relating to this matter.

SENSTUDY

No. Personnel Agent/Cleric al

8 
1
* 
1 
2
1
1

Salary Man-HoursGrade

GS-3 $ 7,102 5 1/4 C
GS-4 8, 508 1/2 C
GS-6 9,946 133 1/4 C
GS-6 10,610 1/2 C
GS-6 11,606 2 C
GS-8 15,071 8 C
GS-i5 37 , 573 8y . , A

HOUSTUDY

i 3/4

Costs incurred in the Communications Section are negligible.

NW 6848K,

2
1

GS-3
GS-6

7,102
10,610

RECOMMENDATION: Refer to the Administrative Division.

1/2

*Cannot be accurately determined

on the Payroll Savings Plan

HOT
170 FEB 17 gB '
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TO

SUBJ^C

W. L. Bailey p ^0

OP/IOHM JOtM HO. 10 
MA'r jm toinoH 

MO. , •

UNITED STATES GOV^IMENT

Memorandum
Mr. McDermott

5010—106

DATE: 1/28/76

DISPOSITION OF SSC AND HSC"RE CORDS.

A«soc.|t>k.---------  

Dap. *AD Adm.
Dap. ;AD Jnv. — 

Asst. Ok.:
Admin. -................  
Ccmf|. Syst. —r
Ext. Affairs — 

Files & Com. — 
Zen. In*. ......------

Went. _______ ___
Inspection------- -  
Intell, --------------—
Laboratory — — 
Plan. Eval. — 
Spec. Inv.
Tfol link--- — 

Legal Coun. — ■ । 
TelOfhone Rm* —

On January 21, 1976, Special Agents Andrew J
Direi ror Sec*y

yDuffin, Intelligence Division, 
Files and Communications Division, accompanied Mri Thomas

and William L. Bailey,

Martin, Office of the Assistant Attorney General, Civil 
Division, Department of Justice, to a conference held at 
CIA Headquarters. This conference dealt with the dis-
position 
from the 
ment and

of SSC and HS'C records that have been obtained 
FBI, CIA, Department of Defense, State Depart
National Security Council. (X
The results of this conference are set forth ■ V)

in the attached memorandum dated January 22, 1976, prepared by 
Scott D. Breckinridge, CIA. The attached documents are ‘ ।
self explanatory and require no further action on the part 
of the FBI.

For information

19766 FE

RECOMMENDATION:

o

feb 5 1976

Enclosure

as origiw.(H1TX;
1 - Mr0 Wannall - Enclosure 

Attention Mr. Cregar
1 - Mr. Mintz - Enclosure 

Attention Mr. Daly
1 - Mr. Duffin - Enclosure

0?;

I
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INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY STAFF TRANSMITTAL AND DOCUMeWRECEIPT • . ■ >'

MR. REX LEE 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FROM: Intelligence Community Staff 
Central Intelligence Agency

; Room 6E-2914
'Washington, D.C. 20505

DOCUMENTS LISTED HEREON ARE FORWARDED FOR:

INFORMATION ACT 1 ON RETENTION LOAN

CONTROL NUMBER COPY NO. OOC. OATE SUBJECT (Unclassified pre ferred) c LA-SS.

i-0132/1 22 JAN 7 6 DISPOSITION OF RECORDS RE: THE ’ 
INVESTIGATION.

DATE SENT 22 JAN 76 153710

i' .

♦

RECEIPT
NATURE (acknowledgin# receipt of above documents) RETOOK TO INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY STAFF 

v CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
. £'> ROOM 6E-2914

X WASHINGTON, D.C. 20505
E OF RECEIPT ENGLQSJ

. - .  ’• „ .
- 3772 ' V- - ' ‘ c/
LfcMLfiaA8f^DbfaM:32989711 Page 119 f I 7_____________

1 - WHITE, RETURN COPY
2 - PINK, ADDRESSEE HOL D BACK



central intelligence agency
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20305'

Review Staff: .76/0132/1 
22 January 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR: Mr. Rex Lee
Assistant Attorney General
■Civil Division
Department of Justice

Herewith is the package I propose to forward as 
the report on disposition of SSC and HSC investigative 
records, for submission to ICG.

If you have any‘questions, please advise them by 
COB today, as I plan to forward the package to Mr. Rogovin 
then.

i

Scott D. Breckinridge

Atta-chment: a/s



' ’ *Review Staff: 76/0132

_ . 22 January 1976
■ ' J - # *- ’

MEMORANDUM FOR: Mitchell Rogovin ” '

. . SC/DCI ■ ' • .

SUBJECT : Handling of HSC and SSC Investigative Materials ■'

Representatives of the Department of State, 'Department of ■ ’ ■
Defense, Department of Justice, the National Security Council
Staff, and the Central Intelligence Agency have considered al
ternative ways for storing and handling the materials gathered 
by the Senate and House Select Committees in their current study _ i-
of the intelligence activities of the government. ' . - . :

The key objectives were those of physically secure storage, ’ - I

with proper controls over access to the materials, the ultimate :
decision on normal declassification remaining with the depart- !
meats, agencies or organizations that originated the materials.

’ Two main alternatives were developed for where the materials !
should be stored. These were the National Security Agency (NSA) 
and the National Archives and Records Service (NARS), the pre- .♦
ference being for the former. The NSC Staff, in preferring storage i
at NSA, specified additional handling provisions for its materials. .

' Attached are alternative draft resolutions, providing for '
storage at NSA or at NARS. Also attached is the NSC staff pro
posal for modification of the proposal for storage at NSA, providing ■
for special handling there of NSC materials. These are intended to
provide a basis for discussions with SSC and HSC personnel.

■ It is requested that this report be submitted to the ICG. It ' ' ;
is noted that time has become an essential consideration, in view i
of the imminent conclusion of the HSC investigation. ;

S. D. Breckinridge

Attachment: a/s

NW 68486 Docl3?32989711~Page-ei



Resolved,'.'that’ all' xfecoral -'incluai'ng' baJjaJ.

graphs, or other Soounentary materials, regardless °^P^^ofora - 
or' characteristics, macle or received by the Select .^^,ncG 'Rotivitlaa 

; stray Governmental Operations With sespect to 'shall ’
:: ostablishea Meter Senate Resolution.'!! of the 94th^Congres., .shall 
(.be transferred upon the termination-of the Selec , storage :-
Lto the'National Security Agency, there-to be hsl* ft, ??IniLrt^ / 
I: as described below in Section 2, with themAnne->-^described ’ 
i .those persons or organizations authorized in t e..
below in Section. 3, . . ': •• ’ ,■ .t

"Section 2./all records transferred to the

• for secure storage'by the Senate Select Coxwai t^e ' ■ -,-eas
a secure area ar areas separate and discrete- rrom t -

secure .designated

Bxeoutive Branch standards forappropriate sl..‘‘■SyCY”personnel "• ' 
cr unclassified material, ’ S® clearld^nd briefed-
wxth access to the records.will be oppropxrauexy . . . . • -
for records "requiring special .clearance, ‘ . ’ •’ ’ -;7. ~r;-

p

Cor
ion 3. Use* of the records transferred by.the Senate Select ■ 
ihtee.to the National Security Agency shall he limited to person 
red anc’’ briefed for the {classifications and controls -of. the 
rials involvedz' and shall be further limited to those persons - 

and members’of organizations authorized in the specific manner. ■ •- 
described below: . ’ ’ 1 ’ ■ • _ . • --

/ .
Ct " t

Section the records containing information originated "
by the Senate-Select Committee shall ba limited to (1) r£nfc 
members of the acting, duly established-Senace O^e ^g..^
Committee-or ’Committees, (2> appropriate starf membe_s .px -he ac —4 
duly established Senate legislative’Oversight Comm c ‘ _

' as duly authorized by the ’Cnaiwan ox such
Usa of such -stored r^ord?\GOy01ope£?lS/of hhe$ 1 
front tie’ testimony, depositions or axf xdavxv.^ of the 

employees or of former employees of the various’ 
or organixa-tions shall be subject t-.o„.the requxxemen*-’ .

v; iting.

below, as - though furnished by them, ••-. . ■ •
Section Ab) . -Records furnish or information provided to the 

Senate Select—-Committee shall be available xor u»e 1 A -1 /
agencies, departments, or organization, or by congressional corrcf 
or bodies "other- than th© :dtily designated Senate Legislative Over; 
sight Coramitteo or Conmiitrees r only with the prior concurrence oi 

•* “ • ♦ •
the originating department, 

I r\ : -. -Zt. * •
• (19'\ . x\ • . * • •

gency, organization.
he prior concurrence o

i
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■Section 3 (c) « 'Any rjgtuosts for .records or -
the National SecuritJ^goncy’by the Senate S^Bg ^j^g^a 
ithis Resolution, .other than requests from tne d -y- pv-ovicled. ’ 
'Senate legislative Oversight Committee or reD?esenta- ”iin Section 3(a)f supra) .shall be made, in wrirxng Y ~ that.

Stive designated by the department, -agency or tai '"shall, he*- ' 
originated said information. ’ The designated off for the ’
[responsible for.ensuring that the proper clearances exist the, . 

(requestor; . ’ <: .-'iyt* ' k:. '/•’• *

Section 3 The recons' shall be'

jfor all purposes relating to. their availability 2- - .$\.. • .-
jupon request by any person, pursuant to law* ‘ .. ?. ’-. 'L

Section 4 Eventual downgrading or declassirication of classified-
records transferred by the Senate Select Committee to’ the National
■Security .Agency shall it carried out by the. originating, departments 
tgenciea and organizations, or their successors, in accordant

h applicahla and Executive' Orders

»
■f.

J

•a

<
v

■v>

v..V' ■ »

J.
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’’ *: Resolved, that all records, including boohs,.papers, maps,
' • photographs, or other documentary materials, regardless of.

physical form or characteris iics, made of received by the' : •
. Select Committee To Study Governmental Operations With.’* .*•;

'■/ RespecfTo Intelligence Activities, established under * *'* "• 
.y- Senate Resolution’ 21 of the 94th Congress’,.• shall be trans- *: 
i ferred upon* the termination-'of the Select -Copmittee*s man-■'..*.

date to the National Archives and Records Service _as a. ' 
■?trustee’for and agent of the Congress, there td.be held in . J .y

.secure storage as described below in Section 2,’ with their -.- 
.■•■•*: use being limited to those persons or organizations- author-* / 
/"y ized .in the. manner' described below in Section 3. •.. < .. tp* •'

- Section'2All -records 'transferred to the^Nati on al Archives . 
fyi and Records Service for secure storage by the-Senate Select - . 
ryCommittee shall be' stored in* a secure area or .-areas separate 
'^;---*and discrete from all other areas in which records are stored 
fb-.-rby the-National Archives and Records Service. - This secure •

storage shall meet the security specifications - designated in 
Vy* J. Executive Branch standards for appropriate storage of classi- 
f--'"Ified and/or unclassified material. The Central Intelligence 
h-/-’Agency,.-acting.-.in behalf of the Executive Branch, .will conduc 
* a physical .security survey to ensure that .the storage’facil-A 
"' h ities-meet those-standards_'National Archives 'and Records *’.A 

■.^.'Service personnel* with access to‘the records will'be appro-”.- 
'-.priately-cleared and briefed for records requiring special . ’ 

' ' clearance.-_______________________’ :' .* - *- . .-V • ••

' Section 3. Use of .the records, transferred by the Senate ; 
Select Committee to the'National Archives and'Records Service 
shall be limited to persons cleared and briefed for the ’ • ’* 
classifications and controls of the materials involved,- and 
shall be further limited to those persons and members' of ' •

. organizations authorized'in the specific manner described ' • 
below: ' • . • .- • • • .- /. ' • ■• •• •?.

■ Section Sfa).' Use of the 'records containing information ' ' 
. originated by the Senate Select Committee shall be limited

o (1) current members of the acting,* hed
Senate Legislative Oversight Committee or Committees, (2) ” ■ 
appropriate staff members of .the acting duly -established ''

iC
V ?
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i ’ ’ ' , * •. 1 ; ‘ ‘ w .
' . r .*

Senate Legislative Oversight Committee .or Committees-as ' 
duly authorized by the Chairman of such Committee in 
writing.. Use of such'stored records, developed by the • 
Senate Select Committee from the testimony, depositions. '■ 
or affidavits of the* employees or of former* employees of • • 
the various departments,- agencies or organizations shall 
be subject .to the requirements of* Section 3(b), below,*.

. as though furnished by ‘them: -

. Section 3(b). Records ‘furnished or information provided.. 
. r to-the. Senate Select Committee shall be' available for use 

by persons, -agencies,, departments, or organization,- or ” ■
'by congressional committees or bodies other than the-duly

■ designated Senate-Legislative Oversight Committee-or
■ - ’ Committees, only with the prior concurrence of the orig-* ■ ■ -

. - . ihating -department,-agency, organization, or its successor.’--.

. Section 3(c) . Any' requests for records or, .information- '• 
delivered to the National .Archives and Records Service ’•_■ _ :

-by the Senate Select Committee under this Resolution, - ?
• r * other than requests from-the duly established Senate . ■.'■<. y- 
< ’ „’* Legislative Oversight Committee or Committees (.as provided -.-- 

in Section 3(a), supra) shall be made in..writing by a rep- "• 
resentative designated by the -department, agency or'organ- ( 

’-..ization that originated said information. The designated ’
--.' official shall.be responsible for ensuring that the, re- 

. - questor has the proper - clearances or approvals necessary' 
: *or access to tne requested" materials 1 . ; ; _ ■.. - * ?• . h--'

Section 4. Eventual downgrading or-declassification of ’ y 
'* ■ classified records transferred by the’ Senate S'elect. . .

Committee to. the National Archives - and Records Service ■ .* 
. - • shall be carried out by the. originating departments, . ■ •

agencies’and organizations’, or'their successors,' in . . .. - • ••
. . / accordance with applicable statutes and Executive Ordersi ■

Section 5. Should any request under the authority of ’ * • 
5 U.S.C Section 552 be received for records held by the -- 
National Archives and Records Service hereunder, ’the - . 
National Archives and Records Service shall advise any 
person making such request that the records .are not subject 

• to the provisions of 5 U.S.C. Section 552. . y .-

_______________ ________________ ? '•
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Section 2(a): Certain particularly sensitive material 
supplied to the'Select.Committee by the White House 
or the NSC shall be maintained in a separate safe in 
the secure storage area. Access to the material in 
this safe will be controlled by the NSC. rather than by 
NSA. The provisions of Section 3 below will apply toi 
.the material in this safe in the same manner as to the 
other material in the secure storage area-.
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1 - Mr

(1
1 - Mr
1 - Mr

J

BB. Adams 
A. Mintz

Mr. P. V. Daly)

1 -
1 - Mr

s
T
S

J.
W.
F.

McDermott 
Leav itt 
Phillips 
McNiff 
Miller

BY LIAISON

Captain John Matheny
Office of the Assistant to the

President for National Security Affairs 
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Bear Captain Matheny:

Reference is made to CIA memorandum to Executive 
Branch Departments and Agencies dated February 27, 1976, 
entitled ’’Classified Documents Returned from thw House 
Select Committee on Intelligence.”

In accordance with the request set out in 
referenced letter, this is to advise you that the following 
documents which were submitted by the FBI to the House 
Select Committee (HSC) are presently unaccounted for and 
presumed missing:

(1) FBI letterhead memorandum (LHM) dated 
September 15, 1975, unclassified, in response to HSC request 
dated August 19, 1975, concerning “Requests for Information 
Concerning Materials Furnished Senate Select Committee (SSC) 
and the General Accounting Office (GAO) As Well As Certain 
Information Concerning FBI Internal Organization, Informant 
Program and Confidential Bands," containing no enclosures. C 

U-Hi> Wb -5- /.y • -J
(2) FBI ISM dated September 17, 1975, unclassified

Assoc. Dir. _____  
Dep. AD Adm._

J^D*D,nv-— i^ response to HSC request dated August 20, 1975, concerning 
Admin'l______“Requests for Information Concerning This Euroaf0~s<^n«ration

comp sy... — of informants," containing no enclosures 
Ext. Artairs___  9
Files & Com.__
Gon. Inv.______  Z\

Ident. - - - -

0O MAR 16 1976 3

(3) FBI UEi dpted|Octqbef 16, 1975, vnclassjf» v f" 3 r t*. *
Inspection _____ in response to HSC request-dated September 9, 1975,
',"^"1.^ concerning “Request for Briefing Concerning This Bureau’s
Legal Coun.___  Files an^ Classification Systems, ‘bont^aining ^no^enclosurq

tXIZZAJD:^ (11)
Telephone Rm, 
Director Sec^ TELETYPE UNIT GPpt: 1975 ft- 594-120



Captain John Matheny

(4) FBI LHM dated October 10, 1975, unclassified, 
in response to HSC request dated September 18, 1975, 
concerning ’‘Request for Access to Materials Concerning 
Mr. Dick Wilson, Tribal Chairman of the Pine Ridge Indian 
Reservation,” containing no enclosures.

(5) FBI LHM dated October 30, 1975, unclassified, 
in response to HSC request dated September 24, 1975, 
concerning FBI materials regarding several individuals, 
containing no enclosures.

(6) FBI UEI dated October 6, 1975, unclassified, 
in response to HSC request dated September 25, 1975, 
concerning “Requests for Information Concerning Cointelpros.” 
This document transmitted enclosures; however, these enclosures 
ware accounted for and are presently stored at CIA.

(7) FBI LHM dated November 26, 1975, unclassified, 
in response to ’’Requests for Inforination Concerning 
Cointelpros,” containing no enclosures*

(8) FBI HIM dated October 29, 1975, unclassified, 
in response to HSC request dated October 9, 1975, concerning 
“Request for Access to Any and All Investigative Files 
Concerning 13 Individuals,” containing no enclosures.

(9) FBI IBM dated November 5, 1975, unclassified, 
in response to “HSC Request Dated October 15, 1975, Concerning 
Warrantless Electronic Surveillances and Surreptitious Entries. 
This document transmitted enclosures; however, these 
enclosures were accounted for and are presently stored at CIA.

(10) FBI HIM dated November 5, 1975, unclassified, 
in response to HSC request dated October 28, 1975, concerning 
“Request for Access To or Production Of Certain FBI Files.” 
This document transmitted enclosures; however, these enclosures 
were accounted for and are presently stored at CIA.

- 2 -
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Captain John Matheny

(11) FBI LHM dated November 18, 1975, unclassified, 
in response to HSC request dated October 28, 1975, concerning 
“Request for Materials Concerning Peter Canejo,” containing 
no enclosures.

(12) FBI LHM dated December 1, 1975, unclassified, 
in response to “Aequost for Information Concerning Arrests 
Made in Areas of Sabotage and Espionage,*’ containing no 
enclosures.

(13) FBI LHM dated December 15, 1975, unclassified, 
in response to HSC request dated Uovember 24, 1975, 
concerning material on Specific activities and individuals, 
containing no enclosures.

(14) FBI LHM dated September 8, 1975, unclassified, 
in response to HSC request dated August 19, 1975, concerning 
’’Request for Information Concerning Identity and Payments 
to FBI Informants As Well As Tax Records Filed Regarding 
Such Payments.” This document and its enclosures are missing. 
The enclosures are four generic lists setting forth tax 
records filed regarding payments to FBI informants.

(15) FBI LHM dated November 11, 1975, unclassified, 
in response to HSC request dated September 30, 1975, concerning 
’‘Security Index (Si) and Administrative Index (ADWThis 
LHM also enclosed additional documents, some of which ware 
classified “Secret,” concerning various criteria which have 
been utilised to include an individual’s name on the ADSX, 
a chart reflecting a statistical breakdown of the ADEK and 
background information concerning the SI. These enclosures 
are also missing.

- 3 -
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Captain John Matheny

It is noted all of the above documents and 
enclosures were transmitted to the HSC on a permanent 
retention basis and the FBI is in possession of receipts 
verifying actual transmittal of the documents and receipt 
of same by the Committee.

Sincerely yours.

Clarence M. Kelley 
Director

See memorandum S. F. .Phillips to Mr. T. W. Leavitt dated 3/8/76, 
prepared by AJD:lhb.

NW 68486 Docld:32989711 Page 130
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< 1 5 ----------- — —------------- IL— • ........ . ....
' * ' .‘^ .. . 'W ’ 1. - Mr. Adams
■ r * 1 ■ - 2 - Mr. J. A, Mintz
\ ------- — (1-Mr. 3. B. Hotis) '

X - Mr. W. R. WannaXL
■ < Mr. W. O. Cregar

62-116464 September 15, 1975
1 - Mr. T. 3, McNiff

U. S. BOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON INTELLIGIBLE ACTIVITIES (HSC)

RE: REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION CONCERNING
MATERIALS ILWISHED SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE (SSC) 
ANS THS GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE (GAO) AS WELL AS 
CERTAIN HiFOBMATlON CONCERNING FBI INTERNAL
ORGANISATION, INFORMANT PROGRAM AND CONFIDENTIxiL FUNDS

Reference is made to HSC letter dated August 19, 1975, 
requesting certain dccwaents and information relating to specific 
operations of this Bureau. Set forth below by request number are 
replies to requests contained iat referenced coraraunication which 
are directed to this Bureau.

Request number X refers to SSC request of July 22, 1975, 
wherein this Bureau was requested to furnish to the HSC copies of 
ail documents and materiels provided to the SSC. 'Pursuant to an 
agreement reached August IS, 1975, at a conference between ■ 
representatives of the HSC, DsDartaent of Justice and the FBI. 
this Bureau is ®a&ing available for review to HSC staff Members 

- at FBI Headquarters as requested in HSC letter of July 22, 1975, 
a copy of material furnished to SSC by this Bureau. Material so 
designated by reviewing ESC Staff Members has been and will 
continue to be processed for delivery to the HSC.

Request number 2 represents a request made of the 
Department of Justice* .

Request number 3 requests of this Bureau certain informa
tion relating to the internal organization of this Bureau as well 
as information relating to the Bureau’s informant program and 
confidential funds. Material responsive to this request has 
previously been furnished the ESC by Bureau memoranda dated 
August 7, 1975, and August 14, 1975.

j ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY TO AG
I
i TJBjmjg
; (9) SEE NOTE PAGE TWO

i
L______

; ENCLOSURE i
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' 4 ' ' / P"11 1 “ Mr. - • B. Adams
;A ""V/. ' •• £ ' 2 - Mr. JghA. Mintz
’ . .>K . ■ ■ (1 - nr. J. B. Hotis) ’

' , ’ , ' 1 - Mr. W. V. Cleveland
. 1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall

. ’ 1 - Mr. J. G. Deegan

62-116454 September 17, 1575
. ' 1 - Mr. R. Li Shackelford

03)“ Mr. W. 0. Cregar
; 1 - Mr. T. J. McNiff

. U. S. HOUSE SEECT COMMITTEE
• OH l^LLIGBNCE -ACTIVITIES (HSC)

RE:/ REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION ■
/ COi^ERNIHG THIS BUREAU’S 

/ OPERATION OF IlWRMANTS

’ Reference is made to HSC letter dated August 20, 
1975, requesting .specif ic. information concerning this 
Bureau’s operation of informants during the period January 1, 
1970, to June 30, 1975. -

' Item Number 1 requests that this Bureau sunnly
• the HSC with the FBI definition of .informants. Material 

responsive to this request is contained in Sections 107, 103 
' and 130 of this-Bureau’s Manual of Instructions, conies of 

• ' . which Sections yero furnished the HSC by Bureau memorandum 
.dated September!9, 1975. . • . •

Item Number 2 requests the total amounts paid to
:• informants by this Bureau for each of the years specified 

above. Material responsive to this request has been
• previously furnished the HSC by Bureau memorandum dated 

August 7, 1975, in response to request for this information 
contained in HSC letter dated July 28, 1975.

‘ Item Humber 3 requests method of payments used
by the FBI for informants, i.e., cash, check, loan, etc. 
Established Bureau procedure requires that payments made to 

- informants, upon recommendation of handling Agent and 
approval of appropriate supervisory personnel, originate from 
the office Field Support Account and are drawn from this

TJMilhb . - SEE NOTE PAGE 4
(12) ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY TO AG

' :

■ ■ • tMCLOSURE ' .
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BE: FOR INFOBmTION CONCERNING THIS BWEUU’S 022EATI
OF IXvFuBrj&Li IS

account by check made out to 'the handling Agent for the 
amount authorized. The handling Agent cashes the chock at 
a local bank and then ■nays the informant the authorized amount 
in cash, for which a receipt is received from the informant 
and maintained in FBI files.

Item Number 4 requests that for the years specified 
above, this Bureau should state the portion of. the payr.ents 
to informants made in cash, check or otherwise. As set forth 
in this Bureau’s response -to Item 3 above., established 
procedure is that all Bureau payments made to informants be 
made in cash. J . . .

. Item lumber 5 inquires whether any statements or 
reports of payments to informants wore filed with the Internal 
Revenue Service and/or local taxing authorities. Material 
responsive to this inquiry is contained in Bureau memorandum 
to the HSC dated- September 8, 1373. which was prepared in 
response to inquiry contained in HSC letter dated August 19, 
1975. ’| - .

Item Number 6 requests of this Bureau specific 
information concerning prosecution of Bureau informants by 
Federal or local authorities for violation of law and whether 
or xiot the Bureau interceded in any manner in such proceedings

This Bureau does not maintain a listing or « 
centralized indices permitting reasonable access to the type 
information requested above. To ba responsive to Item 
Number 6, this Bureau would have to conduct a manual serial 
by serial search of every informant file maintained at FBI 
Headquarters for the period specified. To undertake research 
of this magnitude would involve an extensive comitment of 
this Bureau’s manpower and resources adversely affecting 
chgoihg and currant operations.

* • a « ,

- 2 -

NW 68466 Docld:32989711 134



U. S. HXSS SELECT COHMITHS 03 B^LLIGZllCE ACTIVITIES (HSC)

RE: REVESTS POR I3F0?^TI23 C0HOIR3ING THIS BUREAU»S OEBRaTICH 
OF IKFORHAHTS

I 
* * • 1

indicated in this Bureau's response to Item 
Kustber 1 above, Bureau informants can generally be classified 
into three categories: security, criminal and extremist. In ’ 
an attempt to be responsive to Item Humber 6, appropriate 
supervisory personnel at FBI Headquarters, knowledgeable 
concernins informant natters, were contacted in this regard.

• Personnel handling security- and extremist -type 
informants advise that they can recall instances in which FBI 
informants operating in the security and extremist fields 
were arrested and/or convicted on the basis of criminal 
activity in no way related to their informant status with 
this Bureau. These personnel, however, have no recollection 
of this Bureau ever interceding for a security or extremist 
informant in judicial proceedings. These personnel also 
advise that it is established Bureau procedure that when a 
Bureau security or extremist informant becomes involved in 
prosecutive matters as a result of criminal activity, his 
services as an informant are discontinued.

FBI Headquarters personnel handling criminal 
informants advise that this Bureau is currently operating 
more than 13,000 informants in the criminal field. Hie 
overpoising preponderance ’ of these informants had been 
arrested and/or convicted in local and/or Federal court at 
one time or another cn a wide variety of charges. This 
Bureau has mode known to a judge that a-defendant convicted 
in his court has been cooperative with the Government in 
the past—which may cr may not be taken into account when 
the judse passes sentence. This Bureau, however, makes a 
point of notifying all informants at the time they are 
ipctivated that this Bureau will not overlook, criminal violations 
bn their part or protect them in the event they become 
subjects of criminal proceedings.

V - The Attorney General

I - 3 -



U. S. HOUSE SELECT' COMMITTEE OU INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC)

RE: REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION CONCERNING THIS BUREAU’S OPERATION 
OF INFORMANTS

I ' .

NOTE: ’ '

Information responsive to Item Number 6 in referenced
HSC letter was obtained from Mr. Edward P. Grigalus, IS-2 
Section; Mr. Homer A. Newman, IS-1 Section; and John E. McHale, Jr. 
Division 9. ■ .

NW 68486 DocM:32SW11 Page 136



7 j 62-116464

2 - Mi. X A. Mintz
“ ' (1 <^r. J. B. Hotis)

1 - Mr, J. J. McDermott
1 - Mr, W. R. Wannall

Mr, W.O, Cregar
1 - Mr. T. J. McNiff

October 16, 1975

U. 5. HOUSE SELECT C^ITTEE
OH INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC)

'BE: REQUEST FOR BRIEFING CONCERNING
■ ■. THIS BUREAU’S FILES AND .

■ CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS

Reference Is made to HSC letter dated ' 
September 9s 1975, requesting a briefing by Mr. John J, 
McDermott, Assistant Director, FBI Files and Communications 
Division, to discuss this Bureau’s files and classification
systems.

pursuant to egz-aement reached 
with Ellen- Miller, HSC Staff Member, on October 14, 1975, 
Mr. McDermott and/or members of his staff will be available 
to afford a briefing to HSC representatives as requested 
in referenced letter. Arrangements have been completed 
for the requested briefing to commence October 20, 1975, 
at 10:00 a.®., in Room 5829, J. Edgar Hoover Building.

1 - The Attorney General

. TJM:lhb
’ . (9) ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY TO AG

5 ’ NOTE: ’ ' ’ ; ' '5 ' ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘

• Memorandum W. 0. Cregar to Mr. W. R. Wannall,
! dated .9/16/75, captioned "Houstudy 75,” secured approval 
J for the above-requested briefing. On 9/26/75, SA Paul V.

Daly, Legal Counsel Division, contacted Ellen Miller supra 
advising her that the briefing had been approved and requested 
that she suggest a date for the briefing to be held. On 
10/14/75, Miller contacted SA Daly in an attempt to arrange 
a mutually agreeable time for the briefing. The time and 
date set forth in the memorandum is a result of a discussion
•-involving interested parties. _____



1 - Mr. J. B. Adams 
2

W 
A

B. Hotis)
R. Wannall
0. Cregar

--62-116464 October *0, 1975

V. Sj HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE 
TO STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIOLS 

WITH, RESPECT-TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC)

REQUEST FOR ACCESS TO ■ MATERIALS
CONCERNING MR. DICK WILSON, TRIBA 
CHAIRMAN OF THE PINE RIDGE INDIAN 
RESERVATION *

•I

Reference is made to HSC letter dated September 18, 
1975, which requested access to all nates, memoranda, files 
and reports concerning Mr. Dick Wilson, Tribal Chairman of 

.. the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation.

This is to advise that the requested materials are 
’ available for review at FBI Headquarters, Room 4171, J. Edgar 

, Hoover Building, Washington, D. C.

. ,1 - The Attorney. General - -.......
* * -
AJD:mjg/lhb I

(9) . -.-.ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY TO AG

Attached to the yellow of this memorandum is a
,Xerox copy of an indices search revealing all references of 

Wilson as contained in Bureau indices. Serials as set forth 
’ on this search slip- are the material available for access with 
the exception of those references marked n. p., which were

( determined to be nonpertiuent. . Only those materials so noted
| required excisions and an unexcised version of these materials 
is being maintained by the Senstudy Project group. •.



> ’I • 2 -'^r. J. A. Mintz r-
’ '■ -A •■ ■ ' (1 ^Ir. J. B. Hotis) <1

* ™ . • ! - br.^F. R. wamall t
: r ■ ■ . ' . Mr. W. 0. Cregar [

- ■ 1-.-. Mr. K. A. Mendenhall f-
' • ' I 1
62-116464 . ' ■ ..... . . If

■ ' ■ . - - ' • V • October 1975 I '

. ■ \ . 30 I
■ U. S. HOUSE SELECT | •

- ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC) ': fl

Ref-arenco is wade to HSC letter dated Scpteri^er 24, 
197S, refnirstino access to all notes, memoranda, files and 
reports regarding the following individuals-.

• v - - - ■•.' ‘ ■ ~c., . .1 .

' • Howard Berry Godfrey . .•■ •> • i. ■ ,>
' ’ ■ • 'Richard Joe Barton ■ . . i-M:*./ ;■ ' ■ ■

' - ''■•Henry Lee ‘'Ci* Schafer’III , ■
Jill Schafer '
Carl ■ • ?■ ■ ■

• ' • '■ Douo Durham ■ •. ' mov • . ■

f‘‘ ' ' Pertinent information responsive- to -above HSC 
request has been Dranared in accordance with established 
'procedures relating to such -mattersr and this material is 
available for review at EBINO by.appropriately cleared per
sonnel of the BSC staff. . ’ - ■ • ' . .•

1 •• The Attorney General '

ORIGINAL AND ONE TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

KAM:lij ' ■ ■ , ■ .■ '
(8)

NOTE? ' CONFIDENTIAL

All of the above individuals are exposed Bureau 
iinformants with the exception of Carl Brown, who is currently / 
san active and high level informant of our Tampa office. Tri ’ 
accordance with procedures to protect this Bureau’s rela
tionship with informants> no, documents will bd made available

HSC staff members regarding this, individual.' In order to • 
complete our response to the -HSC-inquiry, however, SA Paul V. 
Daly, who maintains liaison with HSC,,...will advise a senior 
ESC staff member of Brown’s status upon delivery of this memo
randum and the fact no documents concerning Brown will be 
made available for review by HSC staff members. SA Daly will 
also advise this information is to be held in strict confidence.

\ CONFIDENTIAL

-

Pagej-W • >7,



Re: U. S. House Select Committee
On Intelligence Activities (HSC)

NOTE CONTINUED ' CONFIDENTIAL

Documents being made available for review concerning 
the other individuals mentioned above were previously pre
pared and excised in response to a recfuest by the Senate 
Select Committee under part IV, item 4, of their letter dated 
August 20, 1975. In particular, item 4c concerned Durham, 
4f concerned Burton, 4h concerned Godfrey, and 4i concerned 
both Schafers. Documents prepared set forth information 
provided by, payments to, and Bureau supervision of these 
former informants. '

I ,

' Tampa will be : instructed by separate communication 
to advise Brown that in response to a HSC request for informa
tion concerning him a high level HSC representative was made 
cognizant on a confidential basis of Brown’s relationship 
•with the FBI. This communication will also instruct Tampa 
to advise Brown that should he be contacted by any HSC 
representative he should immediately notify his contact 
Agent before responding to any HSC inquiry. Classified by 
6283, XGDS 2, Indefinite.



O • 2 - Mr. '■ _ Mintz
’ W —------- - - (1- MW J. B. Hotis)

’ ‘ 1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall
x 1 - Mr. W. O. Cregar
" -1 - Mr. F. J. Cassidy

1 - Mr. D. Ryan

€2-116454 Octo&erS, 1275

V. S. HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC) * *• .
'RE: REQUESTS FOB INFORMATION 

CONCERNING COSTTELPROS

' Reference is made to the letter of We HSC dated . j
September 25, 1975, requesting documents relating to this Bureau’s . ■ .'
former Counter intelligence Programs (Cointeipros) directed against 
Black Extremists and We New Left. :- '

in accordance with this request, We documents numbered '
1 to 25 relating to We Black Extremist Program, and 1 to 20 relating '•
to We New Led Program have been appropriately exceed and are . ■
being delivered io you with this memorandum. ' . “

•, i

■ 5 ?

i :

1 - The Attorney General ?

i ;
-£ gl

NOTE;

See letter to the Attorney General dated 10/6/75, 
captioned ”U, S. House Select Committee on intelligence Activities 
(HSC), prepared by DKP:Hj« - -

1 - 62-116009 (Cointelpros)

DKPtlfj 1ao) : I



62-116464

' J - Mr. J.’ J. Adams 
2 - Mr. J. A^Mintz

(1 - Mr.^ B„ Hotis) > 
” - 1- Mr. Jo J. McDermott 7 

(Attn: Mr. J. M. Powers) 
4 Wa Ro WannaH ■

W. O. Cregar
Mr,
Mr,

1 -Mr,
1 - Mr,

November 26, 1975
Fo J. Cassidy
D. Ryan

U. S. HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC)

RE: REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION 
CONCERNING COINTEL PROS.'

During September, 1975, staff members of the HSC were 
permitted to review files relating to this Bureau's discontinued 
Counterintelligence Programs (Cointelpros). "By memorandum dated 
October 6, .1975, this Bureau responded to a request of the HSC for 
delivery of certain Cointclpro documents, and those were actually 
delivered to the Committee on October 7, 1975. .

Among the material delivered to the Committee on 
'October 7, 1075, was am FBI communication dated September 29, 
1970, which indicated authorization was being requested to implement 
a Cointclpro action against one Mr. James Edward Keenan.

7 • • • This Bureau is in receipt of a copy of a letter dated
7 . ' October 16, 1975, directed to the Deputy Attorney General from one .

* James Edward Keenan of Durham,. North Carolina. In his letter, 
Mr. Keenan states, M was informed by a staff member of the House

-■ Select Committee on Intelligence ori October 15, 1975, that during the
. .? year of 1970 I was the victim of certain activities or an FBI group

. known as Cointclpro,” and requests he be provided with records of '
; this Bureau pursuant to the provisions of the Freedom of Information

’ 1 Act. i .
1 . •' Review of the files of this Bureau has determined the abovc- 

■ -1 request for authorization for a Cointclpro action against Mr. Keenan
v was denied and he has never been the target of Cointclpro action.
i * . ■ ■

. ll - The Attorney General ' ' ■ • *"
<1 - 62-116009 (Cointelpros) • ■ '*-• • . :SEE N0TE PAGE 2 ‘

I " Left-Charlotte)'- ' •
- 100-452516 (James Edward Keenan) %.;.

•DR:lfj . •
• . (14) •• '

NW‘B8«^^M:a29WM-Page-142.



Qe S. House Select Committee 
0a intelligence Activities (HSC) 

He: Bequests for Morrilton

' i Concerning Coiiitelpros

- •'‘~ ’• ~;
~ . See letter to tee Attorney General dated 11/2S/75, cap

tioned 2. House Select Co^sdtte© on intelligence Activities
(HSC),rt prepared Oy Da:HJ.

' ' Charlotte letter to Director dated 9/23/72 indicated a
letter had been directed to F3IHQ requesting authorization to furate h

- . * regarding Keenan^s New Left Pacisground to an established
source at the North Carolina State Bar with the vievy of preventing ids

- ;- admittenc** to the Ear. No teforesaxlon appears in FBIHQ files Indi*
■ eating farther correepondeace reiatfug to this or any otaer Coiaieipro 

action regarding Keenan. On 11/11/75, Supervisor John Kenney, 
Charlotte QUice, teiepuontcaHy advised a £ng;ncrandam appears la • 
the Charlotte Office filfes indicating former Cbaxlatt<s a£a£ Karl

Docld:3298!9711 Page 143 ■
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62-116464

2 - Mr. J. A. Mintz 
(1 - Mr. Hotis)

1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall
X-’“ Mr. W. 0. Cregar

October 29, 1975
1 - Mr. T. J. McNiff

U. S. HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE 
TO STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS 

WITH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC)

RE: REQUEST FOR ACCESS,TO ANY 
AND ALL INVESTIGATIVE FILES 

■ CONCERNING 13 INDIVIDUALS

Reference is made to HSC letter dated October 9, 1975 
which requested access to any and all investigative files

. concerning the following individuals:

: 1. Bruce Bloy ’
: 2. Cathy Sledge •

. ,3. Joe Ward
4. Matilde Zimmerman

: . ... 5. Caryl Sholin , .......
' ;i ’ • 6. Marc Rich ■ ■ •

; ’ ’ 7. Laurie Paton
. 8, Jo-Ann Della Giustina

! . ’ ‘9. Barbara Kiene ■
i 10, Allen Taplin
i 11. Asm Chase . ■ -

12. Sue Carroll
: 13. Maud Wilkinson
t .
■ This is to advise that the material requested
! pertaining to all of the above individuals with the exception
i of Cathy Sledge is available for review at FBI Headquarters, 

Room 4171, J. Edgar Hoover Building, Washington, D. C. It is
• noted material concerning Kathy C. Zahrie, also known as 

Kathy Sledge was furnished to you by letter dated October 22, 
1975, in response to your request dated October 1, 1975.

* 1 - The Attorney General

■
i (8)

I This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi-
s nation outside your Committee. Vs ^se is lo official proceedings by
; your Committee and the content man not be disclosed to unauthorized person
; nel without the express approval of the FBI .



62-116464

‘2 - 1W. A. Mintz
( (1^ Mr. J. B. Hotis)

1 - Mr. W. R. Warmall
। 1 - Mr. J. W. Dalseg '
I (15- Mr. W. 0. Cregar

\ 1 - Mr. T. J. McNiff
\ November 5, 1975

U. S. HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE 
TO STUDY aiVERNM&iTAL OPERATIONS 

WITH ’RESPECT TO mELLIGENCE 'ACTIVITIES (HSC)

RE: HSC REQUEST HATED OCTOBER 15, 1975, 
CONCERNING WARRANTLESS ELECTRONIC

• SURVEIUANCES AND SURREPTITIOUS ENTRIES

The HSC, in a letter dated October 15, 1975. to 
Michael E. Shaheen, Jr., Special Counsel for Intellx??.ence 
Coordination, U. S. Department of Justice, Washington, L. C., 
requested, among other things, the following: .

1. A list of all warrantless wiretaps against 
domestic targets conducted between 1970 and 1975.

2. A list of all other warrantless electronic 
surveillances conducted against domestic targets between 1970 
end 1975. . .

3. A list of all break-ins conducted by the FBI 
between 1970 and 1975.

4. A list of all other trespasses conducted by the 
FBI between 1970 and 1975. .

। Pursuant to instructions received from Mr. Steven
\ Blackhurst, Assistant Special Counsel. for Intelligence
\ Coordination, Department of Justice, these questions are 
\ being answered in the form of lists which identify targets 
I in generic terms. The lists, which are believed responsive 
'.to these queries, are attached hereto. .

' 1. Telephone Surveillances on Domestic Targets

January 1, 1970, through June 30, 1975.

AJD:mig/lhb ' ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY TO AG

(9) //^ -A SEE 8015 PAGE 2



U. S. HOUSE SE1ECI aXSOTIEE OJ UIELLIGniCE ACTIVITIES GiSC)

RE: ESC REQUEST IAT2D OCTOBER 15, 1975, COI^EkHUG WARRANTLESS 
ELECTRONIC SUEVEILLanCES AND SURREPTITIOUS ENTRIES

2. Microphone Surveillances'’ bn Domestic Targets 
January 1, 1970, through June 30, 1975.

1 s
3. Targets of Break-ins (Surreptitious Entries) 

in connection with Microphone Surveillances, January 1, 1970, 
through June 30, 1975,

I
4. Targets of Trespass (Surreptitious Entries), 

not related to Microphone Surveillances, January 1, 1970, 
through June 30, 1975.

J - ; . -r '
Enclosures (4) ,

1 « The Attorney General

NOTE: H.

By letter 10/15/75, HSC requested the above which 
was pursuant to a’briefing given Congressman McClory and 
members of HSC by.; INTD on 10/10/75. Subsequent to this request 
Mr. Blackhurst advised that it had been decided that only 
generic lists would be submitted to the Committee in response 
to these queries and, based on his instructions, these four 
questions are being responded to by the submission of the 
attached generic lists. Per Hr. Blackhurst, in accordance 
with white House instructions, EPCE and Flooding Technique ■ 
surveillances are not included in lists three and four.



62-11G464

2 - Mr.; J. A. Mints
(1 - Mr. J. B. Hotis) 

J^r Kr-iV. R. Wannall ‘ _ 
1>— Kr.lW. O. Crcrar ! 
1 - Mr.iR. D. Hampton

ovoaber <. 1975

U. S. HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE TO STUDY 
GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WOT RESPECT 

TO EHELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES CISC)

REQUEST FOR ACCESS TO OR PRODUCTION
OP CERTAIN PBI PILES . . . ■

Reference is made to HSC letter dated October 289
1975, rocupsting the above which consisted of twelve, specific 
items. The following is our partial response to this request

Item number 2 in referenced letter requested access 
to material concerning Ma tilde Zisasser^en which request was 
previously set forth in your letter dated October D, 1075. 
Ey Hureau letter dated October 29, 1D75, you were advised that 
material relating to this individual is available for review 
at EBI Headquarters. ; .

.Item number 7 in referenced letter requested access 
to material concerning Robert W. Hardy sod William Lemser, which 
requests were previously sot forth in your letter dated
October ; 
you wore

By Bureau letter dated November 3,
dvised that sister in Is relating to the above two

individuals are a vailable for review nt Headquarters

Iten number 8 in referenced letter requested access 
to sxatorial concerning file ha rd Joe burton, which request 
previously sot forth in your letter dated Septeaber 24, 1975.
By Bureau letter dated October 30 you were advised that
matorial relating to Burton was available for review at EBI 
Headquarters. . \ .

EDHidnt 
(8) SEE NOTE PAGE 2 

\
ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY TO AG
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,' u. s. HOUSE SELECT COJiMltTEE TO STI^Y [
7 GO^FOn^STAL OPERATl^S ^ITH RESPECT I . -

• TO ILZELLICERCE ACTIVITIES (kiSC) I ’■ „
EES lU^UEST FOR ACCESS; TO OR PRODUCTIGK 

< OF CERTAIN EDI i" ILES
I ’ J

? Item number 12 io referenced letter requested
production of smterinl
concerning ximce Bioy and ttarc Rich

Ix'eady reviewed by the HSC Staff
This an ter la 1

consisting of three decuaents concerning Hioy and eight 
documents concerning Riea^is enclosed for the HSC.

The remaining itosss will bo responded to ss soon 
"ns the pertinent investigative material is available and 
' reviewed. ‘ .

Enclosures (11)
4k

1 - The Attorney General

• The referenced request consists of twelve items 
referring to various investigative fields. They are being 
handled as individual requests and will be responded to at 
a later date

t

I
1

»

-3

NWfiMM. Docld:32S8W11 Page 14B '



• . W 2 - Mr. J. A. ^ntz

‘ • (1 - Mr. J. B. Hotis)
/ ' ■ 1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall ‘

■ ,/ 1 - Mr. W. 0. Cregar
/ ■ 1 - Mr. R. L. Shackelford
62-116464 November 18, 1975

. 1 - Mr. T. J. McNiff .
1 - Mr. R. D. Hampton

U. S. HOUdE SELECT COMMITTEE ~
TO STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS

WITH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC)

RE: REQUEST FC?, MATERIALS CONCERNING 
PETER CAM&/O

Reference is rsada to HSC letter dated October 28, 1975, 
Item #3, which requests ‘’access to any and all files of FBI 
concerning Peter Came jo, SUPJ*

In .accordance with established procedures. Bureau file 
concerning Peter Camejo has been reviewed and appropriately 
excised materials relating to the basis for the investigation, 
results of the investigation, and any instruction or'guidance 
from. FBI Headquarters {FBlilQ) has been extracted therefrom. 
This material is presently available at FiilliQ for review by HSC 
Staff Members,

1 - The Attorney General

1 - 100-431511

RDH?eks/mjgoAa .. ... •
V <u> :

■ ■ • .

NOTE: .. .

Peter Came jo is a leading functionary in the SWP and
I has been of continuing investigative interest to this Bureau 
.Dir__since 1959. h '; AD Adm. _ ” in H'-snAt’

. AO Inv  .
Ok.: . ' -



“ 2 - Mr. J. A. Mintz .
- ' ' / * ......... (1 - Hr. J. B. Hotis)

’ .. ■ 1 • Mr. W. R. Wannall
- .1 - Mr. W. A. Draaigon

62-llS4o4 . . . DeceKiba r 1, 1975
• 1 -Mr. J. W. Redfield ’

1 -Mr. R.L. Shackelford
U. S. HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE Cregar

GN INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC) * * T* J*

' RE: ' REQUEST TOR h*TO£MATION
• CONCERNING ARRESTS MADE IS 

AREAS GF SABOTAGE AND ESPIONAGE

‘ . On November 5, 1975, Assistant Director
; V. Raytaond Wannall, Section Chief Robert L. Shackelford 

and Special Agent Supervisor David Ryan, all ox this Bureau*
• . offered sworn’ tasti^ny to HSC Staff Headers. Psge 153

■ . .■ of transcript* setting forth results of-this testimony*
. contains ths following question fross HSC Staff Hecnber ' 

Richard Vert^ire: blow many dosaestics have been arrested
, •.■ . far espionage or sabotage?1' Hy zh^. word xioniestics* it is ‘
■ believed Hr. Vsrraslra was referring co United States citizens. ■
• _ As a similar question referring bo foreign nationals ■
' •' ; contained os Page 152 of th s ju. limited the tisse
' frame froia 1950 to 1975, this sssae Cisse frasva will be
■ utilised in replying to the question concerning United States
* citizens. ’
i

-(- • ■ Review of Bureau records Indicate that, during
• ” the years I960 to 1975, four United States citizens have
’. been arrested for violation of the Sabotage Statute md
' twelve. United States citizens have been arrested for •
j • violation of the Espionage Statute. • •

. ■ •. 1 • The Attorney General •; .. ./ - ■
' TJhhlhb/mjg - " ’ ; ” ‘ '■ : ' ? •' ' • ‘ '■ . :
; (11) > -• . - c ■ , -r . • ? • ;

i ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY TO AG •

f ,.“ NOTES 1

: I Above statistics were compiled as a result of research
. ,conducted by Special Agent Louis J. Brune, Jr., IS-2 Section. ;
f ’ . ■• ” .:

£ »< * . i i A W Aa. * A *



(1 - Mr. J. B. Hotis) 
L-. Mr. W. B. Wonnall.

^.2. Mr. W. 0. Cregar
1 - Mr. K. A. Mendenhall
1 - Mr. P. Cook

December IS, 1375

U. s. HOUSE GEUXT amiTTEE ON 
ass)

nexorbnse is nade to ESC letter dated tiovsaber 24, 
1075» requesting access to ail .isotos, iseisoraxhia, iilcs and 
reports pertaining to specific nativities concerning the 
ioilo^ing individuals imo wore iaxormnts alleged to be 
iniorsiants ox this .Bureaus

■^l^red iMirmtt—Seattle basibings . .
Desstond—besttie hoasoxnos .

^-David Snnms—Ueavtla bmnij^s . ’
c-Eorace &sarker—Seattle court house Alamge.

i— Thcsas kosher—Btanscrd University Anti-war soyeaicat 
i-^4q-31 sung biagaata Tooms lougyai is*ayoadlya-^-i^art
College, S.S.S. .Auii-^?ar dessosstratiba

*--Boyd Uouglas, dr»—‘'^ast Coast Coaspiraay to 
Savo Ixivo^'' ■ ■ - ■ - ’
i»pxry -Urasatwhi—-Weataeraaa S.D.S.

z^CarX ■jbec^er—v ioxsxaa Veterans Agalsst 'the War (WA'W)
-"Pahlo Manuel reraaa«^>--WAW
z-^stacio <S>aak) ^artine®R><Chi»aao os^nuixeations 
L-Saersou Poo—;
—George uemes-le—^’Crasies1^
^Terrsuco iMaman—£e&t tiase 'University '
Charles B. cslrut5>«*uaiv<grslty ox Alabama 
^izat’x-eacs ^evolutiouar^ vaioa • . .- •

Portineat snatcrial responsive to the .above IBC 
roomst haa beau retrieved aad is available lor review at 
5731 Headquarters by appropriately cleared personnel oi the 
Bsc stai£. .

1 - The Attorney General

. . .^ OUIGIKAL AUD ONE TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

PWC:dew ‘ ' . • ” '- -4 • • :
(9) ' SEE NOTE PAGE TWO

■ - ■ ■ ; •• » -.- • . ; X'. / ; --...t^ . > „.. ■



U.S. BOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON OTELLIGEKCE ACTIVITIES (HSC)

NOTE; COHFIDEKTW-

All of the above 16 individuals are known to this 
Bureau. Six Indi vids als, Alfred Burnett, J off Desmond, 
David Sanaes, Eustaeio (Frank). Martines, Charles H. Grism ■ 
and Pablo Uanuel Fernandes, were never FBXEQ approved 
iafoiTiants although allegations to that effect have been 
publicised in the past. Hine individuals, Horace Parker, 
Thomas kosher. Boyd Douglas, Larry Grantwohl, Emerson Poe, 
George Domserle', Lawrence Goff, iloalauug Singhat a Thanas 
Tongyai H’ayondlya and Terrence B. Sorsaon, were Bureau 
informants, whose confidential relationships with this 
Bureau have beeoso public knowledge cither through giving 
testimony or because ox irresponsible actions on their part.

Requested material appropriately excised concerning 
the above two categories ox inforaaats is being stade 
available to the £SC, These individuals are not being 
notified by this Bureau of ESC interest in their activities 
as the dniorasnt reports l£«onselves are act being furnished 
and th© information eoncersling the specified activity has 
appeared la the aass media.

T?ith regard to Carl Becker, this individual in 
8/73 testified at the WAW trial is Tallahassee, Florida. 
Since 7/72, because of his subversive and extremist contacts, 
he continued to fornitaa valuable information to the Hew Orleans 
Office, and is currently operated by the Hew Orleans Office 
as a confidential source. If this comunication is approved, 
New Orleans will be am-ised that the H2C w furnished an 
excised summary ox Becker’s relationship with.this Bureau up to . 
and including the time of his testimony and no information 
was volunteered concerning his current status. Hew Orleans 
will be instructed to so notify Becker and advise him to be 
guided accordingly la the event he is contacted by 
representatives of HSC. He . also be instructed to 
immediately furnish his contacting Agent the results of any 
such contact.

Above mentioned pertinent material concerning 
Sanaes, Grim^ Horman/ Grantwohland N’ayondlya^h&s been 
previously made available to th® SSC in response to a 
similar request from that committee. Documents being made 
available contain only information concerning specific 
areas of interest to the HSC with regard to these 16 individuals 
Classified by SA70, XGDS 2, Indefinite.

2 -
SM16 D<^ld: 32989711 Paged x



1 Mr. J.W* Adams
2 - Mr. J. A. Mintz

(1 - Mr. J. B. Hotis)
I’- Mr. A. J. Decker, Jr.

I Attn: Mr. C. D. Neudorf er
• 1 Mr. W. R. Wannall

\ September 1975

(J)- Mr. W. 0. Cregar &

1 - Mr. T» J. McNiff

U. S. SWSS SELECT COMMITTEE ■ 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC)

RE: REQUEST FOR INFORMATION 
CONCERNING IDENTITY AND 
PAYMENTS TO FBI INFORMANTS 
AS WELL AS TAX RECORDS FILED 
REGARDING SUCH PAYMENTS

Reference is made to HSC letter doted August 19, 
1975, requesting:

(1) Ml names, addresses (if knmm) and dates of 
payments to all FBI informants from January 1, 1970, to 
June 30, 1975.

(2) All Federal Internal Revenue or state and 
, local tax records or forms filed by the FBI vith respect to 
informant payments from January 1, 1970, to June 30, 1975.

With regard to Number 1 above, Steven Blackhurst, 
Deputy Special Counsel for Intelligence Coordination, Department 
of Justice, on August 21, 1975, advised Special Agent Paul V. 
Daly of this Bureau that the FBI should not make available
material tending to disclose or identify FBI sources.

With regard to Number 2 above, it should be noted 
that this Bureau did not withhold inccme tax deductions on 
payments made to all informants. The overwhelming majority 
of instances in ^ich such tax: deductions were effected 
involved certain security informants uho experienced difficulty 
for Federal. income tax purposes to report payments received 
।from this Bureau for services, without jeopardizing their 
security as informants. At the conclusion of each tax year

TJM:eks/lhb ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY TO AG
\ (10) . y z/ . . .> £ SEE. NOTE PAGE 3
\'_ _ mow



U. S. HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE OH WEIXIGE^S ACTIVITIES (HSC)

RE: REQUEST FOR WOEMATIOH COBCERHIHG IDEJETITY AUD PAYMENTS ' 
TO FBI INFORMANTS AS NELL AS TAX RECORDS FILED REGARDING 
SUCH PAYMENTS

/
and as pertinent information pertaining to all such deductions 
became available, this Bureau would submit to Internal Revenue 
Service (IRS) a coded list of informants with tax deductions 
withheld for each, along with a bank check made out to IKS 
for th® total amount withheld. At no time did this Bureau 
file ary individual tax returns for informants.

It should be noted that because IRS records are 
now computerised, making it impossible for IRS to provide 
proper security: for continuance of the above procedure, and 
to effect, for this Bureau, -a considerable monetary savings 
in clerical and} Agent salaries required to maintain extensive 
records in this regard, this Bureau, effective August 1$, 1975, 
discontinued the practice of withholding tax deductions made 
from informant payments.

1
In response to request Humber 2 above, there are 

' enclosed tax reports filed by this Bureau with the IRS 
reflecting tax deductions made from informant payments 
covering the calendar years 1970, 1971, 1972 and 1973. A 
similar report for the tax year 1974 is currently being 
prepared at FBI Headquarters and upon completion will be 
similarly submitted to the IRS.

Enclosures (4) ? ?

1 - The Attorney General ’ ’r

- 2
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V. S. House Select Committee . 
On Intelligence Activities (HSC) 
Re: Request For Information 

Concerning Identity 
And Payments To FBI 

, Informants As Weil As
I Tex Records Filed
I Regarding Such Payments

• « 

NOTE:
Informaticjn relating to the Department’s decision not to 

disclose the identity of Bureau's informants to the HSC is contained 
in memorandum from Legal Counsel Division to Mr. J. B. Adams 
dated 8/22/75, captioned "Houstudy .’s

NWWI16 Docld:329»711 Page 155



x 2 J. A. .Mints
OB - Mr. J. B. Hotis)

1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall '
1 - Mr. -W. A. Branigan (RTFS) 

( (J) - Mr. W. 0. Cregar .. 
‘ 1 - Mr. K. A. Mendenhall' - ■

€2-112454 ■ , SJoveEber la-, 1575

U.S. HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE 
OH INTELZ/IGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC) 

f
I RE: SECURITY INDEX (ST) ANS

ADMINISTRATIVE INDEX (ADSX)

Reference la stade to HSC letter dated Saptesfecr 30., 
1575, requesting delivery and access to certain documents 
and information- regarding the ADEX and its precedent, the SI. 
Reference is also made to HSC letter dated October 15, 1575, 
requesting, under items 5 and 5, a listing of all persons who 
have been on the ADEX since its inception? a copy of the 
current ADEX list and a list of all persona on the the SI 
when it was discontinued. Reference is further made to our 
miwrandnsi dated September 12, 1975, setting forth background 
information concerning the SI and the ADEX.

1 ,.
■ Enclosed are documents reflecting the various
criteria which haw been and are currently being utilised 
to Include an individual’s name ©n th® ADEX and a chart 
.reflecting a statistical breakdown of the ADEX. Additionally, 

• information is set forth in Section 87, itssa E, page IS, 
■ Of the FBI Manual of Instructions (MOI), concerning the 
criteria for inclusion on the ADSX. A copy ©f this section 
of the MOI has previously been furnished the HSC.

It is noted that this Bureau has in the past, made 
available the computerised ADEX listing dated September 15, 
1575, for review at FBI Headquarters (F3IHQ) to HSC staff 
members, Richard Vermeire and James Oliphant. With regard to 
the HSC request for .delivery this ADEX list, this Bureau 
isr of the fins conviction that an extensive and sensitive 
list such as the ADEX should not be released from the strict 
supervision and security afforded^ st .. However, in

ORIGINS!. M>t fm
nation'outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 

KAMsen vour Committee and the content may not be disclosed to taiauihoiized
nel without the express approval of the « SEE NOTE PAGE 4

SECRET MATERIAL ATTACHED

NW 68486 Docld:I298»711 Page 156 M0SU&



EEs SECURITY INDEX (sf) AND / . ■ •
* ADMINISTRATIVE INDEX (ADEX)

order for the HSC to resolve any questions relating to 
the operation and maintenance of the ADEX and to enable 
the HSC to coxnply with its mandate in ;every respect., 
this Bureau will, upon request, continue to make the ADEX <
'list available for review at FBIEQ to?appropriate HSC '

: ' Authority for maintaining the ADEX steins from the
Attorney General and such authority is sat forth in a letter 
from the Attorney General to the Director of the FBI dated 
October 22, 1971, a copy of which is enclosed with this, 
memorandum* - .

Those documents pertaining to the .31 to which access 
was requested are available for review by appropriately 
cleared HSC staff members at FBI Headquarters. In this 
regard, it is to be noted that authority for maintaining the 
SI stemmed from the • Attorney General in connection with the 
Departmental portfolio entitled ’’Program for Apprehension and 
Detention of Persons Considered Potentially Dangerous to 
Hie National Defense and Public Safety of the United States.”

Detailed information and documents concerning what 
steps were to be taken in event of a national emergency are 
set forth in the above-mentioned portfolio which, since that 

, document originated with the Department of Justice, should 
be obtained from that source. ’

. As has previously been stated, the ADEX is reviewed
continuously and on .a monthly basis is brought up to date 
with names being added and deleted. The SI list was prepared 
in the sane manner and, as viith the former SI, when a new 
monthly ADEX list is prepared copies of the old list 
are destroyed inasmuch as they are outdated and no longer 
.se.rve a useful purpose, Also, as you have previously-been 
advised, names appearing on the former SI and the ADEX 
have been printed on S x S cards with a single name printed 
on each card. Background information, file numbers, and 

j type of activity in which the individual is engaged is also 
’placed on these cards.1 As was explained to Mr. Vermeire on " 
October 17, 1975, approximately 13,00 Oof these cards, all 
’outdated, have been located at FBI Headquarters. , These . 

•i ■ \ '

- 2 -
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RE.; SECURITY IHDEX (ST) AND ■
■ ’ MSIEIISTEATIVE IHDBX (ADEX) 

cards include some which contain the identity of individuals
who were maintained on the Priority III level of the former
SI and all ADEX cards deleted or cancelled since its

J inception, / ]

miring the initial period of establishing the 
AHEX, in order to obviate the need for conducting massive 

, file reviews/ the ADEX consisted primarily of the identity 
of those individuals who had been maintained on the former
SI* Although these'names were originally placed in this 
manner on the new ADEX, as cases were reviewed under our then 
existing reporting procedures^ each case was to be reviewed 
on its own merits utilising the then current criteria for ADEX 
to determine whether continued inclusion on the ADEX was 
warranted. If not, the individual’s name.was deleted. As 
previously indicated# during 1972 the ADEX was evaluated and 
revised and as a result, the. number of individuals who were 

.included on the ADEX began to decline and thus the high number 
of cancelled cards. In accordance with Bureau policy, which 
was instituted during the SI program, these cancelled cards 
are maintained at EBIHQ for a period of three years and 
there is no way to reconstruct a former SI or ADEX list for a 
particular time period by reviewing these cancelled cards. 
These cards, however, will reflect the identity of those 
individuals who have been placed on the SI and the ADEX for 

< the period for which these cards were maintained.

Should the HSC so desire, the outdated SI and 
ADEX cards mentioned above will be made available for review 
by appropriate ESC representatives at FBTHQ.

Enclosures (S)

1 * The Attorney General r

NW 68486 Docld:32988711 Page 158



*

E; SECURITY INDEX (SI) AND
J ADMINISTRATIVE INDEX (ADEX)

NOTE;

. As previously stated, we neither believe it
necessary nor desirable to release copies of the ADEX list 
due to the sensitive nature of this list. Any release of 
information concerning the identity of individuals maintained 
on the list could be detrimental to ongoing Bureau investi
gations, particularly with respect to the identity of those 
individuals maintained on the espionage section of the ADEX. 
Per Thomas D. J. Brooks and James Nolan of the CI-1 Section, 
the espionage section of the ADEX should be classified "Top 
Secret" inasmuch as disclosure of certain names on the list 
could adversely affect sensitive sources of this Bureau. 
Edward P. Grigalus, Unit Chief, IS-2 Section, should 
contact representatives of the CI-1 Section to coordinate 
the clasification of this section of the ADEX.

NWCM86 Docld:32989711 Page 159



The Attorney Genei'al

Director, FBI

1 -Mr. J. B., Admas .
1 - Mr. T. W‘. -Leanitt

March 12, 1970

1 - Mr. S. S. Mignosa
1 - Mr. R. L. McLanahan

^^OUSE COMMITTEE ON ETHICS 

iswwwir- leak_qf?;eike 
CGMMl^&MAmiAKTO VILLAGE 
VOICE

On March 3, 1976, Mr. David W. Bowers, retired FBI 
Agent who has been named to direct the investigation by the 
House Ethics Committee regarding the leak of the Pike Committee 
report, contacted a representative of this Bureau. Mr. Bowers 
advised that he has acquired 12 retired FBI employees for the 
investigative staff of the House Ethics Committee. Mr. Bowers 
also advised that at this moment they have no need for any
personnel from the FBI; however, Chairman Flynt may at a later 
tiiie find a need for FBI assistance and, therefore, he 
going to withdraw his request of the Attorney General. a V)

, <o 
j—

e IO

•.3

fl J According to Mr. Bowers, a Washington, D. C., law 
was approached for the post of Legal Counsel to the 

Xoamittee but^turned it down, and Chairman Flynt has now 
engaged’the services of an Atlanta, Georgia, law firm for 
t|s p^.4 rem

1 On March 4^. 1^^, United Press International reported^ 
that Chairman Flynt igMtea that the panel had decided not to § 
-®se the FBI in its investigation of the leak and publication bj§ 
a newspaper of a secret intelligence report. Chairman Flynt

cm 
>*
O □ 
a

i ■ t

Assoc. Dir._____  
Dep. AD Adm._ 

Dep. AD 1nv._
Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. . 
Comp. Syst.__  
Ext. Affairs__  
Files & Com._ 
Gen. Inv.
Ident. . . 
Inspection - 
Intell. ________  
Laboratory - 
Legal Coun._  
Plan. & Eval._ 
Spec. Inv.____ 
Training ._  

Telephone Rm.__  
Director Soc’y —

told reporters the panel had decided to hire ten investigators 
and three lawyers in addition to David Bowers, who will direct 
the investigation. Chairman Flynt reportedly stated that the 
FBI was ’’one option but our present intention is to 
without calling on the Department of Justice to loair-us^tre-^^ 
FBI. We want people who are accountable to us alone*?’

™ MAR 16 ;976
The above is being furnished for your information. ./

1 - The Deputy Attorney General 
1 - Assistant Attorney General, 

Criminal Division

RLMiddc 
(9) '

MAIL ROOM.,

X-EKOX

TELETYPE UNIT

SEE NOTE PAGE 2

GPO : 1975 O - 594-120
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The Attorney General

NOTE:

On 2/17/76, the Bureau received a memorandum 
from Assistant Attorney General Richard L. Thornburgh, 
Criminal Division, Department of Justice, captioned ” 
’’Disclosure and Publication of Allegedly Classified 
Information by The Village Voice, on or About February 11, 
1976.” This memorandum requested that a preliminary 
inquiry be conducted in order to determine whether any 
action is necessary by the Department of Justice. The 
memorandum set ; forth specific information desired in this 
preliminary inquiry.

While the information contained in this letter 
is not directly related to the preliminary inquiry requested 
of this Bureau by the Attorney General, it does relate to 
another ongoing investigation into the same matter and 
therefore is being brought to the Attorney General’s attention 
for information purposes only.



TO

FROM

subject:

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 ‘A
MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFW 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
THE DIRECTOR

. P. CALLAHAN

OJJSE-SUBCJ3MMOT
INVESTIGATION — LEAK OKPIKE COMMITTEE

Material to village voice

A cun inf________  
Comp. Syst._ „ 
Ext. Affairs___  

date: March 3, 1976 Fii.s&com—
Gen. Inv.______  
Ident._________  
Inspection - . - 
Intell. _________

B4/n.& Eval
pec. Inv._____

Training_______ .
Telephone Rm.__

Diroftfi ~.

Dave Bowers called, the writer this morning and .advised that he has 
lined up twelve, retired FBI employees toiheJhves.tigative Staff of the captioned 
Subcpmmittee-which*he.,_Bowers^directs-. He stated that a Washington law firm 
was approached for the post of Legal Counsel to the Subcommittee but turned it 
down and Chairman Flynt has engaged an Atlanta, Georgia,_law__firm for this 
purpose. " ' ’

9

I
J

^owers^tate.dJhat^t_the_mQm.ent_the.yjwilLhav.e.no^need for any personnel 1 
from the FBI but that Chairman Flyntmay at a later time find_a_need forJFBI’ ’ 
assistance and therefore is not going towlTKdrawTis request.from_the Attorney J 

~GeneraTl&n^ * ’ ~

g Bowers advised the retired FBI employees who are coming with h|m
ggare as follows:

C‘

John W. Marshall 
Paul F. O’Connell 
Courtland J. Jones 
Joseph M. Sizoo 
Norman E. McDaniel 
J. Donald Huppert

JohnE. Kelly, Jr. 
Frank J. Hudson 
C. Benjamin Fulton 
C. Edwin Glass, Jr

A. B.
Engelstad 
Fipp, Jr^.

-A

§
a K p

The above is submitted for information

1
1
1
1
1

- Mr. Adams
- Mr. Jenkins
- Mr. Mintz
- Mr. Walsh
- Mr. OrConnell

S3 MAR 10 1976
NPC:gt 
6

2 2 i976
y ° Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings'Plan 
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I Serial Charge-Out
RECORDS MANAGEMENT DIVISION

RECORD/ INFORMATION DISSEMINATION SECTION

SERIAL CHARGE OUT

This Document Has Been Removed

TOP SECRET MATERIAL

Document can be located in the SCIF, ICRC 
CONTACT UC BETTY WEAVER FOR ACCESS TO

DOCUMENTS

NOTE TO DISCLOSURE:
Please proceed as usual processing other documents in the request.

FOIPA # ___________________ ■_________

File # H-Q KteWI__________________ Serial 313

Date of Mail , , Page (s) 1U

Date 1^/S~71^- Initials 

Analyst (Wour HjIUt: Team OpO

SERIAL CHARGE-OUT
Approved:6/24/03 DMH



I ’
'1 - Mr
1 - Mr
1 - Mr
1 ■- Mr
2 - Mr

B.*Adams
V J
W. V
R. J
J. A

Tne 2?

i

1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.

(1 - Mr
W.
w.

R 
0

Jenkins 
Cleveland 
Gallagher 
Mintz

J. B. Hotis)_ 
Wannall 
Cregar

November 28, 1975

t 
। 

U S.' HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON
1 INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC)

On November 18, 
Deputy Associate Director

1975, 
James

jj- Mr.
1 - Mr.

&

R
F

L
J

Deegan 
Shackelford 
Cassidy

Assistant to the Director
B. Adams, Assistant Director

W» Raymond Wannall, and other representatives of the FBI 
appeared in open hearings before the HSC, chairecl by

's

Congressman Otis G. Pike

During 
asked to furnish

these hearings ray representatives were 
the attached information for inclusion in

the official record of the hearing

Enclosed for your approval and forwarding to the 
HSC is the material requested.

o

A copy of this material is being 
your records.

furnished for

62-116464

1

Encloses -
0
0

The Deputy Attorney General
Attention: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr. 

Special Counsel for 
Intelligence Coordination

ft

Assoc. Dir. ......... 
Dep. AD Adm. _ 
Dep. AD Inv. ..

Asst. Dir.: 
Admin. 
Comp. Syst. ---  
Ext. Affairs ---  
Files & Com. - 
Gen. |n^. ".

b Ident. ‘ ' -r_____  
rXnspecition’___

* ^Intell."__ :  

Laboratory „ —
Plan. & Eva I. — 

Spec. Inv. —■ ■
Training —

* Legal Coun. — .. 
Telephone Rn>. — 
D^ctcfl GPO : 1975 O - 569-920TELETYPE UNIT



OTIS G« PIKE, N. Y., CHAIRMAN

SOBShTN. GIAIMO, CONN. 
JAMES V. STANTON, OHIO 
RONALD V. DELLUMS, CALIF. 
MORGAN F. MURPHY, ILL. 
LES ASPIN, WIS.
DALE MILFORD. TEX. 
Philip n. hayes, ind. 
WILLIAM LEHMAN, FLA.

ROB^^tC CLORY, ILL.

DAVID C. TREEN, LA.
JAMES P. JOHNSON, COLO.
ROSERT W. KASTEN, JR., WIS-

Select Committee on Sntelligenee
^cus'e of ^epre^entatibe^ 

WteSljmgton, 3BX. 20515

TO:
W. Raymond Wannal]J^

A. SEARLE field, staf^director 
AARON B. DONNER, COUNSEL '

TELEPHONE: (202) 225-9751 *

(Please return any information to be supplied for the 
record with your corrected transcript.)

HEARING: FBI Surveillance Activities

Congressman Pike , Presiding

fore the
Attached is a copy of your recent testimony 

House Select Committee on Intelligence. Please re
view and return with grammatical corrections entered directly 
onto the transcript in red of in ink. (Do not change the 
context of your testimony'.) DO NOT retype the entire trans- 
jeript. ' If necessary, an insertion should be stapled onto 
■he page front, clearly marked to identify point of insert.

| Please return your corrected transcript in time

[ reach the Committee on _____Dec. 1', 1975______________ *

If we do not hear from you by that time, we 
shall assume you have no corrections or changes; your testi
mony however, must be returned to the Committee, and should 
not be duplicated or distributed in its present,form.

Ck 
%

Two copies of the printed hearing containing 
your testimony will be sent to you when available. Let us 
know if you would like to have additiSnad.copies.

V ̂ 7
ADDRESS TO WHICH HEARINGS SHOULD BE SENT: *•"*&&&

NAME:^House Select Committee on .InteS^Wce MAR 5 1976 >

Ci
I

ADDRESS: Room B-316 RHOB

Washington, D.C. STATE:

.ZIP: 20515.



CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
Washington, D.C. 20505

9 February 1976

All Holders of the House Select CommitteA^ 
Draft Final Report

Registry

Ass,oc. Dir.
Dep. AD Adm._  
Dep. AD Inv.

Asst. Dir.: 
Admin._______  
Comp. Sy st. __ ,
Ext. Affairs___  
Files & Com.__  
Gen. Inv.
Ident. _J________

Laboratory 
Legal Coun.___ 
Plan.& Eval.__ . 
Spec. Inv.
Training_____ , 

Telephone Rm._ - 
Director Sec’y

1. A draft report of the House Select Committee, which was tran 
to you on 20 January 1976, contains classified information and should h 
classified TOP SECRET based on the highest level of classification of in 
tion contained in it. Since much of the information contained in this re 
was provided by the Executive Branch to the House Select Committee v! 
the understanding that it was to be treated as classified information, it
appropriate and required by Executive Order 11652 that the classification 
of TOP SECRET be applied to the report. •

2. It is therefore requested that all holders of this report affix a copy 
of this memorandum to each copy of the House Select Committee report in '■
your possession to indicate its classification of TOP SECRET, together with

■ exemption wording and classification number as shown below being applicable.

Classified by 000276
Exempt from Gener 
Declassification Schedule ...... . **•'
ofE.O. 11652, exemption ..
schedule 5B(2) . Declassification MAR. 8 1976 . 
date impossible to determine. ■ •
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UNH’K) states government

Memorandum

SUBJECT: HOUSTUDY 75

2 - Mr. J. Is Mintz
(1 - Mr. P. V. Daly)

1 - Mr. T. W. Leavitt
1 - Mr. V. V. Kolombatovic
1D-A^» F. J. Cassidy 

3/1/76

1 - Mr. S. F. Phillips
1 - Mr. T. J. McNiff

Assoc. Dir.--------- .
Dop. AD Adm. —
Dep. AD Inv. —

Asst. Dir.:
Admin.  
Comp. Syst.  
Ext. Affairs  
Files & Com.  
Gon. Inv.  
Idont. —
Inspection____ _ 
Intoll.    — 
‘Cabofatory^..^— 
Legal Coun.__ . 
Plan. & Eval.__ 
Spec. Inv._____
Training — 

Telephone Rm.__  
Director Sec’y___

On 1/20/76, this Bureau received from the 
Department of Justice two copies of the House Select 
Committee (HSC) Draft Final Report. (This turned out to 
he the first version.) By letter 1/22/76, the Attorney 
General was furnished a number of write-ups concerning \ 
those parts of the Draft Final Report which contained 
classified information or which contained egregious errors 
relating to Bureau operations.

By memorandum 2/17/76, Legal Counsel Division 
to Mr. Adams, captioned ’’Subcommittee on Government Infor
mation and Individual Rights of the House Committee on 
Government Operations,” it was reported that Assistant 
Attorney General Michael M. Uhlmann, Office of Legislative 
Affairs, had instructed that various copies of the HSC 
Draft Final Report in possession of the FBI shoul-cU.be.. .  ... .
returned to the Central Intelligence Agency (:CIA)^/0

6 3 8 1976
A canvass of affirSKetions and the Front Office 

of the Intelligence Division determined that there*^are*’’"” ■*«*«-» 

two copies of the first version HSC Draft Final Report 
in possession of the Bureau. These copies are presently 
maintained by the Senstudy-Houstudy Project Unit, . 
Room 4063, FBI Headquarters.

It is noted that by memorandum W. 0. Cregar to 
Mr. W. R. Wannall, captioned as above, dated 2/12/76, 
copies of the second version of the HSC Draft Final Report, 
then in the Bureau’s possession, were gathered and returned 
by a representative of the Bureau Liaison Section to the
office of Mitchell Rogovin, Special Counsel to the Director 

) of Central Intelligence, CIA. y . .

/ 62-116464

TJM;LHB{fob CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
Re: Houstudy 75 
62-116464

RECOMMENDATION: ,

That a representative of the Liaison Section, 
Intelligence Division, upon approval of .this memorandum, 
obtain copies of the Draft Final Report which is located 
in the Senstudy-Houstudy Project Unit, Room 4063, for 
the purpose of delivering same to Mr. Rogovin’s office*

- 2 -
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UNITED STATES G< ERNMENT

Memorandum
= Mr.

: Leg

B. Adams

Counse

On 2-19-76 
of the ^House^Select 1̂ 
SA Paul V. Daly of t

DATE: 2-24-76

; JamesXOliphant. former—staf£.member 
r which is now defunct z advised

Assoc. Dir._____
Dep. AD Adm?.
Dop. Al/lnv._

Asst. Dir.:
Admin._______
Comp. Syst.__  
Ext. Affairs__
Files & Com. J
Gen. 1nv./> ft/ 
Ident. <4^4
Ins poet
Intell.t&Uy 

Lab o rq t or tTjLS^ 
Legal
Plan.
Spec. Inv.It__

Trnlninn ”

Telephone Rm.
Director Sec’y .

concerning the Hous-e—Se-Lect Committee a.nd its--preparation of 
"TK^±f "fThaTrepor t. He stated^Xlie^ilii^^l/^ the Pike-/

^.report was prep.a-red by :jstja^
'^Atk^es^n, and this- was- reviewed by~ 01 ipl^

--.<Vermeire, who made critical comments concerning the content 
^15^1^1^^ described the report as being a shoddy product and 

stated it was again redrafted by Miller and Atkisson'. The 
Bureau documents used in the preparation of the report were 
kept in staff members Atkisson's and Miller's desk drawers 
initially and subsequently taken to the residence of John 
Atkisson. The final report pertaining to the FBI by the Pike 
Committee was prepared at the residence of Atkisson. Oliphan 
■stated the report contained unsubstantiated allegations conce 
’the Bureau and allegations which were completely erroneousjsjp

Regarding the leak _of, the._Bike. Committee report to 
Dani'elVXscKi^TigT^n^^ that both he .and_y.erme.ire were
^onvincedthat this ..leak was doneDirector . A ,71 Searle.

... n support of this observation he stated that some- - 
^TmeT’ke believed in January, "The New York Times" ran a front 
pageistory with a continuation of the story on page 14, the 
date he could not recall, concerning the Pike Committee report. 
Field told him concerning this article that he had telephonically 
contacted somebody in the "Times" and told them not to write 
the other two articles which were to be part of a series because
the heat was on. Field also told Oliphant that he told the 
"Times" don't worry about getting scooped because you have the 
only copy of the report. Additionally, Oliphant stalled that 
it is his recollection during., the weekend in which the Committee _.. ... irillT----------- .1 nil-------------------------------------- .. .■MW**"-
was working.around the clock, Schorr was at the Committee's

1 - Mr. Wannall MAR 4 1976 ‘'
1 - Mr. Mintz
1 - Mr. Cregar
1 - Mr. Daly r:

. Pdr'CC "r;5
(■$1 T

9pv^^(6) 65-7S<1S5
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Legal Counsel to Mr. Adams Memorandum
Re: HOUS.TUDY

ofand spent time with Field., He recalled asking 
CaroXY.pfenidr^ Manager for the Pike Committee, what
"ScKorr Jwas seeing Field~^bout and Andr ade~did~n6'F*'respond. 
lOliphanA indicated a general discgitsi ^n for the leak and 
^operations and procedures of this Committee and volunteered 

it had been so discredited he could not see their recommendations 
having any weight.

RECOMMENDATION;

For information
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FROM

SUBJECT

Memorandum
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

1
1

1
1
1

- Mr
-Mr. J. A. Mintz

(1 - Mr. J. B. Hotis) 
- Mr. W. R. Wannall 
- Mr. W. 0. Cregar
DATE:

- Mr
- Mr

2/1&/76

AssoL^Dir.
Dc& —

Dep. Multfi. te-
Asst. DM.4

Ad mtnfl
CompASyst.____ 

Ext. Affairs___  
Files & Com. — 
Gen. Inv. .

Spec. Inv. —
Troiniqai. /-X

Legal
Telephone Rm.__
Director! Sec’y___

F. J. Cassidy
T. J. McNiff
V. V. Kolombatovi

On 1/24/76, this Bureau received from CIA a 
Xeroxed copy of the second version of the "House Select 
Committee - Draft Final Report” identified in the upper 
right-hand corner by the numerical stamp "30.” On that 
same date Special Agent (SA) Richard H. Ross, Research 
Section, reviewed the above version to determine which 
of the FBI suggested revisions from a review of the 
previously furnished first version of the draft report 
had been incorporated by the House Select Committee (HSC) 
into the new draft report. A copy of the results of this 
review by SA Ross is attached to this memorandum. Upon 
receipt of this report at FBIHQ and upon instructions 
of Section Chief W. 0. Cregar,two Xeroxed copies of this 
report were made. One of these copies was delivered to 
the Attorney General, which copy was in turn subsequently 
delivered to the Director of the FBI. The second Xeroxed
copy was delivered to Mr. James Adams, FBI Deputy Associate 
Director. The copy received from CIA was, on 
delivered to Mr, Rex Lee, Assistant Attorney General, 
Civil Division.

On 1/26/76, Mr. Lee returned his copy of the 
above draft report to SA Ross with the instructions that 
the report be reviewed by the FBI and rebuttals prepared 
concerning remaining inaccuracies contained in the report 
relating to operations of the FBI. To expedite review of 
this report, SA Thomas J, McNiff, Senstudy-Houstudy Project 
Unit, arranged for five additional Xeroxed copies of. this

4 . ■sessse^i essasKar

T? n < REC-100Enclosure t Ktu iw f MAR 4 1976 :



Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall
Re: Houstudy 
62-116464

report to be made on 1/26/76. Rebuttal material requested 
by Mr. Lee was forwarded to the Department by letter dated 
1/28/76, captioned as above.

Distribution of the copy of the draft report 
returned by Mr. Lee and the five Xeroxed copies made on 
1/26/76 was as follows: three copies were maintained by 
the Senstudy-Houstudy Project Unit, two copes were 
forwarded to SA Paul V. Daly, Legal Counsel Division, and 
one copy was forwarded to SA Fred J. Cassidy, Research 
Section, Intelligence Division.

On 2/9/76, Mr. Cregar received a call from the 
office of Mr. Mitchell Rogovin, Special Counsel to the 
Director, CIA, requesting that the copy of the ’’House 
Select Committee - Draft Final Report” delivered to the 
Bureau on 1/24/76 be returned to CIA and all copies made 
at the Bureau be destroyed. On 2/10/76, above copy of 
the draft report was returned to the office of Mr. Rogovin 
by Mr. Cregar.

On 2/11/76, Mr. Steven Blackhurst, Deputy Special 
Counsel for Intelligence Coordination, Department of Justice, 
advised that the Department, after consultation with CIA, 
cfesired that, the Xeroxed copies of the draft report be returned 
to Mr. Rogovin's office rather than be destroyed. 
Accordingly, our copies of the draft report maintained by 
the Senstudy-Houstudy Project Unit, Legal Counsel Division, 

~ Mr. Cassidy, the Deputy Associate Director and the Director
' have been gathered and will be returned to Mr. Rogovin’s office 
k at CIA.

RECOMMENDATION:

' That a representative of Liaison Section, Intelligence
Division, upon approval of this memorandum, obtain copies of

J v the.draft report which is located in the Senstudy-Houstudy
rojec for purpose of delivering same to Mr. Rogovin’s

office. '

/A
2
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MOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE FINAL REPORT- 1/24/76

Page 314 Classification matter- was not± changed

- p. 34 no change (n/c) '

z p. 55 . n/c : .

p« 58

“ P.

report eliminates the sentence and footnote 
• 99t which was questioned by FBI: Comm, did 
not insert our proposed change.

. ‘ p.83 ’

' p.92 *

P‘95 -

n/c .

n/c . ' ■ . ‘

n/c

p.129 n/c ; '

p.131 • n/c .

’• * ‘ p«132L

. ’ J>.132

n/c . - ’ . '

report spells Callahan’s name properly

p.132
•• _ line 16-23)

•’ , p.133

n/c *. • .

. n/c . ' : .

p«133
' line 15

*
' : p.208

n/c ; . ’

-report changed but our suggestion not used.
New version eliminates reference to SDS futiitiv

. * . ♦ •*. < •

being responsibile for'initiation of investiga
tion of Institue of Policy Studies(IPS)
Mew version sav" sufficient connection between 
IPS 'and SDS to open preliminary investigation o
IPS” *

p.209 n n/c . ■ ' • h'“ •

> ,p. 210 /

. • • * I

' Adopted FBI change- changed SDS member to SDS 
lead er . .

••• . . //^ /6- /—
N>'68W DocMc32S?97MvPage 178”*• -.....



-2- *

pc211 footnote 3 80 - changed
> (1) eliminates name of SA Robert W. Fester

•(2) eliminates the symbol number of informant 
Adopted our basis change , did not change date

• of airtel which was in error. .

p.212 minor change ■ ’
para. 1, • ’ . '

’ sent.1,2,3, (1) changes ’’ no information related to criminate
- investigation ” to " criminal conduct".

_ • ' • ■ . (2) added " eight typewritten ribbons" instead
't-' of prior " a tynewritter ribbon". •

. -para.2 ; . changed to ^Part of yield was intimate sexual gn
, -gossip" had read ” The yield was almost entirely

;intimate sexual gos.sip". • •

footnote

p. 213

p. 214

p. 215 
. paral, 
line 1,

282-383 - no change, stillrefers to erroneously dated 
report. •

n/c

’ changed( but did not adopt our change) /
did read " FBI unable to prove anv illegal or '

■ questionable relationship between SWP and .Fourth
' . Xnternation" new revisonn eliminates questionable

change^( hut not FBI :recommendedd) ■ • . .

"FBI’s failure to uncover enen one questionable
■ activity" changed to " illegal activity"-. (This
• Xppears to adopt.our reasoning though)

p. 215 
line -5

p. 215 
1.13-16

changed- varies from FBI recommendation ’
Did read ” Fourth international itself was a body 
made up' of isolated Marxist elements around 
the World" . . .. ' /
Nowreads ..."Fourth IMterntional itself was a do
.body made up of Marxist elements around the’World 
and envoved no structural power base in the Sovie 
Union"
Of the revision, the first part incorporates FBI 
suggestion but last part( underlined) is hll new.

changed( minor and not FBI’s recommended)
7/313 read ” the FBI found no evidence of Federal 
violation committed bv an SDS member"

. Now reads " tgi found no evidence ofx to support 
prosecution of an SWP member1* ' r
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p. 215
( cont.)

p. 216
1. 2

p« -218

p.316
(was listed 
as p.310) 
footnote 528

p. 316 
para 2

P. 314 
para 1

p. 314 
footnoe 526

p.’ 316

p. 320
para 2, 
line 5 .

-3- • .

This change picks up on FBI reasoning that there 
stx is a difference between evidence and prosecut
ion.

changed- adopted FBI change
Did say”'the investiagtion... has be conducted xa 
largely under the aegis of an unprosecutable 
statute1’-- changed largely to partially

changed adopted ■ ■ ' .
mereiy elimantes word” internal” from phrase
” internal security” to make statement consistent 
with footnote. • - ’

• ’ ’ i
■ . - • *

. ■ ' . ‘ • i-
change adopted ... i/

Elimanates statement” Vie have trouble with defin
ition of terms” infact eliminate’s whole footnote / 
replaces it with cuote in text by Mr. Adams I
' ■ ' ' ' .

• '
is new material down to ” Whereas the evidence..” s 
Doesn’t seem offensive or out of $1300 at this . 
point. .

no change except, . 
eliminates use of y;

' I
” Unfortunately" . |

adopted FBI change .
adds corrected statistics • • ।

Changed, in that footnote eliminated completely •

n/c'

■ .. . •. . .1'- . j

1 • . *
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5010-106

UNITE® STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Mr. W| R. Wannall^-^j^^

W. 0.

subject^ HOUSTUDY 75

1 - Mr. J
2

1
1

1
1
1

- Mr. 
(1

- Mr, 
- Mr. 
DATE:

- Mr
- Mr
- Mr

\ W Adams 
’. A.' Mintz 
Mr. P. V. Daly)

W. R. Wannall 
R. L. Shackelford 

2/18/76

F.
W.
T.

Assoc. Dir._____  
Dep. AD Adm._ 

Dep. AD Inv._
Asst. Dir.:

Admin.________
Comp. Syst.____ 
Ext. Affairs_  
Files & Com. _ 
Gen. Inv.______  
Ident._________J. Cassidy . ,* Ay&t Inspection

0. Cregar —
— - - Laboratory_____J. McNiff Pion. & Eval._ . 

Spec. Inv. — 
Training

Legal Coun._____ 
Telephone Rm. _ 
Director Sec’y___

Enclosed for inclusion in the file for record 
purposes is a copy of a transcript setting forth the 
results of testimony offered by representatives of this 
Bureau to members of the House Select Committee on 
Intelligence Activities (HSC) at a hearing held ll/lS/fX^. 
Subject matter of the hearing concerned itself with 
"FBI Surveillance Activities."

Material contained 
reviewed at FBI Headquarters 
raised during the hearing by 
the Department in memorandum

in the transcript has been 
and responses to questions 
HSC Members were sent to 
form for referral to the

□

HSC by letters dated 11/28/75 and Y2I2I15 

On 2/12/76, Steven Blackhurs’t’7

8
§

Special Counsel for Intelligence Coordination, Department 
of Justice, advised that, in view of the fact the HSC 
has published in booklet form transcripts of hearings 
held by thatbody, including the above hearing of 11/18/75, 
and as copies of ^the above booklets are in the possesS.-ioh?-^’*^ 
of the Department and the White House, it would not b^'* 
necessary to send a copy of attached transcript to th^ ' “ ^8 7375

T^ilhbl^l8)

1:3290711 Page 17 6

Departmen 
custom. 
Enclosure 
62-116464

1 - 67- (Personnel File
1 - 67- (Personnel File
1 - 67- (Personnel File
1 - 67- (Personnel File
1 - 67- (Personnel. File
1 - 67- (Personnel File

1 - 100- (Robert Hardy)
1 - 100- (Peter Camejo)
1 - 100- (Kathy Sledge)

James B. Adams) 
W. Raymond Wannall) 
Robert L. Shackelford) 
David Ryan) 
Hugh Mallet)
Former SA Arthur Murtagh)

CONTINUED - OVER



Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
Re: Houstudy 75 
62-116464

Copies of this memorandum are directed to the 
files of Bureau personnel testifying at the hearing as 
well as subjects of Bureau investigations who also 
furnished testimony at the hearing on 11/18/75.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the attached transcript be made a matter 
of record in Bureau files.
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1 - Mj^N. P. Callahan
1 - B. Adams
2 - Mi^J. A. Mintz

(1 Mr. J. B. Hotis)
1 «• Mr. H. N. Bassett

(Attn: R. P. Keehan)
February 11, 1976

1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall
1 - Mr. W. 0. Cregar
1 - Mr. I. J. McNiff
1 - Mr. R. H. Ash
1 - Mr. J. Cochran

Enclosed Is the original of a memorandum reporting 
the results of an interview of FBI Associate Director 
Nicholas P. Callahan by HSC Staff Members. This interview 
concerned HSC inquiry into this Bureau’ s relationship 
U. S. Recording Company.

A copy of this memorandum is enclosed for

with

forwarding to Mr. James A. Hilderotter, Associate Counsel 
to the President,

It should be noted that Mr. Callahan was released 
from his confidentiality agreement for the purpose of the 
interview, such release predating the actual interview.

/Enclosures (2)’

62-116464 -I/k
1 « The Deputy Attorney Ge'nHHal og
'7 Attention: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr.g^^"

Special Counsel for
Intelligence Coordination

Assoc. Dir._____ •• 67- (Personnel File Associate Director Nicholas P. Callahan)
Dep. AD Adm._
Dep. AD Inv. 

Asst. Dir.:
Admin.________
Comp. Syst. ____

TJM:lhb /At

Ext. Affairs____ 
Files & Com. __  
Gen. Inv.______  
Ident.__________ 
Inspection_____  
Intell. _________

(15)

Laboratory_____  
Legal Coun. - . - 
Plan. & Eval.__
Spec. Inv. _ ____  
Training

TELETYPE UNIT



February 4, 1976

INTER VIEW OF ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR NICHOLAS P. CALLAHAN 
BY TIMOTHY OLIPHANT AND RICHARD VERMEIRE OF THE HOUSE 
COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE CONCERNING U. S. RECORDING 
COMPANY

On December 17, 1975, 1 was interviewed by Timothy Oliphant and 
Richard Vermeire, Investigators from captioned Committee. It had been 
indicated to me that the purpose of this interview was to inquire into my 
participation at poker games at the Blue Ridge Club sponsored by Joe Tait, 
President of U. S. Recording Company.

'Air. Oliphant stated the purpose of the interview was as- indicated above 
and also ashed if they could inquire into my knowledge and/or participation in 
connection with the purchase of equipment from the u. S. Recording Company.

Upon inquiry, Mr. Oliphant was informed that I had participated in a 
poker party at the Blue Ridge Club on two or three occasions but not on any 
occasion within the last six or so years. He was also informed that Mohr 
was present on these occasions and served as a collector for the fee for the cost 
of lodging and food on the occasions I attended. He was informed that Mr. Tait 
and Mr. Gberdick were probably present; however, no business at any kind

X was discussed, it being purely a social event with the primary purpose of getting 
away from shop and shop-talk. He was further advised on the occasions that I 
was in attendance former Assistant Director Donald Parsons was the host member 
of the Blue Ridge Club, la response to an inquiry as to why I had not attended 
in more recent years, he was informed that I did not do sor after my youngest 
son married and left home as I did not care to leave the Mrs. alone for the

Assoc, n,. night in our residence.
Dcp. AD Adm. _
Dep. AD Inv. __ air. Oliphant also inquired us to any other contacts I may have hadi Asst. Dir.: VAAr***** w

! Admin. _with. Messrs. Tait and Gberdick and I informed him that there was no close social
ex" A^^ationship such as visiting back and forth in one another’s residences; however,

, Fii« & copkad encountered them at weddings of the children op theirs and/or mutual friends, 
; mC?'" out on these occasions no business was discussed. I further pointed out that

Inspection -
Intel!. _________
Laboratory ■
Pion. & Evol._  
Spec. Inv._____  

Training 
Legal Coun.____  
Telephone Rm.__  
Director Sec’y___

WCL:wmj

MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT GPO : 1975 O - 569-920
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Interview of Associate Director Nicholas p. Callahan 
by Timothy Oliphant and Richard Vermeiro of the House 
Committee on intelligence Concerning U. S. Recording 
Company

Mr. Tait had a summer place on the Delaware Coast in the area where I likewise 
had one and on a few occasions he has ridden by to say hello but has not visited 
extensively nor was any business discussed during those visits.

Messrs, Oliphant and Vermeiro inquired as to the origin of the 
relationship with V. 3. Recording Company and at what level was the price for 
the equipment purchased from U. S. Recording determined to be satisfactory. 
I informed them that my recollection of the relationship with the U. S. Recording 
Company dated back to the late 30’s or early 40’s and the procedure of purchasing 
confidential typos of equipment was an ongoing procedure at the time I became in
volved in the Administrative Division. I stated there was no fixed procedure for 
ascertaining the precise price or any markup relative thereto inasmuch as the 
nature of the items purchased was such that primary reliance was left to the 
technicians of our Daboratory who had shopped the industry for the equipment 
needed and that any detailed discussion regarding price would normally go through 
the procurement officer of the Administrative Division and the technicians in the 
Laboratory to see that a reasonable price was being paid but not an exorbitant or 
unreasmable price. It was pointed out that procurement procedures in effect 
would require any questionable price to be taken up with higher authority either 
in the Laboratory or the Administrative Division to adjudicate such a question and 
to my recollection there had been no occasions when this had occurred.

Mr; Vermeiro inquired as to Mt. Mohr’s relationship with the Laboratory 
in connection with his position as Assistant to the Director and I pointed out that 
there were times when the Laboratory was one of the Divisions under his juris* 
diction and I was sure that the organizational charts they had would seem to 
indicate this.

They inquired if X was aware of the fact that the Blue Ridge Club had 
suffered a fire and I advised them I had read it in the newspaper. They advised 
they first became aware of it on a newscast while on their way to visit the club.

Mr. Vermeiro inquired as to whether there was any inquiry being made 
into the Bureau's dealings with the U. 3, Recording Company and he was informed 
Director Kelley had instructed an inquiry to be made into the matter right after 
the testimony of Mr. Kaiser before the Committee for which they work. Upon

2 —
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~ Interview of Associate director Nicholas P. Callahan 
by Timothy Oliphant and Richard Verraeiro of the House 
Committee on Intelligence Concerning U, S. Recording 
Company

inquiry whether there was any information available as to developments to date 
with regard to this matter, they were informed since tills was an ongoing inquiry 
it would be inappropriate at this time to discuss such with them, when asked 
when the inquiry would be completed, they were informed it would ba concluded 
very soon as the Director was just as anxious as the Committee was to have the 
full picture with regard to this situation. During this discussion Vermeiro 
alluded as to the volume of the purchases made in 1971 which information had 
been previously furnished to the Committee and it was pointed out that these 
purchases resulted from the break-in of our Resident Agency in Media, 
Pennsylvania, and the use of U. S. Recording was two-fold: one, to preserve 
the confidentiality of the type of equipment being installed throughout the 
country in our Resident Agencies and two, to obtain expedite delivery in con
nection with such equipment .

I also advised Messrs. Oliphant and Vermeire that purchases ether 
than those of a confidential nature were made from U. S. Recording Company 
of items on which he was the supplier under the GSA general supply schedule 
and where purchases on a competitive bid basis were made by soliciting bids 
for items of equipment under this latter procedure he being on the bidder’s 
mailing list along with other manufacturers and suppliers. I pointed out that 
procurement of all equipment adheres to the Federal Procurement Regulations 
prescribed by the General Services Administration.
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SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 
BEFORE COMPLETING.CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE

TO: Intelligence Community Staff
ATTN: Central Index

FROM:

FBI

SUBJECT: Abstract of Information Provided to Select Committees

1. HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate term. If a 
for review but not transmitted, so note.)

document was made available 2. DATE PROVIDED

| DOCUMENT | |bRIEFING | X | INTERVIEW | | TESTIMONY | | OTHER 2-11-76

3. TO WHOM PROVIDED (check appropriate term; add specific names if appropriate)

ssc

HSC

The Attorney General with a copy for forwarding to the 
White House.

4. IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
interviewee, testifier and subject)

Memorandum reporting the results of an interview by HSC Staff 
Members of Associate Director Nicholas P. Callahan on 12/17/75

5. IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number if in response to formal request, other-
wise state verbal request of (name), subpoena, etc. )

6. CLASSIFICATION OF 
INFORMATION (enter 
U, C, S, TS or 
Codeword)

NA
U

7. KEY WORDS (enter the appropriate key words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are 
used underline for emphasis)

Information Handling .
Operating Procedures . - . ' -
Activities.,.. questionable ... ■

8. SUMMARY (see reverse side before completing this item)

Interviewed concerning knowledge and/or participation in connection 
with the purchase of equipment from U.S. Recording Co. and partici
pation at poker games at the Blue Ridge Club sponsored by 
Joseph Tait, President of U. S. Recording Co.

62-116395
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INSTRUCTIONS

• Type or print clearly in ink.

• Indicate classification of the abstract top* and bottom.

• Date the abstract and put bn any internal control numbers required.

• "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information.

• If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 
copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated.

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY - enter brief narrative statement describing . 
substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 
should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 
noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 
e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 
interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 
is provided, that fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 
pages may be attached if necessary.

.. ...........  •
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

5010—106

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

Mr. W. R. Wannall
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

Mr. J. B. Adams 
Mr. J. A. Mintz 
Mr. E. W. Walsh

Assoc. Di; 

Dep. A& 

Dep. AD
Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. _

<

SUBJECT:

W. 0. Cregar

HOUSTUDY

ATT: Mr. E. J. Landreville Comp-Sys*—
DATE: 2/12/76
Mr. W. R. Wannall —
Mr. F. J. Cassidy , ----
Mr. W. 0. Cregar
Mr. T. 3. McNiff ,, Laboratory—

A Plan. & Evol. _

Il Spec'lnv—

Legal Coun._____ 
Telephone Rm. __  
Director Sec’y___

As you are aware the House Select Committee on 
Intelligence Activities (HSC) has since approximately 7/75 
been conducting an inquiry into the intelligence operations 
of this Bureau. In connection with this inquiryi-arrangements 
had been perfected with the Headquarters Building Security 
unit whereby HSC Staff members were able to enter FBI Head
quarters building for the purpose of conferring^with Bureau 
representatives and to review previously approved specified 
Bureau documents.

pt • . ’ ’

This is to advise that the . mandate/of the HSC 
officially expired at midnight 2/11/76. ''Accordingly, individuals 
connected with FBI Headquarters building security should be 
advised that arrangements previously in effect for HSC Staff 
members to enter FBI Headquarters building are no longer 
operative. Should any individual attempt to gain access to 
Headquarters identifying himself as a representative of the 
HSC, security personnel should request the individual to wait 
and immediately advise the .IBC Project unit on extention 4636.

NOTE: The above instructions DO NOT apply to approved 
rep re s entat ive s of the Senate Select Committee.

RECOMMENDATION: t£X416 /
------------------------- ‘ RFC-50' - / Hd

That appropriate individuals responsible for Head
quarters building security be advised of discontinuance of 
arrangements permitting building access to previoi^l^^ap-pr.^ 
representatives of the now defunct HSC.

• 19 7976

62-116464
TPM:adn<kJZ-

(8)
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The Attorney General

DirectorJ FBI

U. S. HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE 

 

ON IITTEiXTGEnCE AClWlTlE^iSC)

1 - Mq^f. B. Adams

2 - Mj^J. A. Mintz 
(1 - Mr. J. B. Hotis)

1 - Mr. H. N. Bassett
(Attn: R. P. Keehan) 

February 9, 1976 
1 - Mr. J. Cochran

(Route Through For Review)
1 ~ Mr. C. T. Allen
1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall
1 - Mr. W. 0. Cregar
1 - Mr. T. J. McNiff

Enclosed is the original of a memorandum reporting 
the results of an interview of Special Agent Carroll T. Allen, 
a current employee of this Bureau’s Laboratory Division, 
by HSC Staff Members. This interview concerned HSC inquiry 
into this Bureau’s relationship with U. S. Recording Companya^^

A copy of this memorandum is enclosed for forwarding 
to Mr. James A. Wilderotter, Associate Counsel to the J 
President.

It should be noted that Special Agent Allen was 
released from his confidentiality agreement for the purpose 
of .the interview, such release predating the actual interview.

Enclosures (2)

62-116464

FEB 20 19761 - The Deputy Attorney General 
Attention: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr 

Special Counsel for
Intelligence Coordination

67

TJM:lhb
(14)

Dep. AD Inv. 
Asst. Dir.:

Admin.

Assoc. Dlr. 1
Dep. AD Adm._

(Personnel File SA Carroll T. Allen)

MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT GPO : 1975 O - 594*120

Comp. Syst. - 
Ext. Affairs___
Files & Com. — 
Gen. Inv. — . _ 
Ident. .
Inspection - 
Intel I. _________
Laboratory - 
Legal Coun.
Plan. & Eval.
Spec. Inv. —
Training —

Telephone Rm. 
Director Sec’y -



1' - Mr. Bassett
1 - Mr. Mintz

February 9, 1976

HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE OH 
lUTELLIGEilCE ACTWlTIRSj 
U.S. RECORDING COMPANY

1 - Mr. Walsh
1 - Mr. Wannall
1 - Mr. Cochran
1 - Mr. Harward
1 - Mr. Allen

On 1/12/76, SA Carroll T. Allen. Radio Engineering
Section, FBI Laboratory, appeared, as requested, at the 
offices of captioned committee. SA Allen was taken to a 
committee hearing room and questioned by staff members 
Richard Verniers and Tin Oliphant who administered the 
oath. The proceedings were taken down by a male stenog
rapher. , SA Alien was not advised of his rights.

Assoc. Dir. -
Dep. AD Adm. _ 
Dep. AD Inv. _  

Asst. Dlr.:
Admin. - 
Comp. Syst.____. 
Ext. Affairs ___  
Files & Com.__  
Gen. |nv. — 
Ident. .
Inspection _____ 
Intell. __________ 
Laboratory 
Plan. & Eval._  
Spec. Inv._____  
Training

Legal Coun. _ . 
Telephone Rm. __ 
Director Sec’y __

SA Allen was asked about and provided information 
regarding his identity, employment, position, job function, 
residence and education. The questioning then turned to 
SA Allen* s knowledge of U.S. Recording Company (USRC), its 
owner, Mr. Joseph Tait, and the company*s relationship 
with the FBI. They were advised that on occasion the 
FBI used USRC as a confidential purchase source in a 
proper effort to prevent hostile interests from Imowing 
the types and amounts of certain technical surveillance 
equipment purchased by the FBI. In response to questions 
they were advised that SA Allan had mt Mr. Tait but did 
not know him socially, that while it w assumed Mr. Tait 
made a profit to compensate him for his services, the 
amount of profit was unlmoxm and that SA Allen had no 
knowledge of any improper action on the part of Mr. Tait 
or any Bureau employee in connection with these purchases, 
A brief description of the purchase procedures regarding 
stock equipment and developmental contracts was given. 
Specific questions wore asked about what companies manu~ 
factored equipment purchased through USRG and Cohu 
Electronics and Telco, both of California, were named as , 
examples.

SA Allen indicated that he met Martin L. Kaiser 
knew of his company, but had only purchased one piece of 
equipment from the company. SA Allen lied .heard of the 
Fargo Company but had no knowledgeof a Mr.. Oberdick 
(phonetic). . ’ ’ ’

(10)

A

r;

MAIL ROOM f I TELETYPE GPO 954-545
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SA Allan indicated he Imew of I'r. John 1\ llo!w» 
the former Bureau official, and in response to specific 
questions> ehat United wxh w done at Ur. 
hone by laboratory personnel to avoid giving outsiders 
an opportunity to install audio surveillance equipment 
in Ur. i'Ohr’s hone. In response to specific questions, 
SA Allen advised that the sane type verb was done for 
Ur* Hoover and Tolson when felt necessary out of 
security considerations.
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classify as appropriate

h'OTE: SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 
I BEFORE COMPLETING.

TO: Intelligence Community Staff
ATTN: Central Index

FROM:

FBI

SUBJECT: Abstract of Information Provided to Select Committees

2. DATE PROVIDED1. HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate 
for review ‘but not transmitted.

term. If a 
so note.)

document was made available

| DOCUMENT | [BRIEFING | X | INTERVIEW | | TESTIMONY | |OTHER 2/9/76

3. TO WHOM PROVIDED (check appropriate term; add specific names if appropriate)

SSC

X HSC

The Attorney General with a copy for forwarding to 
the White House.

4. IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
interviewee, testifier and subject)

Memorandum reporting the results of an interview by HSC Staff 
Members of Special Agent Carroll I. Allen.

5. IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number if in response to formal request, other
wise state verbal request of (name), initiative, subpoena, etc.)

N/A

6. classification of 
INFORMATION (enter 
U, C, S, TS or 
Codeword)

U

7. KEY WORDS (enter the appropriate key words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are 
used underline for emphasis)

Information Handling 
Operating Procedures

8. SUMMARY (see reverse side before completing this item)

Interviewed concerning his knowledge of U. S. Recording 
Company, its owner Joseph Tait and the company’s relationship 
with the FBI.

62-116464

AJD:lhb
(4)

ORIGINAL VIA LIAISON TO CENTRAL COMMUNITY INDEX 
IN CONNECTION WITH HOUSTUDY 75

379 I (6-75)
CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE
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INSTRUCTIONS

• Type or print clearly in, ink. . . . . : .

• Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom.

• Date the abstract and put on any.internal control numbers required. '

• "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information.

• If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 
copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated.

SPECIFIC ’ITEM "NO.- 8.- SUMMARY - enter brief narrative statement describing 
substance--of ? information and showing relationship to Intelligence-Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 
should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 
noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 
e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 
interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 
is provided, that fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 
pages may be attached if necessary.
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The Attorney General

1 - Mr. J. B. Adams
1 - Mr. W. R. Manual!
1 - Mr. W. 0. Creghr
1 - Mr. F. J. Cassidy
1 - Mr. R. H. Ros^ 

February 6? 1976 
♦

Director^ FBI

U. S. HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC).

This is to confirm the conversation between
Mr. Michael E* Shaheen/ Jr., Special Counsel for Intelligence 
Coordination/ and Supervisor Richard Q* Ross, of this Bureau/ 
on January 28/ 1976, concerning a request from Captain John 
Mathney, national Security Council Staff, White House. He r 
had inquired if the Bureau had any objection to the fur
nishing to minority members of the HSC, eight write-ups ,
prepared by the Bureau concerning errors in the Committee's 
Draft Final Report. You had approved furnishing the write
ups to the White House on January 26, 1976, and received 
copies of thorn as enclosures to my memorandum to you da^d * 
January 28, 1976, captioned as above. Mathney also invited e* 
a Bureau representative to be present at the White House 
to assist in the drafting of a statement concerning tne .
report. The statement was being prepared by Mathney and 
representatives from Department of State/ Central Intelligence 
Agency, and Defense Intelligence Agency.

V

yr
Assoc. Dir. _____

Dep. AD Adm. _
Dep. AD Inv. __

Asst. Dir.:
Admin. ■ ■
Comp. Syst. .
Ext. Affairs ___  
Files & Com. ___ 
Gen. Inv. ______  
Ident. ..___  
Inspection , 
Intell. _________  
Laboratory - — 
Plan. & Eval. _ 
Spec. Inv._____

Mr. Shaheen was queried regarding the requests 
and informed that the Bureau had nonobjection to the fur
nishing of the write-ups, but did not desire to have a 
representative present at the drafting Session* He was 
also asked if a/Departmental representative was desired 
present at the drafting session. Mr, Shaheen advised that 
it would be entirely appropriate for the White House to 
furnish the write-ups to the minority members and that he 
saw no need for a Departmental representative at the drafting 
session. Mathney was subsequently contacted and advised 
of the Bureau’s and Department’s decisions

62-116464 REC-ioa

1 - The Deputy Attorney General 
Attention: Mr. Michael E. Shaheen,

Special Counsel for « 
Intelligence Coordination

RHR:jmnu < 
(9) e

...._____ _ MAIL ROOM £□ TELETYPE UNIT

Legal Coun. „
Telephone Rm. _
Director Sec’y___

SEE NOTE PAGE 2
GPO : 1975 0 - 569-920

1* FEB 13 1976 
Jr
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The Attorney General

NOTE:

Memorandum, Cassidy to Wannall, 1/29/76, prepared by 
RHRxjmn, captioned as above, sets out circumstances of contact 
from Captain Mathney and subsequent conversation with Mr. Shaheen 
based on Messrs. Wannall’s and Adams’ discussion of this mat
ter. Mr. Adams has instructed a confirmation letter be sent, 
to the Attorney General.

2
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

5010-106

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Assoc. Dir.

TO

10M

Mr Adams

Legal /lounse

1-Mr. Adams-Enc.
1-Mr. Cleveland-Enc 
1-Mr. Wannall-Enc. 

date: January 30, 1976 
1-Mr. Cregar-Enc.

Asst. 
Admin, f — 
Comp. $yst. - 
Ext. Affairs__  
Files & Com._ 
Gen. Inv._____

SUBJECT: HOUSTUDY

1-Mr 
1-Mr

Mintz-Enc 
Hotis-Enc

1-Mr. Daly-Enc.
1-Mr. Stassinos-Enc

Laboratory

PlanjK&Val.

Traintng^ * 
Telephone Rm^__ 

Director Sec’y___Reference is made to Departmental memorandum re-
ceived by Legal Counsel Division on January 13, 1976, from 
Michael E. Shaheen, Jr., Special Counsel for Intelligence 
Coordination,, to. Antonin Scalia, Assistant Attorney General 
Office of Legal , captioned "HSC Request for Opinion
as to Legality of FBI Proprietaries." The House Select 
Committee informally requested that the Department give its 
opinion whether the FBI's creation of corporations as 
proprietaries, contravenes the prohibitions set out in , 
Title 31, United .States Code, Section 869.

| Attached is a letter dated January 23, 1976,
from Steven K. Blackhurst, Assistant Special Counsel for 
Intelligence Coordination, Office of. the Deputy Attorney 
General, Department of Justice, to Mr. A. Searle Field, 
Staff Director, Select Committee on Intelligence, United 
.States. House of Representatives,' responding. to the S&lec 
Committee ’ s inquiries concerning the^stabiishment anq^, 
of proprietaries by the FBI. . The Department's response''
po±nts“ou:t' thctt^the'^^ history of the provisions of
Section 869 makes it clear that Congress' was directing it
self to. the practice of incorporating agencies engaged 
lovertly in governmental functions, and that the corporate 
purpose of proprietaries is not to perform a governmental ’ 
function but to carry on a commercial activity. Thus,
proprietaries are not established for the purpose of acting 
as an agency or instrumentality of the United States within 
the meaning of Section 869(a). The Department further con
tends that Section 869 (b.) applies solely to "wholly owned" 
Government corporations, and that term is. defined by enu
meration in Title 31, United States Code, Section 846, and 
np^FBI proprietaries are ii^^^d in that enumeration ~

^Enclosure CONCTJgD^ OVER

JOS :mcz . (10) „„ 1976



Legal Counsel to. Adams Memo
Re: HOUSTUDY

Section' 869 .states t.he following: "No corporation 
shall be created, organized, or acquired on or after 
December 6, 1945, by any officer or agency of the Federal 
Government or by any Government corporation for the purpose 
of acting as an agency or instrumentality of the United 
States, except by Act of Congress or pursuant to an Act of 
Congress specifically authorizing .such action.

"No wholly owned Government corporation created 
by or under the laws of any .State, Territory, or possession 
of the United States or any political subdivision thereof, 
or under the laws of the District of Columbia, shall con
tinue after June 30, 1948, as an agency or instrumentality 
of the United .States, and no funds of, or obtained from, 
the United States or any agency thereof, including corpora
tions , shall be invested in or employed by any such corpora
tion after that date, except for purposes of liquidation. 
The proper corporate .authority of every .such corporation 
shall take the necessary steps to institute dissolution 
or liquidation proceedings on or before that date: 
Provided, That prior thereto any such corporation may be 
reincorporated by Act of Congress for such purposes and 
term of existence and with such powers, privileges, and 
duties as authorized by such Act, including, the power to 
take over the assets and assume the liabilities of its re
spective predecessor corporation. (Dec. 6, 1945, c.557, 
Title III, Section 304, 59 Stat. 602.)"

The Act .states that its. purpose is to solve the 
^problems of financial control and to provide annual scru- ' 
tiny and current financial control by the Congress of the 
financial transactions and operations of Government corpora
tions through the regular fiscal agencies of the Government. 
It prohibits the creation of any Government corporation to. 
act as an agency or instrumentality of the United States 
except by or pursuant to action of Congress.

There is nothing in the legislative history of the 
Act to indicate that Congress, considered the formation of 
corporations as proprietaries for undercover purposes. 
(H. R. Rep. No. 856, 79th Cong. 1st Session, 1945; S. Rep. 
No. 694, 7.9 th Cong. 1st Session, 1945; 91 Cong. Rec. 8546, 
10322 dated 1945.) '

. CONTINUED - OVER

(2.)
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Legal Counsel to Adams Mano
Re: HOUSTUDY

The legislative history of the Act heavily em
phasizes budgetary control of Government corporations. When 
the Act was being considered there were estimated to be about . 
100 .separate. Government corporations with thousands of 
employees and controlling billions of dollars of Government 
funds. The corporations engaged in a. variety of businesses, 
including insurance and finance, as well as Government opera
tions such as subsidies and flood control. With the increase 
and importance of Government corporations, there was increased 
recognition by both the legislative and executive branches 
that some means be found to. coordinate the financial programs 
of the corporations with that of the Government as a whole.

FBI proprietaries are under the. budgetary control 
|of the FBI and do not present the fiscal or budgetary problems 
[envisioned by the Act. The FBI budget, in turn, is prepared 
in accordance with Office of Management and Budget Circular 
No. A-ll and is subject to: extensive review and approval by 
the Deparmtment of Justice, the Office of Management and 
Budget,. the House Appropriations Subcommittee, and the 
Senate Appropriations Subcommittee. Therefore, the intent 
of the Act is being carried out.

Section 869 prohibits creation of a corporation 
"for purposes of acting as an agency or instrumentality of 
the United .States Government." A proprietary does not hold 
itself out to. the public to. be an agency or instrumentality 
of the Government, and therefore not in conflict with the 
statute. It is an investigative method used by the FBI in 
furtherance of its: duly authorized and assigned task of 
investigating, violations of the laws of the United States. 
A proprietary is. not a profit-oriented corporation.

Attached Departmental letter of January 23, 1976, 
noted above, cites 'United State's: v. MacD’aniel, 7 Peters 
(32. U.S.) 1/ 13-14 (1883), for the proposition that execu
tive agencies have reasonable latitude for accomplishing 
their prescribed responsibilities and do not need specific 
statutory authorization for each act done. In that case, the

(3.)
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Legal Counsel to. Adams Memo
Re: HOUS.TUDY

court said, "A practical knowledge of the actions of any one 
of the great departments of the government, must convince 
every person, that the head of a department, in the distri
butions of its duties and responsibilities, is often compelled 
to exercise his discretion. He is limited in the exercise of 
his powers by the law; but .it does not follow that he must 
show .statutory provision for everything he does. No govern
ment could be administered on .such principles. To attempt 
to regulate, by law, the minute movements of every part of 
the complicated machinery of government, would evince a most 
unpardonable ignorance on the .subject. Whilst the great out
lines of its movements may be marked out, and limitation 
imposed on the exercise of its. powers, there are numberless 
things which must be done, that can neither be anticipated nor 
defined and which are essential to the proper action of 
government."

.It is concluded that Title 31, United States Code, 
Section 869, should not be interpreted as applying to FBI 
proprietaries because it is manifest from the statutory 
history that Congress never contemplated its use in this 
type of situation.

RECOMMENDATION:
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.. OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY. ATTORNEY'GENERAL 
' WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530" '

’ 9

Mr. A. .'Searle Field
Staff- Director' - ■ .
Select Committee' on Intelligence
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Field

This responds to your letter of January 21, 1976 and'
your prior informal 'inquiries concerning, the. application of, . 
the Government Corporation Control Act, .31 U'.S.C. §341 
et seq,’, to the -establishment and use of so-called, proprietary 
’Corporations by the. Federal Bureau of Investigation. In 
particular.your informal.inquiries have directed-our atten
tion to 31U.S.C. §869.

31 U.S.C, §869(a) provides: ■ .

. No corporation.' shall be created, organized 
or acquired on dr after December b, 19'45, by

' .. any officer or agency of the Federal Government 
or by any Government corporation • for the purpose 
of acting as an agency or instrumentality of the 
United States, except by an Act of.Congress- or 
pursuant to- an act of Congress specifically au- 
'thprizing such action. ■ ' '

The .legislative history of this provision.’make's it 
clear', that Congress was directing, itself -to the practice, 
as exemplified-by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, of 
incorporating agencies engaged overtly- in governmental 
function's, such as disaster -relief, providing loans for ' ’ 
economic recovery, facilitating war.production and the 
like. The corporate purpose of proprietaries is not to 
perform a governmental function but to carry on a commer
cial activity. 'Thus, such corporations are not established 
"for the purpose of acting as an agency or instrumentality 
of the United States” within the meaning of §'869(a). Any 
other interpretation would make the quoted language mere 
surplusage. - ■
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31 U.S.C. §869(b) by its’terms applies solely to • 
’’wholly 'owned government corporation's J ." That term is.' 
'defined by enumeration in 31 U.S.C. §846 and no F.B.I. ' 
proprietaries are included in that, enumeration.. ’ '

• Your letter'of January 21'apparently raises a question ’ 
concerning the source of the F.B.I.'s authority to'use 
proprietary corporations.. The Attorney General.is au
thorized and required to investigate and prosecute crimes ' 
against the United States. 28 U.S.C. §533. The Attorney' 
General has.Charged the F.B.I. with the responsibility, 
inter alia, to ’’investigate violations of the laws of the 
United States . . . .” 28 C.F*R. §0.85. Similarly, all 
recent appropriations for the F.B.I; have contained language 
similar to that in the current act which appropriates funds 
to the F.B.I. ”[f]or expenses necessary for the detection — 
'and prosecution of-crimes against the United States . . . .” 
Pub. L. 94-121 tit. II. 89 Stat. 611, 619.-’ The use of 
proprietaries is- merely one of the many investigative, 
techniques-used by the F.B.I. in the discharge of its re-• 
sponsibilities. It has long been established that execu
tive agencies have reasonable latitude for accomplishing 
their prescribed responsibilities and do not need specific 
statutory authorization for each act done. See e_.g. , United 

■States v. MacDaniel, 7- Peters (32 U.S.) 1, 13-14 (1833), 
In re Neagle, 39 Fed. 833, 851 (Cir. Ct. N.D. Cal. 1889).

Sincerely,

Steven K. .Blackhurst
Assistant Special Counsel 
for Intelligence Coordination

2
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• •<

JAN 91375

TO: Antonin Scalia
Assistant Attorney General
Office of Legal Counsel

^ROK: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr.
Special Counsel for Intelligence
Coordination

SUBJECT: HSC Request for Opinion as to Legality of EBI 
Proprietaries

The House Select Committee has requested in
formally that the Department give its opinion as to 
whether the FBI’s creation of corporations as pro
prietaries contravenes the prohibitions set out in 
31 U.S.C. 869. Attached is a very rough draft of a 
HSC Report which addresses this question. (This draft 
was written by a non-lawyer staff member of the HSC 
who asked that we not attribute it to him or the HSC).

We would .appreciate your preparing an answer to 
the HSC’s question. John Mints, Assistant Director 
of the FBI is familiar with this matter and may be able 
to provide additional useful information concerning it.

‘'"str

qsn i\ | WI31S

cc: John Mints, FBI
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A major issue ra^^d by the committee at th^pime our in- ■ 

I ■ ■
vestigation was started was addressed to each of the military

.services. This issue was "tohat is your justification for . 

establishing a proprietary, normally a corporation, as a 

front for carrying out an intelligence mission?”

The committee raised this question because section 869 of Title 

^1, U.S. Code (1970) states in part as follows:



■ ”(a) No corporation shall be created, organized 
or acquired on or after December 6, 1945, by any 
officer or agency of the Federal Government or by

• ■ any Government corporation for the purpos of acting 
as an agency or instrumentality of the United 
States, except by Act of Congress specifically 
authorizing such action. .

”(b) No vzholly oxmed Government corporation created 
' ' by or under the laws of any State, Territory or

possession of the United States or any political sub 
division thereof, or under the lax-zs of the District

. of Columbia, shall continue after June 30, 1948, as 
an agency or instrumentality of the United States, 
and no funds of, or obtained from, the United States 
or any agency thereof, including corporations, 
shall be invested in or employed by any such 
corporation after that date except for the purposes 
of liquidation. ***”

The General Accounting Office in a letter to the Committee

Chairman dated December 10,- 1975 (B-179296) which discussed

the applicability of section 869 to the authority for CIA

to- establish proprietaries stated in reference to the 

legislative history of the act stated "we have found .no___ __ 

indication in the legislative history that Congress considered 

the formation of corporations for clandestine purposes.”-

While it is recognized that the purpose of proprietaries 

is to conceal the role of the government in clandestine 

activities, the lack of legislative history concerning 

formation of clandestine corporations must be accepted. Thus, 

section 869 precludes the formation of proprietary corporations 

except by Act of Congress. ■

As discussed in the following paragraphs, the Military 

services disagreed strongly with the committee position in 

this matter. As an example the Army stated in essence
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that the provisions of section 869 should not be applied to 

corporations established for intelligence purposes by the 

Army because cover corporations do not, by their nature, 

represent themselves as agents of the U.S. government and 

do not engage in any business activity. '

The Navy, with a somewhat different approach, stated that 

proprietaries are established for the sole purpose ’

of facilitating the collection of intelligence. The Navy J

further stated that the purpose of establishing a proprietary is tc
• 5% 

provide a shield of non-attribution and that it would be impossible
• I

to act as a U.S. government representative without destroying- :

the cover of non-attribution. . |

The Air Force justified the use of proprietaries by citing in-Ao^a. ;

' £
approvals and approvals by the CIA and the Defense ?

* * I• \ :

Intelligence Agency. The Air Force stated in part "Justification
' • t

existed in the need for cover for clandestine foreign.intelligence

collection activities."

In summary, the military services have justified the use of

proprietaries on a rather pragmatic basis which states in

essence proprietaries are approved in accordance with regula

tions cleared by other agencies in the intelligence community

and could not exist for intelligence purposes if it were

known that the U.S. government had an interest in the

operation of the corporation.
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FROM
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 jk
MAY EDITION’* 
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GoWrNMENT

‘Memorandum
Mr. W.

F.

U.
ON

R. Wannall ~

J. Cassid-

1
1
1
1

S. HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

W.
W.
F. 
R.

R.
0.
J.
H.

Wannall 
Cregar 
Cassidy 
Ross

date: 1/29/76

Assoc. Dlr.

D 0 |^Aw 1 n v JK— 
Asst. Dil:

A timing/

Comp. Syst.____ 
Ext. Affairs ■
Files & Com. _ 
Gen. Inv.___ 
Ident.______  

^Inspection___  
^zXInteH. *7^

Laboratory LOf} 
1 .Legal GounA___  
Plan. & Eval.__  
Spec. Inv._____  
Training

Telephone Ri 
DirectorSec!

On 1/28/76, at approximately 2:30 p.m., Captain John 
Mathney, National Security Council Staff, White House, .t,ele- 
phonically contacted Supervisor R. H. Ross, INTD. He advised 

« that the eight write-ups, which had been furnished to him on 
1/26/76 had proved useful. He stated that the write-ups would 
be used either by being furnished to the minority members of 
the HSC or incorporated into a Presidential rebuttal of the 
HSC's report. He advised that he and representatives from 
Department of State, Central Intelligence Agency, and Defense 
Intelligence Agency were at that time preparing an overall 
statement concerning the HSC's Draft Final Report. He then 
read a paragraph of the statement prepared regarding that 
aspect of the report which dealt with the FBI. It generally 
dealt with the fact that the report tried to characterize the 
FBI as an inept investigative body and how the report used a , 
broad brush approach to discredit the FBI investigations. /Wi 

The prepared statement labeled the report as fallacious in Lp 
that the Committee neither balanced nor tempered its report/-^ 
even though it possessed information which showed that in / 
’the vast majority of instances, the FBI conducted legal, ’ 

proper, and closely supervised investigations.

z • Captain Mathney also requested to know whether the 
eight write-ups could be furnished to minority members of the 
Committee (Representatives McClory, Kasten, Treen, and Milford). 
Further, he invited the FBI to have a representative present 
with himself and the other agency representatives mentioned 
above who were at that time preparing the statement. He was 
advised that his two requests would require consideration by 
Bureau officials, but that he would be promptly advised.

Assistant Director Wannall was apprised of the above 
and Mr. Adams was contacted by him. It was determined that 
Ithe Bureau had no objection to the eight write-ups being fur
nished to the minority members of the Committee and that the

62-116464 BEC-100
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
Re: U. S. House Select Committee

On Intelligence Activities (HSC)
62-116464

Bureau did not desire to have a representative participate in 
the drafting session. Mr. Adams instructed that Assistant 
Attorney General Rex Lee be contacted to see if the Department 
had any objection to furnishing any of the write-ups to the 
minority members or desired to have a Departmental representa
tive attend the drafting session. Assistant Attorney General 
Lee was telephonically contacted by Supervisor Ross, who 
deferred both questions to Mr. Michael Shaheen, Jr., Special 
Counsel for Intelligence Coordination. Shaheen was contacted 
and apprised of the Bureau’s views and stated that it was 
"entirely appropriate" for the minority members to be furnished 
that information by the White House. Also he felt that there 
was no need for a Departmental representative to attend.

Captain Mathney was recontacted (3:15 p.m., 1/28/76)
and advised that there was.no objection to the furnishing of 
the write-ups and that the Bureau nor Department felt it 
necessary to have a representative present with him.

ACTION:

For information.

3T«Fo IM -Rms

Caption)
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The Attorney General

Director# FBI

0
v. s, house select co:l'ittee on 

IlSTELLIGEt’CS ACTIVITIES

1 - Mr. Mintz
1 - Mr. Ash
1 - Mr. Wannall
1 - Mr. Cregar

February 10 f 1P7G
1 - Mr. Daly

This will confirm a conversation between Special _ 
Agent Paul V. Daly of this Durams and Assistant Special 
Counsel on Intelligence Coordination Steven Blac&hurst on. x^' 
February 9, 157$, at which tis’S Mr. Blochhurst vas advised <; 
that the FBI had three outstanding reruosts rads by. the •?
EOuo- Select Co-BTiitteo relating to the FBI’s relationship . 
with the U, 3. According Company. Those requests were by 
letters dated December 2, Decerbor 15# and Eaccvher 18, 1575# \ 
respectively, and signed by A. Searle Field, Staff Director 
of that Corrittee. ■

' / 7 G
JIr» Blacbhurst advised that in view of the fact that

the Ccp-nittcc is no longer active, it is not necessary for the 
Duroau to respond to the uforerentioned requests. V,

■ - inS - HG 3 00

The Deputy Attorney General .^n ffr -s© 1Q7R
(Mtentions llichael E. Shaheen, Jr. • rcD 3
x Special Counsel on
.. . Intelligence Coordination) ’



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 5010-106
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
° : Mr. J. B. Adams

from : Legai| Counse

SUBJECT: (^0UST|^7^

1-Mr. Wannall 
1-Mr. Cregar 
1-Mr. Mintz

date: January 30, 1976 
1-Mr. Hotis 
1-Mr. Daly 
1-Mr. Taylor

Assoc. Dir._____  
Dep. AD Adm._ 

Dep. AD Inv._
Asst. Dlr.: 

Admin. - ....
Comp. Syst. - 
Ext. Affairs___  
Files & Com.__  
Gen. Inv. -
Ident.__________

HOUSE RESOLUTION 982
Spec. Inv._____
Training -

Telephone Rm.__  
Director Sec*y___

On January 28, 1976, the House Committee on Rules 
conducted hearings on H. Res. 982. Appearing before the 
Committee as witnesses were Chairman Otis G. Pike (N.Y.) , 
author of the resolution, and Ranking Minority Member of 
the House Select Committee on Intelligence, Robert McClory 
(Illinois).

Ostensibly, the resolution sought to extend the 
life of the Select Committee until midnight, Wednesday, 
2/11/76, for the purposeLof filing of a supplemental report.A 
However, an__amendment tp^H. Res. 982 filed by Rules Commit£pf^^ 
Member John Young" (Texas’)', prohibTfed* the Select Commitpe^ 
from releasing any report, containing classified materials 
unless, the report is published with appropriate security 
markings and distributed only to persons authorized to re
ceive if or until the President authorized the declassifi
cation of the. classified contents. The Young amendment was 
accepted by the Rules Committee on a recorded vote of 
nine to six while H. Res. 982 was passed by voice vote, thus 
clearing the resolution for consideration by the full House

V2S-/76. .

On 1/29/76, by a record vote of 246 to 124, the 
House passed H. Res. 982 and the Young amendment.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information.

\ V^^nc losure

RTT:mcz (8)
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94th CONGRESS If
2ns™ gg2

IN THE HOUSE OE REPRESENTATIVES

January 27,1976
Mr. Pike submitted the following resolution; which was referred to the Com

mittee on Rules

RESOLUTION
1 Hesolved, That the Select Committee on Intelligence 

2 have until midnight Eriday, January 30, 1976, to file its 

3 report pursuant to section 8 of H. Res. 591, and that the 

4 Select Committee on Intelligence have until midnight, 

5 Wednesday, Eebruary 11, 1976, to file a supplemental report 

6 containing the select committee’s recommendations.

V
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94th congress if DUC noo 2d Session

RESOLUTION
Authorizing the Select Committee on Intelli

gence to file its report by midnight, .Janu
ary 30,1976,-and for other purposes.

By Mr. Pike

January 27,1076
Referred to the Committee on -Rules
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1 - Mr. J. B. Adams , 
2 - Mr. J. A. Mintz

(1 - Mr. J. B.-’Hotis)

' f The Attorney General

I

1 Director, FBI

U. S. HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE, 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC)

February 6, 1976
1 - Mr. H. N. Bassett 

(Attn: R. P. Keehan)
1 - Mr. J. Cochran (Route 

Through For Review)
1 - Mr. D. W. Moore
1 - Mr. W. D. Campbell
1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall
1 - Mr. W. 0. Cregar
1 - Mr. T. J. McNiff

Enclosed are the originals of two memoranda 
reporting the results of interviews of Donald W. Moore, Jr., 
Assistant Director, External Affairs Division, and Special 
Agent William D. Campbell, Unit Chief, Radio Engineering 
Section, Laboratory Division, by HSC Staff Members. These , 
interviews concerned HSC inquiry into this Bureau’s 
relationship with U. S. Recording Company.

- -A
A copy of each of the above memoranda is enclosed (y 

for forwarding to Mr. James A. Wilderotter, Associate 
Counsel to the President, * '

Donald W. 
agreement 
predating

It should be noted that Assistant 
Moore, Jr., was released from his 
for the purpose of the interview, 
the actual interview.

Director 
confidentiality 
such release

A
62-11646

Assoc. Dir. 
Dep. AD A 
Dep.zADli

Asst, fcr 

Admin.
Comp. Syst.____

1 -.^he deputy Attorney General 
ent ion: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr 

. Special Counsel for
Intelligence Coordination

Ext. Affairs _ 
Files & Com. 
Gen. Inv. 
Ident.__

67
67-

an FEB 11 1976 §

(Personnel File Assistant Director Donald W. Moore 
(Personnel File Special Agent William D. Campbell)

TELETYPE GPO : 1975 O - 594-120

PJan. & Eva^.__

Spec. Inv._____
Training _______

Telephone Rm. _/5 
Director Se



January 23, 1976

U.S. house; select committee- on intelligence activities

INTERVIEW OF ASSISTANT DIRECTOR DONALD N. NOORB, JR.

On December 9, 1975 ? Tim Oliphant, House Select 
Committee, contacted me personally regarding poker games 
which I attended at Harpers Ferry. ihr. Oliphant was interested 
in knowing how many times I attended such games and I 
indicated my first attendance was in November, 1974 and the 
last in April, 1975.

Oliphant was interested in knowing what the cost 
involved and to whom it was paid. I indicated that I was 
invited by former Assistant to the Director J.P. Mohr and 
recall that the November trip cost $30 and the April trip 
$35. This money was paid to Mr. J.P. Mohr, and was paid to 
incur the expense of 3 meals and 1 night’s lodging. He 
asked if I knew the other individuals in attendance, I
indicated that I was introduced to all prosent but was unable 
to recall their professions or with whom they were associated 
other than obviously Bureau personnel. He asked if and when 
I became acquainted with Joe Tait of U.S. Recording. I 
indicated that X met Hr. Tait on my initial trip in November, 
1974, and again saw him in April, 1975. At that time I was 
unaware with whom Nr. Tait was associated until most recently 
when it was published that Mr. Tait was, in fact. President 
of U.S. Recording Company.

Assoc. Dir. .. ,,
Dep. AD Adm. _

Mr. Oliphant was desirous of Imowing if I, at any 
time during attendance at Harpers Ferry, overheard or engaged 
in any conversations involving U.S. Recording, Kaiser Electronics, 
procurement of Bureau supplies and/or equipment or any other 
discussions concerning official matters of the FBI. I indicated 
to Nr. Oliphant that this was strictly a social gathering and A

Dep. AD Inv. _ 
Asst. Dir.:

Admin. ________  
Comp. Syst.___  
Ext. Affairs ___  
Files & Com. _  
Gen. Inv. _______ 
Ident._________  
Inspection ___ 
Intell. _________ 
Laboratory ____  
Plan. & Eval._  
Spec. Inv. - 
Training

Legal Coun. ■ - 

Telephone Rm.__  
Director Sec'y__

X was never involved in nor did I ever overhear any conversa- , • • 
tions relating to his question. I reiterated that X was there ‘ 
us a guest to bp in the company of associates, merely to ' 
socialise and hot to engage in and discuss official business.

Hr. Olipliant indicated he had no further questions
and appreciated my cooperation in .ng his questions

1 - Mr.Daly (sent with cover memo)
1 - Mr.Cregar(Sent with coyer memo)
1 - Personnel file of Donald W.Moofe, Ji^T \
NOTE: See Memo Moore to Mintz "U.S.HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON

MAIL ROOM I I TELETYPE UNIT I ^jf»XNTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES" gpo : 1975 o - 569-920
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1 - Mr. Bassett
1 - Mr. Mintz
1 - Mr. Walsh
1 - Mr. Wannall
1 - Mr. Cochran

1 - Mr. Harward
1 - Mr. Campbell

January 27, 1976

HOUSE SELECT COTEWTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC);

U. S. RECORDING COMPACT

On December 31, 1975 Special Agent (SA) William D. 
Campbell, Radio Engineering Section, FBI Laboratory, was 
interviewed by HSC Staff Member James Oliphant at the Rayburn 
House Off ice Building, Washington, B. C. There was a court 
reporter present to record the interview. Mr. Oliphant stated 
Im did not have the authority to place SA Campbell under oath and 
another individual appeared in the room, placed SA Campbell 
under oath and immediately departed the room. SAs Banny O. 
Coulson and James Stassinos, FBI Legal Counsel Division, 
accompanied SA Campbell to the Rayburn Building but wore not 
present during the actual interview. Approximately one-half way- 
through the 25 minute interview Oliphant was joined by Richard S» 
Vermeire, HSC Staff Member. SA Campbell at no time was advised 
of his legal rights . SA Campbell requested and was advised he 
would receive a transcript containing the results of the interview.

At the outset SA Campbell was asked his name, address
and to explain his supervisory duties in connection with Ms position 

\ as Unit Chief of the Engineering Unit. SA Campbell replied that he 
J was made a Unit Chief in Slay 1975 and Ms responsibilities included 
7 providing technical assistance to FBI field offices in connection with 

investigative matters.

SA Campbell was then asked if he ever bought anything &om 
“oc'ADorA~ V. S. Recording Company* Mr. Oliphant was advised that the purchase 
Dep. AD lav. __  of equipment wag usually accomplished by writing the request on tablet 

___ paper and sent to the Section. The requisition was typed and sent to 
compTsyst. _ the Administrative Division for procurement. If prices were known 
Xs“ ~ $ieV wex® usually obtained from catalogs. When the items arrived, 
ft-- 1_.._______________________________________________‘I / fGen. |nv.______
Ident._________ j
Inspection_____ «
Intoll. __________
Laboratory . 
Plan. & Eval.__
Spec. Inv._____ . 
Training

Legal Coun.--------
Telephone Rm.__
Director Soc’y _ MAIL ROOM
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HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

SA Campbell rarely saw the purchase order but was telephonically 
contacted to see if the merchandise had arrived indicating it was 
then necessary to pay for the items. SA Campbell in answer to 
questions indicated he did not know the profit margin or how the 
mark up on equipment was calculated. A "wild guess" requested 
by Mr. Oliphant was that the mark up was 10-15 or 20 per cent 
depending on the price of the items and the difficulty encountered 
in obtaining the items.

In answer to questions by Mr * Oliphant, SA Campbell 
advised he had met Mr. Tait of U. S. Recording Comapny on 
several occasions in connection with his employment but did not 
know him socially. SA Campbell stated he had heard of the Fargo 
Company and had looked at one of thoir catalogs but never ordered 
anything from them. SA Campbell had heard of Guo Ober dick and 
that he was a distributor of Smith & Wesson firearms.

Vermeire entered the room at approximately this time and 
asked some of the previous questions. HSC Staff Members then 
inquired concerning SA Campbell’s relationship with Martin Kaiser. 
SA Campbell stated he had met Mr. Kaiser while ho was visiting in 
the Section. He was possibly visiting former SA John Matter, now 
retired, and had met him several times since that time. SA Campbell 
had purchased some small radio transmitters from Mr. Kaiser and 
looked at some of his car fallowing equipment. Mr. Kaiser’s equip
ment was satisfactory for the price and in some instances Mr. Kaiser 
knew the equipment was being purchased by the FBI.

HSC Staff Members asked if SA Campbell Imew John Mohr. 
SA Campbell furnished the following information concerning Mr. Mohr 
in response to questions. SA Campbell knew Mr. Mohr as an FBI 
official but did not know him socially. He did not hear any rumors 
or gossip that indicated there was anything out of the ordinary between 
Mr. Mohr and Mr. Tait. Even after information appeared in the 
newspaper SA Campbell stated he would be very surprised if anything 
transpired between them that was illegal. SA Campbell was at 
Mr* Mohr’s home to help repair a TV set which he thought was good 
security practice for FBI officials. SA Campbell never worked on or 
hoard of any other FBI employees working on any vehicle owned by 
'Air. Mohr. SA Campbell did not know if Mr. Mohr obtained anything 
from Mr. Tait at a discount. SA Campbell was instructed to go to 
Mr. Mohr’s home by his supervisor who at that time was Mr. Bradley,

- 2 -
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HOUSE SELECT COmUTTEE
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

now retired.

It should be noted that SA Campbell was released from 
his confidentiality agreement wife fee EBI for fee purpose of fee 
above interview, release predating fee actual interview.

i
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MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

5010-106

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum 1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.
1 Mr.

Mintz 
Wannall 
Cregar

Assoc. Dir.
d>r. Afe:

: Mr. J. B. Adams

from : Legal Counsel

DATE: 1/2 8/7 6
1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.

Hotis
Daly-

Admin.________  
Comp. Syst. - 
Ext. Affairs___  
Files & Com.__  
Gen. Inv,______  
Ident._________  
Inspection_____  
Intell. 
Labor

Spec. Inv._____  
Training 

Telephone R 
Director Sec

SUBJECT: HOUSTUDY

Richard Vermeire, .Staff Member of the 
Committee, on 1/27/76 advised that at 2:30 p.m.

House Select 
on that date

the House Select Committee was going to consider recommendation 
concerning corrective action or legislation necessary as( deter
mined by the Committee's review of the FBI. Vermeire said that
two of the recommendations troubled him—one being a recommendation 
being made to the Committee by the Staff that warrants be necessary 
for the use of informants in the domestic intelligence area based 
on a probable cause standard.

Vermeire indicated that both he and Timothy Oli^hi^^35* 

Staff Member of captioned Committee, were concerned with .this 
proposal and considered it totally unworkable. He asked/if'the 

Bureau could furnish him orally some suggestions or arguments he 
might use to convinc'e the Committee that such a warrant require
ment is not feasible. He was advised that a determination would
be made by the Bureau concerning this and that he would be re
contacted .

Vermeire also indicated that they were concerned with 
a recommendation for a new oversight committee being created to 
review FBI operations. It was pointed out to Vermeire that the 
Director had testified on oversight and while he was in favor of 
the concept, the Bureau was desirous that oversight functions be 
consolidated. In this regard, it was pointed out to Vermeire 
that there were currently three Committees in the House claiming 
oversight responsibilities pertaining to Bureau operations—Sub- 
comjmittee on Government Information and Individual Rights of the 
House Committee on Government Operations, Subcommittee on Civil 
and Constitutional Rights of the House Committee on the Judiciary/? 
and Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties/a$d thd/A^mM^^&td?^ * 

of Justice of the House Committee on the

FEB 3 1976

PVD:ladV'1''

(7)

CONTINUED

8 4 FEB 1 2 1976*
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Legal Counsel to Mr. Adams
RE: HOUSTUDY

Vermeire was very appreciative of the information 
concerning oversight and asked that he be advised as soon as 
possible of any arguments or suggestions the Bureau might have 
concerning warrant requirements for informants in the domestic 
intelligence area.

Contact was made with SA Thomas J. McNiff of the 
Intelligence Division, SENSTUDY 75 Staff, and Steven Blackhurst, 
Assistant Special Counsel on Intelligence Coordination in the 
Department, regarding Vermeire's request and both agreed that it 
would be advantageous to furnish suggested arguments concerning 
warrant requirements for informants to the House Select Committee.

Attempts were made to telephonically contact Vermeire 
on 1/27/76 to furnish him the requested information unsuccess
fully and on 1/28/76, Vermeire telephonically contacted SA Paul V. 
Daly of this Division. Vermeire was generally advised of the 
problems presented by the requirement of warrants based on 
probable cause for the utilization of information in the domestic 
intelligence area. The arguments were as follows:

(1) The problem in defining the information being 
sought by the informant for the Bureau. It was pointed out 
that these investigations are by nature difficult to describe 
in scope and that a warrant requirement would seem to require 
a specification as to what is being sought.

(2) The use of informants in this area is generally 
at a very early stage in the investigation at which time it 
would be. unlikely there would be Sisufficient information 
available to meet a probable cause standard.

(3) If a court were to issue a warrant for the use 
of an informant, what procedures would be necessary for the 
court to monitor the use of the informant subsequent to their 
approval?

(4) It would appear that such a legislative recom
mendation would be casting the court in a role to which they 
are unaccustomed and moving the courts closer and closer to the 
very initiation of an investigation.

CONTINUED - OVER

- 2 -
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Legal Counsel to Mr. Adams
RE: HOUSTUDY '

(5) What arrangements or considerations would have 
to be made to protect the identity of an informant wherein a 
warrant had been sought?

(6) It was pointed out that there would be great 
difficulty in drafting a concise or accurate definition of 
domestic intelligence investigations.

Vermeire was very appreciative of the aforementioned 
arguments and stated he would use these in an attempt to explain 
to the Committee the difficulty presented by legislation in this 
area.

RECOMMENDATION:

- 3 -
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1962 EDITION • 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

. i^ITED 'STATES G'

5010-106

iRNMENT

V t Memorandum 
V, "

Assoc^ 

Defy
As^ir.:

TO Mr. Cochran, DATE: January 15, 1976

FROM W. E. H. ard
.3

Admin.   
Comp. Sys*. — 
Ex*. Affairs  
Files & Com.  
Gen. Inv.  
Iden*. -1 A* 

I n s pe c 
Intell. ■

subject ^OUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTEiXT^W’ ACTIVITIES 
U.S. RECORDING COMPANY

Plan.& Eval.__
Spec. Inv._____  
Training 

Telephone Rm.__  
Director Sec’y___

v As you are aware, on December 31, 1975, SA Royce 
V. Colby, Radio Engineering Section, FBI Laboratory 
appeared, as requested, at the offices of captioned 
committee.

SA Colby was questioned under oath by staff 
members Richard Vermiere and Tim Oliphant, and the testimony 
was recorded by a court reporter.

The purpose of this memorandum is to advise and 
make a matter of record an ’’incident” which happened in4^ 
connection with the above testimony. The room which was 
to be used for the interview was being occupied by a staff 
member using the telephone. When staff member completed 
his telephone conversation he departed leaving the room 
available for Mr. Veniiere, Oliphant and Colby. Upon 
entering the room following Mr. Oliphant SA Colby noticed 
a crunched-up dollar bill lying on the floor just inside 
the door of the interview room. SA Colby picked the money 
up and gave it to Mr. Oliphant who at the same time asked 
if Colby had dropped it. Colby replied that he did not 
think the money belonged to him since he normally did not 
carry loose bills in his pocket. Oliphant then handed 
the dollar to Mr. Vermie^who departed from the room to 
determine if the previous occupant had dropped the bill. 
While waiting for Mr. Vermiere to return, Mr. Oliphant 
’’jokingly” remarked that this was just ’’one of our tricks 
to establish honesty" of the person about to be,, z

4
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Mr.
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Bassett 
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Wannall 
Cochran 
Harward
Colby
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Memorandum to Mr. Cochran
RE: HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE

INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES
U.S. RECORDING COMPANY

interviewed. "If the person claims the money, then we 
know his testimony will be suspect." At this point the 
court reporter entered the room followed by Mr. Vermiere 
and Mr. Oliphant immediately commenced the interview. 
No further reference to the dollar bill was made by any 
of the staff members including Mr. Vermiere who apparently 
had returned the dollar bill to the departed staff member.

SA Colby feels since he had no opportunity to 
pursue the statements made by Mr. Oliphant that it would 
be difficult to establish whether Mr. Oliphant was 
"joking" or whether this was in fact a "trick" to 
establish the credibility of SA Colby’s testimony. 
However, it is felt that the details of this encounter 
should be brought to the attention of the Bureau for 
information in the event similar tactics are employed 
by House Select Committee staff.

RECOMMENDATION: None. For information only.
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The Attorney General

Director, FBI

U. S. HOUSE SELECT CO134ITTEE
OH IWTELLIGEHCE ACTIVITIES (HSC)

>.«A. B. Adams

2 - Mr. J. A. Mintz
(1 - Mr. J. B. Hotis)

1 - Mr. H. N. Bassett
(Attn: R. P. Keehan) 

January 26, 1976

1 - Mr. J. Cochran (Route
Through For Review)

1 - Mr. J. L. Perrittee
1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall
1 - Mr. W. O. Cregar
1 - Mr. T. J. McNiff

Enclosed is the original of a memorandum 
reporting the results of an interview of a current Bureau < 
employee by HSC Staff Members. This interview concerned 
HSC inquiry into this Bureau’ s relationship with the *
U. S. Recording Company.

A copy of this memorandum is enclosed for ,. ' 4
fowarding to Hr. James A. Wilderotter, Associate Counsel r 
to the President.

It should be noted that Special Agent Joseph L. • 
Perritte, the employee interviewed, was released from his 
confidentiality agreement for the purpose of the above ‘
interview, such release predating the actual interview.

Enclosures (2)

62-116464

1 - The Deputy Attorney General
Attention: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr. 4 

Special Counsel for
Intelligence Coordination

Assoc. Dir* .____ _
Dep. AD Adm.
Dep. AD Inv, —

Asst. Dir.:
Admin. _______  
Comp. Syst. ___  
Ext. Affairs_ __ 
Files & Com. ._  
Gen. Inv._____
Ident.________ \

Inspection___I
Intell. . ...—.I 

Laboratory - „ », . 
Plan. & Eval. _ 
Spec. Inv.  
Training .... .

Legal Coun.^
Telephone Rm. .'L_

1 67 (Personnel File SA Joseph L. Perritte)

TJM:LhbJfa 
IX

.*

GPO 554-545TELETYPE UNIT



January 20, 1976

HOOSE SELECT CO134ITTEE OH 
INTEIXIGEITGE ACTIVITIES;
U. S. RECORDING COMPANY

On January 14, 1976, Special Agent Joseph L.
Perritte, Radio Engineering Section, FBI Laboratory, appeared 
as requested* at the offices of the captioned comittee. 
SA Perritte was questioned under oath for a period of approx
imately twenty minutes by staff members Tim Oliphant and 
Richard Vermiere. The oath r^as administered by Mr. Oliphant 
and no advice of rights was given. The proceedings were taken 
down by a court reporter, and it was requested that a copy of 
the transcript be furnished to the FBI Office of Congressional 
Affairs,

The first series of questions concerned SA Perritte‘s 
experience and current assignments in the Laboratory. The 
questioning then turned immediately to procurement procedures 
and specifically to the use of U. S. Recording Company as a 
"cut-out" or confidential source for procurement purposes. 
Questions were asked concerning the price mark-up applied by 
U. S. Recording and whether SA Perritte had any knowledge or 
improper conduct by Bureau personnel in connection with 
purchases made from U. S. Recording. SA Perritte was also 
asked whether he had any knowledge of purchases from Gus 
Gberdick or the Fargo Company. SA Perritte was asked whether 
he had any knowledge, or had heard any rumors concerning the 
development of a "bottle cap” being developed by Laboratory 
personnel and subsequently patented by Mr. Tolson. SA Perritte 
advised the staff members that he had no information concerning 
any of the above matters ,

Finally q long'list of equipment manufacturers and 
Ad©^* ADfAdm7ZZ vendors was given to SA Perritte and he'was asked if he could 

Dep. AD Inv, _ identify any ^qf the companies as companies from whom equipment 
A”'-Di,-:___ has been purchased. 4&drew companies listed such as Motorola, yf
comp"s7^Z Altec-Lansing.* Electronic Wholesalers, etc,. were recognized 1 7 
Ext. Affairs _ as companies whose products are used by the Bureau or from whoia 
File, 8,com. _ purchases have been made by the Bureau. *
Ident. _!---------- X f
Inspection_____'L'i \ \

(y
Spec. Inv_______ * '/

Training_______
Legal Coun._____ 
Telephone Rm.__  
Director Sec’y___ MAIL ROOM 1 1 TELETYPE UNIT 1 1
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CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE

SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 
BEFORE COMPLETING.

TO: Intelligence Community Staff
ATTN: Central Index

FROM:

FBI

SUBJECT: Abstract of Information Provided to Select Committees

HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate term. If a document was made available 
for review but not transmitted, so note.)

2. DATE PROVIDED

| DOCUMENT
[briefing lx I interview | [testimony I |OTHER 1/26/76

3. TO WHOM PROVIDED (check appropriate term; add specific names if appropriate)

ssc

HSC

The Attorney General with a copy for forwarding to 
the White House

4. IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identi ficat ion number of briefer, 
interviewee, testifier and subject)

Memorandum reporting results of an interview by HSC Staff 
Members of incumbent SA Joseph L. Perritte

5. IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number if in response to formal request, other
wise state verbal request of (name), initiative, subpoena, etc.)

NA

6. CLASSIFICATION of 
INFORMATION Center 
U, C, S, TS or 
Codeword)

U

7. KEY WORDS (enter the appropriate key words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are 
used underline for emphasis)

Operating procedures

8. SUMMARY (see reverse side before completing this item)

Interviewed regarding procurement procedures and specificially 
from the U.S. Recording Co.

62-ii6®ea
FMK: fmk 
(4) ORIGINAL VIA LIAISON TO CENTRAL COMMUNITY INDEX 

IN CONNECTION WITH HOUSTUDY

379 I (6-75)
CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE
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INSTRUCTIONS

• Type or print clearly in ink.

• Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom.

• Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required.

• "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information. ' - .

* * , -

If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) o,r‘changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 
copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated.

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY - enter brief narrative statement describing 
substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 
should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 
noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 
e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 
interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 
is provided, that‘fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 
pages may be attached if necessary.
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FROM

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CF» 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
MR

d.w. moos JR

subject: U.S. HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

P

date: 1/22/76

Assoc. Dir._____  
Dep. AD Adm._ 
Dep. AD Inv._

Asst. Dir.:
Admin.________  
Comp. Syst.____ 
Ext. Affairs___  
Files & Com.__  
Gen. Inv.______
Ident.__________ 
Inspection_____  
Intell. _________  
Laboratory_____ 
Legal Coun.___
Plan.& Eval.__  
Spec. Inv._____  
Training 

Telephone Rm.__  
Director Sec’y___

Attached is letterhead memorandum concerning
December 9, 1975 andinterview of Tim Oliphant on 

myself.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information

Enc

ipppp' *
EJT ’ J.?* i • I Jut

1 - Mr
1 - Mr
1 - Mr

FEB 6 1976

Wannall
Cregar - Enc 
Mintz

1 - MrSDaly - Enc
1 -^Mr’. Moore

P

DWM:jo 
(6)

1 7 1976 Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
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January 23r 1976

' V.l. S00S3 SELECT CU&XSrai* 08 XWTU£X^^£ ACT&XTX&S 

ISiTBSyXEW OF ASSISTANT OX»K!TQR iX®L» ». MOORS, JR.

On Deaaabar >, 1975, Tixa Oliphant, souse Select 
Coras! ttea, «?o»tact©d ate personally regarding peter gases 
which X attended at Sergers Ferry. Mr* Oliphant was interested 
in knowing hew many time X attended such gases and X 
indicated, sty 'first attes^anaa was in Hoveaber, 1974 and the 
last in A?a;il, 1975. • ' ■

' Oliphant was interested in Mowing what the cost .. 
involved and to when it was -paid, x indicated that X was. 
invited by focser Assistant to the Director j.p. Mohrand 
AWaVAA isMWIw SiJmk* e*tvvwaBORB**> vistAjr wwww qF«w»w wetJMr *»W AbJXKiA'*' 
$3S. Tbisaoney was paid to «f* J.R* Mohr, and’ was paid to 
leirttM?' '4*lklSW dhWtrkMMSMi an W4Ffttl* *JCE Iftrlrti WSf Sis* '■AZaMMfw wmM*. w» <4? ^Wm>JL W Caatt* A> w AWW^JMay a ■ SM9
asked if X. knew the other individuals in attendance. X 
indicated that X was introdatad. to all present but was unable 
to resell, their professions or with whos they were associated 
other than obviously Bureau personnel. - So asked. if and when 
X bscana acquainted with Joe twit of u,S. Recording. X 
indicated that X ®«t fir. Tait on ay initial trip in Tioveiaber* ' 
1974, aM. again saw hi® in April, 197S. At that time X was 
unaware with whs* Mr. Tait was associated until nost rsKrently 
when it was puMlsbeil that Mr. Tait was, in fast* President 
of U.S. Recording company.

Mr. Oliphant was Oesiroas of knowing if I* at any 
else during attendance at tarp&rs Ferry, overheard or engaged 
in any coavernations involving U.S. According. Kaiser riactronics 
proaureo&nt of Bureau supplies and/or equipaant or any other - 
discuasioss concerning official matters of the FUI. I indicated 
to ifr. Oliphant that this was strictly a social gathering and 
X was savor involved in nor did X ever overhear any conversa
tions relating to ills question, X reiterated that X was there 
as a guest to ba in the ccopany of associates, uarely to 
socialise and not to engage in m discuss official business.

:^r* Oliphant indicated he had no further questions 
and appreciated ary cooperation in answering his questions.

T - Personnel file of Donald W.Moore,Jr.
NOTE: See Memo Moore to Mintz "U.S.HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE OH .

^ttosu^



The Attorney General

Director, FBI

0
U. S. H^USE SELECT COMMITTEE
OK INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC)

1 "Mr. J. B. Adams
2 - Mr. J. A. Mintz

(1 - Mr. J. B. Hotis)
1 - Mr, H. N. Bassett

(Attn: R. P. Keehan)
January 21, 1976

1 - Mr, J. Cochran, Jr. (Route 
Through For Review)

1 - Mr. G. Stevens;
1 - Mr. R.\ V. Colby
1 - Mr. W. k. Wannall
1 - Mr. W. 0., Cregar
1 - Mr. T. J. McNiff

Enclosed are the originals of two memoranda 
reporting the interviews of two current Bureau employees 
by HSC Staff Members. Both interviews are related tc^ the 
HSC inquiry into this Bureau’s relationship with the l;
U. S. Recording Company. t*

Also enclosed is an additional copy of each * 
memorandum for forwarding to Mr. James A. Wilderotter, \ 
Associate Counsel to the President. ?

Enclosures (4) .

62-116464

1 - The Deputy Attorney General 
Attention: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr

Special Counsel for 
Intelligence Coordination

File Wilbur G. SteveritS
File Royce V. Colby

(16)

GPO : 1975 0 - 569-920TELETYPE UNIT

1 Personnel
1 - Personnel

‘ TJMflhbl^^
Assoc. Dir. JLii— 

Dep. AD Adm. _  
Dep. AD Inv. —

Asst. Dir.;
Admin. —
Comp. Syst. ------  

Ext. Affairs------ 
Files & Com. — 
Gen. Inv. . .
Ident. —
Inspection . ,, _
Intell.  ----------y
Laboratory , —? 

Plan. & Evol. — 
Spec. Inv. ,, —
Training -—•

Legal Coun. —
Telephone Rm. — 
Director Sec’y -—

- FEB \0 1976



Jatmary- 15, 1976

HOUSE SELECT COM HATER Oil 
INTELLICTCE ACTIVITIES; 
u.s. rbcobdw gompam

1 - Mr. Bassett
1 - Mr. Mintz
1 - Mr. Walsh
1 - Mr. Wannall
1 - Mr. Cochran
1 - Mr. Harward
1 - Mr. Colby

On December 31, 1975, SA Royce V. Colby, Radio 
Section, FBI Laboratory, appeared, ns requested 

at the offices of captioned committee. For a period of 
approximately twenty* five minutes, SA Colby was questioned 
under oath by staff menbers Richard Vemiere and Tin 
Oliphant. Oath was administered Uy an unknown individual 
who Oliphant described as the stuff member authorized to 
administer oaths, since he, Oliphant, stated he was not 
authorized to do so. After administering oath this staff 
nether innediately departed from interview room. The 
entire interview was taken down by a court reporter, and 
request was made by the Office of Congressional Affairs 
to obtain a transcript of SA Colby’s testimony. SA Colby 
was not advised of his rights, prior to, or at any tine 
during the testimony. '

The questioning first concerned SA Colby’s 
assignments in the W Radio Matters Unit of the Laboratory 
and the relationship this unit has in connection with the 
procuroncnt of radio equipment from U.S. Recording Company. 
The staff was particularly interested in understanding 
our procedures for handling requisitions and whether 
SA Colby had any information, rumor or otherwise, con-

Assoc. Dir. , 
Dep. AD Adm._ 
Dep. AD Inv._

Asst. Dir.: 
Admin, _ 
Comp. Syst.__  
Ext. Affairs __  
Files & Com._ 
Gen. |nv.______ 
Ident. .. .
Inspection_____  
Intell. _________  

Laboratory - 
Plan. & Eval. _  
Spec. Inv. _____  
Training_______ .

Legal Coun. - 
Telephone Rm.__  
Director Sec’y .. ,

Recording Company. SA Colby briefly obtained procurement 
procedures and advised sine© the purchasing was handled 
by another division, he had no Imowledgo of actual costs 
of HI radio transceivers purchased by the Bureau through 
this source. g.-.

(10)

MAIL ROOM

. r>„

WlGINAL AND ONE COPY‘.TO, AG

'H<

TELETYPE UNIT
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IPUSE SE1SCT OJ
BrxELUGMM ACTIVITIES;
U. S. HECOUDIKG COL^iUY

Questioning further concerned relationship 
between Kr. ^bordick of the Fargo Company, lir. Joe Tate (ph) 
(I. S. according Company, and W. John P. kohr. Vx. Colby 
advised he know ©f all these persons but was not per
sonally acquainted with any of them, other than to have 
met Joe late briefly on a couple occasions. SA Colby also 
advised he had been in telephone contact with X&. Tate on 
a few occasions concerning repair and warranty work being 
done on equipment previously purchased from U. S. Recording 
Company.

- 2 -
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62-116464

1 - Mr. J. Cochran
1 - Mr. W. G. Stevens
1 - Mr. W. 0. Cregar
1 - Mr. T. J. McNiff

January 19, 1976

HOUSE SELECT COXHITTEE OH 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC);

U. S. RECORDING COMPANY

On December 29, 1975, Special Agent (SA) 
Wilbur G. Stevens, Radio Engineering Section, FBI 
Laboratory, was interviewed by HSC Staff Members Richard 
Vermiere and James Oliphant at the Rayburn House Office 
Building, Washington, D. C. SAs Danny o. Coulson and 
James Stassinos, FBI Legal Counsel Division, accompanied 
SA Stevens to the Rayburn Building but were not present 
during the actual interview. SA Stevens at no time was 
advised of his legal rights and he was, prior to the 
interview, placed under oath by the Chief Counsel for 
the HSC. The interview lasted approximately 1 hour and 
20 minutes, and SA Stevens was advised that the FBI would 
be furnished with a transcript containing the results of 
the interview.

At the outset, SA Stevens was asked to explain 
his supervisory duties in connection with his position as 
Unit Chief of Security Countermeasures Unit. SA Stevens 
replied that his responsibilities concerned: technical 
security surveys for Bureau officials as well as other 
highly placed members of the United States Government;

' supplying and maintaining, for field use, all types of 
Assoc. Dir. --------- tape recording devices utilized in authorized technical

investigations; installation, maintenance and service of 
ASst. Dir.. alarm systems installed in each Resident Agency throughout 

Comp. Syst. ---- the field; and supervision of case examination work in 
FUesTcomT connection with magnetic tape and voiceprint analysis.

n TJM:lhb|kb ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY TO AG
Inspection ..
Intell. —■ 
Loboratory -------- 
Plan. & Eval. —
Spec. Inv. .---------  
Training .

Legal Coun. --------  
Telephone Rm. — 
Director Sec’y-----

(7)

MAIL ROOM I I
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H^USE SELECT COMMITTEE OH 
TJTELLIGEJCE ACTIVITIES (HSC);
U. S. RECORDING COMPAHI

SA Stevens was then questioned concerning 
policies followed by the Bureau Laboratory regarding the 
purchase of technical equipment* HSC Staff Members 
were advised that purchasing by the Laboratory and Radio 
Engineering Section of such equipment was accomplished 
by the preparation of a requisition or by recommendation 
through a memorandum prepared for that purpose. It was 
explained that these requests were normally sent to the 
Laboratory Division head who, if he approved, signed the 
request and then forwarded it to the Administrative 
Division for the necessary purchasing action. Prices 
of such equipment, appearing either on the requisition 
or memorandum, were normally obtained from catalogs 
indicating the purchase price of such items. HSC Staff 
Members then asked whether nr not the Laboratory helped 
to establish a profit margin for such equipment when 
purchased on a confidential basis from the U. S. Recording 
Company. SA Stevens replied that to his knowledge the 
profit margin of such purchases was never negotiated by 
Bureau Laboratory personnel.

HSC Staff Members then inquired concerning any 
business or social relationships SA Stevens may have had 
with Joseph Tait, President, U. S. Recording Company, 
and any social relationships SA Stevens may have had 
with former Assistant to the Director John P. Mohr. 
SA Stevens advised that he had no social relationships 
with Joseph Taitj however, a limited business relationship 
did exist between the two. With regard to Mr» Mohr, 
SA Stevens added that he had been to a Social function 
at which John Mohr was present. HSC Staff Members then 
inquired concerning any personal favors that possibly could 
have been rendered to Hr. Mohr by SA Stevens. SA Stevens

- 2 -
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IMUSE SELECT COX££TXEE OXI 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC);
U. S. RECORDING COMPANY

replied that he could only remcnbor one instance in which 
some magnetic tape recordings had been prepared for the 
personal use of Kr» Mohr. With regard tn an HSC inquiry 
concerning any knowledge SA Stevens nay possess regarding 
an automobile belonging to Hr. Mohr which may have been 
worked on by personnel of the Bureau Laboratory, SA Stevens 
replied he vaguely recalled sone rumors to that effect 
but he could not recall specific information regarding 
the tine he heard these rumors or the source of this 
information.

SA Stevens replied in the negative when asked 
if he had attended any poker parties at which Messrs. Mohr 
or Tait were present. When asked concerning any business 
relationships SA Stevens may have had with either Gus 
^berdick and/or the Fargo Company, Stevens advised that he 
was acquainted with ^berdick and that he had had limited 
business relationships with the Fargo Company, which firm 
he knew handled the sales of police-type equipment. HSC 
Staff Members concluded the interview by asking SA Stevens 
whether he had any relationships with Martin Kaiser of the 
Martin L. Kaiser Company of Baltimore. SA Stevens advised 
that he had had some business dealings with 12c. Kaiser 
and that he was acquainted with him*

It should be noted that SA Stevens was released 
from his confidentiality agreement with the FBI for the 
purpose of the above interview, release predating the 
actual interview.

NOTE:
Results of above interview were obtained from a 

rough-draft memorandum prepared by SA Stevens dated 1/8/76 
setting forth the results of the interview to the best of 
his recollection.

- 3 -
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The Attorney General with a copy for forwarding to the 
White House

4. IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
interviewee, testifier and subject)

Memorandum reporting the results of interviews by HSC Staff 
Members of SA’s Wilbur G. Stevens and Royce V. Colby
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INSTRUCTIONS
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Director, FBI

1 - Mr. J. B. Adams
2 - Mr, J. A. Mintz

(1 - Mr. J. B. Hotis)
1 - Mr, H. N. Bassett;

The Attorney General (Attn: R. P. Keehan) January 20, 1976

U. S. HOUSESELECT CC^ITTEE
OH IN^LIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC)

1 -Mr. J. Cochran (Route 
Through for Review)

1 - Mr, W. M. Mooney 
(Attn: J. M. Kirsch)

1 - Mr. E. W. Walsh (Route 
Through For Review)

1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall
1 - Mr>. W. 0. Cregar
1 - Mr. T. J. McNiff

Enclosed are the originals of memoranda reporting 
the interviews of nine current Bureau employees by 
representatives of the HSC. All interviews are related 
to the HSC inquiry into this Bureau’s relationship with 
the V. S. Recording Company. Also enclosed is an additional
copy of each memorandum for forwarding to Mr. James A, 
Wilderotter, Associate Counsel to the President,

In addition to interviews recorded in the
enclosed memoranda, former Bureau Laboratory employee V 
Special Agent Joseph Leo Gormley and former Special Agent 
in Charge, Baltimore7~Thomas Farrow, were similarly 
contacted for interview on January 7, 1976, and December 8, 
1975, respectively. Mr. Gormley advised HSC representatives 
that he. had no personal dealings with U. S. Recording 
Company and had no knowledge of the Bureau's and/or former 
Assistant to the Director John P, Mohr’s dealings with 
that- company. The interview was terminated at that point

62-116464

Assoc. Dir. _____  
Dep. AD Adm. _  
Dep. AD Inv. _

Asst. Dir.; 
Admin. 
Comp. Syst. ■ - 
Ext. Affairs __  
Files & Com. _
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Legal Coun. _____
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The ZXtnraey General

Mx* Farrow advised HSC representatives that he would 
discuss irith then any social activity in which ho partici
pated at the Blue Kidgc Hod and Gm Club, Harper’s Ferry, 
Hast Virginia, but ha would first have to secure approval 
from FBI Headquarters before any official discussion could 
be entered into concerning G. S, According Company. At 
that point HSC Stuff Members discontinued their contact 
with Hr* Farrow. It should bo noted that Mr. Farrow was 
released from his confidentiality agreement with the 
Bureau on Pecember 13, 1975, but no information has been 
received at 231 Headquarters that ISC Stuff Members had 
reinitiated their contact with Hr. Furrow.

Enclosures (18)

1 - The deputy Zittoraey General
.attention; Michael E. Shaheen, Jr.

Special Counsel for 
Intelligence Cnardimtlon

- 2 -
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62-116464 January 13, 1976

H^OSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC) 
U. S. RECORDING COMPANY

On December 9, 1975, Special Agent (SA) John M. 
Kirsch was interviewed at the J. Edgar Hoover Building, 
Washington, D. C,» by Mr, Timothy Oliphant in the presence 
of SA Paul Daly, Mr. Oliphant, who is representing 
Congressman Pike’s Committee, inquired concerning social 
activities at Harper’s Ferry, West Virginia. SA Kirsch 
advised that he had attended two such gatherings primarily 
composed of Bureau personnel (present and former) during 
early 1974, the first such occasion being in January or 
February and the second a few months later, probably April, 
1974. In response to Mr, Oliphant’s question as to who 
invited SA Kirsch to attend Harper’s Ferry, he was advised 
that SA Kirsch attended at the invitation of Assistant to
the Director, Deputy Associate Director Thomas J. Jenkins 
who was at that time Assistant Director in charge of 
Training Division. Mr. Oliphant asked what the costs were 
for meals and lodging at Harper’s Ferry and SA Kirsch 
advised that at best he could recall the costs were not
excessive and probably $12 to $15 covered the entire affair. 
Certainly no more than $20 was expended at either of the 
two outings by SA Kirsch. SA Kirsch did not recall exactly 
who collected for the meals but believes it was probably 
Mr. John Mohr. Mr. Oliphant asked what the table stakes 

Anoc'fn E— were at Harper’s Ferry and SA Kirsch advised that, while - Dep. AD Adm. — *- ' * *

Dep. AD Iny---- he could not recall specifically* he believed they were 
A^':rather low, perhaps- 10$ and 25$.

HiesTcom^ SA Kirsch was specifically asked if he had/ met

Gen. in________ Tait at which he replied that he had met him on one 
Inspection .--------  or two occasions but that he wouldn’t know Joe Tait if he 
m..ii------------------Eet him on the street. He was then asked if he knew
Plan. & Eval.—
Spec. Inv. .---------  TJM:lhb
Tra in ing , —— . ‘

Legal Coun. , — \
Telephone Rm. —
Director Sec’y ----- MAIL ROOM I 1

''
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WSE SELECT CUTTIES Oil IhT^IGEKCE ACTIVITIES (HSC) 
RE: U. S. iJXORDIKG COMPART

Mr. Gus Oberdick. SZi Hirsch advised that he has seen
Hr. Oberdick a half do^cn occasions during the past 20 years 
and noted that Mr. oberdick was a friend of former Special 
Agent in Charge (SAC) Henry Sinan. SA Kirsch stated that 
he did not believe Gus oberdick vnuld know him if he uerc 
to seo hin on the street. Hr. Oliphant asked if SA Kirsch 
had ever been assigned to the Administrative Division to 
which he replied no. Ih:. Oliphant asked if SA Kirsch had 
ever arranged for the purchase of any lax? enforcement 
equipment from Hr. oberdick to which he replied no.
Mr* Oliphant asked if SA Kirsch had ever recommended any type 
of weapon or equipment be purchased in the police line at 
which time he was advised that SA Kirsch had in fact* as 
part of his duties, made recommendations for a variety of 
such purchases over the past several years. He was advised 
that the only large purchase of firearms with which SA Kirsch 
had anything to do Tias the acquisition of military weaponry 
from the Department of Defense for use by EBI Apprehension 
Teams.

NOTE:
Results of above interview x/ere copied from 

memorandum W. M. Mooney to Mr. Jenkins, captioned *’Houstudy," 
dated 12/10/75, prepared by JMK/jmt, Bufile 62-116464-223.
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HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

SA Vervcn stated that he was not acquainted in any 
manner with a person by the name of Obordick, He stated 
that ho was aware that a firm with a name similar to Fargo, 
International, marketed electronic surveillance equipment, 
but that he had not had occasion to make any purchases from 
such a firm, When questioned concerning a bottle capper 
invention allegedly patented by Mr. Tolson, SA Verven advised 
he had no knowledge concerning the matter. In reply to 
questions concerning personal services provided at the homes 
of Bureau officials, SA Verven stated that he was aware of 
periodic visits made by Radio Engineering Section personnel 
to the homes of Bureau officials for the purpose of chocking 
their telephones and telephone lines for the presence of 
electronic surveillance devices. He further advised that he 
was aware of some television servicing being provided in order 
that outside persons would not have access to the. Bureau 
official*s home with the possibility of such persons 
electronically compromising the promises. ,

In reply to a question concerning the method of 
determining the price of electronic items purchased, SA Verven 
stated that the major portion of his purchases consisted of 
radio test equipment and that almost all of such tost 
equipment was purchased from GSA Schedule, He stated further 
that prices on equipment not available on GSA Schedule wore 
obtained from the supplier*s catalog, with little or no price 
discounting experienced with -this type of equipment.

** 2 •“
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HOUSE SELECT COMMIT® OH BUT3XIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC) 
u. s. record™ company

On December 9, 1975, Mr. G. S. McMichael, 
Section Chief, Procurement and Administrative Services 
Section, Administrative Division, in the presence of 
Special Agent Dennis Miller, legal Counsel Division, 
was interviewed by Mr. Timothy Oliphant, HSC Staff Member. 
Ho notes were taken during the interview by above-named 
Bureau personnel. However, the following questions and 
answers as recorded on paper the same date as the interview 
from the recollection of Mr. McMichael are set forth:

Q. How long have you known Mr. Tait?

A* Fro® the early fifties.

Q. Has the Bureau purchased confidential equipment 
other than from U. S. Recording Company?

A. Yes.

Q. How do you know what equipment should be purchased 
through a “cut out”?

A. The decision is determined by the Laboratory and
Assoc. Dir. _,,, 

Dep. AD Adm. _  
Dep. AD Inv. —

is so set forth on the requisitions

Asst. Dir.:
Admin. ___ _____
Comp. Syst.___  
Ext. Affairs ------ 
Files & Com. ---  
Gen. Inv._ ------ .
Ident. _

Who in the Laboratory makes the decision that 
the equipment should be purchased through a 

’but out”?

jaent. _
inspection— TJM:lhb ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY TO AG SEE NOTE PAGE 3
Infell------------------
Laboratory ~ 
Plan. & Eval. — 
Spec. Inv. ______
Training------------

Legal Coun. .
Telephone Rm. —
Director Sec*y-----
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select owiitxxe on ii^u.iGEncE acttvitics (HSC) 
IX: U.S. iXCORDILG GOI^IY

A. The request received by the Administrative 
Division cones from the Assistant Director’s 
Office of the Laboratory.

Q. Uho in the Bureau determines whether nr not the 
price is in line when purchasing through a 
“cut nut“?

A. The Administrative Division depends upon the 
Laboratory to advise when the price is nut of line.

Q. Did Hr. Tait spend lots of time in Hr. Mohr’s 
office?

A. lint tn my knowledge.

Q. Did Hr. fait spend lots of time in the Laboratory?

xlk Hot to my knowledge.

Q, Do you know about any confidential papers being 
taken to Harper’s Ferry to be destroyed?

A. Absolutely not.

Q. Have you ever been out socially with Hr. fait?

A, Yes. I have had lunch with others whan Hr. Tait 
was present.

Q. Did ynu ever see Mr. Tait pick up the bill?

A. Mot to my knowledge.

- 2 -
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irusn SELECT C^MUTEE OH IHTE1LIGESCE ACTIVITIES (HSC) 
HE: U. S. HECOHDIHG COMPACT

Q» Did any non-Govewment cnplnyaQs, present nr 
former, other than Er. Tait and Mr. ^berdicl: 
play cards in the group at Harper’s Ferry?

A. Hat that I recall.

Q. Who invited you tn play?

A. Mr. J. P. Mohr.

Q. Did you pay?

A, Yes. $35.00.

Q. When purchasing items from Mr. ^bardick, uhat 
method is used?

A, Mr, ^berdick’s company is not used as a "cut nut.*’ 
He quotes on items the same as other companies* 
Sometimes he is low and sometimes he is high.

Q. Xs Mr. ^berdick over given preferential treatment 
over other companies?

A. Absolutely not.

Q. Are the majority of purchases made by the FBI 
taken from GSA contracts?

A. Yes.

NATE: Material was copied from memorandum G. S. McMichael
to Mr. Walsh, captioned ’’Interview - Pike Committee,” dated 

12/9/75, prepared by GSM:sam.



1 - Mr. Bassett
1 - Mr. Mintz
1-Mr. Walsh
1 - Mr. Wannall
1 - Mr. Cochran
1 - Mr. Harward

DoeemberSO, 1070

HOUSE SELECT COKaaTTEB 
IKTBLOGBNCE ACTIVITIES; 
u. s. bbcowkg cowajiy

Ga December 17,1970, staff members Tim and 
fUehord Vermeire tit the captioned Committee met with Assistant 
Director ^yj^ochran, who is in charge of the TBI Laboratory. 
The purpose oHhe meeting was to discuss Be Bureau* s procedures 
for procuring technical equipment with particular reference to that 
procured Brough confidential channels; namely, U. S. Recording 
Company. The discussion was not under oath nor was any written 
Statement provided.

fix response to questioning Hr. Cochran advised Hessrs. 
Oliphant and Vermeire that he has been assigned to the Laboratory 
since September, 1973, first as the Deputy Assistant Director 
and Bea in 1W of Ms year as the Assistant Director ♦ They wore 
also advised that prior to September, 1073, he bad not hem involved 
in nor familiar with any procurement procedures utilized by the 
Bureau with regard to technical equipment. '

Assoc. Dir. _____  
Dep. AD Adm. _ 
Dep. AD Inv. _

Asst. Dir.:
Admin, ________  
Comp. Syst.____ 
Ext. Affairs____ 
Files & Com. ___

Hr. Cochran advised them that the general procedure for 
procuring technical equipment is as follows: the Laboratory is 
responsible for specifying mid recommending Be purchase of all 
technical equipment based upon our knowledge of the* Wte of the 
art” and on existing need of Be Burma for particular equipment. 
This need and justification togeBer wiB cpoemcations for Ba 
equipment, as w<31 as Be estimated cost, are furnished Be 
Administrative Division with a recommendation Bat purchase bo 
made. The cost figures furnished are determined from available 
industry sources, manuBctorer*s listed! prices, sad general 
Imowledge of Be particular area. & Bose instances where Be

Gen. Inv, .
Ident. _
Inspection -
Intel). __________ 
Laboratory _____
Plan. & Eval. __ 

Spec. Inv. ______ 
Training

Legal Coun. .

JCtoms 
(9 )

Director Sec’y___ TELETYPE UNIT

See cover memo J. Cochran, Jr. to Mr. Jenkins dated 
12/29/75 captioned ’’HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON

ELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES; U. S. RECORDING COMPANY.
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HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE OH 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES;
U. S. RECORDING COMPANY

nature of Sie equipment or the technique represented by the 
equipment is of a confidential nature, the request contains a 
statement from the Laboratory that it should be purchased 
through confidential channels. Thereafter, the purchasing 
arrangements are handled by the Administrative Division of 
the FBI.

Messrs. Oliphant and Vermeire inquired as to whether or 
not the ultimate purchase price paid is subsequently furnished to 
the Laboratory for verification and justification of the reasonableness 
of any mark-up occasioned by the use of confidential channels of 
procurement, Mr. Cochran advised them that as a general rule, 
the Laboratory does not have occasion to see the actual payment 
order issued for the equipment purchased under these circumstances. 
They inquired if Mr. Cochran felt a system of requiring Laboratory review of 
confidential procurement mark-ups would be desirable from the standpoint 
of ensuring they were reasonable and justified. Mr. Cochran stated the 
Laboratory’s position is that such mark-ups are not occasioned by technical. 
considerations, but are based on an operational need falling within the 
procurement responsibility of the Administrative Division. In these 
circumstances we are paying for a service - confidentiality. The fact 
that past experience with U.S. Recording Company lias boon highly 
favorable in terms of fringe benefits - warranty service, prompt 
repairs, procurement of scarce items, and the like - are important 
factors, but not the main concern in determining reasonableness of 
any mark-up.
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1 - Mr. Bassett
1 - Mr. Mintz

December 17, 1975

INTERVIEW OF ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR JAMES B. ADAMS 
BY TIM OLIPHANT OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 
CONCERNING U. S. RECORDING COMPANY

On December 9, 1975, Assistant to the Director James-B. 
Adams.was interviewed by Tim Oliphant of the House Select Committee 
on Intelligence in the presence of Special Agent John Dennis Miller 
of the FBI Legal Counsel Division. The stated purpose of the interview 
was concerning Mr. Adams* attendance at a poker game at the Blue 
Ridge Rod and Gun Club, Harpers Ferry, VZest Virginia.

Mr. Adams reported that at the invitation of former Assistant 
to the Director John P. Mohr he attended one of the social gatherings 
during the first half of 1974. He could not provide the exact date but 
believed it was in the spring of 1974. The guests arrived Friday evening 
and departed around Saturday noon. The expenses were shared by the 
participants, Mr* Adams recalling that immediately upon arriving 
Friday evening he was met at the door by Mr. Mohr who advised 
Mr. Adams that Mr. Adams’ share of the expenses was $25. This amount 
was paid in cash immediately upon arriving and was to cover the cost of 
the dinner Friday night, breakfast Saturday morning, a snack at Saturday 
noon, and lodging*

There were a number of guests present including present and 
former FBI employees and present and former Central Intelligence Agency 
employees as well as other present or former Government employees. It 
was strictly a social affair and no business was discussed.

Assoc. Dir._____  
Dep. AD Adm._ 
Dep. AD Inv. -

Asst. Dir.: 
Admin. - .
Comp. Syst.___  
Ext. Affairs___ 

. Files & Com.__
Gen. Inv.______  
Ident._________  
Inspection .
Intell. _________  
Laboratory_____ 
Plan. & Eval.__ 
Spec. Inv.______ 
Training

Legal Coun._____ 
Telephone Rm.__  
Director Sec*y — -

NW 68486

Although such outings had taken place over a period of time, 
this was the first and only attendance by Mr. Adams. It was Mr. Adams’ 
recollection that it was subsequent to attending that he learned that Joe 

was the member of the Blue Ridge Club through whose courtesy the 
facilities of the Club were made available, with the attendees paying all 
the expenses. Mr. Tait was in attendance as was Gus Oberdick, neither 
of whom was a present or former Government employee to Mr. Adams’ 
knowledge. / A .

JBAzamsyA
K(6) ' See cover memorandum J. B.' Adkins

Mr. Callahan, 12/17/75, U. S.
matt, room i i TET.KTYPE unit i i Company^ .Interview by Pike Committee. *’ 
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INTERVIEW OF ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR JAMES B. ADAMS 
BY TIM OLIPHANT OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 
CONCERNING U. S. RECORDING COMPANY

Bi response to questions, W. Adams advised that ho did not 
believe he had over heard of the U. S. Recording Company until recently, 
nor was he specifically aware of Mr. Tait's employment with that Company. 
He was aware that W. Oberdick represented Federal Laboratories and 
believed he had been aware of such fact for several years. He believed 
he had met Mr. Tait and Mr. Oberdick sometime after commencing his 
assignment to Sir. Mohr’s office as Inspector and Number One Man in 
April, 1971. He recalled both had visited W. Mohr’s office, he having 
seen them in the reception room on a couple of occasions. It was pointed 
out that Adams’ office and desk at that time were located in such a 
manner that he was unable to see visitors entering or leaving the reception 
room, located between Mr, Mohr's office and Mr. Adams’ office.

Mr. Adams outlined his assignments at FBI Headquarters and 
pointed out that these assignments would not have involved him in 
procurement matters, even while assigned to Mr. Mohr's office from 
April, 1971, until July, 1972. There was a delineation of work assign
ments to facilitate the flow of mail whereby Mr. Adams did not as a matter 
of course review matters going in to Mr. Mohr from subordinate divisions 
unless such matters fell within the purview of Mr. Adams' responsibilities. 
Purchase matters and procurement matters were not included among 
Sir. Adams' responsibilities. Furthermore, when Mr. Mohr would be on 
leave he would be relieved by one of the Assistant Directors under his 
supervision, generally Mr. Callahan of the Administrative Division. 
Accordingly, during the normal course of business Mr. Adams would have 
had no occasion to seo any matters pertaining to U. S. Recording Company 
and he has no recollection of over having seen such or been aware of any 
activities of that Company until just recently.

Mr. Adams was asked concerning recent publicity to the effect 
that certain files might have been removed from Mr. Hoover's office and 
taken up to the Blue Ridge Club for burning and he advised that he had 
absolutely no knowledge whatsoever concerning any such alleged activity. 
He pointed out that a thorough inspection inquiry had been conducted with 
statements being taken under oath from all pertinent parties without 
developing any information that any official files had been removed from 
Mr. Hoover's office and destroyed surreptitiously. Mr. Adams expressed 
the hope that the House Committee might see fit to subpoena the writer of 
such articles and attempt to force him to reveal the source of the allegation 
in order that Hie matter might be further resolved.
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December 13, 1975

INTERVIEW OF INSPECTOR THOMAS J. FEEKEY. JR., BY TIM 
OLIPHANT OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 
CONCERNING IT. S. RECORDING COMPANY

I was interviewed by Tim Oliphant of the House Select Committee 
on Intelligence on December 9, 1975. The purpose of the interview was 
essentially to develop my attendance at the Blue Ridge Rod and Gun Club, 
Hillsboro, Virginia. Mr. Oliphant briefly advised me how my name was 
obtained by the Committee, stating that it appeared on a list of names 
which Jolin Mohr had identified as attendees at the Club for the purpose 
of playing poker.

' Mr. Oliphant asked me how many times I had been up to the Club. 
I indicated I wasn't quite sure but would estimate that it was between sis 
and eight occasions, commencing approximately in 1970. I told 
Mr. Oliphant that the invitation was usually extended by Mr. Mohr and 
each attendee was requested to share the cost. I told him that I paid $25 
on each occasion except for th© last one which was $30. This fee covered 
room and board, and beverage if one desired, for Friday night and 
Saturday morning. Payment was made directly to Mr. Mohr immediately 
upon arrival.

Assoc. Dir. —
Dep. AD Adm._
Dep. AD Inv.__

Asst. Dir.:
Admin.________  

Comp. Syst.____ 
Ext. Affairs___  
Files & Com.__  
Gen. Inv. , 
Ident. __________ 
Inspection ._____
Intell.---------------- 
Laboratory _
Plan. & Eval._  
Spec. Inv. _ 
Training ,

Legal Coun.--------  
Telephone Rm.---- 
Director Sec*y _

Mr. Oliphant asked if I knew who the member of the Club was 
and I responded that while I did not know on my initial attendance I did 
subsequently learn that Mr. Joseph Tait was a Club member. He asked 
if I was aware Mr. Tait was connected with the U. S. Recording Company 
and I said I was not aware of this relationship until I read it in the news
papers. Mr. Oliphant then asked if I knew what Gus Oberdick did for a 
living and I told him I did not become aware of Mr. Oberdick's employment 
until one day I happened to see his name along with Fargo .Division while 
driving in the Kensington, Maryland, area. Since his name was an unusual 
one, I made inquiries as to whether this Oberdick was identical to Gus 
Oberdick and was advised that he was.
I^lmfs; r(6)

1 -Mr. Bassett p, 
1-Mr. Mintz ' sV* / . t , tv 7 4 /// 74/^11 J. u
Based on memo Feeney to Jenkins, 12-18-75, TJF:mfs. z nr
MAIL ROOM I I TELETYPE UNIT I I
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Interview of Inspector Thomas S. Feeney, Jr. 
by Tim Oliphant of the House Committee on 
Intelligence Concerning U« S. Recording Company

Llr. Oliphant queried as to whether or not there xjqtq other 
individuals who wore not current or former Bureau employees or 
current or retired Government employees who attended the Club. I 
told him the only individual I could think of off hand who would fit that 
category was Joo Eigenmann who I believed was with Metro. 
Mr. Oliphant then told me it was his belief that LIT. Eigenmann was 
connected with the Government. I was asked if any business was 
conducted during these poker affairs and I told him I did not and could 
not recall business being conducted. They were purely social affairs.

Mr. Oliphant asked how long I had been assigned to the 
Administrative Division and I replied from May, 1961, until my desig
nation as Mr. Jenkins* assistant in April, 1975. I told him that the 
major portion of my career in the Administrative Division was in the 
Personnel Section and that it was not until my assignment as 
W. Walsh’s deputy in September, 1973, that I had any supervisory 
responsibilities with respect to the other sections in the Administrative 
Division. Kir. Oliphant asked for the dates of my assignment as 
Kir. Walsh’s deputy and my check with the Personnel Section determined 
the dates to be September 6, 1973, to April 8, 1975. I explained to 
Mr. Oliphant that even though I participated in the overall management of 
the Division, Mr. Walsh assumsdprincfpol responsibility of the 
Procurement and Administrative Services Section. Mr. Olinlnnt asked 
if I could recall approving any contracts involving U .S. Recording 
Company and I advised I could not. I explained to him that I was not a 
Contracting Officer and if I had approved the action of a Contracting 
Officer I relied on the fact that the equipment requested was justified 
and tint we had sufficient funds to pay for same prior to the letting of the 
bid or purchase of the equipment.

Mr. Oliphant indicated to me that everyone he had talked to to 
date had related substantially the same information concerning the poker 
affairs. He was very cordial during the interview and thanked me for 
the information furnished.
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truss SELECT COMMITTEE 011 INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC) 
U. S. RECORDING COMPANY

On November 25, 1975, Eugene W. 3^alsh. 
Assistant Director, Administrative Division, FBI, was 
interviewed by HSC Staff Members Richard Vermiere and 
Timothy Oliphant in the office of Mr. Walsh, J. Edgar 
Hoover Building, Washington, D. C. The interview was 
not under oath, was not recorded and Mr* Walsh was not 
advised of his rights. Set forth below are the results 
of the interview as recorded on paper by Mr. Walsh 
from his recollection immediately upon conclusion of 
the interview.

The interview commenced with Staff Members 
asking for a general rundown on the manner in which 
procurement is handled within the FBI* Mr. Walsh 
explained that the Bureau adhered to Federal procurement 
regulations in this regard and advised that a copy of 
these regulations would be furnished to them. Mr* Walsh 
also explained the delegation of authority by the 
Attorney General to the Assistant Attorney General for 
Administration and the redelegation of this authority 
to the FBI Director to enter into contracts with 
certain limitations. It was explained that the FBI 
Director had in turn redelegated this authority, in 
accordance with regulations, to certain named Bureau

Dep. AD Inv. — officials including Mr. Walsh, and that Mr. Walsh was 
AsAsd’m^Z_______ generally responsible for serving as the Bureau contract

Comp. syst. _ officer. In response to a question as to what was the 
Files & Com.   biggest contract Mr. Walsh had ever administered, 

---- Mr. Walsh replied that it would be a contract amounting 
mX’oion_____ to just under 5 million dollars. HSC Staff Members
Intell. ...
Loboratory -------- J / V f t ’ » 1 '

P|.„. & Evol. _ TJM: Ihb ORIGINAL AND ONE.’. COPY TO AG
Spec. Inv. .. .........
Training |

Legal Coun. ____  y
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H^USE SELECT GWIT LEE OH liJTELLIGEECE ACTIVITIES (HSC) 
RE: U. S, RECORDIMG COMPART

experienced difficulty understanding the difference 
between procurement authority and authority to enter 
into contracts, and eventually their questions centered 
on Bureau contracts with U. S. Recording Company.

In response to specific questions, Hr. Walsh 
advised Staff Members that he was not acquainted with 
Ur. Joseph Tait, President of U« S. Recording Company, 
and that he was not aware of any specific documents 
which would show the origin of the Bureau’s relationship 
with that company. It was explained to them that the Bureau 
awarded confidential contracts on the basis of experience 
and prior relationship which demonstrated an ability 
to act responsibly in connection with such a contract. 
Mr. Ualsh advised, however, that there were no written 
guidelines concerning the above, but that was his feeling 
as to how a Confidential relationship was developed. 
Mr. Halsh recalled only one confidential contract which 
he hud signed as contracting officer with U. S. Recording 
Company and that contract was executed in June, 1575, 
in the approximate amount of $168,000. Mr. Ualsh stated 
that he had observed Federal procurement regulations 
and Department of Justice guidelines and that the 
contract had been personally approved by the Attorney 
General. HSC Staff Members did not ash, and no information 
was furnished them regarding the subject matter of the 
contract.

The interview then turned to a discussion of 
Mr. Mulsh’s recollection as tn who preceded him as 
Assistant Director of the Administrative Division, and 
Staff Members were advised that Mr. Ualsh had been 
preceded by Mr* H. P. Callahan, who had in turn been 
preceded by John P. Moh^ and before him Mr. Glavin. 
Staff Members inquired as to Bureau positions held by 
Mr. Mohr, to which Mr. Walsh responded that Mr. Mohr

- 2 -
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had been Assistant tn the Director (Administrative) 
prior tn his retirement and at one time had been an 
Administrative Assistant tn Kr. Tolson. In response tn 
specific questions concerning his relationship with 
Ur, Uohr, Hr. Walsh advised that they had never exchanged 
visits to each other’s homes with one exception and that 
was the occasion of the wadding of Ur. Mohr*s daughter 
when Ur, Walsh did visit the residence of Ur. Mohr.
Staff Members asked whether or not Hr. Walsh had seen any of 
the gifts that had been given to Ur. Kohr upon the 
latter’s retirement from the FBI and they particularly 
mentioned two gold-plated .38 caliber revolvers fashioned 
into bookends. Hr. Walsh replied that he had no 
recollection of ever seeing these bookends, Staff Hembers 
then asked whether associates in the FBI customarily 
gave gifts to departing officials, to which Ur. Walsh 
responded that departing Assistant Directors and higher 
officials were presented with their badges suitably 
mounted, a retirement plaque and gold cuff links. They 
then asked as to whether other retirement gifts might be 
given to departing officials and what part, if any, 
Ur. Walsh might have played in this regard. Hr. Walsh 
explained there is a custom in the Administrative Division, 
and he believed quite generally in other divisions, that 
on the last day of a retiring employee’s service there 
Would be a coffee and cake-type gathering in a suitable 
room within a division,covering the last two hours of 
the working day, at which time friends and associates 
would Call, some of whom would present little departing 
gifts. In response to his personal participation, 
Wr. Walsh stated he would present a book of letters to 
the departing employee and it was customary to give the 
retiring employee a gift from his colleagues which, in 
the Administrative Division, amounted to something 
purchased on the basis of a voluntary contribution from 
Agent colleagues in the division amounting to approximately

- 3 -
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$1.00 a man. This contribution was used to buy the 
retiring employee a gift in the nature of a camera, 
binoculars nr a miniature radin which, in the opinion 
of xh. Walsh, was a rather spontaneous and enthusiastic 
endeavor on the part of all concerned. /gain, in 
response tn a specific question, 13r, Walsh advised that 
he could not recall any specific gifts received by 
hr. M«hr upon the latter’s retirement and he had no 
knowledge about the pistols referred tn above.

HSC Staff Members then inquired about the 
degree of association currently a:isting between Ur. Mohr 
and current Bureau officials. Mr. Walsh replied that 
he knew that Mr. Kehr had on acquaintanceship with 
current and past Bureau officials but he was unable to 
cement regarding the extent of this association. Staff 
Members inquired whether or not Mr. Walsh had ever 
played poker at a lodge on the outskirts of Harper’s Ferry, 
Vest Virginia, to which Mr. Walsh replied that ho had 
declined two or three such invitations that had been 
offered by Mr. Mohr when Mr. Mohr was seeking a substitute 
for regular card players. Mr, Walsh explained that the 
only reason for Ms declinations was for personal family 
reasons. In response to specific inquiries from the 
Staff Members, Hr. Walsh advised that he did not know 
the names of all who participated in the poker sessions, 
that he had been advised by Mr. Mohr that each participant 
paid $25.00 which covered expenses for room and food for 
an overnight stay at the lodge usually covering Friday 
night and Saturday morning and that he had no knowledge as 
to whether Mr. Tait was in attendance at these card games.

HSC Staff Members then inquired as to whether 
the Bureau had any regulations dealing with conflict nf 
interest or the acceptance of gratuities. Mr. Walsh 
replied that in such matters the Bureau followed

- 4 -
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Executive ^rder 1X222 dated Hay 8, 1965, and Eeparteental 
regulations as published in the Federal Register. Copies 
of these documents were furnished to the Staff Hesbers. 
Mr. Walsh, in response to a specific question, stated 
that acceptance nf a gratuity from any person nr firm 
with which the FBI is doing business is improper and that 
ha, himself, had never accepted as much as a cup of 
coffee frnn anyone with whom the Bureau is doing business. 
Mr* Oliphant hastened to inject the consent that no 
implication was to be read into the question and there 
certainly was no intention of suggesting that Mr. ITalsh 
had accepted gratuities from anyone. Staff Members 
pressed Hr. Halsh as to whether there would be any 
exception in the above regard and he indicated that 
exceptions were laid nut in the Executive ^rdor regarding 
acceptance of fond and beverages under certain limited 
circumstances. Staff Members then inquired as to who 
paid the expenses when Bureau officials took trips in 
connection with the awarding of contracts. Mr. Halsh 
replied that Bureau officials would, under such circumstances > 
be considered under an official duty status and per diem 
was paid in accordance with standard Government travel 
regulations* Staff Members wanted to know if there was 
such a thing as a higher rate of per diem for Bureau 
officials to which Hr* Halsh responded in the affirmative 
and outlined the controls the Bureau has governing the 
payment of the higher rate of per dien.

HSC Staff Members then returned to the subject 
of purchases and contracts with U. S. Recording Company 
and wanted to know who determined whether the mark-up on 
such purchases was reasonable. Hr. Ualsh. responded that 
as far as he was concerned the determination of reasonableness 
was based upon the judgment of Laboratory Division 
experts who were aware of the going price for specific

- 5 -
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items, particularly in the electronics field, and it was 
his understanding that the earcup generally would mt 
exceed 15 percent and probably would be less. Concerning 
this Bureau's relationship with U. S. Recording Company, 
Kr. Ualsh stated in response to specific questions: 
that he had never audited the bonks of U. 5. I;ecording 
Company and that nn such audit had been conducted tn 
dotominG the percentage of mark-up; that as contracting 
officer in the one above-mentioned contract with U, S* 
Recording Company,, he relied on the judgment of the 
laboratory Division experts that the price was reasonable 
and that he had never made a survey to determine the 
history of the development of this Bureau's relationship 
with U. S. Recording Company. Hr. Ualsh then inquired 
as tn whether such questions were being addressed tn 
anyone else within the Bureau to which Staff Members 
responded in the affirmative and added they were asking 
for available documentation. Staff Members then returned 
the interview to the subject of Mr. Mohr’s current 
relationship with Bureau officials to which Mr. Ualsh 
again replied that he knew an acquaintanceship existed 
between Hr. Mohr and some Bureau officials but he was in 
no position to comment regarding the extent of the asso
ciation. Staff Members then inquired as to whether or 
mt Hr. Halsh and Mr. Callahan had exchanged visits to 
each other’s homes to which Mr. Falsh replied in the 
negative and explained that their social relationship 
was principally through mutual attendance at dinners and 
other functions in which both wore invitees, but Mr. Walsh 
added that he considered Hr. Callahan as both a friend 
and associate and he believed the latter’s feeling to be 
the same toward him.

Xt should be noted that Hr. Walsh was released 
from his confidentiality agreement with the FBI for the 
purpose nf the above interview, release predating the 
actual interview.

- 6 -
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NOTE:

Material copied from memorandum E. W. Walsh 
tn Mr. Jenkins, captioned "Interview by Messrs. Richard 
Vermeire and Timothy Oliphant nf Pike Committee 3:10 PM 
to 5:05 PM, November 25, 1975,” dated 11/25/75, prepared 
by EW:jlk.
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1-Mr. Wilgus

January 9, 1976

HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE OH 
IHTELLIGEHCE ACTIVITIES;
U.S. RECOPDIHG CWAUT

Assoc. Dir. _____  
Dep. AD Adm._ 

Dep. AD Inv. _
Asst. Dir.:

Admin. _ 
Comp. Syst.____ 
Ext. Affairs ___  
Files & Com.__
Gen. Inv.______  
Ident. _________  

Inspection _____  
Intell. _________
Laboratory ____ 
Plan. & Eval._  
Spec. Inv._____  

Training _____
Legal Coun. - 
Telephone Rm.__  
Director Sec’y ___

On 'January 6, 1976, SA John P. Wilgus. 
Radio Engineering Section, FBI LaEora^^ 
as requested, at the offices of captioned coisnittee. 
For a period of approximately 15 minutes, SA Wilgus 
was questioned under oath by staff members Richard 
Vermiere and Tim Oliphant who administered the oath. 
The proceedings were taken down by a court reporter, 
and arrangements arc being made by the Office of 
Congressional Affairs to obtain a transcript. Wo 
advice of rights was given, and no one else was 
present.

The questioning first concerned SA Wilgus* 
assignments since coming to the Laboratory in July 
1971 and turned immediately to the procedures for 
ordering technical equipment and the use of U.S. 
Recording Company as a source for such equipment. 
Following a discussion of the Section’s use of 
requisitions, the staff members wanted to know if 
there ws an accepted mark-up allwed U.S. Recording 
for providing confidentiality and whether SA Wilgus 
had any information, rumor or otherwise,, concerning 
a Mr. Oberdick (phonetic), the Fargo Company, whether 
Mr. Kehr or his family ever received goods or services 
from Mr. Tate (phonetic) of U.S. Recording, and 
anything about a bottle-capping invention involving 
Mr. Parsons for which Mr. Tolson received a patent. 
SA Wilgus advised the staff members that he had no 
information about any of these matters,

JLW:mss 
(4)

TELETYPE UNIT G I’O 954-545
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1 - Mr. Perry

January 9, 1976

HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE Oli 
IUTELLIGE.HCE ACTIVITIES?
U.S. imCORDIEG COMPAHY

On January 6, 1976, SA ^Mair W. Perry was 
sworn in and questioned by Tin Oliphant, Start Counsel 
to the captioned committee. SA Perry was not advised 
of his rights. The reporter was the only other person 
present.

In response to questioning, SA Perry 
advised that he had worked as an investigative special 
agent in the Washington Field Office prior to being 
transferred to the FBI Laboratory in April 1963 where 
he worked as an examiner in the field of firearms and 
tcolnark identification until August 1975 when he was 
appointed Unit Chief of the Security Research Unit,

SA Perry advised- that he had not ordered any 
confidential surveillance equipment, knew nothing about 
the U.S. Recording Company and was not acquainted with 
Messrs. Tate and Oberdick (phonetic).

In response to questions relating to Mr. John 
l^>hr, SA Ferry advised that he was acquainted with 
Mr. Mohr on an official basis and that he had heard

Assoc. Dir._____  
Dep. AD Adm._ 

Dep. AD Inv. _
Asst. Dir.:

Admin. -
Comp. Syst,___  
Ext. Affairs___  
Files & Com.__  
Gon. |nv. _ 
Idont._________  
Inspection ____ 
Intell. _________
Laboratory____  
Plan. & Eval._  
Spec. Inv. _ 
Training —

Legal Coun.__ __  
Telephone Rm. _ 
Director Sec*y___

rumors that Laboratory personnel had provided certain 
unspecified services to the Mohr residence. SA Perry 
stated that he heard no rumors that Ur. Mohr had 
received gratuities and/or kickbacks nor any pertaining 
to Laboratory personnel providing services tor an auto
mobile belonging to a number of the Mohr family.
Further, SA Perry stated that he had not heard rumors 
pertaining to bottle caps.

GPO 951-546
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The Attorney General

Director, FBI

U. S. HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC)

f
1 J. B. Adams
2 - Mr, J. A. Mintz

(1 - Mr. J. B. Hotis)
1 - Mr. W. V. Cleveland (Routes'

Through For Review) 
January ^p, 1976

1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall
1 - Mr. W. A. Branigan (Route) 

Through For Review)
1 - Mr. W. 0. Cregar
1 - Mr. T. J. McNiff

Reference is made to HSC letter dated December 1, 
1975, requesting access to documents and other information 
from the FBI pertaining to accounting practices and 
procedures as they relate to the operation of proprietaries n
maintained by the FBI and this Bureau*s reply to the HSC < >
dated January 7, 1976, advising that specific agreed-upon 
materials, responsive to the above request, are availabl^]^ 

for review at FBI Headquarters

On January 9, 1976, HSC Staff Member Charles
Maddox appeared at FBI Headquarters and reviewed the
above-prepared material. On January 15, 1976, Mr. Maddox 
appeared at FBI Headquarters and made available a draft copy 
of material concerning FBI proprietaries which he proposes 
tp include in the final report setting forth the results 
dr the HSC inquiry into FBI operations. Mr. Maddox requested 
that this material, a copy of which is attached, be reviewed 
for the purpose of determining whether the information 
contained in the draft material need ba classified.

\ ■ Enclosed for your approval
HSC is the original of a 
Bureau’s response to the

drwarding to the

request of Mr I Maddox
Assoc. Dir.---------  

Dep. AD Adm^? 

Dep. AD Inv.
Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. 
Comp. Syst. ---  
Ext. AHairs ---  
Files & Com.- 
Gen. Inv. < 
Ident.-- -------- i- 
Inspection ' 
Intel). ------------  
Laboratory - —

7 A copy of this 
your records. t j

Enclosures (3)

62-116464

Plan. &-EvaL
Spec. Inv.
Training .

Legal Coup. _ 
Telephone Rm. 

4? ireaior^ex/y.

1 The Deputy Attorney General 
Attention: Michael E, Shaheen, Jr

TJM:lhb^b
?(12)

Special Counsel for 
Intelligence Coordination

TELETYPE UNIT

FEB 6 1976
memorandum 'is b 

i 1 . ' ’

GPO : 1975 O - 569-920



1 - mBj. B. Adams
2 - Mri j. A. Mintz

(1 - Mr. J. B. Hotis)
1 - Mr. W. V. Cleveland (Route 

Through For Review)
1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall

62-116464 January 19, 1976
1 - Mr. W. A. Branigan (Route 

Through For Review)
1 - Mr. W. 0. Cregar

U. S. WSE SEU2CT COMMITTEE 1 - Mr. It J. McNiff 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC)

Reference is made to HSC letter dated December 1, 
1975, requesting access to documents and other infor
mation from the FBI pertaining to accounting practices 
and procedures aS they relate to the operation of 
proprietaries maintained by the FBI and this Bureau*s 
reply dated January 7, 1976, advising that specific 
agreed-upon materials, responsive to the above request, 
are available for review at FBI Headquarters.

An January 9, 1976, HSC Staff Member Charles 
Maddox appeared at FBI Headquarters and reviewed the 
above-prepared materiel. On January 15, 1976, Mr. Maddox 
made available to a representative of this Bureau a 
draft copy of pertinent sections of a report prepared 
by him containing material relating to this Bureau’s 
operation of proprietaries and requested that this 
material be reviewed for the purpose of determining 
whether information contained therein requires classification.

A review of the above material was made by a 
representative of this Bureau and a determination made 
that the material prepared by Xhr. Maddox does not require 
classification.

Assoc. Dir. ------ —
Dep. AD Adm. _ 
Dep. AD Inv. _

Asst. Dir.:
Admin. . — 
Comp. Syst. 
Ext. Affairs ------ 
Files & Com. .---
Gen. Inv. . 
Ident.__ ______  
Inspection ——■ ■, 
Intell. .
Laboratory ■ 
Plan. & Eval. — 
Spec. Inv. - 
Training----- —

Legal Coun. ——- 
Telephone Rm. — 
Director Sec’y-----

1 - The Attorney General

TJM:lhbl^b
(11)

NOTE:

ORIGINAL AND COPY TO AG

A i *

The above material^ as presented^ by Mr. Maddox, 
was reviewed by Special Agent Thomas J. McNiff, Intelligence 
Division. / , , . , , , / S / X

MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT I I GPO : 1975 O - 569-920
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. .. THE'" ROLE OF PROPRIETARIES ’

I

■ CERTAIN GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

INTRODUCTION . . -

Our investigation showed that intelligence 

connected proprietaries have been established by the 

Army, Navy and Air Force within the Department of

.. . Defense and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBT) . 

'Although the Department of State has an intelligence 

gathering mission, the Department advised the com

mittee that proprietaries had never been used as a 

front in their intelligence gathering activities.

■ The proprietaries owned by the Military Services 

and the FBI were established to provide a method of 

■ gathering raw intelligence data or to support the

v ■*clandestine activities of U.S. agents in such a man

’ ner that any direct^connection between the U.S. ’

4" government is hidden and would appear non-existent.
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The FBI utilizes proprietaries in both the for

eign counterintelligence and criminal fields. In 

the former, proprietaries are operated for the purpos 

of collecting raw foreign counterintelligence infor

mation, training of personnel and testing of equip

ment. In criminal matters, the FBI has, on occasion, 

" operated proprietaries for the purpose of collecting 

. • evidence" to be utilized in the prosecution of indi

viduals engaged in criminal activities falling within 

Xs- the Bureau's jurisdiction. ... . -

Size of the Proprietary Operation .

Page 261



FBI proprietaries are, .in.the 'Criminal investi 

gation field, essentially small operations with a 

short life span. Since their mission is to collect 

evidence for the prosecution of individuals engaged 

in criminal activities falling within the Bureau's 

jurisdichi on, the successful prosecution of the 

criminal ends the need for the proprietary and the
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. -Project .is liquidated. Proprietaries formed to 

deal with counter-intelligence as it pertains ‘to 

foreign nationals engaged in their country's 

intelligence effort carried out in the United States .

’ may or may not be a short range project. Counter

intelligence information is exchanged with appro- .

priate agencies in the intelligence community.

Our review of financial records covering FBI .
< .

proprietaries and conferences with FBI officials 

disclosed that about $1.5 million has been spent 

in capital outlays and operating expenses since «

their inception about six years ago^. Proprietary 

empds^efi^-wamtoe^irrg at various times from 5 to 15 ’

undercover FBI agents.

n Operation o'f these proprietaries has involved ■

' the 'purchasing, leasing and/or renting of real 
* * * 

property. In. each*instance, safeguards to protect 

the government’s interest in the proprietary have 

been reviewed within the Bureau and the Department

' of Justice. Accounting controls of financial manage

ment are handled by FBI internal auditors.

The FBI does not have specific regulations, 

classified or unclassified, to cover the formation, 

operation, or liquidation of a proprietary. We were 

advised that safeguards to protect the governments 

interest in each proprietary are reviewed within the 

Bureau and by the Department of Justice. From
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our discussions with FBI personnel,we believe spec

ific safeguards on real and personal property held 

by the proprietaries is similar to those employed

t
by the CIA and the military services, and not with

standing a lack of specific proprietary regulations 

the safeguards are adequate. ..

Profits_ 

. r'

*

The FBI's proprietaries do have in most instances 

a legitimate' source* of income from commercial

• sources. However, the income is seldom sufficient 

. . to offset operating expense and the necessary

infusion of funds is reflected on financial state

. ments in a variety of ways.

Federal, 'State, and local taxes, as reflected 

in the financial statements examined, have been 

' paid, but arc minimal, due to operating expense 

exceeding income in most instances. An FBI 

official stated

no tax audits have ever been 

performed. • - • .
' „ « v»« '
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